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ABSTHACT 

While most critics make p:tssing references to the town in Rimbaud's 
poetry, and a fevr have discussed the theme of the toym in his prose poetry, 
it has never been studied thoroughly as a topic throughout his work. This 
thesis therefore traces Himbaud' s view of tmms and the role of the tmm 
as theme and image throughout his poetry, on the premise that the early 
poems are seminal works for the later ones. 

Because of the lacunae in our T~nowledge of Rinbaud' s life, this 
study is divided geographic3.l1y TIl.ther than chronologically into chapters 
on Charleville, Paris, Belgian tmms a.nd the composite toyms of the prose 
poems. It is not a biog;ra.:phical study but an exa:nination of the poetry. 

iHthin each chapter, the poems are examined as entities in order 
to d.emonstrate Rimbaud's attitude tOHards pg.rHcular towns, and especially 
the role of the tOl-rn in his poetry. The tmm poems are classified as far 
as theme is concerned according to their function as social CODl.llentary, as 
analogies for his emotions, as demonstrations of his concept of poetry, as 
refuges, therapy or antidotes to pressures, as spectacle or theatrica.lization 
of reality, as transpositions of reality or me~lOries, or as visions, The 
imagery which illustrates these varying roles or aspects of the tmm in 
Rimba.ud's tmm poems is analysed according to pre-selected areas of urban 
ge()gr;?~phy: localization, topography, geology, architectura.l features, 
clin>.atic conditions, social 8.nd human a.spects of tOl-ms, commercial activities, 
botaniC2.l and oiological life, political orga:lization, circulation and move
ment, the language of the towns and the va.ntage point of the observer or 
narl'8. tor. RiiTlba.ud' s changing and developing interest in different facets 
of tmms can thus be folloHed in detail. 

This thesis can be read at tHO levels: for a Vie1'i of Rinbaud's 
tOvInS at any point in his poetic development through the analysis of 
individual poems and for a viei-1 of the fB.ttern of development of this 
;preOCCll1)a tj~Qn j,n RiJTtQ?1J(.t'§ _p~ej:,j:'y ~_. _ 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the Hestern Horld, the second half of t.he nineteenth 

century saH a colossal movement from" agrarian to industrial pursuits 

and therefore a migration of the population from country to tmm. The 

phenomenal gro'tlth of technology Hi th the concomitant expansion of the 

t01m thrmi a v1eb of steel across ~festern Europe which permitted relatively 

rapid communication 1.;ith far-flung parts of the Horld for the first time 

in history. In France, this social upheaval was further complicated by 

a disastrous foreign war folloHea by bloody internal dissension, just a·c. 

t.he point ~-fhon Rirl1baud had rea.ched a.dolescence and was seeking his place 

in the world. 

It is during this period of rapid social and topographical cha.nge 

and political unrest, that Rimbaud produced his poetry, 1'1h1ch also, through 

severa-i. -met,amo:r>;moses, rsdyna.-mtc, revoiutinnary -anitexptorcrtory. One can 

fruitfully discuss Rimbaud's poetry in relation to the social b.s.ckground 

of his age. One can also discuss it in relation to the shifting fortunes, 

erilotional upheavals and coercions of his family and. school life, or in 

relation t,o the p~cosumed mental attitudes and attributes of this child, as 

m.c'1-ny critics have do,"e. Hm,;ever the broad outlines of the groHth and out

look of Rimbaud, child and yO'Jng adult, do seem to p-3.rc.l.llel rem3.rkably the 

general trends of society's change from stability and conservatism to 

instability and revolution in moral and social codes, and also, from 
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limi ted, traditional expectations and interest to seemingly limitless 

opportunities for mental and physical exploration, achievement and 

creation. 

Particu-1arly in his early poems, Rimbaud modelled himself on 

the poetic schools of his time and earlier ones o The influence of his 

reading on his ,themes and ideas must not be underestimated. The Vihole of 

his poetry can be interpreted as a demonstration of literary progress and 

can be set against the literary currents of his time. Indeed, Pierre 

Gascar has observed: 

En moins de quatre annees, le jeune poete a non seulement revecu 
une partie importante de l'evolution de la litterature, ma:i,s l'a 
portee aussi au-dela du present, jusqu'a ce qulon pourrait ap]?eler 
les confins de la peTspective ••• 1 

2 

Verlaine's happy phrase, "L'homme aux sernelles de vent", epitomizes 

a whole host of biographies and interpretations of Rimbaud's poetry on the 

theme of Rimbaud the vagabond adventurer. 2 Claudells phrase, " ••• 

mystique a l' e.t~", has spavrned several critical studies on 

mystic, Catholic lines,) Rimbaud's intellectual, if not physical involve-

n:ent with the cause and events of the COI1l!i"lUne has produceel commentaries 

interpreting his poetry on political, ideologicalli~e~.4 Accounts of 

lPierre Gascar, Pimbaud et la commune. Paris: Gall imard , 1971, 
p. 111 (hereafter: Gascar, La Q2"ffimune). 

2See Bibliography under Carre, Kunel, Plessen, Adam, SOUIEult, 
Undenwod. 

3 See Bibliography under Rops, Riviere. 

L~See Bibliog~_phy under Gascar, Etiemble et Gauclere, Chambon, 
Decaudin, Denis, st. Aubyn. 



his family and personal life, often mythified, have produced psycho-

logical interpretations, ranc.:sing from pathological stud.ies classifying 

Rimbaud clinically, to vievlS of the escapist into the Horld and myths 

of childhood, the reluctant adult. 5 The opposite face of this same coin 

has produced Rimbaud the modern rebel, revolting against either the 

restrictions of the old order represented by family, school, church and 

the government of Napoleon III, or, against technology, science and the 

social miseries they produced. 6 Rimbaud the good-for-nothing, the 

homosexual corrupter of Verlaine, the wrecker of marriage and bourgeois 

values is another offshoot of this same vieH.7 QUite recently a vieH 

of Rimbaud the "farceur", Hriter of deliberately ambiguous poems with 

strong sexual, often obscene undercurrents, has come to the fore,8 His 

letter to Demeny and Izambard of Hay, 1871, certain accounts of the life 

he led in Paris and London thereafter, and especially his later poems, 

produced vieHs of Rirnbaud as an escapist in a different sense. He is 

seen as the "Voyant", the visionary, the orphic poet, the deliberately 

hallucinated individual if not the drug-addict, the alchemist, magician 

{'II'- I-l±-Uffl.ini s~. 2 -For --a ti1Tle , - t-o-the-SurreaI-ts t~ ,-he wastnl; re C-lipiB nt 

5See Bibliography under Fretet, Fmrlie, Hackett, Verbeek, 

6See BibliogTI'.1)hy under Dh5tel, Ahearn, Feschel, HacLeish. 

7See Bibliography under Fondane, Fontainas, COUlon, Ex-Nadame 
Faul Verlaine. 

8See 3ibliogm:phy under Ascione et Chambon, DeniS, Faurisson" 

9See BibliogTa.phy under Chisholm, Gengoux, Richer, Ruchon, Starkie, 
de Reneville, Davies, Bays. 
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of thoughts and visions granted ~o a poetlc, receptive mind, automatically 

and rapidly recorded Hithout the intrusion of the rationa1. 10 

Particularly with regard to the Illuminations, critics are extre-

mely divided as to Hhether these poems are transpositions of reality and 

memories, or pure visions, unrelated to things seen and remembered in 

real life. Houston flatly states: 

The Illuminations, like all of Rimbaud I slater "l'lork, are built of 
mythic, poetic conceptions, and it is not really profitable to grope 
for the 'transpositions of reality' or sources, Hhich have so often 
been sought in them. [ ••• ] The relation of poetry to th9 pictorial is 
an exceedingly delicate matter, like the relation of a Hriter's 
experience to his work, and I do not believe it is a very fruitful 
topic of enquiry in regard to Rimbaud.l1 

Delahaye, Rimbaud's childhood friend, asserts: "Beaucoup de ces poemes 

furent composes avec le souvenir (choses vues, sentiments passagers, 

fragments de lecture 0 •• )tI ,12 Chadwick 'P Adam, De Graaf and Starkie J to 

mention a fe,'! more recent critics, ag-.cee HUh him. 

Another source of dissension among the critics is the da.ting of his 

poetry, a puzzle throughout, but especially in the Illuminations. Since 

lOAndre Breton, "l"'!anifeste du Surrealisme", 1924, in Nanifestes 
-du-SUrrea-'!:is1:le-, l"aTisr e;a-l±:tm-rd, i-9-7~,-p.--39r --mtys--hmrev<'lr,J'Ri-mba-tid--· 
est sur:C6aliste dans le pratique, de la vie·et ail1eurs", indicatint; that 
the life takes precedence over the Hark as truly surrealist. 

11J ohn Porter Houston, The D~sign of Rinbaud' s Poetry, 
Nel" Haven and London: Yale University Fress, 1963, pp. 239 and 257 (hereafter:, 
Houston, The De~~l). 

12 
Ernest Delah,,"ye, Souvenirs famUiers a propos de Rimbaud, 

Ver1aine, GermE'_in Nouveau, Faris: Hessein, 1925, p. 69, n. 1 
~ hereafter: Delahaye",· -.§.?uvenirs). 
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Bouillane- de Lacoste's thesis in 1949,13 in Hhich he attempted to 

reverse the accepted view that they had been co~posed before Une Saison en 

enfer, nevr examination of the question has produced many convinced critics 

but no certain proofs on either side, 

This controversy raises important questions: for example, do the 

"splendides villes" in "Adieu" look fon-Tard to the tOim poems and voyages of 

the Illuminations, or are the to'tln poems in the Illurainations condemned by 

implication in "Alchimie du verbe"? Concrete facts on Rirnbaud's life 

during these years are so feN, his letters so ra.re, the testimony of friends 

and other eye-vritnesses so scanty, the poetry so cryptic at times, that it 

does not seem possible that clear proofs on this issue Hill be forthcoming, 

Rimbaud I S Harle then is not easily or neatly categorized, partly 

because during its composition he was in a state of rapid mental and phy-

sical development and frequent change of physical and mental environ-

ment. The poetry reflects these transmutations. There are many lacunae 

in our ~nowledge of his life and his output is slender enough to produce 

feH samples of some aspects of his Hark. Its rapid transformation in 

into any of the particular poetic or psychological categories mentioned 

a1)ove, but also, paradoxically, permits the acceptance,~tt least as far 

as some of his poetry is concerned, of almost a.ll of his critics' 

classifications. Their classifications tend to be a limited vieH of 

part of his lwrk. As Frohock remarks: "Everyone seems to have been 

lJHenry de Boui11ane de Lacoste, Rimbaud et le nroblene des 
"I11umina-tions", Faris: Mercure de France, 1949 (hereafter: Lacoste, 
Le Prob·1~me). 
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a.ble to find something for himself - or of himself - in this poet." 14 

Labelling of Rimbaud's themes and style may tell rather more 

about the commentator than about the poetry, Hhich seems to act in the 

manner of the Rorschach ink-blot test, These contradictory classifica-

tions all contain one central thesis hO~Tever: throughout his creative 

~riod, Rimbaud Has constantly in search of some goal or ideal Hhich 

he considered attainable through his actions and his poetry, Hhether 

this quest Has for his OIm place in the vlOrld, for another Horld, nei,/, or 

old, its end promised happiness for himself and for mankind, "Vagabonds" 

(9 .. C., 136-137),15 seems to resume this search: "moi presse de trouver 

le lieu et la formule." 

This search manifested in his Handerings and in his poetry, is 

closely linked "lith t.owns. Despite his obvious affinity Hith nature and 

the countryside, expressed perhaps most fervently in his early poetry, 

Rimbaud Has a man of his time and a tOHn-d1·reller. Al t.hough he Has set 

apart by his intellectual qualities and his poetic activities, he did 

not compose his :poetry in a vacuum: it is t01m-poetry because of his 

by a list of tOI-1DS, with Charleville being th~ centre of his vianderings, 

the place to Hhich he ali·rays returned. 

'4 -" H.H. Frohock, Rimbaud's Pcetic Practice, Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1963, p. 31herea£~Yrohock, 
Poeti~ Practico). 

15All references to the text are taken from Arthur Rimbaud, 
.geuvr~...Q~, ed. Antoine Adam, Paris: Gallimard, Bibliotheque de 
la Pleiade, 1972 (hereafter: Riniliaud, O.C.). 
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There are two opposing interpretations of these wanderings: 

tha.t he never went to any tmm except out of material necessity; that 

he was contlnu3.11y driven on by some inner compulsion to find his ideal 

place. Either reason still evokes the notion of finding a happier life 

if not perfect happiness, and both reasons are suggested at various 

times in his poetry and correspondence. As late as 1885 vrhen he had 

certainly abandoned poetry, he Hrote to his family: 

En tout cas, ne comptez pas que mon humeur deviendrait moins 
vagaoonde, au contraire, si j'avais le moyen de voyager sans etre 
force de sejourner pour travailler et gagner l'existence, on ne me 
verrait pas deux mois a la fil~me :91aC8. Le monde est tres gra.nd et 
plein de contrees magnifi~ues q~e l'existence de mille honmes ne 
suffirait pas a visiter. Hais, d'un autre c5te, je ne voudrais pas 
vagabonder dans la misere ••• Eais pour vivre toujours au m~ne lieu, je 

trol.l.verai toujours ce1a tres r;'t8,lheureux ••• le plus probable ,e' est qu' on 
va plut~t au l'on ne veut Ias, et que l'on fait plut~t ce ~u'on ne 
voud~.it pas faire, et qu'on vit et decede tout autrement qu'on ne 
le voudrait jamais, ~ans espoir d'aucune espece de compensation. 16 

16"Rimbaud aux siens, Aden le 15 janvier, 1885", Rimbaud, o.e., 
pe 39'7. In his early corres por.dence, Ri:1oa1..ld I1k'l.nifests the strong 
desire to reach the to"ms, to ,.,rite his poetry and to be free. " Dans 
d.€uX ans, dans un an peut-13tre, je serai a Paris ••• Je jure ••• d 'adorer 
toujours les deux deesses, Huse et Liberte,". "A '2beodore de Banville, 
24 mai 1870", (O.C., p. 236), IIQue voulez-vous, je m'entEHe aff:reusement 

. aa--cl:orG-r-la-:tiberte-l-±:e-:re-.-.-.J-e-de:vais -.:pariir_3_l.ljOu...n1 I hui merne; ••• " 
itA Izar.'tbard, 2 nove1'lbre 18'70", (o.e., P. 245). His-poetry is fliD': of
lines indicating his desire to travel and see neH places, the need for 
multiple ex})eriences and. unfettered existe.nce: 'IEt j I irai loin, bien loin, 
C01llIile un bohemien,/ Par la Nature,-- ... " (OIC., p. 6), "L ' hiver, nous 
irons dans un -petit l~agon rose/ Avec des coussins bleus,. ," (O.C..!... p. 31). 
"11 1isait son ro~an sans cesse ~edite,/ Plein de lourds cie1s ocreux et 
de for13ts noyees ••• " (o.e., P. 45). ilLes Fleuves ro'ont laisse descendre 
ou je voulais." (o.e.~). "Tu ne sais pas ou tu vas-ni pourquoi tu vas, 
entre partout, repOnds a tout. 1I (o.c., 97). "Nous voyagerons, nous 
chasserons clans les deserts, nous dormirons sur les IB-ves des villes in
connues, sans soins, sans p8ines,'~ (o.e"p. 105). "Je dus voyager, 
distraire les enchantements ass8nolessur nion cerveau," (O.C., 111)0 
"Et a l' aurore, armes d I une ardente patience, nous entreronsaux splendides 
villes," (O.C. 117). "Depart dans l'affection et le bruit neufs!" (O.C. 
p. 129). ~.le monde votre fortune et votre peril," (o.e., p. 147:T. 
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This JPssage p Hhile 'WTitten by a man resigned to II La real~te rugueuse" and 

no longer searching for his ideal in the tmms, indicates his need for 

multiplicity of experience and environment, and his disillusionment about 

possible revrards or consolation in this Horld or the next. One presumes 

that this" compensation" iv-as Hhat he had so feverishly searched for earlier. 

Not surprisingly, up until 1879, the quest for happiness, stimulation, 

freedom or novelty in the tmms Has reflected in his other ta.lisrnan for 

happiness, his poetry, and in the poems about the tOHllS. The tmm is one 

of the most important preoccupations in Rimbaud's poetry, and is present 

throughout his 'tlOrk, often used as an allegory or an analogue to a state of 

mind, and changing its forms and points of interest as the poet develops, 

Yet its importance has been ignored; apart from JPssing references to the 

town by most of his critics, there is only a handful of articles and 

chaptHrs in books,17 Nhere the t01ID is recognlzed as a major topic, mainly 

in the Illuminatio~~. 

17A.DhStel, Rimbaud et 18. revolte moderne, Paris: Gallimard, 1952 
( Hereafter: Dhbtel, La rev.oite) has a chapter on " La Cite". W. FmTlie, 

--R4ltieaila-,-~hi~gG:Un-i-¥ersi±-y----of -ChicagQ~I~_l9-66_C_H~));"~a_fteL=- FOHlie j 
RIiiibat.id) identifies five themes in the Illu;;}inations:"Childhood", "Life ~f th-e 
Poet", "Vision of Nature", "Vision of the Ci ty", "i·lystical Vision". He devotes 
pp. 185-206 to the CUy. 11.-J. Hhitaker, .~ Structure du monde irlla@naire 
de Rimbaud, Paris: Nizet, 1972 ( hereafter: Whitaker, Structur~) devotes her 
lastch9.pter to"La Ville'~ which for her is a metaphor, " l' etat du createur", 
enclosed in the larger metaphor of creation Hhich embraces all RiI:lbaud's 
poetry. E. Ahearn, " IJl1.ae;ination and the Real", Revue de la litterature 
comr.e,re.e XLVII (1973) ( Hereafter: Ahearn, II Ir:lagir,ation") uses a raBthod of 
1i terary conparison to align RilTlbaud. Hi th the English Rom3.ntics and 
contemporary French poets in their attitudes to nineteent.h century torms. 
J. Lebeau, 11 IJe Tho::le de la ville", Hercure de France 339 ( mai-aoUt 1960), 
359-363 ( Hereafter: Lebeau, " La ville" ) concentrates on Rimbaud's 
hallucinatory vision of the towns and compares him to Baudelaire and De 
Quincey. C.A. Hackett, " Ril'1baud and the 'splendides villes ll

', L'~prit . 
Createur IX, no. 1 ( Spring 1969), pp. 46-53 ( Hereafter: Hackett, " Splendides 
'YUles" ) identifies the basic opposition of tovm versus nature in Rimbaud's 
poetry and discusses some of the tovm poems, especially those in the 
Illuminations. 
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Hackett has said about the tmm :poems: 

It is understandable that critics, in considering the place of the 
tOim ln Rlmbaud' s work, should have concentrated on the Illuminations, 
for there tbat theme reaches its climax and is given supreme artistic 
eXJ?ression~8 

He admits however that this theme, with that of nature, spans the work. 

Perhaps the reason why critics have concentrated on the tOHn imagery only 

in the prose poems is that they have considered the. topic in too narrow a 

light and have largely equated the tmm with its architecture. 

One of the best ways of attempting to understand Rimbaud's poetry, 

to strike some sort of balance among his critics, is to select a topic 

Hhich is present throughout his poetry -- in this case, the tmm-- and 

to analyse and evaluate its function as theme and image in Rimbaud' s 'Hork 

as a Whole. 19 Whatever the criteria chosen for studying this topic, in 

view of the gaps in our knoHledge of Rimbaud's life and his reactions to 

it, the only certainty is that this research must be based very squarely 

on the poetry itself. A method of analysis must be used which proceeds 

from the \'fOrk to the life, and thence to the social and literary background 

of his age, a.nd not vice versa, It must also examine all aspects of the 

tovm vlhich preoccupied Rimbaud o 

If the term" urban geography" is given its Widest application to 

to encompass the localization, the topography, the geological and 

architectural features of a tovm, its social and human aspects, its 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------
18 Hackett 1 II Splendides villes", p. 52, 

19 
F. Ruchon, Rimbau~, Geneve: Slatkine Reprints, 1970 (hereafter: 

Ruchon, Rimbaud), p. 66, as early as 1929, suggested a sirailar a.pproach: 
.. Le proc~d;r critique le plus cO:Jmode pour etudier cette poesie, consiste ••• 
a en degager un certain nombre de cycles ... C'est de la corrfrontation .. ,d.e ces 
cycles, que nous pourrons degager une idee qUi les explique tous" e Few critics 
have followed his suggestions, and this study will cortcentrate on only one, of 
these themes or cycles, but in our View, the one which embraces all the others. 
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biological and botanical life, its commercial activities, its political 

organization, its climatic conditions, its transport and circulation 

system and its language, including the sounds made by any object in the 

town, as well as the varying vantage points of its observers, then, by 

studying all these aspects of the tovm in Rimbaud' s poetry, one can see 

the full extent of Rimbaud's preoccupation l-lith the town and establish a 

comp3.rative urban geography of his Hork. Important as it is in the later 

prose poems, the town can be established as a topic of equal significance 

in Rimbaud's early poetry. Although they are lightly dismissed by many 

critics, the early poems are seminal 1wrks for Rimbaud' s view of the 

tOrm and the qualities of his ideal place. 

Some aspects of' Rimbaud' s poetry are not readily classifiable 

under the term" geography': the fantastiC, metaphysical or futuristic 

viBions of seme of his tOrms; the moral or philosophlcal a tti tudes or the 

manifestations of psychological states in some of the tmm poems; the 

language of the tOlm poems in the wider sense of that used by the observer 

or narrator to evoke them. In this study they will be included under the 

p-1l,",encompassing_conc~p~ of the van~~eE0i-nJ. ~~_ !-!1~ _ol:)s~!'V'er. This is 

a study of the imaginary geogl."'aphy in Rirnbaud' s poetry, Hi-th other aims 

than simple description, opposed to the factual geography of places. The 

observer/ archi tect/ poet must be granted Viider scope than the surveyor/ 

geographer of the prosaic, concrete vlOrld. 

Rlmbaud's later poems subject the reader to enormous leaps through 

the dark to folloH his rapid, free association of concepts and images. By 

conSidering his poetry under the above-f.lentioned subdiviSions of urban 

geography, by dissecting the poems and placing their lInages under these 

headings, one ivould lose the impact of the I-Thole poem or whole tmm in each 
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poem, and thereby forfeit an understanding of the poet's emotions and 

attitudes. vlhen discussing a theme, we must consider poems as entities to 

avoid misrepresentation, to avoid giving an impression of the preponderance 

of one theme over other topics in the same poem. Similarly, only by treating 

each poem as a complete unit can one refer to other complete poems Nhich 

do not contain this theme or imagery, but Hhich, nonetheless have a direct 

bearing on its interpretation. Similar scruples prevent the use of obviously 

later poems as commentary on or evidence for Rimbaud' s feelings or observations 

in earlier ones, 

There are over a hundred poems among Rimbaud' s rather slender' 

output Hhich mention at least one of the aspects of tOYinS listed above under 

urban geography, It is felt that critics Hho have singled out Rimbaud's 

t01ms for consideration, concentrating only on those poems '.ihich fit their 

pa.rticular view of his poetry, have managed to illustrate their view at the 

expense of a more complex overviei'f of the diversity of Rimbaud's tOlms as 

he himself developed as a poet, person and thinker. Therefore, for all these 

reasons, the tOHTI poems will be analysed individually as entities for the, 

_most ~b'"t. _Stcl.tJ.st~Ga,11Y'_ t4is~s tl1esm1J' -" _a_c~ll:ra.j:,e" '- al ttl0~gh ra th~r , 

lengthy, possible method. In conclusion, attempts vIill be made to discern 

patterns in his attitudes to and treatment of the towns. 

It has been decided, someHhat reluctantly, to use the hackneyed 

arrangement of geographica.l division Nhich is loosely chronological, rather 

than a strict biographical and chronological method. This study is therefore 

divided under the general headings of Charleville, PariS, Belgian towns and 

the cO!lrposite t01-TnS of the prose poems. IHthin each section, the urban 

geography Hill be explored through individual poems, then summarized. The 

sources or tl~nspositions of reality Hill be discussed Hhen necessary. 
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The role of the tmIn in the poem, and Rimbaud' s attitude to the town in 

general, or to this particular t01m, Hill be mentioned vlithin each chapter 

section. Biographical evidence will be used sparingly, psychological analyses 

of Rimbaud the man, not at all. However, psychological interpretations of 
r 

Rimbaud's mental visions conjured up in the poems are of great value, The 

inf'luence of literature and socio-historical currents and events Hill be 

touched on in relation to individual poems. 

Cel-tain themes, styles and attitu(les vrill emerge as attached to a 

particular t01m or period of compOSition, others as constant aspects of 

Rimbaud's tOYIns. The titles of the chapters must not be taken to indicate 

a shortsighted preoccupation only \'lith the sources for the poems, or Hith 

. Rimbaud's attitude to a partlcular " real" tmIn. It is what Rimbaud creates 

out of the possible sources that matters. Themes and attitudes evinced in 

the early Charleville poems may Hell be transferred to other tmm poems 

later, or prove to be enduring attitudes. They Hill be acknoHledged as 

originally Charleville themes and traced to their limit Hithin the Charleville 

chapter. Similarly, attitudes tOHard Charleville may alter in his later 

poatr¥..- lihau_hiQ YieHJ:'et.!'o§.pe~i:.ivE:lly may be very different from that Hhen 

Charleville was his first source of inspil~tlon. Poems containing these 

later references to Charleville Hill be included in the Charleville chapter. 

Similar patterns of tracing aspects attached initially to a particular town 
o 

will be folloHed for Paris and the Belgian tmms. The composite tmms of 

the prose poems Hill be treated separately, although places involved in 

their composite patterns \-I'il1 have already been mentioned in the first three 

chapters in connection with the prose poems. 1'here are precedents for some 

of their aspects in Rimbaud'! s earlier poetry. They are mentioned in the 

conclusion. 
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Given Hhat He knovT of Rimbaud' s life and poetry, He can be very 

suspicious of too much order and singlemindedness in interpretations of his 

poetry. Overlapping and ba.cktracking appear to be inevitable using this 

method, as they viere in his mm search for happiness. Criteria for placing 

any poem in any section are based on the possible original source of inspir

ation or on the preponderance of that source over others contained in the 

poem, on· similarity of mood or style, occasionally on place of composition. 

Some poems have multiple connota.tions so that they are discussed, for 

different reasons, in several chapters, 

To orient the reader in time and sp3.ce, a chronology folloHs the 

introduction before the main text begins, The names of towns and of HOrdS 

denoting town in the poetry are given in an appendix to the theSis, 

It is hoped that this thesis, apart from presenting a comparative 

urban geography of Rimbaud's poetry, capable of being consulted for Rimbaud's 

attitude to the town in a p3.rticular poem, or for the pattern of his attitude 

tOHards a particular town he knew, or for his attitude tOHards the t01-In at 

different stages of his poetiC life, will suggest answers to more general 

qtl:es't-:i;0Hs aeetl.'t -- Rimea.uEl-'-sG0mpel-l-i~ PGet±'~. 

Is there a typical or permanent tmmsca pe in this poetry? i'lhy is 

the tOHn such a central preoccupation in his vwrk? Is t01m imagery an 

integral pg..rt of his verbal experimentation or expression? How far are 

his towns used as social criticism or attempts at social reform, indicating 

Rimbaud's reaction to his age and his role as a man of his age? HOH far 

are his tOi'ln poems the result of metaphysical pursuits and of private visions 

unrelated to outside influences? And especially, Nhy do these tONn poems 

still appeal to or COr.lmunicate with us today? 



Apart from indicating the multiplicity'of Rimbaud's town ima.ges 

and. their links with his personal and poetic concepts p it is also hoped 

that this treatment of one of Rimbaud's main preoccupations will 

indicate by analogy or implication, possible patterns of development of 

other topics in his poetry, nature or man for example, opposed to or 

14 

linked with his town imagery, and thus lead to a more complete understanding 

of this poetrYe 



CHRONOLOGY 

The purpose of this chronology is to orient the reader in time 

and space. This attempt to synchronize biographical and historical facts 

is therefore restricted to the latest possible dates of composition of those 

poems in which they may be reflected, No jUdgments are made in this table. 

Only poems discussed in the following study are listed here. Literary 

sources suggested for Rimbaud's poetry cover too wide a time span to list 

in this chronology. Similarly, his political, social, metaphysical and 

aesthetic preoccupations, which are of prime importance for appreciation 

of his \lOrk, are mentioned in the body of this thesis. 

It seems necessary to indicate the controversial opinions of 

Rimb8,ud IS critics in this chronology to show their prevalence and to 

emphasize further the difficulties inherent in studying the theme, role ancl 

ima,ge of the tovm in Rimbaud' s work by employing a strictly biographical 

or chronological method. As far as the Illuminations are concerned, listing 

tIfe crrtYcaJ.: -tn-eurre<;----abotll:;- -ind±vMua-l- -f)Gemsw~u:.bd overhurden thi~_ti3.bl~~L 

therefore only the beginning and end of dates and places of composition, 

according to individual critics, are recorded. 

To simplify the reading of this table, historical events are 

capitalized; square brackets enclosing dates or facts indicate differences 

of opinion among Rimbaud scholars. Thus, the sa:ne poem may be listed 

more than once under different dates. In such cases, sUInf.laries of the 

differing critical views are given in the footnotes. 

15 
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I am particularly indebted to the following chronologies for 

the data about Rimbaud listed below: 

Adam, Antoine. " Chronologie", in Arthur Rimbaud, Oeuvres Conpletes. 
Paris: G.."Lllir.tard, Bibliotheque de 1a PIE:Hade,[1972j, pp. XXXIX-LII. 

Bernard, Suzanne. II Sommaire biographique", in her edition of Oeuvres de 
Rimbaud. Paris: Garnier, [1960J, pp. V-XIV. 

Boulestreau, Nicole. " Chronologie de Rimbaud", Europe, ( mai- juin, 1973 ), 
153-170. 

Ruff, N.A. "Chronologie rimbaldienne", Etudes rimbaldiennes, 2 (1969), 
159-170. 

Other biographical material used in this chronology and points on which 

these four critics differ are acknowledged in the footnotes. 

1792 

July 20th: LOUIS XVI PUT ON A BONN.2::T ROUGE Oll'.J.<'E;RED ON A PIKE BY THE HOB 
ASSEVlBLED AT THE TUILERIES. HE ~"TAS ADDRESSED BY THE BUTCHER, LEGENDl1E. 

September 20th: BATTLE OF VALMY. T}IE VA-NU-PIEDS DEFEATED THE PRUSSIAN ARHY. 

17>4 

September 21st: BATTLE OF FLEURUS. 
ABOLITION OF THE NONARCHY. 

1791-96 

if-HE- I'I'-A1IAH· {}AMPA-IGN~-.· 

1848 

It'ebruary: REVOLUTION IN PARIS. ABDICATION OF LOUIS-PHILIPPE. 
ABD-EL-KADER SURP.ENDERS TO GOVERNOR GEj\jERJ\L OF ALGERIA. IMPRISONED 
UNTIL RELEASED BY NAPOLEON III IN 1853. 

1851 

December 2nd: COUP DfETAT BY LOUIS NAPOLEON. 

December 2nd: IJOUIS NAPOL-:10N PROCLAll"IED Ei'"IPEROR AS RESULT OF PLEBISCITE. 

1853 

February 8th: Narriage of Rimbaudfs parents. His father, Frederic Rimbaud, 
son of Didier Rimbaud, tailor, of Dole. Captain in the Infantry. 



Ris motherl , Vitalie Cuif, daughter of Jean-Nicholas Cuif, farmer 
at Roche, retired to Charleville. Owing to the absences from and 
later abandonment of the family by Captain Rimbaud, RiBbaud's childhood 
experiences in Charleville were under the supervision of his mother. 

1854 
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October 20th: Birth of Jean-Nicholas-Arthur Rimbaud in Charleville, Ardennes. 

November 20th: Baptized in l'eglise Notre-Dame in Charleville. 

June: 

1860 

Rimbaud family moves to 73, rue Bourbon in worki~g-class quarter 
of town. Final separation of Rimbaud's parents. 

1862 

Rimbauo.s move to bourgeois quarter of tmm: 13, cour d' Orleans. 

October: Rimbaud enters prtvate school: l'Institution Rossat. 

[ Composition of " Cahier des dix ans" during school year. J 
[1864J 

[ \I Oahier des dix ans", including It prOlogue".]3 

lRis mother'sfamily" ••• avait accedee a 10. bourgeoisie rurale 
depuis un petit nombre de generations ••• Le travail, 1'argent, la religion 
cons ti tuaient l' ossa t ure de sa personnali te." Suzanne Briet, i"!adame Rimbaud, 
Paris: Hinard' 1968, p. 8 ( hereafter: Briet, Hme R. ). 

2 ... -. -. .... - . 
" E11e a du bien au soleil qu'elle ne veut pas vendre,n:L canTlei' 

a d'autres controles que les siens. Ses moyens· lui permettent d'elever 
ses enfants 2, 1a ville ••• Elle a trop de racines dans le sol ardennais pour 
s'expatrier: elle ne suivra pas son mario" Briet, Hme R., p. 15. 

3Nicole Boulestreau, " Chronologie de Rimbaud", Euro~, (nai-juin, 
1973), p. 155 ( hereafter: Boulestreau, " Chron."). Suzanne Bernard, in 
her edition of Oeuvres de Rimbaud, Paris: Garnier, 1960 ( hereafter: 
Bernard, OeuvreS'), p. 358, proposes an even earlier date: 1862-63. 
Adam, in Riiflbaud, O.C., p. 1027, supplies convincing arguments based on 
the curriculum at the College de Charleville for its conposition in 1863-
64, since the notebook contains Latin texts and" , •• les Smpires d'Orient 
et la Grece Io.r;;laient le prograrrufle. d' histQire de la sixiEH,e,." H.A. Ruff, 
.. ChTono1ogie rirabaldiennne", Etudes rinbaldiennes, 2 (1969), ( hereafter: 
Ruff, II Chron".), p. 161, dates it 1866-67. 



1865 

Easter: Enters septieme at College de Charleville situated on the Place 
Ducale bOy the Neuse. 

October: Enters sixieme and soon transferred to cinquieme. 

[Probable date of "Cahier des dix ans".] 

1866 

First communion. Nove to 20, rue Forest. 

October: Enters quatrieme. 

[1866-671 probable date of "Cahier des dix ans".] 

1867 

October: Enters troisieme. Beginning of friendship \'lith Delahaye. 

1868 

Rimbaud sends odf3 in Latin verse to mark first communion of 
Prince Imperial. L+ 

October: Enters seconde. 

[CompOSition of ilLes Assis",]5 

1869 

January: Composes "Ver erat ..• ". 

August: At prize~giving receives nine first prizes including that of the 
Concours ac.a.demique for "Jugurtha" (July 2nd). 

18 

4nChez lui on est monarchiste, bonap3.rtiste." Briet, Hme R., p. 21. 

5pa.ul Verlaine, Oeuvres CO;llpletes, edt O. Nadal, J. Borel and Henry de 
Bouillane de Lacoste, Paris: Le Club du l1eilleur livre, 1959, ilLes Poetes 
maudits, 'Arthur Riobaud ' '', I, 477-78 (hereafter: Verlaine, O.C.). 



October: Enters rhetori~.6 19 

1870 

January 2nd: "Les Etrennes des orphelins" appears in La Revue pour tous. 

January 17th: Georges Izambard arrives as teacher of rhetorique. 

January, February: "Les Effares" I "0phelie". 

Spring: "A la musique", "Sensatio~II, (dated Harch by Rimbaud)7, "Credo in 
unam" ("Soleil et chair"), (dated April 29th), "Ronan", (dated 
September 23rd), "Charles d'Orleans a Louis XI", (class composition). 

["Le Forgeronll ]8 

[At some point in the school year he gave IlUn Coeur sous une 
sDutane" to lzambard.] 

Hay 24th: Letter to Theodore de Banville begging him to include "Sensation", 
"Ophelie", and "Credo in unam" in the next issue of Le Parnasse 
contemDorain. He affirms his adherence to the Parnassian doctrine 
and st~tes, "Dans deux ans, dans un an peut-~tre, je serai a Faris." 
(~, PP. 236-237.) 

July 13th: de Cassagnac, Bonapartist editor of Le Pays Hrote,"Que c'est 
beau 1a guerre, quand elle plane au-dessus des interets partic
uliers ••• C'est pour le passe pour le present, pour l'avenir que 
nous allons lutter." 9 EHS TELEGRAJvI, 

6"Le professeur de rhetorique enseignera a ses eleves les regles 
de tous les genres d'ecrire, leur en fera voir les plus beaux exemples 
dans-les --B.UieurlL ancians_ej:,I!lQdernef:l ~t :Le§ exercera~l§- c:~mpQ::;:ij;ton 
en latin et fran9ais," Boulestreau, "Chron.", p. 156, 

7Rimbaud had the habit of dating his poems at the time he recopied 
them, See Georges Izambard, Rimbaud tel que je l'ai connu, Paris: Mercure 
de It'rance, 19'-1·6, p. 382. 

8Henry de B01l1illane de Lacoste, editor of Arthur Ri1flbaud, Poesies, 
Paris: Hercure de France, 1939 (hereafter: Lacoste, Poesies), P. ~
notes that Hhile Izambard never mentioned that Rimbaud had given hirr. 
"Le Forgeron", he ovmed a copy of this poem. It therefore see::lS likely 
that it Has vrritten during the school year vlhile Izambard Has in Charleville. , 

9Bernard, Oeuvres, p. 371, n. 1. 



July 16th: de Cassagnac urged the descendants of the Republicans of 1792 
to enlist. 
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July 18th: [IINorts de quatre-vin§t-douze", ("Aux Horts de Valmy"), (dated 
Mazas, September 3rd.)]1 

July 19th: WAR DECLAHED AGAINST PRUSSIA,ll 

July 2L~th: Izambard returns home to Douai leaving Rimbaud in Charleville. 

La te J ul y : LARGE GRO UPS OF RESERVISTS IN CHARLEVILLE AND HEZ TERES. 

August 2nd: SAARBRUCKEN TAKKT BY FRENCH LED BY NAPOLEON III. PRINCE 
H1PERIAL PRESEi:-J'J'. EHPEROR SENDS TELEGRAi-I ANNOUNCIHG VICTORY AND 
PRINCE'S BRA VERY. 

August 3rd: WISSEMBOURG TAKEN BY PRUSSIANS. 

August 6th: Prize-giving at College de Charleville. Rimbaud refuses to 
donate books for liar effort. 
NACHAHON DEFEATED AT l,'lOERTH. DEHONSTRATIONS IN PARIS. 

August 7-8th: STATE OF SIEGE DECLARED IN PARIS AND 15 PROVINCES, 

August 9th: OLLIVIER DEPOSED. 

August 11th: FAVRE REORGAliIZES NATIONAL GUARD AND OPENS IT TO tIJASSES. 

August 14th: BLANQUI'S ATTEHPT AT INSURRECTION CRUSHED IN PARIS. BAZAINE 
DEliEATED OUTSIDE VETZ. 

August 25th: Letter to Izambard mocking the bellicose citizenry of 
Charleville, co)':p3.ring them to those besieged in Pletz and complaining 
of lack of neH booi<s from Paris, ( Q.s..Q... t p. 238 ). 
-1m-USSIAliSAT BDULZIaQUlIT~ _10 KliL SQl1THOF_QHAR11i:VILL_E: .12 

10Izambaru's testimony quoted by Adam. in Himbaud, O.C., p. 857, n. 2. 

llRimbaud's critics list various dates for de Cassagnac's editorials 
and the actual date of the French declaration of Har: Bernard, Oeuvres, p. 
371, says Har Has declared July 10th. The actual date of the article, prJ.rt 
of Vlhich Has q uot8d at the head of "Norts d.e qua tre-vingt-douze ••• " Has 
July 16th. \'lar viaS declared three days later. HOHever, D.H. Brogan, The 
French Nation, NeH York: Harper HCi'f, 1963, p. 11+L~, points out that Hhile-
the provinces Here highly pacific, l·rar fever ran high for a long tiDe before
hand in Paris, H'here "The streets Here full of mobs, SOfole of them officially 
inspired shouting 'A Berlin' c.nd singing the long-~anned 'Harseillaise'''. 
(Hereafter: Brogan, The French). 

12Briet, Hme R., p. 23. 
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August: [Composition of folloHing poems: "L'Eclatante victoire de SarrebrlkI~", 
~dated October), "Le Dorf,leur du val", (dated October ), "Le Mal", 
"Le Ch~timent de Tartufe", "Les Reparties de Nina", (dated August 
15th), "Un Coeur sous une soutane".]lj 

August 29th: Runs off to Paris via Givet, Charleroi and Saint-Quentin, 
(the limit of his train ticket). Arrives August 31st, is arrested 
immediately and imprisoned in Hazas. 

September 2nd: DEFEAT AT SEDAN. NAPOLEOn III CAPTURED AND TliKEN TO 
,nLnEUiSHOHE CASTLE. 

September 3rd: [CoM.position of "Morts de quatre-vingt-douze ••• "]. 

September 4th: .500,000 DEH02'{STRATORS BESIEGE LEGISLATIVE ASSENBLY. FAVRE 
AND GMIBETTA LEAD CROHD TO TOHN P.ALL. REPUBLIC DECLARED. CONSTI ... 
TUTION OF GOUVER:mNE~'TT DE LA DEFENSE NATlmJALE. 

September 8th: Released from l1azas after frantic appeals to Izambard and 
authorities in Charleville, Rimbaud arrives in Douai at Izambard' s 
home. Hhile there, reads, composes and conies poems, Halks ia 
country, meets Demeny. [Compo~es "Les poetes d~ sept ans".]l' 

September 10th: Izambard enrols in National Guard. Rimbaud, too young 
to be accepted, joins him in the exercises nevertheless. 

SepteJTLber 18th: Rimbaud' s "Lettre de protestation", published in Liberal 
du Nord. Protests scarCity of arms supplied to National Guard and 
criticizes the COf.lplacenc~ of the fallen governBent and Douai tOlm 
council in this matter. 1) 

INVESTi1ENT OF PARIS. 

September 23rd: Himbaud's account 0160. public meeting in Douai, "Reunion 
publique rue d'EsquercJ:1in", published in the Liberal du Nord, 

__ Q::L_which IzaJll~a:riLil? J10lC editor-in_ .. ~hief~ 
[Composition of "Rages de Cesars".J 

September 27th: SURP~NDER OF STRASBOURG. 

End September: Izambard accompanies him home to Charleville. 
TRUCE FOH EVACUATION OF HOUNDED. 

13Ruff, "Chron.", p. 162, • 

14Testimony by Izambard quoted by Adam in Rimbaud, O.C., p. 885. 

15Rimbaud, o.C." pp~ 2JH...L~2. 

16Rimbaud, O.C., pp. 242-43. 
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October 2-7th: Runs off again, this time on foot, via Givet, Fumay, Vireux, 
Charleroi to Brussels • Received there by Izambard I s friends. Takes 
train to DouaL At Douai, or during flight composes [tlReve pour 
l'hivertl, (dated October 7th), "Au Cabaret vert", (dated October), 
liLa Naline", (dated October), "Na Boheme", "Le Dormeur du val".J 
He copies these poems and his earlier ones to present to Demeny at 
DouaL Known as Le Cahier DeEleny> a total of 22 poems in 2 notebooks, 

October 20th: [BEGINNING OF SIEGE OF CHARLEVILLE AND HEZIERES.J 

October 2?th: SURRENDER OF BAZAINE AT f'1ETZ. 

October 31st: FAIl,URE OF INSURRECTION OF NATIONAL GUARD IN PARIS INCITED 
BY BLANQUI AND FLOUREHS. 

End October: Rimbaud returns to Charleville. 

November 2nd: Letter to Izambard expressing his disgust Hith life in Charleville 
but his determination to be sensible and stay,1? 

November: \'Talks and discussions with Delahaye. Reading in public library. 
[ilLes Assis" composed last vreeks of 1870.J18 
["0raison du soir" and "Les Douaniers".J 
II-Le Dormeur du val" appears in local paper, Le Progres des Ardennes,19 

December 30th: BOMBARDllJENT OF HEZIERES. LARGE PART OF TOHN DESTROYED 
BY E'IRE. 

December 31st: SURRElmER OF IvlEZIERES. 
Rimbaud's reaction to the burned town: "--Rien d'irnportant, ••• 
une tortue dans du petrole.,,20 

1871 

January 6th; POSTING OF A "BED BILL" DEH.ANDING THAT THE GOVERl\fMENT GIVE 
\VA Y TO A COMHUl\'E. 

17n :"-Donc je suis reste! je suis reste! -- et je voudTai repartir 
encore bien des fois ••• Guerre: -- Pas de siege de Hezieres. Pour quand? •• 
Par ci :rar la des francs-tinules-, --AboIJinab1e prurigo d' idiotisme, tel est 
l'esprit de la. population ••• " Rimbaud, ~!h, pp. 245-46. 

l8RiT:1baud, ,O.C., p. 875, n. ? 
~. 

]·%tiemble, Le N 
Paris: Gallimard , 19 8, 

de Rimbaud 1, Genese du ~1yt~...l.869-11-J.9, 
13 hereafter: Etielllble, Genes~). 

20Delahaye, Souvenirs., p. 90. 



January 18th: PROCLM1A'rION OF GERJfJAN EMPIRE AT VERSAILLES, 

January 21-22nd: DEHONSTRATIONS IN PARIS. 

February 8th: ELECTION OF A NATIONAL ASSEMBLY viBICH SAT FIRST AT BORDEAUX 
THEN AT VERSAILLES. ONE OF FIRST ACTS TO ABOLISH PAY TO NATIONAL 
GUARDS, 
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February 15th: College de Charlevil1e resumes classes in Hunicipal Theatre. 
Rimbaud refuses to attend. 

February 17th: 1'HIERS J'l'LADE CHIEF OF EXECUTIVE POHER OF' FRE~'TCH REPUBLIC. 

February 25th: Rimbaud runs off to Paris again. Lives as vagrant. 
Reads new books in bookstores. Attempts to find Vermesch. 
SEIZURE OF 227 CANNON BY NATIONAL GUARD TO PREVENT THEt1 FALIJING IN 
HANDS OF PRUSSIANS. 

March 1st: NATIONAL ASSEloffiLY RATIFIES PEACE TERl'IS ALLOHING PRUSSIAN 
OCCUPATION OF PARIS, 

March 3rd: SYl1BOLIC NARCH BY PRUSSIANS DOVIN DESERTED CHM1PS-ELYSEES, 

Ma.rch 10th: NATIONAL ASSEI:IBLY ABOLISHES HOPJ\TORIrn~I ON RENTS, 
Rimbaud returns to Ch::uleville on foot. 

March 12t.h: BLANQUI AND FLOURENS SENTENCED TO DEATH FOR THEIR PART IN THE 
INSURRECTION OF OCTOBER 31st, 1870. 

Narch 18th: Classes reSUi"le in College de Charleville. Rimbaud sorts the 
mail at Le Progres des Ardennes. INSURRECTION IN PARIS. COHrlUNE 
OFFICIALL~1DJSTALLED AT HOTEL DE VILLE. Rimbaud greets this news 
joyfully. 

M~h.....4pr.i.l :----Compos iL ion _of ilL 'QrgiR_pa.risiBnn~II --1'-'Parif3_ ~e_ :t'©pj3_11PJ..elll~~2 
(signed Hay), II Chant de guerre parisienne", ilLes Hains de Jeanne 
Harie", "Projet pour une constitution communiste" which is lost 
Ylithout trace. 23 

April 2nd: VERSAILLES TROOPS ATTACK COURBEVOIE. 

21Delahaye, Souvenirs, p. 103, recounts hoYl they heard the news in 
Cbarleville on ~larch 20th and t18nt through the streets shouting "L' ordre ••• 
est vaincu~" 

22111. A • Ruff, Rimbaud, Paris: Hatier, .1968, pp. 58-9 
(Hereafter: Ruff, Rimbaud). . 

23Nentioned by Delahaye, Rimb~d l'arUste e1 l'etre moral, Paris: 
Hessein, 1923, p. 38 (hereafter: Delahaye, Bimbalid ). 



April 3rcl-4th: COlvIt1UNE FORCES HARCH ON VERSAILLES. DISPERSED. FLOURENS 
KILLED. 

April 7th: VERSAILLAIS BOI{BARD NEUILLY. 

April 14th: An article in Le Cri du peuple describes the bombardments. 
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April 17th: Letter to Demeny announcing closing of neHspaper and giving nevTS 
of what he sa1f in Paris in February/Harch, especially new books. 
[ Soon afterwards RiJ:lbaud leaves for Paris, joips Versaillais troops 

and returns to Charleville before rlay 13th. J24-

~.. J25 April 19th: L"Rimbaud part pour Paris? II 

26 
April 23rcl: [ Rimbaud reaches Paris.J 

End April-early Hay: [ Rimbaud in Paris, Spe2~s some time in the barracks 
at Babylone or at the Chateau d'Eau.J [" Les De'serts de l'amour", 

" Photographies des temps passes" of which the " Proses evangeliques" 
are a fragment]28 

April 18th -Hay 11th: [ Possible but unlikely that Rimbaud in Paris.]29 

May 1st: VERSAILL..·\IS CAPTURE CLAI'lART RAILHAY STATION AND THE CHATEAU D' ISSY. 
BEGIN BOi'lBARDING THE CAPI'fAL. 

24Gist of an article by Chambon, " Rimbaud versail1ais? ( ou l' art 
de changer son fusi1 d'epaule)", ],a Revue des deux mondes, ( avr.-juin 1971), 
pp. 554-60 ( hereafter: ChaiTlbonj"Rimbaud, versaillais?") 

25 
Rimbaud, O.C., p. XLI. 

26 -
-E._ .Naiaras&Qtlt_ J? l?§lti tfils, La Vie d' Arthur Rimbaud, Paris: 

Hachette, 1962, pp. 71-2 ( hereafter:--}-htarasso, La vie.l. 

27D. A• De Graaf, in Arthur Rimbaud, sa vie, son oeUVl~, Assen, Pays
Bas: Van Gorcum & Compo S.A., 1960, pp. 1+9-50, bases this supposition on 
Verlaine's letter to Edmond i'Iaitre, November 20th, 1872, Verlaine, O.C., 
I, 1009-10, II ••• mon cas politiaue et Ie cas de Rimbaud sont tel1ement peu 
graves, apres plus de 2 ans de prescription ••• "( hereafter: De Graaf, Rimba.ud). 
In" Les HODmes d'aujourcl'hui", G.C., II, 638,Ver1aine t2vlks of Rimbaud's 
return t,o Paris during the Communeand of a stay at the barracks at the 
Chgteau d'Eau. Bernard, Oeuvres, XXXLV, recounts a similar story around 
these dates but gives it little credence. 

28Delahaye, Rimbaud, pp. 36-7 and 44-6:" La lecture de Baudelaire 
a suggere de tenter des ~oemes en prose. 11 ecrit le commencement d'une serie· 
ayant pour titre I Les Deserts de l' amour' " .. 

29E. Noulet, Le Premier Visage de Rimbaud, Bruxelles: Palais des 
Academies, 1953, p. 19 \ herea1·ter: l'ioulet, Premier Visage). 
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May 3rd: ["Rimbaud quitte PariS?"]30 

May 4-8th: HF'...AVY BOrl]3ARDMENT OF IVRY AND VANVES. 

May 9th: THIERS' GOVERNMENT SIGNS PEACE TREATY HITH PRUSSIA. 

Hay 13th: Letter from Charleville to Izambard, known as "Lettre du Voyant", 
announcing new plans for life and poetry. Encloses "Le Coeur 
supplicie ll

• Implies would go to Paris, " -- ou tant de travailleurs 
meurent pourtant encore tandis que je vous ecris!", Here it not 
for his need to pursue his neH mission, (0. C., pp. 248-49) $ 

May 15th: Letter to Demany from Charleville. Known as "Lettre du Voyaht"'. 
Appeal's to expand on statements made to Izambard. Encloses "Chant 
de guerre parisien", "liles petites arnoureuses" and "Accroupissements", 
and mentions hro more poems on Paris, nOH lost: "'Amants de Paris', 
cent hexametres, ••• ,'Hort de Paris', deux cent hexametres ••• ! II • 

He ends, " ••• car dans huit jours, je serai a Paris, peut-~tre." 

(£.e., pp. 249-254.) 

Hay 16-17th to Nay 21st: ["4e depart pour Paris, a pied et ,par moyens de 
fortune(?),,]Jl 

Nay 17t.h: FEi"fALE BA TTA LION OF COHMUNARDS FORl'1ED. 

Hay 21st: VERSAILLAIS ENTER PARIS BY POINT-DU-JOUR (SAINT-CLOUD) GATE. 

May 21st-28th: "LA SEHAINE SAHGLANTE". ABOJT 50,000 SYHPATHIZERS IHTH 
eOM~IU.NE RE?OHTED DEAD, 25,000 TAKEN PRISONER, NEARLY ONE QUARTER 
OF PARIS DESTROYED BY FIRE.32 

Hay 29th: THIERS ISSUES DECREE DISARNING PARIS AND ABOLISHING ITS 
NA TIONAL GUARD. 

l1aY-l.l-C~POsBs_"LaS . .pra..rn.ier..es. ill:llllmunions" {dated.,luna) .• J ["Orais.on du MiT"] 
Sees Charles Bretagne frequently. [First prose poems from this 
period. Illuminations? "Deserts de l'amour"? "Proses evangeliques ll ? 
"Photogra"phies des temps passes"~J3J 

30Adam in Rimbaud, o.e .. p. XLI. 

31R11f-<:-, 1. , "Chron.", p. 

32These figures and many of the other facts about the COIamune in this 
chronology a:r'e taken from "Chronology of the Principal Events of the Paris 
ComrlUne, with selected Background Dates", in Eugene Kamenka, Paradigm 
for Revolution? The Paris Conmune 1871-1971, Canberra: Australian 
National University Press, 1972, p. 7 (hereafter: Kamenka, Paris Co;nmune). 

33DelahaY8, Sou.venirs, pp~ 145-46, "Charles Bretagne ••• on se reunissait 
aussi dans l'appartement de Bretagne, •• Pour finir, on lisait les vers ou 
quelques~uns des premiers poemes en prose de Rirnbaud." 
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Nay -June:["1es Poetes de sept ans", (dated 26th Nay), II Les Pauvres·a 

l' eglise", .. Les Hains de J eanne-Harie ", " l,es Assis", 12 L' Homme 
juste".J [ilL' Orgieparisienne", (Paris se repeuple").J 

June 10th: Letter to Demeny asking him to destroy all the poems he has 
given him previously. Encloses ilLes Poetes de sept ans". (D.C., 
PPe 254-255.) ["Le·s Pauvres a l'eglise"] 

July-Augus:\;: " Ce qu' on dit au poete ft propos de fleurs" ( dated July 14th). 
Sent to Banville August 15th. 
[ " Les Premieres communions ll .J34 [ " Voyelles",J 
" Le Bateau ivre". 

August 28th: Letter to Demeny asking for practical advice on l'laYs of supporting 
himself in Paris. " Je veux travailler libre; mais a Paris, que 
j'aime ••• Je vous ai prie d'indiquer.des occupations peu absorbantes t 
parce que la pensee reclame de larges tranches de temps," (O.C., pp. 258-60) 

Early September: [ II Un Coeur sous une soutane". J35 ["Le Bateau ivre".] 
Letters nOH lost to Verlaine, asking for help in working in 
Paris. Affirmative reply. 

September 7th: CONDEMNATION OF COHNUNARD PIPE-EN-BOIS IN PARIS. 

September 16th: [ Left Charleville for paris.]36 

September 18th: [ Verlaine's affirmative reply.] 
Departure for Paris. Lodged first Hith the Verlaines at the Hautes, 
then sheltered by Charles Cros, Cabaner,Forain and Banville in turn. 

October: Forming of the Cercle Zutique, meeting at l'Hotel des Etrangers 
on the :blvd Saint-m.che1 at corner of rue Racine. 

October 22nd-[November 9thJ: Collaborated on Album Zutiqu~.37 

34Enid Starkie, Arthur Rimbaud, London: l!'aber and :fPaber, 1961, 
p. 93 ( Hereafter: Starkie t Rimbaud.) 

35Starkie, Rimbaud, p. 93. 

36Ruff , Rimbaud, p. 100. 

370pinions differ as t.o hOH long the club lasted and hOH long Rimbaud 
belonged, Ruff, Rimbaud, p. 116, states that since the Album contains 29 
sheets and Rimbaud ''lTote on the 25th, he must have belonged for 10nge:!' than 
was previously thought. Lautreamont et Germain Nouveau, Oeuvres Com12.1etes, 
edt P.O. Halzer, Paris: Gallimard. Bibliotheque de la PIEHade, 19'70, p. 7'78 



[Net Germain Nouveau. ] 

December: [Expelled from cerCle3SZutiQue.] 
[Incident vrith Carjat.] 

1872 

Late January: [Incident vrith Carjat at dinner of Vila ins Bonshommes.]39 
Living in room at rue Campagne-Premiere. 

Early months in Paris: Experimenting vrith hashish. 40 

It'ebruary: Fantin Latour paints "Coin de table". 
Hadame Verlaine demands legal separation and goes to Perigord 
1-li th their child. 
[ilLes Corbeaux!l, "Qu'est-ce pour nous mon coeur ••• II J41 
Returns to Arras, then Charleville, vrhere he 1-ITites some of his 
last verse poems. \'lalk~ and discussions with Delahaye. 
[First Illuminations.] 2 

(hereafter: Lautreamont, O.C.), notes that Pascal Pia thinks the club ex
isted until September 18i~Verlaine and Rinbaud having left in February/ 
HaTch, 18'72. Hiche.:el Pakenham, "Sur l' Album Zutique" I 11ercure de France, 
342 (ao~t, 1961), 746-48, convincingly asserts that Richepin, Ponchonand 
Nouveau continued the Album to 1873, Nouveau filling in gaps on earlier 
pages, Since Nouveau was not in Paris until aftel~ September 1872, he 
did not meet Rimbaud at this time. 

38Rimbaud, ~,p. XLII. 

39nuff, "Chron.", p. 161-. 
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40 . 
• n _Delahaye,. Souvenir~up._ 162, recalls a visit to Rimbaud at l'Hotel 

des Etrangers. Rimbaud was still· asleepaf-E.ei-taking -hasnIsn-, . -Hrs-comments on 
the experience imply it was unsatisfactory: II --Alors, rien du tout •• ,des 
lunes blanches, des lunes noires qui se poursuivaient ••• " 

41Ruff , Rimbaud, p. 130. Host other critics agree. 

42M t, TV' 118 Alb..t. PIll . t· Ge ~ a. arasso," LJa 1e, p. $ er-u y, um1na ].ons, neve: 
Droz, 1967, p. XV (hereafter: Py, Illuninations), Pierre Guiraud, "L'Evolution 
statistique du style de Rimbaud et les Illu~linations", ~Iercure de France, 
(ler octobre, 1954), pp. 200-34 (hereaft.er: Guiraud, "L'Evolution"), and 
Ruff, Ri~baud, p. 142, all agree on this period for the beginning of the 
Il1umina.tions. 



March 15th: Hadame Verlaine returns, Reconciliation Hith her husband, 

Harch-flJay: Correspondence (lost) with Verlaine and Forain Hho are 
plotting his return to Paris, 

[Nay 4th-9th ]:Rimbaud returns to paris and lives in succession at rue 
Monsieur-le-Prince, rue Victor Cousin and l'H~tel de Cluny. 

June: Letter to Delahaye describing his life in Paris, his drinking, his 
Hork, his feelings. His only regret, "les rivieres aroennaises et 
belges, les cavernes ... 11 (O.C., pp. 265-66). 

Harch-August: Composition of the poems classed in the Pleiade edition as 
Vers nouveaux et chansons , most of w'hich are da.ted by Rimbaud: 
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IILarme" (IvIaY), "La Rivi~re de Cassis" 013.y) , "Comedie de la Soif" 
(Nay), "Bonne pensee du matin" (Hay), ".F'etes de la patience" (Hay
June) I!Jeune menage" (June), "Bruxelles" (July), "Est-elle aimee ••• " 
(July). "Fetes de la faim", "Entends comme brame •• ,", "Nichel et 
Christine ll

, "Honte", "Hemoire", and "0 saisons, a chateaux" are 
undated, His critics have attempted to divide tha~ more precisely 
into three groups: those written in the Ardennes, those written 
in Paris, and those copied an Belgiun, according to internal evidence,44 
["Les Deserts de l'amour".] 5 

July 7th: Leaves Hith Verlaine for Belgium by a circuitous 
PariS, Charleville, 'dalcourt, Charleroi, ~5ussels. 
ar:!d. other tm-ms using Brussels as centre. 

route: PariS, Arras, 
Trips to Halines 

43Verlaine'in one of the feH existing letters of their corresponde.nce 
Harch/Nay, April 1872, O.C" I, 973, says, " •• ,Viais m'envoyer tes vers 
I mau'illi.§l (:!! n, tes pri~res (!::) .•• " In the postscript he re peats, "Et 
m'envoyer tes vers anciens et tes prieres nouvelles." An editor's note 
a-ssITmes~nat ~nese -II-pfieresi

' - are poems hOH-Tost, --thbugh t.hey -c-ould -Well 
be some of the Vers Nouveaux • 

44Bernard, Oeuvres, p. 146, feels that "Comedie de la soif", "F~tes 
de la patience" and "Honte" must have been Hritten in Charleville during their 
separation, "Bonne pensee du matin" in Paris and "Bruxelles" and "Est-elle 
almee ••. " in Brussels. Boulestreau adds "a saisons, a chateaux .. ," to the 
Belgian poel11s, "Chron.", p. 161. Lacoste, Poesies, p. 46, n, 65, says of 
"Bruxelles": "Jtiillet 1872 evide:nment." Hatarasso, La Vie, p. ·129, agrees, 

45Ruff, Rimbaud, p. 142, quotes Verlaine's statement in the "Poetes· 
Naudits", i'There after corn,menting on the poems he says, It ••• un prosateur 
etonnant s'ensllivit," 

46This itinerary is reflected in Verlaine's "Paysages Belges", 
in Romances sans pe~r?les , inspired by this period. 
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July 14th: French national hOliday~ 
Belgian national holiday) 

[Source of part of "Phrases".]47 
July 21st: 

July-August: Eet Communards exiled in Brussels, including Pipe-en-Bois.48 

September 7th: Embark at Ostend for England. Spend one night in Dover 
then go directly to London. Live at 34-35 Howle_nd St., 
Fitz-Hoy Square. 

In London: Associate with exiles from the Commune: Barrere, J'rlatuszewicz, 
Lissara.gay, Vermesch, Andrieu and ,-rith Felix Regamey. Composition 
of "Ressouvenir" and "L'Enfant qui ramassa les balles ••• " in his 
Album.4 9 According to Verlaine's correspondence from this period,50 
visit museums, art galleries,5l theatres, the Crystal Palace, 
'public houses, docks and slums. 
LChinese dens in 2.ast End vrhere learned to smoke opium.]52 

November-December: [Eadame Rimbaud, after a fruitless trip to the Hautes, 
summons her son back to Charleville.] -

47py, Illumina.tions, p. 120. Charles ChadWick, Etudes sur Rimbaud, 
Paris: Nizet, 1960, p. 112, ho-lds a similar opinion. (Hereafter: 
ChadHick, Etudes sur Rimbaud.) 

48De Graaf, Rimbaud, p. 129, bases this supposition on i'1athilde's 
statement in eX-Hadar.18 Paul Verlaine, j~e"lOires de Ira vie, ?aris: Flam
marion, 1935, p. 221: "Verlaine me disa.i t a Bruxelles qu' il s I etait mis 
en rapport, avec quelques refugies co:amuTI3_rds et vou13.it fa.ire un livre sur 
la Commune et les ho:creurs commises :par l' armee de Versailles, devant rester 
en Belgique quelque temps," In "Les Hommes d'auj()Urd'hui", "Arthur 
Rimbaud '188!.J-'", Hritten in 1893, Verlaine himself states, "Juillet 1872, 
vcyage-etstition en- BelgIque-; 13rliXetles p1.ut8t. Rencontre--a-vec-q-uelqU€B 
Frangais, dont Georges Cavalh~ di t Pipe-en-Bois, etonnes. II O.C., II, 640. 

49Felix Regamey, Verlaine vessinateur, Pc.ris: Floury, 1896, p. 
22, 26, gives these poe~s, but attributes them to Verlaine, aided by 
Rimbaud. Adam in Rimbaud, O,C" places then at the end of the Album 
~ti92e, Hhose style they r~ble, noting Regamey's evidence. Lacoste, 
Poesies, p. 255, n. 38, notes that the vrriting is !1imb8.ud's but the style 
resembles Verlaine I s II coppees" • 

50Verlaine, O.C., I, 978-1026. 

51Suzanne Berna.rd, II Rimba.ud, Proust et les Impressionnistes", Revue 
des Sciences hmL"tines, (avr-juin, 1955), P. 260, n. 5 (hereafter: Bernard, 
"R.? et I,',), observes that Durand-Ruel or~anized five exhibitions of 
French paintings in London, including works by the Impressionists, 1870-75. 
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November [ 8th]: Letter from Verlaine to Lepelletier including a list of 
objects left at rue Nicolet with his in-laws: " ••• Un manuscrit 
sous pli cachete, intitule "La Chasse spirituelle" par"Arthur 
Rimbaud'; Une dizaine de lettres du precedent, contenant des vers 
et des poemes en prose." 53 

December: Rimbaud returns to Charleville. 

1873 

January: Rimbaud returns to London after appeal from Verlaine who is ill 
and claims to be dying. . 

Harch 25th: Obtains readers' card from British museum. 

September-Harch: [Illumina ti o!!.il 54 

April 3-4th: Verlaine leaves England for Jehonville. 
[Verlaine and Rimbaud embark together on the Comtesse de Flandres.] 

April 12th: Rimbaud arrives home at Roche. 

April-May: Rimbaud at Roche composing beginning of Une Saison en enfer, 
then entitled Livre 1en or Livre negre. 
[First Illuminations. 
["Proses evang8liques".] ?6 

May: Lett.er to Delahaye bemoaning his boredom at being buried in the country, 
t.alking about his Hark in progress, excusing himself from a 

--------,----------.---------------------------------------------------
53Verlaine., O.C" I, 100!+. 

54Chadvrick, Etudes sur Rinbaud, p:p. 74-100, 101-32, regarding the, 
dates of the Illuminations, argues for their composition in this period, re-
1a1;lng certain aetaTls in---r-ne poeIiis~O-spec-ifTc-even~s-ihLonQoij III these months. 
On 1'1'. 117-8 he points out that Rimbaud had time to visit Scarborough, possible 
insplra.tion for IIPromontoire". Verlaine, O.C., I, 607, in his "Preface" for 
the first edition of Illuminattons for La---vDgue, 1886, states, "Le livre que 
nous offrons au public fut ecrit de 1873 a 1875, parmi des voyages tant en 
Belglque qu' en Angleterre et dans toute I' Allemagne." Thus da,ting the be
ginnings front the same period as ChadHick. 

55Ruff, "Chron,", p. 166. 

56Bernard, Oeuvres, p. 193, notes that since they are on the back 6f 
rough drafts of some of Une Saison en enfer they must have been written at 
Roche, either before he began Une Saison, or afteT'tlards, in August. She 
opts for April. 
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rendez-vous'Hith De1ahaye and Verlaine in Bouillon on the 18th. 
He adds, "il te chargera probablement de quelques fraguemants 
en prose de moi ou de lui, a me retourner." (O.C., p. 267.) 
Verlaine, Delahaye and Rin.baud meet at Bouillon from time to time 
to have dinner. yerlaine and Rimbaud correspond and correct each 
other's English. 5? 

May 24th: Neets Verlaine at Bouillon, They leave for London via Liege 
and Anvers. 

May 26th: Crm~s North Sea. 

!;'lay 28th: Rent room at 8, Great College st., Camden Tm-rn, N. vI. London, 

Hay-July: According to Verlaine's correspondence for this period,58 occupied 
by walks in the country above Highgate, reading at the British 
Museum, French lessons, learning English, seeing Vermesch, Andrieu, 
going to the theatre, 

July 3rd: Verlaine quarrels with Rimbaud and leaves immediately for Brussels, 

July 4th: Letter from Rimbaud to Verlaine, urging him to return, taking the 
blame for the rift, promising better behaviour, offering to join 
Verlaine. 

July 5th: After receipt of letter from Verlaine to Rimbaud from boat .. 
Rimbaud Hrites second, confused letter, urging him to return, F re_ 
minding him of their good life together, suggesting he join him 
in Brussels, stating he plans to go to PariS and and giving Forain's 
address as his forwarding address. 

July 7th: Third letter Rimbaud to Verlaine. Verlaine has written to landlady 
saying returning to London. Rimbaud asks what Andrieu Hill think 
if he returns, urges him to return and pro!:lises to behave better. 
(o.c.~, pp. 270-71, 271-72, 275.) 

July 9th: Rimbaud joins Verlaine in Brussels. 

July 10th: RilJlbaud has repeated several times his wish to go to Paris, 
mentions it again in his declaration to the police as a cause of 
Verlaine's anger against him. Verlaine wounds him in the wrist 
Hith a revolver. 

July 12th: Rimbaud in hospital. 

July 18th: Second interrogation by police. 

July 19th: Rimbaud officially Hi thdravfS all charges against Verlaine. 

57Verlaine, O.C., I, 1037, Letter of 18th I-:lay, 
ta le90n,sev~re mais juste,d'anglais," 

58Verlaine, p.C., I, 1043-50. 

"Herci de 



July 20th: Signs hiRself out of hospital. 

~
He returns to Roche. J59 6 
He taJ(es a furnished rogm in Brussels. J 0 
Composes "Bruxelles".J 1 

End of July: [Returns to Roche.] 62 

August 8th: Verlaine sentenced to tHO years imprisonment
63

nd a fine. 
[Rimbaud returns to Roche, "date indeterminee".] 

August: Completion of Une Saison'en enfer. 64 

59 Rimbaud, O.C., XLIII 
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60De Graaf, "Autour du dossier de Bruxelles" quoted by Antoine 
Fongaro, states that he stayed on for several days in Brussels, lodging at a 
certain Hme Pincemaille' s, Hhere J ef Ros~:lan painted his portrait, and did not 
in fact arrive in Roche until the end of the month. Antoine Fongaro, "Les 
Echos verlainiennes chez Rimbaud et Ie probleme des 'Illuminations''', Revue 
des sciences humaines, 105 (1962 ), 265, (hereafter: Fongaro, "Les Echos"-:) 

61Noulet, Premier visage, p. 28, n. 3, states, " ••• Ceries Ie poeme 
n'a pas ete compose entre Ie 8 et Ie 10. Mais pourquoi pas Ie 20, a sa 
sortie de l'hopital, quand la paix provinciale de la ville fait contraste 
avec Ie drame (ou 1a plus triste comedie a sa part) qu'il vient de vivre? 
Hanifestement, Ie poeme est ecrit par quelqu'un qui est seul et desabuse./I 
Fongaro, "Les Behos", pp& 265-6, agrees Hith this date of July 1873, identi
fying references to Verlaine's imprisonment in it, and relates "La F'olle 
par affection" to a line in "Images d'un sou",co::tpleted before July 1873. 

62Vitalie's diary makes it clear only that Rimbaud was at Roche 
sometime in July 1873, Rimbaud, O.c., p. 820: "Le mois de jUillet •• ,Hon 
frere Arthur ne partageait point-nos travaux agricoles; la plume trouvait 
aupI6JLde _lui JillEl Qccu-lxdionassezserieusepour _qll' eliane -lui- perml-t 
de se meIer de travaux manuels." 

63Ruff , "Chron.", p. 166. 

640pinions vary as to the order of cOlJposi tion of the different 
sections of Une Saison and as to whether he continued to work on it in 
London. Bern~cl, Oeuvres, pp. 203-4, suggests that he wrote 3 parts, 
possibly "Hauvais sang", "L'Impossible" and "Alchimie du veTbe" at Roche, 
revised I-That he had vrritten earlier and composed the rest in July/August at 
Roche again. Ruff, Rimbaud, pp. 153, 163, suggests that he continued to 
IH'ite it throughout his stay in London. On p. 155 he insists on its 
deliberate organization as a literary work: "L'unite du ton est evidente et 
indeniable d'un bout a l'autre", and il:'3 of the opinion that Verlaine and 
Rimbaud did not take their quarrels nor the imprisonment as seriously as 
did their conte:1poraries, that it was not Hritten in a state of 
emotional crisis. 



October 24th: Rimbaud in Brussels, probably to collect his author's copies 
from the printers, Poot et Cie. A police dossier notes that 
1111 Cl ui t te Bruxelles furti vement. \I 
Copies of Une Saison en enfer given to six friends, including 
Yerlaine and Forain. 

November 1st: [Himbaud seen in Paris at Cafe TabOurey.]65 
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[Heets Germain Nouveau tow~rds the end of 1873, presumably in paris,]66 

Yerlaine composes "Sonnet boiteux". 

1874 

[l1eets Germain Nouveau in paris.]67 

l1arch 25th: Leaves for London with Germain Nouveau. Rent a room at 
178, Stamfort st. 

April 4th: They obtain reader's cards from the British Museum. 

[They Hork for a time in a cardboard box factory, Sightsee, learn 
English, copy out and compose poems.]68 

[Beginning of composition of Illuminations, 

Parts of "Yille" and "Hetropolitain" copied out by Germain Nouveau. J69 

June: [Germain Nouveau leaves for Paris or Brussels,]70 

65Adam in Rimbaud, O.Co, p. XLIII, quotes Berrichon's statement 
of this fact. 

-66r.autreamont, a-. e • -, -p. '782 • 

67Leon Yerane, Humilis, poet~~rant, Paris: Grasset, 1929, p. 54 
(hereafter: Yerane, ~mili~). 

68Yerane, ~, p. 57, first mentions this factory. Jean Richepin, 
"Germain Nouveau et Rimbaud", La R_evue ~ Fm.!!.9~, (ler janvier, 1927), p. 128 
(hereafter: Ricbepin, IIG.N. et Ro"), Cluotes a letter from Nouveau of Harch 
26th, 1874 glving his first im}?ressions, and commenting on Turner. 

69Lacoste, Le Probleme, p. 172. 

70Richepin, IIG.N. et R.", p. 130 Cluotes a letter from Nouveau of 
April 17th, 1875, telling of their sepalation but giving no date. 



July 6th: Nadame Rimbaud and Vitalie arrive in London, because Rimbaud 
has been ill and he invited them. 71Vitalie's diary shows him as 
a devoted son and brother Hho speaks English Nell and takes them 
sightseeing, looks for jobs and works in the British Museum. It 
is a valuable source for7~hings seen in London, probably none 
of them neH for Rimbaud. . 

July 31st: Rimbaud engaged as tutor in coaching establishment in Reading. 
Hadame Rimbaud and Vitalie leave for Charleville. 
[Perhaps Rinbaud leaves for Scarborough]73 

November 7th and 9th: Advertisement in the Times seeking job as a compan
ion to gentleman travelli..ng in southern 'Or eastern countries. 
At this point at Reading, 165, King's Rd., at 110nsieur Leclair's school. 

[In Scarborough]74 

[November-December: Returns to Charleville.] 

1875 

January: [Returns to Charleville from Scarborough.]75 

February 12th: Rimbaud in stuttgart. at Dr. Ll1bners, Hagnerstraese. Learning 
German, tutor to children. 

End February: Verlaine joins him for two and a half days, Rimbaud 76 
very correctly dressed visiting art galleries anci libraries. 

Harch 15th: Noves to pension in Stuttgart. Hother still financing him. 

71Verlaine, O.C., II, 640, "Les Hommes d'aujourd'hui", mentions 
"l'hopital un instant". 

72Rimbaud, O.C., pp. 
-

822-33 and 285-)4, -(corre-spondence-). 

7') 
..JRimbaud, O.C., p. YiliIV. V.P. UndeTIfOod, "Rimbaud et l'Angleterre", 

Revue de la litterat'iire compa,ree, 29 (janvier - mars, 1955), pp. 32-33, 
holds a similar opinion. (Hereafter: Underwood, "R. et l' Ang,") 

7
4

De Graaf,· "Rimbaud a-t-il sejourne a Scarborough?", Revue de la 
litterature co::cparee, I (janvier-mars, 1957), 93. (hereafter: De Graaf, 
"Scarborough".) 

75De Graaf, "Scarborough", p. 93, thinks he stayed until January, 
his mother having registered him for lililitary service in·December and the 
mayor having drmlJ1 his number. 

76 Verlaine, Oeuvres en prose completes 1 Paris: Gallimard., Bibliotheque 
de la Pleiade, 1972, p. 970, "Les H.ommes d'aujourd'hui", (hereafter: 
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End April: Leaves Stuttgart for l'Ulan. III there, [ Cared for by a lady.J 

[ End of composition of 111uminations. J? 7 

May 1st: Letter from Verlaine, in Stickney, to Delahaye: " Si je tiens 
a avoir details sur Nouveau, voila pourquoi, Rimbaud m' ayant prie 
d'envoyer pour etre imprimes des Ipoemes en prose' siens, que 
j' avais, a ce meme Nouveau, alors a Bruxelles ( je parle d' il Y a 
deux mois), j'ai envoye ( 2 fro 75 de port!:: ) illico, •• " Rimbaud 
still interested in literary success? 
[ \{hole or part of Illu!Olinations ? l 78 

- [ II Photographies des temps passes"~J 79 

Early June: Leaves Milan, suffers sunstroke on way to l,eghorn. 

June 15th: Repatriated to Narseilles by French consul. 

July: 

[ These experiences in I'1ilan inspiration for" Bottom", " Apres le 
deluge", " Parade" in part.J80 

In Paris. Visited by his mother and Vitaliewho is seriously ill. 
[ Tutor in Haisons-Alfort.]81 

Verlaine, a.p.c.). Verlaine states, " 11 part pour l'Allemagne, ou il est 
'lU, en fevrier 1875, a Stllttgart, correct, fureteur de bibliotheque, 
encombrant les pinotheques de son amateurisme, qui nla rien d'un snob." 

77Lacoste, Le Prob1eme, p, 173, II ••• ces poemes en prose composes 
entre le printemps de 1874 et fevrie:r:- 1875." Py, Ilh,;ninations, p. XV, agrees. 

78Verlaine, O,C,~ I, 1102. In It Les Hor.nlles d'aujourcllhui", O,C., 
II, 640, he talks of Stuttgart, " ou le manuscrit des Illuminations 
fut remis a quelqu'un qui en eut soin." 

.. -7fJD•A• De G:L'<:l.af, " Les Illu;ninatiolls et 13. aa,te exacte-cle leur 
composition: une nouvelle hypoUiese", Revue des .~ences humaines, 60 
( oct,-dec, 1950), p. 253 ( hereafter: De Graaf, 11Illuminationa'), feels that 
these prose poems Here " Les Photogra phies des temps passEfo·l, of '{{hich the 
" Proses evangeliques" form a pol-rtf 

80Antoine Adam, " L'Enigme d.es I Illuminations''', La Revue des 
sciences hur~aines 57-60 ( decenbre 1950), 231-232 ( hereafter: Adam, "L 'Enigme" .) 

81Rimbaud, O.C., p. XLV. 



October: Returns to Charleville. 
Verlaine writes "Qu'en dis-tu voyageur ..... and "Nalheureux! 
tous les dons ••• " 

October 14th: Letter to Delahaye from Charleville containing last known 
verses "R~ve" and "Valse". 

November: In reply to a letter from Verlaine requesting a,ny poems of 
Rimbaud, Delahaye, who has just seen Rimbaud replies, "Des vers 
de lui? II y a beau temps que so, verve est a plat. Je crg~s 
m~l1ne qu'il ne se souvient plus du tout d'en avoir faits." 

Decertber 18th: Death of Vitalie. 

Winter: In Roche. Learns music and foreign la.rrguages. 

[Latest dates for composition of poetry~J83 

1876 

Spring: Robbed in Vienna. Repatriated. Crosses southern :C.ermany on foot 
to reach Charleville l84 

Hay: In Brussels. Goes to Holland. 

Hay 19th: Enlists at recruitment offices in Harderwijk, signing a six 
year engagement in Dutch colonial army. 
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June 10th: Embarks on Prinz von Oranje for Java via Southampton, Gibralter, 
Naples, Suez Canal and Aden. 

82Quoted by Hatarasso, La Vie, p. 213. 

83-Sta:eIcie, Rimbaud, -po 319. 
~ __ a&:U_H6 

&'-J.De Graaf, "Illuminations'! pp. 250-51, insists tha.t Verlaine meant that 
Rimbaud had seen a large part of Germany before he cOIl1.pleted the Illumina.1i,op!! 
therefore their final date is at least 1877. Lacoste feels that use of the 
German word. "Wasserfall" in "Aube" dates it to 1875, but not later. Illumi
nations, Painted Plates, Paris: Nercure de France, 19'+9, p. 46. Similarly 
he dates "Jeunesse J:Vi'"as 1875 because of the phra.se " rafales de givre" 
which occurs in La Tentation de Saint Antoine, by FJ.a.ubert, published 
in 187~·. (Hereafter: Lacoste, IllumiD,"I.tions.) 
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June 19th: Recruits reach Batavia and are marched to interior at Salitaga. 

August 15th: Rimbaud deserts and makes for coast. 

August 30th: [ Embarks on Vlandering Chief which rounds the Cape and returns 
to Europe via Saint-Helen ( October 23rd) , Ascension, the Azores, 
to Queenston, Northern Ireland. Rimbaud either leaves here and 
returns to Charleville via Corkt, Liverpool and Le Havre or stays 
with the ship until 1,e Havre. J U5 

[ This voyage and stay in Java inspiration for a"6Democratie", part 
of " Enfance", " Vies, and" Metropolitain".] 

December: [ Back in Charleville. J87 

1877 

February: Germain Nouveau in Charleville as instructor for brief period. 

Hay 14th: In Bremen and Hamburg. Trip to Scandinavia [ Hith the Loisset Circus.J88 

June: Hentioned brice in register of foreigners present in Stockholm. 
[ After Si'leden, seen in Copenhagen. Proceeds to Norway and 
~ossibly visits the Arctic Circle.J 
L This Scandinavian circuit inspiration for parts of " Apres Ie deluge", 
_ II Barbare ", and Devotion".] ($9 
lReturns to Charleville.] 

Beginning of Hinter: Embarks at ]viarseilles for Alexandria. Falls ill, 
disembarks at Civita-Vecchia, visits Rome then returns to Charleville. 

Beginning of year: In Hamburg. [In Switzerland.] 

85For differing opinions on the exact route taken see V.P. Underwood, 
.. Rimbald Ie marin", Hercure de France 338 ( decembre 1960) 637( hereafter: 
UndenTood, .. Ril1bald" ). 

86 Adam, 1\ L'Enigme", pp. 223-225. 

87 b d C XLV. Rim au , ~~, p. 

88Rimbaud, Q....C.., p. XLVI, denies earlier rumours that he worked for 
this circus, 

89Adam ,s itinerary, Rimbaud, O.C., p. XLVI, and" L'Enigme", PP. 
228-30, remark that obscurit.ies in the poetry are the result of our 
ignorance of Rimbaud's Handerings in 1876 and 1877. 



E t S . P . 90 as er~ I een In .arls. [Visits 1878 Exhibition.]9l 

Summer: At Roche. 

August 9th: Letter from Verlaine to Charles de Sivry iihere ll*~ination~ 
mentioned YTith this title for the first tine. 92 

October 20th: Crosses Vosges, Siiitzerland, reached by Saint-Gothard, and 
arrives in Genoa via Lugano and 11ilan. 

October 27th: Verlaine asks de Sivry for Illuminations. 93 

November 19th: Embarks at Genoa for Alexandria. 

December 16th: Horking as an overseer in a quarry in Cyprus. 

[End of composition of Illuminations.]9+ 

1879 

May 27th: Ill. Leaves Cyprus. 

Summer: At Roche. 

Autumn: Reaches JtIarseilles then returns to Roche because of illness. 

Uint.p.r: At Roche. Verlaine at Coulommes, 2 km. from Roche. 
reould have met Verlaine at this point and handed over more 
Illumina.tions.]95 

90Rimbaud, O.C., p. XLVI. 
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9l D•A• De Graaf, "Une ele des Illuminations; l'exposition universelle 
de l878 i',-Revue-des sciences humainE;s,'7ff""Cavril:..jUiiiY, -'2.67-(0- (hereafier: . 
De Graaf, "Une ele"), a tteI~lpts to shoii tha. t this exhibition is reflected in 
"Villes I" and lIVilles II", 

92" ••• Avoir reIu Illuminations (painted plates) du sieur que tu sais 
ain5i que sa Saison en enfor ••• Te Ie reporterai vers octobre. J}::mgereux 
par les postes. ChQses charmantes dedans, d'ailleurs au milieu d'un tas de 
zolismes d'avant la lettre, par consequent inavouables." Quoted by De 
Graaf, m.mba.qd, p. 179. 

93 "Amities a Cabaney: ses musiques, les eaux-fortes, un tas de 
chinoiseries (:pardon, j2.ponismes, et les illuminecheunes~ donc!)." Verlaine, 
O.C., I, 1143. 

9'+ II ." De Graaf, Illuminatlons, pp. 250 and 253. Adam, uL'Enigme", p. 233. 

95Adam, "L'Enigme", p. 222. f II • . " De Graa , Illullunat1ons, p. 



1880 

[Spring]: Leaves. In Alexandria, Cyprus, Aden then Harar. 

1880-1891 

Lives as commercial agent and employee, largely in Aden and 
Harar, making several trips into unexplored areas of Ethiopia. 

1886 

Publication in La Vogue of manuscripts from de Sivry. Verses 
and prose together. -

1887 

Verlaine composes "Laeti et errabundi". 96 

1888 

Publication by Vanier of ma.terial from La Vog~ plus several 
poems reconstituted from memoryby Verlaine. 97 

July 17th: Laurent Gavoty's letter to Rimbaud inviting him as head of 
Symbolists and Decadents to collaborate in his revue, ~~nce 
Moaerne. Rimbaud never replied. (O.C., p. 634). 

1891 

November 10th: Ri.l'lbaud dies in hospital in Harseilles, 
Illuminations c:.nd Une Saison en enfer published by Vanier. 
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H. Ries, Rimbaud' s employer in Harar in the later years claiJned to Andre Billy 
that Rimbaud had told him that the poetry of his youth was "des ringures".98 

96Composed after false rumour of Rimbaud's death according to 
Berrichon, Verlaine, Q.P.C., p. 1071. 

97In the "Preface" to Vanier's edition of the Poesies Cor;pletes of 1895. 
Verlaine, 9.C., -II, 1283, said: "Quant aux quelques morceaux enprose qui 
terminent le volume, je les eusse retenus :90ur les publier dans une nouvelle 
edition des oeuvres en prose. Ils sont d'ailleurs merveilleux, mais tout s
fait dans la note des Illuminations et de la Saison en enfer ••• " indicatinl-~ 

that he did not understand the Verso Not~'!.?~~ 't'()"be-~he Il_luminatio~s. 
98 . De Graaf, Rlfilbaud, p. 10. In a letter to Emile Descha.mps, 

Harch 5th, 1929, Rinlbc.1.ud, O.C., pp. 815-6, lUes reca,lls Rimbaud, " ... 
se felicitant toujours ••• d'avoir fait foin de ce qu'il appelait ses 
frasques de jeunesse, ~'un passe qu'il abh~." 
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CHARLEVILLE 

There are countless descriptions of Charleville and its surrounding 

countryside from Rimbaud's biographers and admirers. They range from 

sketches of Charleville in Rimbaud's time to impressions handed down by 

pilgrims to the It shrine" of their poet, to elaborated details gleaned from 

the poet's own works. They reflect necessarily the selectlve eye of their 

authors and their assumptions as to the autobiogrg,phical nature of many of 

Rimbaud's early poems about this tOl'm. 

There are sketches of Charleville's society,l descriptions 

concentrating on the topography and deducing the cha.racter of the tOiom from 

2 these landmarks. 'l'here is the poetic j,mpresslon by Claudel p ",hieh leads 

to Roche and the" shrine".3 Reraembering details in his poems, several 
I} 

biographers mention the places he lived in and frequented. Suppositions 

as to his feelings in his family situation abound. S 

lAntoine Adam et aI" " Cosmorama arduan" in Rimbaud, Paris: Hachette, 
1968, pp. 36-37. (Hereafter, Adam, Binbaud.) 

2 
Hatarasso, ~, P. 13. 

3paul Claudel,ltPreface" 'to PascalPia's edition of Arthur Rimbaud, 
Poesies Completes, Paris: Gallimard, Le Livre de Poche, 1960, p. 9 
"[hereafter: Claudel, "Preface"). ' 

4 
De Graaf, Rli'lbaud, p. 4, quo'tes Berrichon's epithet for the rue 

Bourbon, "han+,e du-populaire". StarIcie, Rimbaud, pp. 32-33, equally inspired 
by " Les Poetes de sept ans", compares the rue Bourbon to the rue Napoleon 
and the cours d'Orl~ans. De lahaye, Souvenirs. pU. 48, 69 & 7J, describes 
some of the places he walked in with-Himbauci., V~rlaine, O.C.,I, 477-78, 
tells an anecdote about Charleville's librarians, supposed source of 
" Les Assis". 

5Briet's viel'/, k~, p. 22, el'lphasizing the rigidity of his upbringing, 
the existence of the Rimbaud's as outsiders, is fairly typical. 

40 



There is a gulf between all these impressions and Rimbaud's own 

evocations of this town. This gulf exists largely because the critics aim 

at making their view of Rimbaud's life and surroundings explain his poetry. 

l'lhile his actions and environment may well be reflected in his poetry, Rimbaud 

is not necessarily using description for its own sake. Conforming to the 

poetic theories of Rieser and others,6 it seems that from the start of his 

poetic career, Rimbaud finds analogies to his state of lnind in exterior 

objects to obtain relief from his strong emotions. 

There are three main groups of poems where the poet's experiences, or 

the emotions in his mind, have caused him to express himself through a poetic 

evocation of aspects of his home town. These are; some of the early poems to 

September 1871, when Charleville was his environment; Charleville revisited 

or "seen" from Paris in the Spring and Summer of 1872; "La visite des 

----------------------------------->-------------
61","!.x R f T Y I=. ieser, Ar.alysis ~2~" .hinkin~, Detroit: l'layne University 

Press, 1969, suggests that under the pressure of strong e~'lOtion, Hhich can 
only be cleared from the nind by finding analogies for this state of mind in 
the world of exterior objects and by verbally 8fluating these emotions 11ith 
these objects, the poetic mind thinks symbolically. The poet sees analogies 
everywhere, but does not treat subjects vrhich are psychically indifferent to 
him, since he is also attempting to underst2,nd his inner self. He does not 
seek to- express or -analyse- rea 11 ty. Tne . sTructures ne a8scrl-ne-s- of-ten --e-xpress 
thoughts and emotions. Rieser does not deny that transpositions of reality 
occur: experiences in real life often determine the angle of vision of 
analogical thinking. 

C.Day LeNis, The Poet' s ltla~~, Ce.rlbridge University Press, 
1956, p. 25,sees poetry as a record of the human mind experiencing itself, 
and thus a Hay of kn01dng better, of understanding our moods, feelings t 

pass5.ons. 
Charles HauTon, Des i';eta~obsedantes ~u my the per.§'~l, Pe.ris: 

Corti, 196), p. 195, age,in says something very similar: " NOllS sommes ainsi 
conduits, par l'etude tout empirique des reseaux associatifs, a l'hy~othese 
d'une situation dramatique interne, personnelle 9 sans cesse modifiee pe,r 
reaction a des evenements internes au e:x.ternes, lilais persistantc et 
reconnaissable ..... 
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souvenirs", recognized principally by Delahaye in some of the 2)luminations, 

other poems written in Charleville before the autumn of 1871 and communicating 

attitudes or emotions perhaps inspired by the poet's life there, are more 

easily discussed in connect.ion with other towns, For example, his political 

preoccupations are not evident in the town poems dealing with Charleville, 

a,l though they do become linked vlith the image of the town in his early 

poetry on Paris, 

+ 

+ 
In this first group of poems, If A la musique" is the only one where 

Charleville is named specifically, II Place de la gare,_ a Charleville", being 

the setting indicated. Hm-rever, at least nine others can be classed as poems 

involving Charleville: " Les Reparties de Nina", "Les Effares", "Roman", 

II Le Ea1", " Oraison du soir", " Les Pauvres a l' eglise", " Les Premieres 

Communions" "Les Poetes de sept ans " and " Les Assls If 

On June 10th 1871, Rimbaud wrote a second letter to Demeny, following 

his famous If Lettre du Yoyant II of May. In it he urged his friend: 

••• br(ilez, je leo veu~, et je crois que vous res:pecterez rna volante 
comme celle d'un mort, brulez taus les vers que je fus ass~z sot pour 
voas abnnerlors -de -lllon- se"jour a- iJuuai --;- •• -( -0.--0--; i p.- 2.5-5 )-.-

These poems in the" Cahier Demeny ", apart from" Les Effares ", \'ihich he 

sent to Yer1aine the following August, were never mentioned by Himbaud to 

Verlaine. 7 They mark for Rimbaud the end of a stage in his poetic life. 

7Yerlaine, " Nouvelles notes sur Rirnbaud ", O.P.C., p. 976., admits 
that in Paris: II De ses vers passes il m' en causa peu.l1 les declaignait 
et me parlait de ce quIll voulait faire dans l'avenir." This statement 
encompasses all these ten poems. In his "Preface" to Vanier's edition of the 
~~.~lpletes, 1895, O.C., II, 1280-1283. Verlaine indicates that he 
considers all these poems inferior to the later ones. 
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These early poems Hill not be treated in the presumed order of compo-

sition suggested by our chronology, but in the order in Vlhich they were 

copied by Ri~baud,8 to see if he established a progression in this early 

vieH of Charleville. If He consider that' t his letter is a retros pecti ve 

opinion fron June 1871, what do "1es Reparties de Nina", "A la musiquetl , 

"Les EffaresH
. , "Rollan" and "1e Hal" have- in cominon Hhich sets them be-

neath "1es Poetes de sept anstl, "Oraison du soir", "1:6S Pauvres a l' eglise", 

"1es Assisli and "1es Premieres Communions", H!1ich Here not destined for 

incineration? They must express a tone no longer compatible 1'lith the 

poet's feelings in June 1871, Hhile the others still correspond to his 

vieHs at this tillle. 

In "1es Reparties de Nina" (O.C., pp. 24~27), Rimba,ud has dipped 

into the cOIfu'lon stock-pot of themes for his subject. This poem indicates 

forcibly Rimbaud' s a tti tude to the tOim as represented by Charleville. 

HOVlever, the only category of urban geography Hhich applies to this poem 

is that of the point of view of the observer, since the mention of the 

tOvillOCCULS only in the rejolnd~r. Yet the tOHn is the environment 

with which the long lyrical speech by "Lui" is contrasted. The poet not only 

wc,tches the unfolding of the cycle of the day in the country, of the romance, 

8Lacoste, Foesie~, 1'1'. 13-14, notes the order of copying. The 
first Cahier contained: "F'reroiere soiree", "Sensat;ion", "1e Forgeron", 
"301eil et Chair", "Ophelio", "Bal des pend1J.s", "Le Chi1timent de Tartu~e", 
"Venus anadyonene", "Les !1eparties de Nina", "A la lilusique", "1es Effares", 
"Romani!, "Horts de quatre-vingt-douze", "1e Nal", "Rages de Cesars". 
The second Cahier contained seven sonnets related to his Belgian escap3.de: 
"Reve pour l'htver", "Le Dorneur du Y"_l", "Au Cabaret-Vert", "La Haline", 
ilL 'Eclatante victoire de Sarrebruck", "1e Buffet", "t"ia Boheme". 
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but participates with all his senses as II Je " 

The freshness and directness of this poem in convention:ll form 

ls conveyed partly by the dancing rhythm,9 partly by the rising excitement 

of the speech. Initially a description of a hypothetical excursion, the 

poem becomes a future plan as the intense, coaxing evocation of the idyll, 

the crowding details of country life, convince the poet of their reality. 

As in all day-dreams, it is plotted to the last detail to suit the desires of 

the dreamer. 

The poet's physical affinity with nature, his desire to possess 

it, and the girl here, who becomes another feature of the countryside to 

be enjoyed--nature and the natural incarnate--is personal to him. Specific 

landmarks are mentioned with the definite article, giving a further sense 

of immediacy and of ownership of this place, Similarly, he names specific 

plants, n la luzerne II, " la rose eglantier ", transforming them into 

liquid objects to be absorbed physically by the poet. 

Houston has said, It Rimbaud ••• created a fresh voice in literature 

by exploi.ting the imagery of the commonplace". Noting Rimbaud' s references 

to the cows, to the strong scent of the apple orchards, he remarks that, 

II ••• he also violates the Parr~ssian cult of .linguistic purity with his 

10 
provincialisms, of 1-1hich he was perhaps unaware." It is true that the 

image, II Une vache fientera, fiere, / A chaq ue pas ••• II 1's certainly not 

Parnassian or Romantic subject Il'atter. It is an amazingly accurate 

9 Verlaine, O.C., II, 1282, has commented on this" rythme sautilleur 
~-avec des gentillesses a tout bout de champ. II 

J'OHouston, The Design, pp. 2.4 & 18. On uage 23 he adds," Rimbaud' s 
lines are utterly ingenuous in their ignorance of all the complex hierarchy 
of poetic subjects which neo-classicism and polite society had combined to 
erect." 



impression of the swaggering gait of COi'lS returning to be milked, because 

of the anthropomorphic epithet IIfiere". Listed as an attraction to be 

viel'fed, it demonstrates lUmbaud f s appreCiation of the natural as proper 

and therefore beautiful Q 

The lighted interior, like a magic-lantern show, is indeed, as 
11 

Verlaine remarked, " un interieur a la Teniers", and an additional touch 

of local colour. There is nothing more Ardennais than II Le jamb on fumant 11 

" le pot de biere It, and dairy-farming. He uses a local word II claire It 

instead of the standard II eclaire ", probably deliberately so as to 

emphasize the rustic, cosy atmosphere inside this hovel. 

His countryside is composed of plays of light arid Colour. Blues, 

greens and whites predominate. There is an exhilarating sense of physical 

enjoyment and freedom. In "Ver erat .. e" (O.C'. f pp. 179-180) despite its 

being an exercise in Latin verse, Rimbaud already exhibits a similar 

physical joy in'the countryside Hhich is also Harm, bright and offers 

freedom from the tmm and its duties, There is the same banal" campagne 

riante " imagery, which here is more subtly equated with the laughing, 

exhilarated girle In many ways Rome becomes Charleville or the town. 12 

Similarly in ''Prologue'' (O.C. f pp. l73-i74}, after a description of 

the sensuous joys nature offers the poet, sixteenth century Rheims is 

IlVerlaine, 9. C., II, 1282. 

12professor H.F. Guite of the Department of ClaSSics at Hcfv\aster 
University affirms that the sentiments in this poem are not II cribs" from 
Latin poets and Hould apfear to represent more modern attitudes to nature 
or Rimbaud' S OHn feelings. . 

Hackett, 11 Splendides villes "7 p. 47, discerns an example of 
opposi tion bebreen tmm and country in " Jugurtha " also, the freedom of 
the Algerian mountains being opposed to Rome. 
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mentioned. At first it is presented symp3.thetically as a place of refuge 

in an idealized, loving family. Soon, pressures are exerted on the boy 

to shine in school, to aim for a place in life. Then, having shifted to 

his modern world of school and his mm family, it would seem, he bursts 

out in schoolboy curses to assert his opposition to these values, Rheims, 

vlith its" belle cathedrale, temoin du sacre du roi Clovis ", eventually 

equates then \-rith Charleville, Hith its place Ducale founded by Charles 

de Gonzague. This physical affinity HUh the countryside, this contempt 

for a niche in life, for Hark, is an early and enduring attitude. 

In " Sensation 11 ( 2... C., p. 6 ), the " soirs bleus d' ete " call 

him to physical enjoyment in nature Hhere he can \{ander at will, " reveur It 

as in the above-mentioned poems, Hhere he VIill feel It l'amour infini If 

and be " heureux comme avec une fenune ". In It Les Reparties de Nina II p 

the th(~me of II Premiere soiree " 

"Prologue" and 11 Ver erat ••. ". 

has merged \{ith thOSE; of .. Sensation" 

The rejoinder by " Elle" may be facile and obvious, but the word 

If bureau" distils the cOl!lmercia.l i unimaginative qualities of the town. 

~h~_£o~t has thus demonstrated in a hundred or so lyrical lines his own 

singularity and alienation from the tmm values. This last phrase, shoNing 

Nina's naivete and incomprehension, testifies forCibly to the total inability 

of the poet to communicate l'lith the representative of the tmm Hith her 

acceptance of the " servitudes sales " of modern times, The original 

title, " Ce que retient Nina ", emphasized the restrictive nature of the 

town. 

Hackett has perceived one of Rimbaud's ?ermanent oppositions to 

the town: " ••• the juxtaposition of the U)~ban and the pastoral, of laws 

of manis civilization and naturels oruer, remains in differing forms and 



with varying degrees ef emphasis, a dominant theme in Rimbaud's work. 13 

Wolf Schneider has explained the attractien of the tewn as being "freedem 

from the countryu14 that is, freedom from the cheres of the country. 

Rimbaud's country is truly pastoral here. While he ebserves rustic life 

sympa.thetically, it is an outside view. He aspires instead to an idyllic 

nature, mere vivid and sensueus than the real. The tewn, symbelized by 

"le bureau" is the restrictien on his deepest needs. The lecalizatien 

ef unnatural life and attitudes has been indicated succinctly. 

In itA la musique'" (O.C., pp. 21-22),the poet concentrates on 

society and its activities, setting the poem in the square where the 

bourgeois15 congregate regularly on Thursday evenings. The nine quatrains, 

as correct and four-square as the "place taillee en mesquines pelouses", 

divide into. tyro parts, indicated by the pesition ef the ebserver peet .. 

In the first five quatrains he mingles with the crewd, exafiining it. The 

peeple are as correct and mean as the square with its disciplined vegetatien, 

as precise and regular, as ridiculeus and full of false notes as the music.16 

lJHackett, "Splendides villes", p. 

l4\-1olf Schneider, Bab "here; The Cit as Nan's Fate, 
Londen: Hodder and Stought=e~n~,~~~~~~~~h~e~r~e~a~f~t~e-r~:~S~c~hn~e~l~'d~e~r~,~B~a~b~y~len). 

l5According to. Rebert, the term "beurgeois", used here twice by 
Rimbaud, did not then have all the pejerative meanings attached to it 
today, simply deneting a citizen ef a town who did net work with his hands, 
who had a certain status in the communitYj although it had already acquired 
the meaning ef someene incapable ef appreCiating what is aesthetic or 
disinterested. Thus, one of its antonyms is the artist er poet, the pe
sitien ef Rimbaud here. 

l6Adam in Rilllbaud, ~~C. ,i>.. 859, 'no 2, notes that in Le Cata,legue 
Rimbaud, published by the tewn ef Charleville, the programme for the 
concert ef July 7th, 1870 included "valse des fifres", identified as 
Polka-Mazurka des Fifres by Pascal. 
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He has selected his words extremely carefully to skewer these types and 

hold up to ridicule their self-import.ant movements, their love of comfort, 

their conspicuous consumption and'display of goods, their lack of appreciation 

of the aesthetic, their lack of health and vigou.r, hence their unsuitability 

for country life. "Bureaux" for bureaucrats is startlingly rtght, " dames" 

in the sense used here is a local usage, " cornacs " sums up superbly their 

solidity and docility as they p3.rade in this confined area, Rimbaud 

catches their narrow, self-satisfied conversations: they discuss 1\ fort 

serieusement "; " ••• vous savez, c'est de la contrebandei--", is a snatch 

heard 2.nd a local touch; a pompous pronounce:nent begins, II En somme : ". 

The title, II A 1a musique " is no doubt a local expression for the 'l'hursday 

event. They sport" boutons clairs", " IJes volants ant des airs de reclames " 

and they smoke an expensive local pipe, " l' onnaing ", a brand name giving 

status. 

This scene, while lucidly and derisively analysed, is not bitingly 

cynical. It is also derivative. Adam pOints out its close affiliation 

to Glatigny's .. Promenade d' hiver ... 17 Glatigny's details must have matched 

JUmQal!d's estilll.3.tion ()f ~hif3 soeiety, for in a letter to IZ8.mbard in August 

1870, he reintroduced a picture of the bourgeois of Char1eville. The same 

types (big-bellied men, notaries 9 grocers) have the same attitudes (display of 

their uniforms, self-important public gestures) in the letter and poem, 

Bored, disappointed and alienated by his contrary ideas and ideals, condemned 

17Rimbaud, D.C., p. 859: II ••• Sur la place, ecoutant les accords/ 
D'un orchestre 8uerrier, leurs beaux habits dehors,/ Hille bourgeois joyeux 
flanent avec leurs femmes,/ Dont les vastes chapeaux ont des couleurs 
infa.mes •• / !loi, je suis doucement les filles aux yeux doux,/ •• ," 

The plan of the poem, the setting, the shm'1Y vulg;arity of the 
bourgeoiS, the introduction of "moi" who follows the girls, are very Similar. 
It would seem that Rimoaud had merely d.eveloped the details of a set the::18, 
as he had been trained to do rrith Latin verse, Here it not for his letter. 



to stay there, he mocks their bellicose attitude, doubts their moral 

conviction and would prefer to see them seated, as in II A 1a musique." 

His revelation of his inner desires for sun, relaxation, wandering at will, 

f th t i " "f" t 18 escape rom e own, s Slgnl lcan • 

These desires, which counteract hls feelings of being out of his 

element in the town, are fulfilled mentally by his day,-dream in ilLes 

Reparties de Nina" and by the content of the next four quatrains. i'lith 

the transition to "moi" and after a gentle look at a younger, livelier society 

which is still not his, he drifts dOlm the avenue following his real deSires, 

away from the circumscribed square. 

Despite the urgency of his desires, manifested by his devouring 

gaze, he cannot communicate Hith these confident girls who rrhisper together, 

excluding him. ~vell aHare of his difference from these girls, whose fathers 

are ;tn the square, he describes himself as non-bourgeois, " debraille comme 

un etudiant." He states flatly, .. Elles me trouvent drole ...... His original 

last line, 11 Et mes desirs brutaux s'accrochent a leurs levres .... ", changed 

by the bourgeois Izambard to the passive, " Et je sens les baisers qUi 

me viennent aux levres ••• II , condenses the fiercely phYSical nature of his 

desires, 1-Thich are natural but frustrated by the unnatural society in the 

square. This alienatlon from social values in Charleville is symbolized 

by his drifting aHay from the town centre to the green trees and girls. 

13 
" Vous etes heureux, vous, de ne plus habiter Charleville ! --

Na ville natale est superiet:rement idlote entre les petites villes de 
province ••• -- parce qu'elle voit peregrineI' dans ses rues deux ou troiS 
cents de pioupious, cette benoite population gesticule, prudhommesquement 
spadassine, bien autrement que les assiegies de Eetz et de Strasbou.rg ! 
C'est effrayant, les epiciers retraites qui revetent l'uniforme : Crest 
8p3.tant comme <;;a a du chien, les notaires, les vitriers, les percepteurs, 
• •• ma patrie S6 leve :... Hoi, j I aime mieux la voir assise; ••• 

Je suis deFayse, malade, furieux, bete, renve:ese; j t es perais 
bains de 801eil, des promenades infinies, du repos, des voyages, des 
aventures, des bohemienneries enfin; ••• " ( ~Q., p.238 ). 

_"\ - -Cles 
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Verlaine, summing up these early poems in 1895, notes their 

slightness yet their charm, their extraordinary use of significa.nt detail, 

their still gentle raillery.19 In It Les Poetes maudits It, perha,ps unaware 

of these very early poems, he comments on the form of Rimbaud's first work. 

These comments apply to these poems too: 

Son vers, solidement campe, use rarement d'artifices. Peu de cesures 
libertines, moins encore de rejets. Le choix des mots est toujours 
exquis,qyelquefois pedant a dessein. La langue est nette et reste 
claire quand l'idee se fonce au que Ie sens s'obscurcit. Rimes tres 
honorables. 20 

The formal correctness, the derivative nature of the themes, indicate a 

yearning to belong, a certain Hillingness still to play the poetiC and 

social game, which explain the comparatively gentle attack so far. The 

horizons of escape extend only as far as the local countryside and the 

local girls. H01'leve:c, the extraordinarily precise details indicate his 

lucid vision, his verbal capabilities and the intensity of his deSires, 

"Thich r'lP~ke him different from his society 0 

II Les Effareslt 
( a. C., pp. 27-28 ) ,although socially critical, 

is resigned and somewhat sentimental rather than biting, with a universality 

l-aeking- in the- l-oeal-aetail {}.f' the ~prev4..ou~ -tWQ- pGBJns-. -Yet-, as l:Iacket,~ -s8.¥s: 

Rimbaud n'avait pas besoin de chercher plus loin que dans sa ville 
natale les cinq enfants de son poeme ••• des amis du It poete de sept 
ansit, ce sont des gar~ons misereux qu I il a connus dans les tristes 
rues (le Charlevi1.1e. 21 

19Verlaine, a.c., II, 1287: II Suivent des chases plus jolies que 
belles et non ••• pur-et haut genie:toutefois, quand je dis jolies, je n'entends 
pas dire fades ni banales, ••• Cela signifie pleines de details plutot 
charmants, aprement et gentiment sauvae;es, ••• " 

20 
Verlaine, o.c., I, 476, II Les Po~tes rnaudits"~ 

21 . 
. C.A. Hackett, Rimbaud l'enfant, PariS: Corti, 19'--1-8, p~ 75, 

( hereafter: Hackett, ~'Enfant.) 
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He sees very clearly that the whole poem is symbolic 8.nd capable of being 

read on several levels: 

••• les poemes de Rimbaud sont a la fois des il1ages et des reves ••• 
Cette opposition entre un bonheur rave et une tristesse reelle est 
particu1ierement frap))B..nte dans 1es Effares ••• De ce ct>te du grillage, 
c'est un monde de misere et de haillons: tout jusqu'aux couleurs, 
1e blanc et 1e noir, est froid; et pour seu1 chant, il yale vent 
d'hiver ••• De l'autre cote, c'est un monde de bonheur; les couleurs, 
jaunes, rouges, sont vives; tout chante: le boulanger, les grl110ns, 
1e pain; il y a de ~a chaleur; des parfums, et des lumieres qui dansent; 
c'est un monde de reve ••• 22 

The poet is an omniscient observer perceiving both sides of this 

diptych which is divided by the grid of the ventilator. His sympathies 

are undoubtedly i'li th the children. Nou1et has renarked: " ••• deux 

23 choses ont toujours echappe a. ses sarcasmes, 1a nature et l'enfance". 

Here, while he describes the baker's actions and appearance in glowing 

terms, he does not enter into his feelings, a.part from imparting his self-

satisfaction, This is not a tWO-Hay mirror. The baker does not see the 

childreri~ Rimbaud I s senses fuse vTi th those of the children to form one 

mass of yearning flesh, so riveted by the inside scene that they are 

impervious to their real misery, etched by Rimbaud in his overvieH. Their 

look unifies all the details. 

The tOHn has tylO roles, able to deprive or fulfill. This dichotomy 

is indicated by the songs as Hell as by the clair-obscur effects. 'rhe baker 

" chante un vieil air II, the type of song indicating his communal roots. 

The children, " chantant des chases/Entre les trous,/ Hais bien bas,--", 

are lost and in awe. They cannot sing in unison with the baker, crickets 

22Hackett, 1IEnfan~, p. 79. 

23 Nou1et, Premie]; Visa&;., p. 370. 

I 
I 
I 
! 

I 
I 

I 
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and bread, they cannot communicate their needs. As in " Le Hal It and 

" Les Pauvres a l'eglise It, they pray stupidly, inspired by a glorious 

sight, to one Nho is indifferent to or ignorant of their needs, Their 

yearning to be on the inside is so intense that as the climax of the 

ceremony is reached they strain so hard t.m'lards its beauty and comfort, that 

•• w ils crevent leur culotte,/ Et que leur lange blanc tremblote/ Au " 

vent d'hiver." This pathetic and ridiculous sight echoes the ridiculous 

aspect of the boy in the eyes of the girls at the end of " A la musique " 

Y l ' 0.' 0. th' 0. b t' t· to.' i l't 24 er aJ.ne a ml.re 1.S poem an sums up es 1. s 1.mpac an or1.g na 1. y. 

The hugoesque tinge of the' word "e ffare" and the topic of Hretched children, 

common at the time as a poetic theme,are counterbalanced by the gentle 

carica ture, 1'1hich lifts this poe~ from the maudlin level of a Coppee to 

a universal picture of alienation in a small tmm and of the happiness 

possible in the world,behind the social obstacles, symbolized by the 

baker creating the staff of life behind his grid. 

" Roman" ( O.C" pp. 29-30 ) presents a daydream reversing the 

situation in " A la musique ", It depicts the delights of a small town in 

sunmer for a love-sick adolescent. T~e poet is rep:cesenteri as the impersonal 

" on " or " vous", viewed tenderly but ironically as he drifts down the 

avenue lined with green lime trees, intoxicated by love. Abandoning the 

frivolous attractions, "bocks", "biere", local delicacies, the glitter of 

the commercial centre, represented by the cafes, too ha.rsh for his 

sentimental mood, he dreams in the natu:ral light of the stars in the balmy 

air. 

24Yerlaine, O.C., I, 480-481, " Les Poetes maudits", comments: 
I\Pour le mOlllent c I est la Grece qui nous appelle, une grace IB-rticuliere, 
inconnue certes jusqu'ici, ou le bizarre et l'et:r;'3.Dge salent et poivrent 
l'extreme douceur, la simplicite divine de la pensee et du style ••• Naus 
ne connaissons pour notre part dans aucune litte....."C3.ture <Luelque chose d'un 
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The tltJ.e itself is ironic. This is a rOlJl3.nce, by implication 

unrealizable. The vievl of the teasing girl, protected by her bourgeois 

father and seen in the artificial, modern light of a lamp-post, is a sob-

ering glimpse of his real-life frustration in communicating Vlith girls, 

seen as the pu~~eyors of happiness. 

The dream is of a gentle, sentimental relationship, unlike the 

brutal, possessi ve urges of tI A la musique 11. It is evoked in coyly expressed 

commonplaces. Aided by the facile device of repetiti(JJns the VIhole seel1S like 

a drawing room ballad, although the schoolboy slang expression, "mauVl".As 

tpo.t" isa dissonance, giving a Hry hTist to this sugary sentiment. The 

cyclic return to the cafes, the partial recapitulation, indicate the 

conventionality of this type of dream. 

Some details in the poem are originally sketched or expressed: 

" Le coeur fou Robinsonne •• :'t and" un tout petit chiffon/ D'azur sombre ••• "; 

for example, but the poem as a Hhole is disarmingly regular, divided evenly 

into four parts, well ITIymed, indicating the lighthearted joys of the 

average adolescent in a small tmm. Hhile the poet might Hish to belong to 

this society, indicated by the detailed evocation of \'I'hat happens in such 

r08ances, dm'l'n ·to the detail of one's friends greeting one's success Hi th 

21:; 
scorn, it is a nostalgic but ironic outsider's view of a small tONn summer. -" 

" 1e Eal II (O.Q,., p. 30 ), showing the interior of a Church in a 
o 

provincial tmm in Nartime, suggests that the source for the visual aspects 

of the Church scenes is Charleville. The poet takes an overview Hhich 

peu farouche et de si tendre, de gefitiroent carieatural et de si cordial, et 
de si bo,!!, et d.'un jet franc, sonore, magistra..l, comITle Les Effares •• _ 
!lOUS dirions, c' est du Goya pire et meilleur. II 

25In hj_s letter to Izambal""u of August 25th, 1870, Rimbaud, O.C., 
p. ZjlJ, Rimbau.i encloses a poem by Louisa Siefert loli th the sal11e note of 
tender regret \-Thich contains the line~ II C'en est 1'ini pour moi du celeste 

. roman/ Que tout.e jeune fille a mon age ir;J.agine •• 8" It is a possible source. 



allows him to see two sides of the triptich from the centre panel. The 

strong note of protest is rooted in the lines, tI_Pauvres morts: dans I' ete, 

dans l'herbe, dans to. jOie,/ Nature: 0 toi qui fis ces hommes saintement:" 

This is the central panel and the rallying point for the poet who sides 

with the natural laHs of life. 

The terrible slaughter of the battle scenes, the rulers' mocking 

indifference to human life are presented with views of large masses, sharply 

contrasted in bright primary colours. These are exactly the pictures of 

battle that would be seen on postcards by these mothers. As they turn to 

their traditional comfort and aid, God and his Church, another sharp con-

trast is set up between the richness of the Church furnishings and the 

abject poverty of these black-bonneted Homen who do not own a purs@ and 

tie their offering in their handkerchiefs, Rimbaud equates God's indifference 

to human suffering Hith that of the temporal rulers o They are condemned. 

These women, a common sight in provincial Churches and hence Rimbaud's 

fellow citizens, represent the moral cm-rardice and stupidity of these 

blind follm·rers of order. 26 They are also reproved. The attack is thus 

against the passivity of Christian doctrine. Like" Le Juste", " Pleureur 

des Oli viers" (0. C., p. .54), the'se women can only weep. They offer the 

traditional widow's mite, but they will not be blessed. 

The sonnet form disciplines and condenses this savage attack on 

all rulers and subservi.ent followers unable to see that human happiness 

and allegiance is reqUired by natural law. 

2~tiemble et Gauclere, Rimbaud, Paris: Gallimard, 1950, p. 46, 
commenting of this reproval,are of the opinlon that," Acc3.ble de 
souffrances par son Dieu, Ie fidele est assez veule pour l'adorer. Rimbaud 
nla pas assez d'injures pour cette resignation." The attacl< is in fact 
against all accepted authority and the people who accept it. 



vThat these five poems have in common, apart from the impeccably 

correct style by contemporary standards, is the poet's empathy with the 

rejected or alienated in this small town; II Les effares", the boy poet 
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who cannot communicate his different values,and the gaily sacrificed 

soldiers. Society is thus indicted. These rejected ones all seek happiness, 

s~bolized by light, colour and detailed images of nature, natural products 

and activities. The wealt.h of detailed imagery appeals to the senses and 

to the imagination. There is always an ironic, omniscient observer as well 

as a sympathizer with one group in this society. In the end. this observer 

alrlays indicates the destruction of the carefully created dream. The hungry 

one is left in an unfulfilled position. 

Until IILe Nal", the poet's position is indeterminate. While he 

ridicules and disapproves of the' society and values of his tmm, his attack 

is not really savage. There is sometimes a hint of nostalgia for this town 

li:fe, a yearning to communicate with this society. In It Le Mal" this hope 

for acceptance or this sympathy for the poor and needy has gone. The poet's 

rejection and condemnation of his fellow citizens Nith their bovine 

acceptance of the _statQs q1.lQ i§ GQ.teEortCC3.~. 

The architecture of the tmm does not interest him. Its lay-out is 

simple: a restrictive centre where he is not at home, a green avenue, scene 

of tentative overtures to the term girls, leading to the countryside, 

analogous to his real desires. The idyllic symbols are ah/'ays light, coloured, 

tender and warm, whereas the tmm is either seen at dusk or as a dark interior. 

At this stage, Charleville is represented almost exclusively by 

its society, acting in opposition to the poetes natural deSires, Hhich are 

seen as morally right. \'ieighed and found. wanting in the face of his dreams, 

society represents modern man's law in conflict 1'1ith that of eternal nature. 
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If one examines the " Cahier Demeny" in the light of these five 

analyses, it appears that Rimbaud has grouped his poems according to their 

theme or tone. The first two poems in the It Cahier" indicate analogies 

with his deepest desires, the next tHo express his social and political 

beliefs, follol-Ted by hl'o poetic exercises, The group from It Venus 

anadyomEH'ile" to "Roman" conveys his opposition to the physical condition 

and mental attitude of man in modern society compared to man obeying 

natural lavr~ The poet's adherence to strict form indicates the narrOl-mess 

of his horizon of evasion and the yearning to belong in this society. The 

absolute rejection of this society and acceptance of his singularity 

begin with "1e t1al". 

The dating of the next five poems is uncertain as our chronology 

indicates, They are treated in an order which indica.tes a progressive 

increase in aggression against Charleville. 

"Oraison du soir" (O.C., p. 39) is again in the conventional 

sonnet form.27 It is set in a cafe, an ess6ntial gathering place in a 

town and one to vrhich Rimbaud was attached in real life. In "Roman", cafes 

were dazzling, receptive places, giving an illusion of fulfillment and 
-

belonging, Here their festive air has gone. " Je" is t.he object of 

attention. The cafe and its society act as a backcloth for his moods. 

Beer l-laS a local preference in Charleville, and. the use of the word " chope" 

serves to suggest the identity of this tmm. 

27 Ruff, Rimbaud, p. 35, implies that the use of the sonnet form 
seems to be a self-discipline im;rosed by Ril'1bgUfl to hold himself 
together in his growing revolt: ••• ce poeme a i·orme lixe, presque un 
symbole de la regIe et de la contrainte en matiere de verSification, se 
met a proliferer sous sa plume, au moment ou son bouleversement moral 
laisserait prevoir au contraire un effort de liberation dans taus les 
ordres de la -pensee," By his count, from July to December 1870, 14 out 
of 17 poems composed are sonnets, l-lith a great proportion of It rimes riches". 
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aux mains d'un barbier". His slouching position betrays his resignation 

and ,lack of positive direction.28 His "Gambier", the smoky atmosphere, his 

excessive drinking, reflect his defiance and the haziness of his thoughts. 

He is confusedly seeking his way. The fluctuation between his burning 

desires and wounded despalr29 i's conveyed in terms designed to shock30 not 

only the townspeople but traditional poets. The use of terms like Ifhypogastre.", 

not acceptable poetically,_ has the same shock value e These images show his 

alienation from the common herd, which is represented by the barber out 

to lop his mordl strength. Both images are taken from nature, minutely 

and accurately observed e The first is deliberately unpleasant but horribly 

exact. The second image likens his wounded feelings to the flowing of sap 

from the slashed cortex of a tree. Both convey exactly the violence and 

unusual quality of his moods, his inability, as a passive victim, to do 

more than suffer in silence his swarming desires and despair. 31 

28In a letter to Izambard, 2 November 1870, he expresses this 
resignation: If Je meurs, je me decompose dans la platitude, dans la 
Jllauvaisete, dans la grlsaille ••• i'lais je resterai, je resterai."(O,C'.,P. 24,2). 
The- atillosphere- and -attitude are c:leariy that of-the- poem-.- - - - -- -- ---

29He wrote to Demeny the following April:" ••• Ne sachant rien de ce 
qu'il faut savoir, resolu a ne rien faire de ce qu'il faut faire, je suis 
condamne, d~s toujours, pour jantais". (O.C., p. 246). 

30"Tels que les excrements chauds d'un vieux colombier,/ Hille Reves 
en moi font de douces brulures:/ Puis par instants mon coeur triste est 
comme un aUbier/ Qu'ensanglante l'or jeune et sombre des coulures." 

3lIn August 1871, he elabord.ted to Demeny on his life and attitude 
in Charleville, and on the attacks he suffered there:" Situation du prevenu: 
j'ai quitte depuis plus d'un an la vie ordi.naire, pour ce que vous savez. 
Enferme sans cesse dans cette inqualifiable contree a:niennaise, ne frequentant 
pas un homme, recueilli dans un travail infame, inepte, obstine, mysterieux, 
ne repondant que par Ie silence aux questions, aux apostrophes grosslEn'€s et 
mechantes, ... j'ai fini par provoquer d'atroces resolutions d'une mere. u 

inflexible .... ;( .O .... .Q .... , pp. 258-59). This l.etter indicates his real desires 
and despair at this time. 
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Verlaine comments on this new, wry, aggressively realistic tone: 

tI Goguenard et pince-sans-rire, M. Arthur Rimbaud l'est, quand cela lui 

convient, au premier chef, tout en demeurant le grand poete que Dieu lta 

fait. A preuve l'Oraison du soir.,,32 The important phrase is, " quand cela 

lui convient", The final savage image of himself, likened, in an impassive 

and harmonious line, to gentle Jesus relieving himself into the brown skies, 

suits Rimbaud very well indeed to express his resentment of the meek 

followers a.nd his bitterness against authority, represented here by God. 

The title is a further blasphemy, the prayer being the" peeing" into the 

sky, abode of God, As he champions natural law, the more natural the 

activity, the more it flings his resentment in the face of this SOCiety, 

to whom it is shocking. 

The town, represented by its cafes, not only continues to act as 

a bl.'a.ke on his deSires, but also as the- wrongheaded judge of his anti-social, 

blasphemous act.s. To add the fina.l paradox, this is an exceptionally 

1-1e1). rhymed sonnet. 

The poem appears to be autobiographical, It reflects his despair 

and anti-social resentment "in Charleville, which he demonstrated by his 
-- - ----

33 way of life from the summer of 1870. This aggressive attitude lias "also 

caused by his desperate and fruitless search for wider horizons in Paris and 

Belgium in 1870-71. The style of the poem appears to be a: preliminary result 

of the ideas exp;essed in the" 1ettre du Voyant" in May 1871. 34 

32Verlaine, O,C., I, "1es Poetes maudits", lvn. 

33Briet, Hme R., p. 26, notes his anti-social physical negligence at 
this time. Rimbaud t s letter to Izambard, t'!ay 1871, O.C., p. 248, describes his 
deliberate degenerations" ••• je me fais cyniquement ~ntretenir; je deterre 
d'anciens imbeciles de college; tout ce que je puis inventer de bete, de 
sale, de3lTauvais, •• je le leur livre: on me paie en bocks et en filles," 

His more lucid view of his relation to this society has led him 
to see himself as a poet, their opposite therefore. His view of the true 
poet obl"iges him to It faire l'ame monstrueuse". 
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With his wider travels and the hardening of his opposition to 

Charlevi11e, the analogies of young, ethereal girls in white peignoirs in 

a luminous countryside no longer fit his needs. The countryside has become, 

" cette inqualifiable contree 
1\ 

ardennaise , and nature is reduced to the 

image of the heliotrope in this poem. .. Hille Reves" need escape and 

assuagement now. The attack on God, a higher target than his fellow citizens, 

is explained by his deeper understanding of the true cause of the sub-human 

condition of this society. Nany of his poems from this period are blasphemous. 

II Les Pauvres a l'eglise" (O.C., ppo 45.J+6) is situated in a Church. 

The poet takes a detached but very searching overview, concentrating on 

the assembled SOCiety. Throughout he emphasizes their deformities, their 

dirtiness, their passive reSignation or futile hope as they turn to indifferent 

or weak gods. It is a harsher development of "Le Hal". 

This society is constantly likened to animals, especially cattle, 

but not to the cattle admired in "Les Reparties de Nina". Their breath 

stinks; .. une collection de vieilles a fanons" is a rare and exact image of 

the physiognomy of certain old ladies, but is savagely mocking. He is 

disgusted by their faces and the deformed noises that issue from them. 
- - - - -

Similarly, the description of th~ poor women with their " especes d' enfants" 

is starkly realistic. Although he is socially perceptive in his summary of 

the misery of their private lives, their real comforts in Church, Rimbaud 

shows not an ounce of the pity he felt for "Les Effares" e He notes the 

differences in t.he external appearance of rich and poor and the social 

causes of their illnesses, the contrast between the sumptuous ornaments in 

the Church and the wretched ugliness of the people and their lives. HOHover, 

they are all equally sick. Even the stained glass Jesus has the same 

yello'VT cast to his skin, the sa.me dreamy passivity as many of this congregation~ 
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The Church is thus seen as a " Farce prostree et sombre", as the 

rein on man's real potential. Because this society, victimized as it is, 

will not revolt as the poet has revolted, i1.~ is guilty and deserving of 

its physical miseries which are lucidly, almost exultantly described, using 

neologisms, exact physical terms and rare words to pin down their degBneration~ 

Verlaine, a reformed Catholic, felt obliged to' condemn its message, yet 

he appreciated the beauties of this poem. He seized on the right adjective 

35 
for its tone o It is brutal. The poem is also impeccably correct in form. 

The sense of outrage against the Church, its God and the men who 

accept or perpetrate its false message is developed in " Les Premieres 

Communions" ( o. C ",, pp. 60-65 ). All these violently anti-·clerical poems 

are an indirect attack on the government of Napoleon III which .. larked hand-

in-glove with the Church. They are also, as Frohoclt states, a specific 

attack on the citizens of his home town 1-1ho applied their false stand.ards 

to him.36 Thls poem, vrhHe it shocked the pious Verlaine in 1895, who 

noted its anti-bourgeois values, its blasphemy, is recognized by him to 

37 be a poetic masterpiece. 

as the previous one. Again the quivering rage is honed by conventional 

versification and the poet's use of quasi-photographic detail. The first 

35Verlaine1 O.C., II,1280,uPreface" to Vanier's edition of 1895: 
" ••• j'eusse neglige cette piece brutale ayant pourtant ceci qui est tras 
beau r ••• I Les malades du fOie,/Font baiser leurs longs doigts jaunes aux 
beni tiers .•• & "". 

36Frohock, Poetic Practice, p. 64: " .. 0 in addition to being an B.t.tack 
on Christianity, thrOi:igh the Eucha.rist., it is also one upon the illodern world 
for falling short of an ideal. It is impossible not to take this poem, along 
with the other poems of the same year on this subject, to be a rejection of 
the Church, but perhaps less of the Church in general than of the specific examples 
of it Hith which, as an unHilling citizen of Charleville Rimbaud had to livetH 

37Verlaine, O.C., II, 1280. 



section contrasts the attitude to and of the ehurch in the country to 

that of the t01'l'n population, which is largely represented by one girl in 

38 
the other sections. vlhile he disapproves of .. les divins babillages", 
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in the country, nonetheless, n La. pierre sent toujours la terre maternelle." 

The natural vegetation outside the country church is evoked in exquisite 

detail, the use of " fuireux" not only denoting the presence of cows but 

localizing the Church in the Ardennes. A detail empha,sizes the roots in 

the local soil of these peasants: " Tous les cent ans on rend ces granges 

respectables/ Par un badigeon d'eau bloue et de lait caille". Thus the 

Church is a negligeable part of their lives, Theirs is a sunny world of 

natural values. They lenovT their role in life. They are down~to~earth, 

comfortable in their popular language and amusements. Even the priest 

has a healthy reaction to their'dance music. 39 

The tOlin, whose unhealthy ugliness 1s evoked in graphic detail 

by Rimoaud, pushes the deprived, yellow lit.tle girl t¢ assuage her desires 

for love and light in the only beautiful place available to her, the Church. 

The unnaturally coloured, beautiful window, the same qualities in the 

----------------------------------------------------~-------------,------

38Adam, in Rimbaud, O.C n p. 911, remarks, " Son intention est 
evidente d I associer I I eglise at la campagne, dans une meme impression de vie 
et de purete. II 

39The place of the country church In the na.tura.l life of the 
peasant is indi.ca ted by: II On paie au l)retre un toi t ombre d I une charmille/ 
Pour quill laisse au soleil tous ces fronts brunissants." The girls know 
their natural role in life: " Les filles vont toujours a l'eglise, contentes/ 
De s'entendre appeler garces pa.r les g;argons." The popular pleasures of 
these people are evoked vividly by the use of popular, vigorous language: 
" fa.ire du genre", "garces", " au chic du V,Tnison", which is school slang, 
"blouses neufs", which is a concise neologism, "gueuler". These peasants 
are at a healthy distance from religious mysticism. 
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and suggested in the lines "Adonai!c •• --Dans les terminaisons latines,/ 

Des ~ieux moires de vert baignent les Fronts vermeils/ Et taches du sang 

pur des celestes poltrlnes,/ De grands linges neigeux tombent sur les 

soleils:" 

This is the first time that Rimbaud actually depicts the physical 

environment of the town. The savagely realistic evocation of sordid detail 

appeals to the perceptions of the reader and produces a physically revolting 

40 impression of lack of air and sickness. The lurid red and black effects, 

linked with these qualities of city life, are already in evidence here. 

Artificial light ahlays seems _ to. indicate a miserable atmosphel.""e for Rimbaud. 

Part VIII dral-fS the conclusion from this etching of huraan misery in the 

unnatural environment of the town, dependent on the unnatural authority and 

comfort of the Church e In "Soleil et Chair" (O.C., p. 8), Rimbaud exclaimed~ 

II 1a route est amere,/Depuis que I' autre Dieu nous attelle a sa croix;". 

Later, in the same poem, he remarked scornfully, "La femme ne sait plus 

meme etre Courtisane!" Although the message in this last section is 

obscurely worded in the spitting out of hatred of Jesus, it plainly implies 

that the human race, and women part.icularly, are poisoned by the urge towai."ds 
- -- - - - - -- - - -- - - --

mystic aspects of love exemplified by the Church's portrayal of Jesus, and 

are no longer capable of natural, physical love. 

40The clair~obscur effects of the tOl'm environment are reminiscent of 
the enviromment of those other victims "Les Effares". The unhealthy aspect 
is brough-c out by images like," Descendre dans la cour ou sechait une blouse,/ 
Spectre blanc, at lever les spectres noirs des toUs. 1I The flat, prosaic 
statement, " Elle passa sa nuit sainte dans les latrines," ls very aggressive. 
The sinister vine, in the courtyard with 1ts poisonous atmosphere,compares 
unfa.v01."ably with the count.ry plants and open spaces. The heart shaped 11ght 
co~ments savagely the bleeding heart of Jesus. It is a vis10n of hell~ 
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In this poem, the restrictive, unnatural qualities of the town 

parallel those of its Church, which are disguised under a beautiful but 

artificial exterior. Rimbaud despises these townspeople, ignorant and 

willing victims of their environment and contrasts the country life as more 

healthy and natural. However, he is not using the country as an analogy for 

his own desires. Instead, his seething resentment at the town and the 

Church's restrictions on his liberty is turned against them savagely in a 

polemic, the implication being that man needs a natural environment, roots 

in the soil, natural beauty, to achieve a natural expression of love, 

uncontaminated by a sense of sine. 

to Les Poetes de sept ans" (0.C' 9 pp. 43..45) is consid.ered to be an 

autobiographical work by most of Rimbaud's critics.4l This is a fair enough 

view, provided that one keeps in mind that this is an interpretation of his 

child.hood by an adolescent whose remarks are coloured by imagination and his 

present attitude. He selects what suits him at the mOInent of writing and 

invents, to a certain extent, harT he would like to have been as a child. 

The poet is still the ubiquitous observer. His interest still lies 

his neighbours, his quarter, his church, of what he finds poetic, stimulating 

or repulsive there. The use of "il" disguises the personal element to a 

certain extent and universalizes the experience. However, Bernard says, . 

"Ce poeme fait bien sentir comment l'incomprehension de sa mere a attise la 

revolte d'A:cthur, en mema temps qu'elle Ie forgait a l'hypocrisie."42 

-----------------------._----------------------------------------------------
4~ernard., Oeuvres, p. 393, says:I1, •• il s'agit bien evidemment d'un 

poeme aurobiographique." Nou1et, Premier Visage, p. 90, agrees, Adam, 
Ii Charlestovm", Rimbaud, p. 71, n-otes the influence of Rimbaud' s childhood 
reading on his inspiration: II C'est dans les lectures de ses tous jeunes ans 
qu'il a trouve l'univers de 6es reves, de grands deserts, des forets, des saV'anes 4 ' 

42 
Bernarc~, Oeuvres, p. 393. 



The word II Here" is ca pi talized which makes her a symbol of rna tarnal 

authority. She also represents the attitudes of the bourgeois in the square 

in II A la musique", the rich ladies in " Les Pauvres a l'eglise", Nina, 

the father in " Roman", with their middle class values of hard work, duty 

to Church and State and keeping to one's class. The boy's attitude simply 

reverses these inflexlble standards. The 'l-1hole poem is in opposition to 

the mother and also to the "ville maternelle".43 

'Vlhat emerges from his detailed, sensuous iT:tagery of his town 

environment 1s an impression of acute physical discomfort, restriction, 

disease, ugliness, excessive heat or cold, It is not the boy's natural 

element. He provokes visions as a direct result of this restriction on his 

movements and desires. His other stimulation and affinity is with the :t'ough, 

uninhibited people, the opposite of the proper townspeople and therefore 

disgusting to them, The pitilessly detailed evocation of the poor, filthy 

child1~n is no doubt an analogy to his own position, deformed and sickened 

by his environment. It is not a love of the natural which motlvates this 

description but a desire to shock, It -is an attack on his fellow citizens. 

girl, ,evoked with all the physical sensations and the flat statement of 

/I 
fact:" Car elle ne portait jamais de p3.ntalons; is a very perceptive passage. 

43I<lichelTlbert, La Ville, Parisi Classiques Hachette, 1973, p. 8 
(he:reaftert Tiberi, La vil~s that Jung sees in the town, It ••• un 
symbole maternel, une fell1..11e qUi renferme en elle ses habitants comme autc'1.nt 
d'enfants." Himbaud did see in the town a positive t comforting symbol of 
maternit.y in"Soleil et Chair" in Cybele, goddess crovmed with tOHers, nurse 
of natural, anticiue man. In "Prologue", the mother is at fi.rst idealized 
and as comforting as the tmm, but rapidly changes. Her presumed insistance 
on a useful existence for the boy causes his revolt. In ilLes Foetes de sept 
ans", the t.own is equated vrith the mother, but> this is a modern 'Homan, 
corrupted by the Church, by modern, town values. There is no comfort to be 
had in this tOlm. The dream of escape, the compensations, while not towns, 
have certain idoal maternal qualities p but the -corm and mother in the poem 
represent" 113. realite rugueuse" and are condemned. 



This is an appreciation of the natural, with the same sentiment, presented 

nlOre directly, as in "Solei1 et Chair": natural man is chaste and whole, 

as for unnatural, modern man, " 11 a des vetements, parce qu'il n'est plus 

chaste," The attitude to the workers is perhaps connected to Rimbaud's 

present attitude to political events in PariS, although he does seek the 

rough and tumble of the <luarter as a result of restrictions at home, He 

needs freedom and frd.nkness and natural activities, not" 1e b1eu regard 

qui ment" and the reading of the Bible. 

He contrasts this compulsory Bible reading with his own adventures, 

imagined and It read" in his visions. This is his" roman". It is no longer 

the sentimental small-town romance desired in II Roman". The place to which 

he escapes is not the familiar countryside around Charleville, but far away. 

These visions, the only pOints of bright light in the poem, are hypnotic, 

sensuous and highly suggestive because of their rocking, exalting rhythms, 

their ~~re and exact vocabu1aL7, their harmonious sounds, their extraordinary 

1 t f · thi d d' t 44 Th i 1 en argemen 0 s im, crampe env~ronmen. ere s no onger any 

desire to be accompanied by some idealized girl from the town. Hope for 

boy can no longer communicate '-lith anyone here and instead of stupidly 

yearning for integration, he savagely attacks their values. 

The role of the town in this poem is to demonstrate its opposition 

to natural law, its restrictive qualities, its tendency to deform men. 

The more squalid the detailed image of it, the more the boy's imaginary 

world gains in rightness and appeal, the more his escape seems justified. 

44For example, in the line,"-11 revait la prairie amoureuse,ou aes 
houles ", a rocking, lulling rhythm is produced by H·s exact division into 
four equal pa.rts. A tender sound is produced by its liquid l' s a~d r' s, . 
the repeated ou's. The emotional reverberations of the words and their 
visual impa.ct give an impression of endless, "18lcoming nature where 
maternal feelings are manifested, 
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"Les Assis" attacks the librarians of Charleville in a savagely 

humorous fashion.45 They become symbols of all that is ugly, morally and 

physically apathetic and deformed, in fact, of all that he hates violently 

in society, and hence, since he is confined there, in Charleville. The poet 

still takes an overvieVT.t He talks in a conversational tone to the listener, 

"vous", who is also the poet. The poem is skilfully and carefully l-lOrded, 

has great verve, uses rare words, technical terms or neologisms to convey 

the umrholesomeness of these men: II Le sinciput plaque de hargmosi tESs vagues/ 

Comme les floraisons lepreuses des vieux murs." It is condensed, carefully 

dosed venom. The climate inside this restricted place is dark and decaying. 

The poet exaggerates normal eccentricities of appearance into monstrous 

deformities. It ends in a paroxysm of rage, of verbal virtuosity, of visual 

distortion, of outrageously and logically scabrous detail with a description 

of their dr-eam: 

De vrais petits anours de chaises en lisiere 
Par lesquelles de fiers bureaux seront bordes: 

Des fleurs d'encre crachant des pollens en virgule 
Les bercent, Ie long des calices accroupis 
Tels qu'au fil des gla~euls Ie vol des libellules 
--Et leur membre s' agace 8. des barbes d' epis. 

The fact that the librarians ~vere umTilling to find books for him is 

not enough to explain this raging poem, .. savamment outren as Verlaine says.46 

They have become symbols of all that opposes his happiness in Charleville so 

that their wickedness is monstrous. Even their coat buttons magically 

transform into "o •• des prunelles fauves/ Qui vous accrochent l'oeil du fond 
II 

des corridorst ,as in a nightn~re in the labyrinths of the mind. 

45Verlalne, O.C., I, 477...lj.78, "Les Poetes maudits", recounts the 
source of this poem. 

46 Verlaine, O.C., I, 479. 
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Since they are the covTardly upholders of the status 9.ll0, Rimbaud 

finds the most prurient details with which to attack them in order to 

undermine th8ir authority and shock them. Ascione and Chambon, noting 

the hidden as well as the overt implications of inadequate or perverted 

sexuality in these men, assume that Rimbaud's eroticism is one of the 

driving forces of his poetry. They may be right. Certainly, in these ten 

poems, one of Rimbaud's deepest desires emerges as joyful sexual freedom 

without the stigma of sin. Tho fact that the Church and society forbid 

the free expression of' sexuality is one of the causes of Rimbaud's 

condemnation of them. In the later poems treated here, one of the reasons 

why society is lashed with scatological or sexual language is their up-

holding of this false morality. In many poems of the period which are 

not essentially tOlm poems, the same type of attack is made on society, 

. 4 
and thus they can also be inte:::-preted as anti-Charleville poems. 7 

47Marc Ascione et Jean-Pier:re Chambon, " Les 'zolismes' de Rimbaud", 
Euro.£~, (mai-juin 1973), l)u 1261 in a controversial article, have 
convincingly demonstrated the dis~lised allusions to their perverted 
sexuality achieved by Rimba!1d' s rare knoHledge of ambiguous sexual connotations 
of. everyday words. They say t p. 129, " l' erotisme adolescent n I est pas 
'une desprinc-ipales-sources'd-eson -in-spI:ra.-:Fion,- ma-:is-de YoIn la prfnclp9.1e. ii 

In "Le Ch~tii1lent de Tartufe", they find more disguised references 
t·o perverted sexuality t (P. 124). In " A ccrou pissements·· I the ob ject of 
wrath and ridicule is again a priest in a fetid, dirty interior. In his 
long piece" Un Coeur sous une soutane", apart from the obvious ridicule 
of the Church and its adherents, Rtmbaud attacks its deformation of seminary 
boys. Ascione It IJes Zolismes", 1'p. 118-123, finds it is shot through with 
disguised sexual jokes:" un coeur"equa ting Hi th penis t for ey.ample. On p. 
120 the article sums up, " Au total, Un Coeu!:' sous une soutane est. une 
pochade obscene ••• ". 

Such disguised references not only indicate the If acre hypocrisie" 
forced on Rimbaud by his environment but his rage and disgust at its 
unnatura.l attitudes to this fundamental and natural urge. He therefore 
condemns this society morally through these accusations and implications 
of sexual deformity or perversion. 
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Houston says of these last poems treated: 

With "Les Assisn
, "Les Premieres Communions" and "Les Poetes de sept 

ans" we reach the high point of Rimbaud's poems about Charleville, 
which are so memora,ble in their rich provincial colour and ingeniously 
detailed imagery ••• Rimbaud succeeded in transforming his native village 
into one of those strange places of literary geogr~phy which have their 
own unmistakable physical and moral atmosphere ••• few French poets 
have had Rimbaud's sense of landscape and none has created out of a 
nondescript tmm and its sU,rroundings so persistent a world as that 
of his earliest poems. 48 

It is true as we have seen. 

Chabot, talking of the psychology of towns and echoing Rieser's 

theory that poetry presents analogues to the personal feelings of the poet, 

explains the intenSity and appeal of this rather common type of town: 

11a1.s si nous voulons sais1.r cette psychologie subtile, c'est a la 
11.-tterature, aux oeuvres dlart que nous devons nous addresser, •• Tel 
homme de lettres a peint un quartier; mais quelle cite ne renferme pas 
de haute socHte gUindee, de bouges hideux, de petite bourgeoisie 
envieuse ? Ailleurs, c' est une deception personnelle, une rancoeur 
dont toute une ville est rendue responsable. 49 

Wlth rega,rd to Rimbaud's Charleville, there is no question of transposition 

of reality to the point Hhere the identity of the t01'H! is uncertain in these 

poems, There is no doubt that many of the details of the place, people 

and surrounding countryside 1-fere quite real. Hhat vre see however, is a 

testing of their ability to provide him with happiness. Thus, apa2~ from 

its countryside, Charleville is alvrays negative here since it is opposed 

to Nature and natural law a.nd produces unhappiness for the poet. 

The message of these town poems, the role of the town in these 

poems and the emotion they evoke in the poet are not radically different 

from 10 Solell et Chair" to " Les Assis". \>That is different is Rimbaud is 

L.~8 
Houston, ~e Des~, p. 53. 

40 
"Georges Cha.bot, Les Villes, Paris: Ar;;tand Colin, 1952, p. 174. 



expression of his view of this town as he develops as a poet. He moves 

from Parnassian or even Romantic vocabulary,and occasionally theme,to the 

liberation of his individuality by the use of more commonplace, more direct 

vocabulary, a looser, more conversational styles He always adheres to rules 

of versification acceptable at the time. The early view of Charleville ends 

with an explosion of savage, obscene or socially unacceptable vocabulary, 

rare l-10rds, neologisms, startlingly new and exact images. His use of 

colloquial or local words50 would appear to be a deliberate device rather 

than ignorance of their local range. They are used almost exclusively in 

the country scenes to localize them in the Ardennes, to impart a sense of 

comfortable belonging. Occasionally they are used to localize a town or 

townsman, for example, the bourgeois in " A la musique" or the cafe in 

11 Oraison du soil'''. The viel-ler, who at first was gently mocking, perhaps 

wistfully attE'mpting to integrate, steadily becomes more openly aggressive 

in his opposition to this society. At the same time, his horizons widen, 

analogies to his desires become more complex, more exactly defined, appealing 

more and more to the perceptions of the listener rather than simply to his 

-i-!lla-g-i}"l.a~i:efir --'l'-he--!d-y-l-l- !-fl-the-eeunt---ry -w4t-h-£. g-i-rl-is -n01engeT -suf-f-i-e-ient. 

to compensate for his increasingly harsh and detailed view of this town. 

"l1ille Reves" must nOH be realized in faraway, dazzling places seen only 

in viSions·, The search for an ideal, happy place has been confirmed as 

being far from Charlev:tlle. The ultimate statement of his attitude in 

Charleville at this time appears in the fragment, " Le Juste resta.i t droit ••• " 

(O.C., p. 53): " Je suis celui qui souffre et qui s'est revolte! " 

5°1 am grateful to Charles Bruneau I s article, "Le Patois de Rimbaud," 
~ GY';ye 53 (avril 19-1-7), pp. 1-6, for his explanation of the local use' 
and meanings of the words II darne" I fuireux", .. onnaing" (hereafter: 
Bruneau, "Le Patois"). 
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The first group of poems treated here is separated from the second 

by the Franco-Prussj.an war, Himbaud' s wanderings in Belgium and Paris, and 

perhaps by the Commune. The increasing reflection and independence induced 

by these events resulted in the closest statements we possess to a poetic 

manifesto by Rimbaud: the poem to Banville, .. Ce qu' on dU au poete a propos 

de fleurs", where he demands" du nouveau" and gives examples of it; 

the two" Lettres du Voyant" J w'here Rimbaud talks of a ne"1 life, of a new 

concept of poetry and the poet's role, of It la-bas", of visions, of the 

unknown, of new language, of the necessity of cultivating and knm-ring one's 

own soul. The poems enclosed in these letters or perhaps composed shortly 

after them:" Les Poetes de sept ans", " Les Premieres Communions", "Les Assisll
, 

" Le Coeur supplicie",5l "Accroupissements", "Les Pauvres a l'eglise", may be 

examples of this nell method. At this stage, perhaps this only amounts to 

delving more arutlytically inside his own mind, to finding analogies to his 

moods and opip-ions, to breaking old forms from within by using unacceptable 

vocabulary. impeccably rhymed, to noting the hallucinations he had probably 

52 
experienced by this point in his life. The development of his searching 

poems. 

5] Rimbaud, Oeuvres Completes, edited. by Rolland de Reneville, 
Paris: Gallimard, Bibliotheque de 1a Pleiade, 19'46, p. ti+9, feels that 
"Le Coeur supplicie" reflects rtimbaud's feelings and experiences in Charleville 
(hereafter, Rimbaud, p.C., edt Rene.). Since ~ost critics see references to 
Parisian experiences in this poe~ it will be discuss(~d in the chapter on Pariso 

52Delahaye, Rimbaud, pp. 1+849, remembers that in the summer of 1871 
Rimbaud said:" Touts 180 lliterature c'est ce1a: Et nous n'avons qu'a ouvrir 
nos sens, fixer avec des mots ce qu'ils ont regu, nous n'avons quia ecouter 
1a conscience de tout ce que nous eprouvons, ~i que ce soit, et fixer par 
des mots ce qu'elle nous dit qu'il lui arrive." He observes:" ••• la preoccupation 
formiste ••• devait, sinon dispara.it::ce entierement,du moins ceder presque toute 
la place a une autre, celle de voir, d.'ent.endre, de sentir,o •• de noter." 
Although the form is intact in the poems so far looked at~ t.he intensity of 
the vision and the analysis increases pTogressively, although Rimbaud always 
had an extraordinary eye for detail. 
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In these early poems on Charlevil1e·it is largely society which 

interasts Rimbaud. His rar-e accounts of the physical aspects of the tmrn, 

as in " Les Prenlleres Communions", are related to its physical and moral 

effects on its inhabitants. Conversely, in " A la musique", society has 

created Place de 1a gare in its own image. His town is vTe1l peopled. In the 

end its society is lfeighed and found wanting. Thus Charleville always 

provokes feelings of alienation and dissatisfaction. The whole aim of the 

poet is to escape to a region which matches the landscape of his singular 

mind, As he becomes more singular, this region changes from the bright, 

fresh countryside near Char1eville to visions of a splendid natural beauty 

far away. 

-I-

+ + 

In June 1872, Rimbaud wrote from Paris to Delahaye in Char1evi11e: 

Oui, surprenante est l'existence dans Ie cosmorama Arduan. La province, 
ou on se nourrit de farineux et de boue, ou l'on boit du vin du cru 
et de la bH~re du :pays, ce n'est pas ce que [jeJ regrette ... Hais ce 
lieu-ci: distillation, composition, tout etroitesses; et l'ete accablant: 
• o.J I ai une soif a craindre la gangrene: les ri vH:!res ardennaises et 
be1ges p les cavernes, voila ce que je regrette.(O,C., pp. 265-266), 

Riviere and others remark on Rimbaud's strange restlessness whel:'ever he 'Has, 

53 
his constant looking backward or fOTl'1ard. \'lhen Charleville 1'1aS his home I 

when he Has making desperate efforts to escape it, there was no ~uestion 

of return to a former place except to the imagined, idyllic antiCiue world.·'fo 

------------------------------------.----------------=----
53Jacques Riviere, ~aud, Paris: Kra, 1930, p. 34, says: " L'endroit. 

ou il se trollve a pour lui quelque chose de brulant." Fowlie, Rimbaud, p. 175, 
speaklng of how the Illu!'linations reflect Rimbaud's real life, echoes this 
remark by Riviere. Delo.haye p SCHv0nirs, P. 139, stated: \I II eut toute sa vie 
des desirs de retour ••• vel'S quoi? -{ers tout. II 

54See Rimbaud, O.C., pp. 7-8, 11 Soleil et ChaiT". Nany critics see 
this poem as a de:ri va t i ve-exercise deSigned to dazzle the Parnassians. Yet I 
as we have seen, its sentiments were rema.rkably close to Rimbaud's deepest 
feelings~througbout his early period,about the proper role of man in the 
world. . 



When banished to Charleville at J1athilde's insistence, Rimbaud let his 

poems become "prieres", his letters "martyriques".55 Yet his letter to 
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Delahaye shows that his sufferings in Paris turned his thoughts, if not to 

Charleville, then to its surrounding countryside. He is confused, balancing 

regrets for and bitterness against Verlaine and Paris a.gainst a hatred of 

Charleville,yet a devouring need for the comfort and peace its region can offer. 

Since these ambivalent feelings seek resolution and. assuagement, 

it is not surprising that in the Vel's Nouveaux, written during this period, 

there are several poems evoking his family and Charleville' s countryside. 

The earliest date appearing on these poems is May, hence they were copied 

in Paris. Only internal evidence assigns some of them to Charleville. Of the 

poems that have been recognized by critics as recollections or evocations 

of the Charleville region, Bernarc'L indicates "Comedie de la soif", "F€ltes 

de la patience" and "Honte" .56 Hackett sees "Entends comme brame ••• If as a·· 

Charleville poem used as an attack on Verlaine..57 Bonnefoy feels" Age d' or" 

derives its inspiration from his family situation,58 Lacoste finds 

references to Rimbaud's family in "Honte" and IINemoire".59 Adam sees in 

ULarme", "La Riviere de cassis", "Bonne pensee du matin", evocations of 

60 
wanderings in the Ardennes. 

55See Verlaine, O.C., I, 973, Letter of April 1872 to Rimbaud, 
and·Verlaine, O.C., I, 9~letter of Hay 1872 to Rimbaud. 

56 Bernard, Oeuvres, p. 11.j·6. 

57 Hackett, Autour de Rimbaud. Paris: Klincksieck, 1967, p. 43 
( hereafter: Hackett, Autour de Rimba~d ). 

P. 13. 
58Yves Bonnefoy, " La Poesie object.ive", Two. GitJ.es 4, 15 Nay, 1960, 

591acoste, Poesies, p. 47. 

60 
Adam tn Rirnbaud, O,C. t p. 925!1 states~U I.Je monde dans lequel 11 vivait, 

c'etaient les IEysages de son pays diArdenne, un monde de bois €It de rivieres, 
de pJ.'8.iries €It de sources. ~. to. 
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For the most part Rimbaud's critic~ are interested in dating 

these poems, determining the location of composition from internal evid-

ence to aid in this dating, or in studying the transpositions of reality 

produced by this new, hallucinated or impressionistic style. Since these 

are anti-town poems they cannot. be analysed according to categories of 

urban geography for urban imagery or theme. Whether the town opposed in 

these poems is Charlevi11e or Paris, and it is probable that it is both, 

since at this time Rimbaud was caught between two fires, he retreats in 

his poetry to the only comfort or happiness left to him-- nature. Our 

interest in the Vers-Nouv~a.2L lies in determining Rimbaud's attitude to 

nature as a refuge from the town at this solitary, defeated moment in his 

life. Is his response to nature similar to that in the earlier Charleville 

poems, producing similar analogies to this state of mind concerning the 

tOrm? Assuming that allusions to his family and local landmarks exist 
, 

he2'e, hOy1 are these memories or references used? To answer these -questions 

"Larme" and "Comedie de 1a soif" will be examined as representative 

examples of Rimbaud's pr-eoccupations at this time--nature and nostalgia. 

It is of course possible that the -Ve-rs- N6u.'/eaux asaW(J):"e-are -

simply an exercise in his new poetics, that Rimbaud's preoccupation with 

the town at this point is minimal because of his absorption in the land-

scapes of his mind and their development by " un long, immense et raisonne 

~reglement de tous les sensll(O.C., p. 251). It is possible -that these 

poems represent an attempt to reach the unknown and that he is presenting 

this unknmm place to II faire sentir, palper, ecouter," However, one does 

not treat a subject to which one is psychically indifferent. Ti1e fact 

that Rimbaud employs new inSights and techniques, perhaps also influenced 

by the style of Verlaine and Narceline Desbordes-Valmore. {:,o express Hhat 

he found "la-bas", does not alter his presentati.on cf analogies to his emotion, 



In ttAlchimie du verbe", (Q.&.." p. 106), Rimbaud recounts one of his 

follies: 

Depuis longtemps je me vantais de posseder tous les paysages possibles ••• 
je me flattai d'inventer un verbe poetique accessible, un jour ou 
l'autre,a tous les sense Je reserv&is la traduction. 

ae futd'abord une etude. J'ecrivais des silences, des nUits, je 
notais l'inexprir~ble. Je fixais des vertiges. 

An altered version of "Larme" folloHs this statement and can be read as 

an example of this cryptic description of method and content. Ruff shows 

great insight into the method of reading this poetry: 

II faut penetrer dans cet univers avant de chercher a Ie comprendre et 
pour cela la premiere condition est de ne pas perdre de vue que II tout 
se passe ici dans l'esprit" ••• L'impression qui domine est de douceur 
triste et de purete aerienne ••• la Nature qui etait alors un paradis a 
sa portee, est ~intenant un paradis a recreer. 61 

Is IIIJarme" one of the landscapes Rimbaud had. flattered himself 

he possessed? Does it represent a landscape in the imagination that Rlmbaud 

could create with his poetic language permeable to all the senses, a land-

scape called up and arranged at "Hill? !,Iritten in Paris or in the Ardennes, 

it seems to reflect in a general lfay the topography of the Ardennes region 

of water, vToods, fields, mist, described by Adam. "Je", although anonymous, 

is much in evidence, so that it is an introspective poem, a ~ysage d'ame. 

In the first stanza of \'.Larmeu (0. a., p. 72), the impressions are of 

misty, damp greenness, languor and silence. The isolation is total, The 

scene is spatially and temporally disoriented and dlsconcerting Hith the 

objects named with the definite article, implying thelr recognition by the 

reader, Hhen in fact, they are unknown to him and unrelated spatially to 

each other in this poem. There is a feeling of banishment yet also a sense 

of indifferent acceptance of the place. Vihile the poet's thirst is slaked, 

6lRuff , Rimbaud, pp., 131, 132 & 133. 
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there are none of the vigorous movements or bright lights associated with 

nature in ilLes Reparties de Nim.", for example. The poet is in an abject, 

uncomfortable position and seems to remain immobile for a very long time 

l'lhile he listlessly notes the impressions of r13,ture iol'nich !"rIatch his mood. 

In the second stanza, he asks tno dispirited question~. In the 

first question, "boire" and ,; jeune Oise,,62 are no doubt symbolic words. 

The scene is strangely still and denuded, echoing the lack of fulfillment 

to be expected from the 1-later of the" jeune Oise". This absence of sounds, 

colours and sunny light in this natural setting is simply a,nd exactly 

defined. The second question seems to contl"ast lila gourde de colocase" 

and its offering to "cette jeune Oise", which, since it is young, presum-

ably offers a healthy, pure but uninteresting liquid. The "colocase" , a 

tropical plant with trumpet-sha pad flovlers, a word changed to "loin de na 

case", a primitive, tropical hut, in "Alchimie du verbe", seems to suggest 

that t.he golden liquid it offered came from an exciting, faraHay place. 

This liquid is insipid, unhealthy and therefore also rejected. It is dif-

ficult not to see an analogy to the place he is in, the Ardennes country

side, contrasted with his high hopes and _sl.ll:JseCLuent d:!13?J21)_oil~trrten:i i~_arts~63 

62/tCette jeune Oise", according to Goffin, cited by Adam in Rimbaud, 
0.0., p. 927, n. 2, is l'Alloire, near Roche. Hovlever, beyond localizing 
'thIS landscape in the Ardennes, his involved explanation does little to 
clarify the symbolism here. 

63In liCe qU'on dit au po~te a propos de fleurs" (Q.C~, pp" 57-58), 
the white hunter, that is, the Parnassian poet, is a,ccused of describing 
insipid flOl-lerS, even when he prete.nds to be observing nature from a pri
mi ti ve hut 1n an exotic country. He is not familial' with the exotic flora 
of these regions 8.nd presents them as if they Here Roses or Lilies. In fact 
he might as yrell descrlbe French flowers, symbolized by the Oise: "Toi, 
!!leme ass:ts la-bas, dans une / Cabane de bambous, .,- ••• / ••• / Tu torcherais 
des floraisons I Dignes d 'Oi8es extravagantes! •• • 1" The connection between 
this imagery and that of "Larme" seems evident and reinforces the idea 
that a literary criticism is also involved in "Larme", or a condemnation 
of Paris and its poets. 
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Both are now rejected. The poet's mortal weariness or his disgust prevented 

him from tasting them. 

The recollection of the golden liquid is followed by storm imagery~ 

Is it a recollection of the poet's stormy passage in Paris, since, he 

moves from evocations of dark shapes to visions of architecture7 These 

visions are contrasted:"Des colonnades sous 1a nuit bleue", an impression 

of elegant, harmonious beauty, II des gares", being stridently modern. They 

vanish and the result of this storm is seen in the landscape. The woodland 

water is wasted as it sinks into the sterile sand, the wind bloHS icicles 

()+ 
into the ponds. The poet wonders why he did not drink when he had the 

opportunity. The more poignant ending in "Alchimie du verbe", shows the 

same failure and despair, the s~me ambiguity of reason too. As Rimbaud 

warned:"Je reservais la traduction". 

Bernard, admitting the difficulty of understanding "Larme",says: 

En tout cas, sa puissance poetique est indeniable, et elle est d'autant 
plus fort.e qu.e dans cette evocat.ion de paysage nous voyons s'associer 
des souvenirs reels, sans doute, mais aussi des sentiments qui,pour 
etl~ exprimes de fa90n symbolique, n'en montrent pas moins ( le cri 
final en ternoigne) une recherche de tout autre chose que de simples 
artll'J:ce-s -rythmlq ne-s ~--bj 

It is true that the dancing rhythm of "Les Reparties de Nina", the impeccably 

correct form of the earlier poems, have gone. Typographically, "Larme" is 

arranged in quatrains and looks regular at a glance. A reading gives a very 

different impression. He is using hendecasyllables. Assonances replace rhymes. 

64Delahaye has an anecdote of a walk with Rimbaud when they 
dislodged icicles from the reeds around a pond. Bernard, Oeuvres, p. 430, 
mentions it. However, while the memory of this incident may have inspired 
this image in the poem, the tone of the occasion as well CuS the circum
stances are completely different. The first occasion was happy, here it is 
a cold, sterile image to match his mood. 

65 Bernard, Oeuvres, p. 429, n. 1. 
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The phrases are divided irregularly to fo110H the random impressions 

noted, or to give the listless, conversational tone of the questions. 

The ovenrhe1ming impression from "Larme" is one of loss, defeated enter-

prise, solitude, and yet, the poet is surrounded by the presumed objects 

of his desires: a Hatery landscape. It becomes evident that this landscApe 

is evoked to match his mood. The form matches the uncertain, YTeary contours 

of his mind, 

Bernard remarks that "Comedie de 1a soif" (Q.Jk, pp. 73-74) is 

a quasi-autobiographic poem. 66 Arranged like a play or a series of tableaux, 

it passes in review the possibilities of escape from the poet's dejected 

suffering, and his devouring thirst. These possibilities are symbolized. 

They are, for the most part, options he has already tested and lost or 

rejected. 

Firstly the poet turns to his ancestor.s or relatives nho symbolize 

his roots in the soil of the Ardennes, They represent precisely the sort of 

life led by the country boys extolled in "Les Premieres COmmunions". There 

is a total lack of comprehension between the poet and these people now. 

His rejection of rum1 living around Charleville is thus ro.ade c1ea.r. --Next., 

he turns to an exploratory type of poetry and rejects that too. "Les amis" , 

urging him to drink precisely the drinks he had discovered with Verlaine, 

Cros and Forain,'in the Paris cafes, are refused with the words," Plus ces 

paysages./ Qu' est l' ivresse f Amis?" This recalls his attitude towards 

absinth expressed in the letter to Delahaye and the drinKs dual effects, 

presented this time in a pure, resigned tone instead of the forcefully poetic 

66een~rd, Oeuvres, p. 431, n. 1. 
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or slangily coarse terms of the letter. The tone here is "grele et fluet", 

as Verlaine remarked. The friends and the drinking were real enough in 

Rimbaud's life in Paris, They are used symbolically here to indicate his 

mood of resigned abnegation. 

In section four of this poem, It Le Pauvre songe", he daydreams about 

a future peace and relief from his thirst. The image chosen as analogy fOT 

this sweet contentment is It ••• un Soir •• , Ou je· boirai tranq uille/En 

quelque vieille Ville,/ Et mourrai plus content:/ Puisque je suis patient!" 

This patience and need for tranquillity is the hallmark of all the Vers 

Nouveaux, The peaceful old t01m evoked here recalls the solid, protective 

qua1i ties of Rheims in "Prologue". 67 Charlevi1le ~ias never defined in these 

terms earlier, although it is always evening in Char1evi1le when the poet 

seeks consolation for his frustrated desires. 68 He is cynical enough or 

depressed enough to recognize the futility of this daydream and of vagabondage; 

"J3omais l'auberge verte/Nepeut bien m' etre ouverte .... ' "L' auperge verte" is a 

symbol of peace, fulfillment. His pessimism and dejection are extreme. 

It is not surprising therefore that the conclusion of this poem leads to 

his real urge at the moment, notio the to\ins, 61.d haolts 6r-nel-T hor1zons, but 

to oblivion and dissolution of his tortured self in the earth in the dim 

damp fO~i3ts. 

67Bernard, Oeuvres, n. 433, n. 13, rightly points out that the 
poet's exhaustion ieads him, iike "le bateau ivre", to dream of " anciens 
parapets." 

68Marc Eigeldinger, "L' lrnage crepusculaire dans la pOBsie de Rlmbaud" 9 

La Bevue des lettres f'lode:r-nes 3, (1971), p. 11, commenting on n:Le bateau ivre", 
-;trengthe-;;"s the parallel nade" by 3ernard and catches the tone of this poem: 
It Si Ie crepuscule n'est pas necessairemont pour Ie "bateau lvre" Ie moment 
de l' echec, de la defai te, il est a coup sur 1e temps de nostalgies et du 
renoncement, Ie temps ou le geste de.sabuse de l' enfant sucqede au voyage 
pE:~ril1eux ••• II 
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The style of "Larme" and "Comedie de la soif" is best summed up 

by Verlaine Nho is of the opinion that Rimbaud's poetic inspiration 

diminished in Paris, He preferred the local or coarse flavour of Rinbaud's 

language, the direct, detailed imagery, hallmarks of Rimbaud's later 

Charleville poems which have disa,ppeared with his distance from Charleville 

or his defeated return. 69 After stating his enormous admiration for "Le 

Bateau ivre", Verlaine says: 

Apres quelque BejoUI' a Par:i.s, -puis diverses peregrinations plus au 
mains ;effrayantes, N. Rimbaud vim de bard et t:ravailla (lui!) dans 
Ie na1f, Ie tres et Ie trop s:i.mple, n'u.3cmt plus que .d'assonances, de 
mots vagues, de phrases enfantines au populaires. II accomp11t ains1 
des prodiges de tenuite de flou vrai, de charmant presque inappreciable 
a force d'~tre gr~le et fluet ••• Hais Ie poete dispa.raissait. -- Nous 70 
e·n:bBl1dons l'€l.rler- du poetecorrect. Un prosateur etonna.nt s' ensuivi te 

This astonishing prose v;ri t~~g ceriainly encompasses. "Les Deserts de 

1 'amour" • A . fragment which seems to recount hlO dreams: one set in the 

country, Hhere Delahaye recognizes details of country houses and people 

Rimbaud knew; 71 the other is set in a town. Both relate the nightnL8.rish 

frustmt1on, the despair, the dissolving of the happiness of O.n adolescent. 

A girl, symbol of happiness, features in both drea.ms, and regardless of 

whether the scene is set in the country region,reminiscent of Charlevil1e 1 or 

the town, reminiscent of Paris, she escapes. Seeing happiness flee, the 

orphaned, alienated boy Heeps like a child. This loss is recounted with 

calm, resigned despair:'~ •• il faut sincerement desirer que' cette arne, egaree 

pa.rmi nous taus, et qui veut la mort, ce sembleprencontre en cet instant-la 

69Verl--aine, £.&, I, 475, "Ardennais, il possedait, en Jiilisd.IUn
joli accent de terroir trop vite perdu, Ie don d'assi:nilation prompte propre 
aux gens de ce pays~H., -- ce qui peut expliguer Ie rapide dessechenent, sous 
Ie soleil bete de Paris, de sa veine, pour parler comme nos peres, dont 
Ie 1angage direct et correct n!avait pis toujours tort ••• " 

70Verlaine, 2.:,.C., I, /-1-88. 

71 ~ "Ii -A • ~ _"\ ...... - ""'I "1""\ r"\ '"' " - r\. ~ I • .., ~ D ' Auam, Klffioauu, u.~., iU~~-~J, n. ~, glves ~ne ue~aliS OI eia-
haye's testimony about the real features of this dream-like scene. 
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des consolations serieuses ••• "(Q&, p. 159), a sentiment reminiscent of 

the final lines of "Honte" and to a certain extent, of "Comedie de la soif" , 

Bernard sums up these fragments concisely: "une transposition de l'echec,,,72 

Defeat is precisely the mood of the two poems treated here. The 

poet has lost all his aggressivity, all his ability to lose himself in glorious 

visions of faraway places when his desires were frustrated. These poems 

are analogies of his despair and l7lortal ~·Teariness. They betray a yearning 

for oblivion and tranquillity, fragmentation of the self, relief from his 

symbolic thirst. He is in a no-man's land which he describes through imagery 

recalling the Charleville region. 

In this connection, Bernard quotes.Littre's definition of "cosmorama": 

It une espece d'optique ou l'on voit des tableaux representant les principales 

villes ••• du monde",She adds,u donc quelque chose d'assez serrlblable au diorama". 73 

Rimbaud creates a cosmorarna of the Ar-dennes by means of his personal, 

emotional vision of the Ardennes and Paris at this moment. 'rhe result is 

enchantingly poetic and moving. It. is carefully structured to produce the 

" dying fall" effects of the rhythm,74 the pure watery visions, the sense 

This return to nature is not the joyous escape Hhich reflected his 

pressing desires in the early poems. Instead, it is a desire to lose himself 

72 4 Bernard, Oeuvre~, p. 51, n. 15. 

73Bernard, Oeuvres, p. 553, n. 3. 

74For example, in the line, "Ormeaux sans voix, gazon sans fleurs, 
ciel couvert," the repetition of the word" sans", the matching of the 
four syllable ph1."ascs syllable for syllable, the simplicity of the words 

.and the lack of articles give ahol101'T, echoing effect, a sense of desolation. 
Then,the bare three syllable group,"ciel couvert" adds a sad,falling note, 
a sense of inadequacy and loss. 
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in oblivion from suffering. As an antidote to Paris, his nature images 

provide an opposed physical environment and thus Hhat he needs. HOY1ever, 

they do not comfort him. As a reflection of the Ardennes they are, no doubt, 

accurately registered impressions of landscape, but instead of providing 

soaring, splendid impressions of nature to compensate for his banishment, 

they reflect very faithfully his' innermost feelings of mournful sadness, 

weariness, desire for oblivion and repose" They therefore have Ilttle to 

do with Charleville but a great deal to do 1'li th his personal relationship 

l-Tith Verlaine. i'lhat remains from the earlier reactions to Charleville is 

simply the reflex of turning to nature when in distress. These rustic images, 

many of them memories, are used nOH to underline his total resignation and despair .. 

+ 

+ + 

Critics have glimpsed memories of real events and Sights from 

Charleville in some of the Illuminations: "Apres Ie deluge lt
, "Enfance", 

" Ornieres", "Fleurs" and "Jeunessell
• These 8,re isolated irnages, related 

to Rimbaud's biography. They are transpositions of reality and used for 

quite other purposes than personal delectatton or description for its own sake. 

In "Jeunesse I" (O.C., p •. 147), the nar:r:ator says, " Les calculs 

de cote, l'inevitable descente du ciel, et la visite des souvenirs et la 

seance des rythmes occupent 1a demeure, la tete et Ie monde de l'esprit." 

In section IV of the same poem, speaking of "1' oeuvre" and I'le travail", 

he states: 

••• toutes les possibilites harmoniques et architecturales s'emouvront 
autour de ton siege •••• Ta memoirs et tes sens ne seront que la 
nourriture de ton ifilpu1sion creatrice. Quant au monde, quand tu sortiras, 
q.ue sera-t-il devenu ? En tout cas, rien des apparences actuelles. 

In these poems He see this" visite des souvenirs", this 1-lOrIc, the role of 

this memory and the senses to nourish the overriding creative impulse which 
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will change the face of the world. The memories or sensations experienced 

imitially in Charleville are used to create new visions for this great work. 

Delahaye \1aS not far lfrong when he stated that Rimbaud did not 

invent his impressions, that many of these poems vlere constructed of memorles,75 

which are inextricably mingled in his hallucinations. 76 As he notes 

perceptively, explaining the title of Illuminations," ... les souvenirE, ne 

sont-lls pas eux-memes des venues subites de lumie::ce?,,77 He speaks of the 

"Tableaux de vie mentale lt Hhich are the Illuminations, H'here: 

l'auteur ••• cherche toujours la multiplicite, l'intensite des couleurs et 
l'inattendu de leur disposition. Artifice de peintre; mais il y a aussi 
Ie fond de J.'oeuvre (stimulation de la vie psychique) plus troublant. Le 
coloriste ••• , le psychologue ••• tous deux voulant aller immensement 
plus loin que leur.s inspirations. 78 

Delahaye substantiates his observations on Riffibaud's creative method in 

the Illuml.TI'!:iions by recounting details of the real, often trivial events 

reflecteJ in these prose poems, all memories from their schoolboy l'landerings 

in and around Charleville. 

Thus, in "Enfance 11" (0. C., p. 123), he recalls the Hallflowers 

they picked together in the It pre Reole", 79 the general's house, " di te' 
- - -- -

du general Noiset, situ~esur li- routea.eFlandre, pre-s-ae Char-Lev-TITe;" 

75Delahaye, Souvenirs, p. 69, n. 1.," Beaucoup de ces poemes furent 
composes avec Ie souvenir ( choses vUes, sentiments passagers, fragments 
de lectures) ••• " 

76Delahaye, Rimbaud, p. 37" no 11: " Rimbaud ne cherche guere a 
I inventer'. Partisan categorique de I' observat.ion, 11 se sert plutot de 
choses reelles et qu'il a connues, mais sauvent les deplace de l'ensemble 
eprouve, les scinde en rarties utilisables dans un sens nouveau.1t 

77 Delahaye, Rimbaud, p. 49, n. 1. 

78Delahaye, Souvenirs, p. 69. n. 1. 

?9 ' . 
I Delahaye, Souvenirs, p. 69, n. 1. " ••• des gramipees et des fleurs, 

.... je me souviens d'en avoir cueilli la, avec lUi, des bouquets pendant 
Ie printemps de '71, d'oll 'Ie rempart aux giroflees'". 



This mention of the flowers, linked with a reference to antique burial 

customs, leads through a series of freely associated images, many of them 

possibly memories, \ihich all suggest death, absence or loss, They may be, 
80 

as Adam suggests" ses reveries dtenfance". Emotions felt in childhood 

have become linked to objects seen in childhood, although initially the 

object and the emotion may not have coincided. This section has, in any 

ca.se Wider emotional reverberations than those 1W-used by a description of 

floHers growing on a rampart. 
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Delahaye relates ttOrnieres" (O.C., p. 135) to Rimbaudts recollection 

of the visit of an American circus to Charleville. 81 Adam feels that the. 

poelll may have been inspired by a picture, since the spatial relations 

indicated arrange the scene like a picture~82 All one can say is that the 

poem is composed of a series of freely associated images of great beauty 

which seem to have their starting polnt in the memory of some procession. 

Similarly,"Fleurs" (O.C., p. 141) is an evocation of forms of _ .. 

flowers, or an hallucinated transposition of a crowd in a theatre, or 

an analogy of an ideal world which is more pure and dazzling than the real. 

range and feels that this is the source of inspiration. He could equally 

well have cited Rimbaud's supposed statement about the necessity of changing 

society by destructlon, after seeing the destruction of 1'Allee au~Tilleuls. 

------~----.----------.----------------------------.-----------------------

80Rimbaud, O.C., p. 980. 

81 
Delahaye, Souvenirs, pp. 48-50:" ••• ils avaient fait quelques 

demonstrations'engageantes, notamment quelques cavalcades ••• avec ses animaux 
las plus remarquables et ses accessoires de theatre les plus 0pulents •• 
les Illuminations, bien plus :tard., devaient reproduire une serie d'images 
tras nettes, mais emmagasinees, gardees inconsciemment..e.ce qu'il avait 
oublie pendant au moins quatre ans, illes revoyait tout a coup dans les 
miroitements diun chemin mouille." 

82 
Rimbaud, O.C., pe 993. 
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Delahaye recounts that when asl<ed what loTould replace this society, Rimbaud 

picked a flower as ansvler. 83 Rimbaud' s extraordinarily sensuous appreciation 

of flOl-l'erS has persisted from his earliest poems. The hallucinated vision 

of flowers in this poem is merely the condensation and elaboration of 

these earlier predilections as he has become more mature, complex and aHare 

of the shades of feeling in his mind and the ideal place man needs to 

.perfect himself. 

Other critics have also established links between Rimbaud's 

childhood memories or emotions and the ir~ges in these poems. For example, 

Yves ·Denis convincingly interprets the lihole of "Apres Ie deluge"(Q.:£.., 

pp. 121-122) as an allegory of the Commune. As such, the hare symbolizes 

the cowardly bourgeois thanking God for delivery from this peril. 84 DeniS asks: 

--Que peut etre la If Grande maison d.e vitres encore ruisselante", sinon 
1: ecole?-~Pourtant, il est, au mains un enfant qui refusel"a eette 
education surveillee, et qui echappera, en "claquant Ie. porte", du 
benoH asile de 10, famille, de l'ecole, et de la religion: Rimbaud 
1ui-meJlle. •• 85 

If Denis' .il1terpreta tion is correct, then this town, composed of bourgeois 

resuming their commercial a.ctivities after the Commune, is a haven for 
- -- ---

moral cowardice-ana. lackoI compreliems].on- O"r IDaIY' s ""true :toTe .-Denis-

83 
Delahaye, Souven1.rs, pp. 73-74, quotes Rimbaud's remarks: 

"--Regarde. au acheteras-tu un objet de luxe, au d'art, d'une structure 
plus savante? Quand toutes nos institutions sociales auraient disparu la 
nature nous offrirait toujours, en variete infinie, des millions de bijoux.'!~ 

84yves DeniS, .. Glase d'un texte de Rimbaud: 'Apres le deluge''', 
Les Temps modernes, (janvier 1968), pp. 1261-1276. On p. 1275 he cites a 
parallel symbol in a poem by Hugo, ~s Orei11.es, 1872, which reinforces 
his argument. (Hereafter: Denis, "Apres Ie deluge" ~ 

85Denis, "Apres Ie deluge", p. 1265. 
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continues his commentary: 

Les esprits bas, ebtus, de Charleville et dlailleurs, ne le comprennent 
pas; ils le blB.ment ou le plaignent. Aais lui se sent compris et 
approuv8 de tous les esprits eleves et sensibles,( "les girouettes et 
les coqs des clochers de partoutH

) qui, eux, savent l'avenir et Ie 
temps qulil fera demain. 86 

Thus we have the same complaintl? about restrictions, narroYT-mindedness 

lack of comprehension, moral COl<l'ardice as in the first set of poens about 

Charleville. Set against dazzling nature imagery, as in the earliest poems, 

the tmm and its society in "Apres le deluge" is an old theme presented 

Hi th his ne"l'l, all-enveloping, exact yet delirious vision. 

What is interesting in this recapitula.tion in the prose poems of 

memories or themes from Charleville when it Has his environment, is that 

they are either analogies for a sense of Hell-being and aband,onment in nature, 

or they are analogies for a sense of rejection, repression or loss, These 

feelings reflect his attitudes and analogies to Charleville in his earliest 

poems. \vhat has changed completely, in retrospect, is not his attitude but 

his reaction to this town. He now needs a clean sweep of the 'fhole world 

to create his ideal society anew there. Reflections of this ideal place 

are found in "Fleurs", -where the natural irr;ageri is more -comPlex ana. ttazzltng 

than in his earlier natural antj.theses to Charleville. His style has also 

changed drastically, the prose indicating his individuality, his revolt, 

his detachment from pressures to conform, his capacity to seize 8,nd 

amalgamate rapid and Wide-ranging perceptions and I'lemories. 

Rimbaud's memories of Charleville reflected here contain his 

enduring atti.tudes not only to Charleville but to tOlms and the proper 

role of man in society. The early Charleville poems are thus seminal works. 

86Denis, "Apres Ie deluge", p. 1266 



II 

PARIS 

From spring 1870, Rimbaud's poetic and personal aspirations, 

sharpened by his aversion to Charleville, gravitated tOi-Jards events 

and prominent figures in Paris. Nany of his poems until summer 1872 

reflect this preoccupation. HONever, in this period, apart from poems 

on Charleville alrea.dy discussed, he also produced poems inspired by 

his carefree 1'1anderings in Belgium. These poems, not only because of 

their theme and tone, but also because of their chronological posi tion 

in his work, O3.n be seen as antidotes for these Parisian experiences. 

For this reason, Hhile contemporaneous 1n RiT'1baud's life, his poems 

inspired by Paris are treated in this study before his poetic evocation 

of the Belgian tmms. 

Frohock has suggested that Rimbaud was dravm as much as driven 
-. 1-- -- - - -

to Paris. The magnet Has the unnaturally pre~eminent position of Paris 

in French life, a phenomenon attacked by Rousseau and echoed by several 

soclal observers in the nineteenth century.2 Heine's analogies of 

IF'rohock, ~ic Practice, p. 38, 

2Heine, cited by Schneider, Babylon, p. 225, sa.id: "Paris is 
actually !<'rance i the latter is merely the environment' of Paris, Everyone 
who vlins fame in the provinces soon migrates to the capital, the foyer 
of all that is light and brilliant. France is like a g3.rden Hhere all 
the most beautiful fIm-leTS have been picked in order to collect them 
into a bouquet -- and this bOUQuet is Paris," 

86 



brilliance, flm-rers, massing of beauty, echo Rimbaud' s epithets for 

his 8.nti theses of Charleville. Rimbaud' s reading and acquaintances 

in Charleville may have given him this glittering impression of Paris. 

As early as January 1870, Rimbaud 1-ras attempting to make his 

.... ray Hith his pen) By Nay, the poems enclosed in his letter to Ban-
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ville Here slanted towards Parnassian aesthetics. He declared himself 

a convinced Parnassian and in flattering, cajoling terms begged Banville 

to include "Credo in unam" in the next issue of L6 Parnasse Contenporain. 

Hov1ever, as rrith his derivative early poems, this letter may contain 

the truth about his deepest convictions and intentions. 4 By August, the 

Har had clipped his wings, at the same time heightening his conviction 

that social change was imminent. Rimbaud revealed his real concerns to 

lzambard. 5 They Here: derision for established society, lack of freedom 

of movemellt, la.ck of the books and news'papers which had in many ways 

shaped his pl.'Gsent opinions. He hinted mysteriously at future plans. 

Hithin a feH days he was imprisoned at Nazas, begging Izambard. to secure 

his release. Soon, in Douai, he Has cultivating Demeny, writing articles 

Demeny and provincial journalism in his earlier letter. In fact, he 

3"Les £trennes des orphelins", O.C., pp. 3-6, had been published 
in La Revue Dour taus in January, 1870. It is strongly derivative, Hith 
an eye to th~one of this publication, and yet, compassion for t.he 
innocent and deprived is one of Rimbaud's permanent characterlstics. 

4For example, he says: "Anch I io, messieurs du joul~nalr je serai 
Parnassien! -- Je 11e sais ce que .i'a1 la ••• qui vent monter ••• -~Je jure, 
cher maitre, d 'adorer toujOUYS les deux deesses j i'Iuse et Liberte ••• Ces 
vers croient; 11s aiment; ils esperent: c'est tout." O.C., pp. 236-37. 

5Rimbaud, D.C., pp. 238-40. Letter of August 25th, 1870, 
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wa.s doing everything vfithin his pm'Ter to establish himself at the centre 

of life as he perceived it: in Paris, as a political 11riter or poet. 

Trips to Paris the follm'ling year may have had literary as Hell as pol-

itical motivation. By September 1871, he had attained his goa,l. 

Rimbaud's Paris poems f~ll loosely into four groups. There are 

the poems l'lritten in Charleville ·from 1864 to the fall of the Empire, 

where his understanding of the importance of Paris for his mm social 

and personal happiness and that of m3,nkind is slowly developed and defined. 

There is the poetry inspired by the Commune when he had gained some per-

sonal experience of Paris and revolution as reality~which are followed 

by poems \'i'ritten in the SUll1JUer of 1871 to promote his establishmnt in 

Paris, There is the poetry composed in or about Paris in 1871-72. Then 

there is the retrospective view of Paris glimpsed in Une Saison en enfer 

and perhaps in the ~nluminationso Analyzed in these loosely chronological 

divisions, the development and expo,nsion of Rirnbaud' s view of the tmm 

and Paris fron that of his early vie11 of Charleville can be traced. 

+ 

. ..r-+ 

A violently anti-clerical'attitude had been allied with revolution-

ary, republican acti vi ty in France since at least 1'1~19. The Pa,rnassians 

l'lere mostly atheist and republican. In many of Rimbaud I s poems from 

Charleville, strongly anti-clerical sentiments are linked to republican 

beliefs, In studying these early poems, we may ask ourselves how 

far they are merely derivative or occasional poems, Hith an eye to the 

people in Paris it Has necessary to impress. Has there more than a hint 
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of the Vicar of Bray in Rimbaud, as Etiemble suggests?6 How do these 

anti-clerical, republican or revolutionary convictions develop in his 

poetry? How enduring ts his ap}!3-rent ideal of social harmony and 

brotherhood, his vision of the perf~ctability of man in a natural 

environment? Particularly, hOVT are these sen"tlments related to his view 

of Paris and the role of a capital city. 

In his early youth, Rimbaud's horizon is limited to provincial 

t01'1nS, his ambitions to being a ~~, Paris is mentioned with indif

ference in his' "Prologuelt
•
7 Later, his schooling and his verbal abilities 

enabled him to write in any accepted style to any tune, as Etiemble states, 

Beneath their apparent conformity, his early exercises illustrate his 

widening critical vision. 

A Latin ode to the Prince Imperial, congratUlating him on his 

first communion, has disappeared. A spontaneous gesture by Rimbaud, it 

Has clearly conformist, kovrtouing to the Church and the Bonaparte dynasty. 

His other Latin exercises, written later under school supervision, show 

a less reverent attitude despite impeccably correct form and superficial 

confor-mi ty. 

In II Jugurtha", (0, C., pp. 184-6), Rimbaud dreH a parallel be-

tween Roman and modern French history. From the beginning of the poem, 

Rimbaud l s sympathy Hith the defenders of libe:cty, Jugurtha / Abd-el-Khader, 

------------------------------------------
~tiemble, in Genese, p. 59, says bluntly: "Grands poetes, 

petits journaux, il n'estpersonne que Ri~baud ne sollicite,entre 1869 
et 1871. Capable d8 se plier a toutes les diSCiplines, a tous les styles~ 
il ecrlt comme sur commande, livrant a chaque revue, a chaque journal,ce 
qulil croit qui plaira." 

7Attacking the futility of geography lessons as preparation for 
his future :place in life, he says: "On a, il est vrai, besoin de savoir 
que Paris est en France y mais on ne demandepa.sa quel degre de latitude." 
(o.e., p. 173). Paris is as remote as Rome or Babylon. 
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against a tyrannical, venal city or state, Rome / Paris, is evident. 

Romets colonizing policies, her levying of tribute, her materialism, 

her military aggression are all Hell-knovlD his'!:'orica,l facts, although 

not learned from Latin poets, 1'Jho Here adulatory. Sallust, hOHever, men

tions Rome's venality.8 In Rimbaud's diatribe against Rome, Jugurtha 

personifies the city, condemns her oppressive, immoral and proud character 

and lashes her vIi th the Hords It urbs meretrix", a common epi the·!:' for large 

cities, especially Paris, in nineteenth century French Hriting. 9 He thus 

equates Rome Hith a contemporary vieH of Paris, 

It is surprising to find Jugurtha, in reality defeated, imprisoned, 

yet remaining defiant, urging Abd-el=Khader to Helcome defeat by France, 

8, SallusUus Crispius C •. , De Bello Juraurthin£, ed. Capes, Oxford. 
University Press, 1897, 8, 1: "Roma omnia venalia esse". In 13, 6-9 and 
29, 1, 2, and 3, the same accu.sation is made. Professor H.F. Guite of 
the Der,artment of Cla.ss1cs at HcNaster Univers1ty affirms that Rimbaud 
is creating neo-Latin verse, not piecing together verses or phrases from 
classical Latin texts, that his port:c<3.yal of :!1o?le appears to be his mm 
interpretation, perhaps gleaned from his knm-rledge of Rowan history. 
The sympathy shown for the oppressed is original in that it is not 
found in classical Latin verse. 

.. 9~n _ "~' O:rgi~ .Jxl}:,isienrle" 1 PCl,rls is pers()ni:f~e<i as "la IJUtail1 Jarts" 
and lila rouge courtisane". Pierre Citron, La Poesie de Paris dans 1a litte
rature fran..£c:-~se de Rousseau a 3a:udelaire, .taris: Les ~~d.itions de ;··linuit, 
1961, (hereafter: Citron, Faris), 11,7, S8.yS: " ... 1'essentiel du my the 
n' est p..'ts que Paris puisse, par le jeu d' une convention du style, etre 
represente comme une personnel i1 est que Paris soit une personne." On p. 
11 he notes the gro~oj"th of the conception of Paris as a corru:;Jt being: "Un 
autre groupe d'inages, le plus important peut~~tre, nait des 1832 -- avec 
les premieres deceptions sur le trionrphe poli tique remporte. aux Trois-J ours, •• 
c'est celu1 de Pari::; prastituee. Ce terme met l'accent sur la ve:rsatilite~ 
la frivolite, et une sorte de venalite intellectuelle du peup1e au de la 
societe de Paris, qui dans tous les donaines, palitj.que, mondain, artistique, 
vend ses app1a,udisseraents contre des f1a tteries et des amusements. II 
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to become the friend of France,lO praised in gloHing terms as a 

liberator. The poern has been turned as a compliment to Napoleon III 

and his expansionist policies, contradicting the strong invective of the 

fin;;t part of the poem and Rimbaud' s private sentiments. 11 Rimbaud no 

longer advocates resistance to retain one's autonomy but an aggressive 

war for acquisition of territory, subjugation and exploitation of a 

society, and presents this con'luest as a libera,tion, a prelude to a new 

and better age. Either Rirllbaud is hypocritically 1'rilling to compromise 

himself for a.cademic recognition or the conclusion of this poem is savagely 

ironic, since in the main body of the poem he has drawn the parallel so 

clearly behreen Rome and Paris from the vieHpoint of the conquered. 

Another set piece, .. Charles d' Orleans a. Louis XI", (0. C., FP. 

175-78), is an exercise in pastiche. Obliged to speak through Charles 

d'Orlp-ans, Rimbaud pleads convincingly for Villon's life and evokes his-

torical Faris in late medieval French. As an example of historical urban 

geography it is very complete. The climate in all seasons, day and night, 

is referred to, the architecture of the houses is sketched, mention of 

portrayed. The economic condition, the moral character, the place in 

SOCiety, is given from the King? through the Churchmen, the legal profession, 

the rich bourgeoi::-~ to the poor, Hho are the niost vividly and sympatheti-

cally depicted. 

lOHistorlcally, this is what happened w·ith Abd-el-Khader. Brog:::m, 
.The Fr~nch, p. 85, says: " ••• by 1848, it d·id not seem absurd. to think 
of France as restoring the ROJ:1an peace to Ro&".an Africa," Rimbaud therefore, 
echoes current attitudes. 

llIf Delahaye can be believed, Rimbaud at age thirteen stated: 
"Napoleon III meri te las gaH~res." SOll'~e.Ei££, p. 45. 



Rimbaud has used his numerous sources skilfully. The "place 

names are culled from VUlon's poetry, but despite this plundering of 

voca.bulary and phrases, some of his tableaux are original. For example, 

the very stark, clair-obscur image of the architecture of medieval Paris 

Hhich recalls the style of ilLes Effares". Similarly, his underlining 

of Villon's physical deprivation by presenting a gloHing picture of an 

interior, recalls both "Les Effares" and "Les Reparties de Nina". Joy 

on the return 'of spring is one of the to;Ps>l of medieval literature, yet 

Rimbaud revitalizes this theme by bringing spring into the squalid 

atmosphere of the old tmm. 
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Rimbaud shaHs that Paris is the spi-ritual as Hell as physical 

home of Villon, a sheltering tmm in some ways, a source of his insp:1-

r$;tion. He also ShQ}IS that society is divided, that the higher echelons 

do not understand the poet's role nor the brotherly love among the poor. 

The poet is deprived, excluded. Rimbaud's thesis is that the poet must 

be tole1:uted as a superior being and a blessing to the society Nhich 

condemns his anti-social behaviour. This message is not necessarily 

El.i-c-ta-ted- ey the set t0p-ic and seems to express _ Rimbaud '_6 cP8_rs_Qnal CQnvic

tion as Hell as the Romantic view of the poet suffering for his art. 

HOYlever, it is not mental torJi1.ent but physical deprivation i'1hich is 

caused by an uncomprehending society. Here Paris is the 'necessary 

historic background for thls argument. HOi-lever, its architecture and 

society have been suggested through sense perceptions,convincingly and 

1n det.ail, revitalized by Rimbaud's personal identifica.tion HUh the 

role of the poet in Parisian society a.nd by the impetus given to his

torical vieFS of Paris in the nineteenth century, by Hugo for example. 
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In these exercises, Paris has been localized as the seat of 

French policy and poetic life. Class division in this society is made 

evident. Symrathy is expressed for the poor, the oppressed, The criticism 

is aJ.Hays veiled, lip-service being raid to the ruling regime. In every 

case Paris is vieHed in a past age, through historical analogies, and 

hence distanced. The style of these poems is as impeccable as the super-

ficial correspondance to historical facts and official attitudes, And 

yet, a disturbing sense is imparted that all is not right with these 

official attitudes. 

By July, 1870, war fever Has Hidespread. 12 Discontent Hith the 

Empire Nas expressed by the "intellectuals", the great literary salons, 

the Academies, the University, and l'1ith the slackening of censorship, a 

virulent. Republican press. By this time, Rimbaud had composed "Le 

Forgeron" and "l·~orts de qua tre~vingt douze", both historical, quasi-

legendary evocatlons of the revolutionary spirit in France. 

"Le Forgeron", (O.C., pp. 15-20), is set in Paris in June, 1792, 

at a crisis in French history. In Verlaine's estimation the poem is 

Verlaine's view is retrospective, At the time, the sentiments expressed 

12France had been smarting from the defeat of Austria by Prussia 
at Sadov18. 1n 1866 and at the weak perform2.nce of Fxance in this six 
weeks war. 

13Verlainep O.C., II, 1281, "Preface" to Vanier's edition of 
1895: " •• ,un trap long poeme: "Le Forgeron", ... ou vraiment c'est p3.r trop 
dE:OloCSOC [sic J par trap demode, meme en 1870, au ce fut ecri t;. , • cette 
chose faite a coups de 'mauvaises lectures' dans des manuals surannes au 
de trop molsis historiens? Je ne m' empresse ras /T~oins d 'ajouter qu' i1 
ya la encore de tres remarquables vers ••• " 



were actually lively and topical. The evocation of the revolutionary 

spirit, the feeling of solidarity Nith the oppressed mass of Harkers, the 

hope for nevr possibilities for mankind, vlere ideas much in vogue in 

. 14 Republiean circles at the tlrne. The poem is a trans:parent a.llegory of 

the dissatisfaction of the riOrkers Hi th Napoleon III, and of the need 

for another revolution, 

The interest of "Le Forgeron" for this study lies in Bimbaud's 

recognition of paris as the site of the revolution, his identification 

of the Tuileries, the Bastille and the Louvre as architectural symbols 

of oppression, although they are also historically necessary and add a 

touch of local colour. Hany critics have spoken of Rimbaud's debt to 

Hugo in this poem. This identification of corrupt sites is one such debt. 

French literature after 1830 had also given him this sense of identification 

"Hi th the -p80ple and the images for the revolutionary sites. Similarly, 

the symbolic oppositi"c.m of the dark shadon c(>.st by the corrupt sites 

14·R•B, Rose, "The Faris Commune: the Last Episode of the 
French Revolution or the First Dictatorship of the Proletariat?", in 
-Ka.menKa.,Faris -COriRUDe ,p. l)-, quotes an OTCJ.t'-0r i-n N{}vemoer1 J.S7-O, 
when Fra.nce had-foundered: "'tIe need men of 1793 ••• Narats, IP.ntons, 
Robes:pierres, •• Belleville Hill save Europe, only He need 8,t Belleville a man 
of 1793". These sentiments, in evidence before the war, reached their 
climax in the Commune. (Hereafter: Rose iIl Kamenka, Paris Commune). Hatarasso 
mentions th~t in 1869, Rinbaud had written on the Fr~nch Re~olution in 
a school essay: "Danton, Saint-Just, Cauthon! Robespierre, les jeunes 
vons attendent~" The glorification of "12:. canaille" also bega.n before 
the war. There Has a famous song by La Bordas, "La Canaille", J:a Vi~J. p. 33. 
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and the glorious sun of revolution is a literary commonplace after 18)0.15 

Hore original is Rimbaud's approval of the destruction of these 

architectu~~l symbols of evil and their supporters in order that the 

people, represented by the blacksmith, may 8.chieve transcendence, enjoy 

the idyll of brotherly love in a natund, fruitful setting. 16 He contrasts 

this vision Hith the urban misery of the masses Hho are oppressed and 

brutalized by the Church and state, polemically linked here,as in "Le Hal".17 

In this poem, Paris is seen as the source. of hunger and repres-

Sian, the dark site of the degeneration of both the oppressed and the op-

pressors he abhors: bourgeois, courtiers, Church, Honarchy, authority in 

any form. Simultaneously, it is the glorious site of revolution, hope 

150itron, Paris, II, 278, says: "11 [Hugo] s'oppose au Paris qUi 
travaille et qui pense, au Paris qui ressent comme un deshonneur tout 
conta.ct avec Louis-Kapoleon ou ses pa.rtisans: Le Louvre, Le Champ-de-Hars, 
Notre Dame surtout, sont pollues p3.r leur presence." On p. 243, he points 
out that: "Paris en vient a E!Jtre considere sinon comme une emeute perna
nente, du moins comllle une virtualite pernanente d'emeute." He notes a 
nm'I image employed by Rimbaud in this poem: "Les combats des Trois-Jours 
ont encoreennobli des elements materiels -- ••• les paVeS, •• " I PP. 233-Y+. 
On p. 235 he not.es the sun / shadow antithesis: "Le soleil sur Paris -
deja chante aUp3.ravant par Hugo, Gautier et Saint.e-Beuve -- prend avec 
les Trois-Jours une importc.rlce accrue et une tonalite nouvelle, glo!,iellse 
et revoltilionnaire-••• - -1'h(~ l'1001e messa,ge of the poem -is- c0l1tained in the 
blacksmith's recollection: "Kous marcrnons au soleil, front haut, -- comme 
cela, ... - / Dans Paris~ ••• " (0.0., p. 17.) 

16As Ruff, Rimbaud, p. 
coeur a la fois, il~nous I10ntre 
premiere mutation,," 

33, says: "Exercice de style et cri de 
Rimbaud pret a la premiere rupture, a la 

17strong contrasts are set up beti-lesn the ideal man living nat
ura.lly and his misery and degeneration in modern society in the tmTD, and 
between qoth these situations and the corruption of the oppressors, repre
sented by the unhealthy, cm-rardly king and the artificial splendours 
of the Tuileries. 



and love, for, as Peschel says,-18 Rimbaud vrorks Hith "rays of love". 

The rift in society is illustrd.ted by the language of the blacksmith, 

vrhich is vulgar, firm and expresses natural feelings, opposed to the 

precious tones of the ruling classes mimicked by the smith. They cannot 

or Hill not communicate Hith or love the workers. 

st. Aubyn sums up well the imlact of this poem: 

~lhile the poem '1e Forgeron I is mediocre poetry, the HOrdS of the 
blacksmith addressed to Louis XVI may reveal many of the social 
themes Hhich RiI'lbaud 1'li1l continue to expound and develop right 
throu.gh Une Saison en enfer ••• Progress here must include increased 
knowledge and greater liberty for Nan; for the Horkers of the Horld. 19 

Paris must become agaj.n the site of revolution to free the oppressed and 

restore them to themselves, to their natura,lly good instincts and 

aspirations, 

"Horts de quatre-vingt-douze" (O.Cot PP. 20-21), is another 

occasional poem. To emphasize his derision and disgust forthe bourgeois 

upholders of the present regime, their contempt for huma.n life that would be 

sacrificed to save the dynasty, Rimbaud also harks back to the legend-

ary heroes called on by De Cassagnac. For him they are not the follOi'Ters 

of the neN BOp8.@rtE3 • Inspired by love and a sense of brotherhood, hungry 

l~nid Rhodes peschel, "Violence and Vision: A study of Hilliam 
Blake and Rimbaud", Revue de la LHterature Compe-ree, XLVI (1972), 385. 
The blacks:ni th says: "Nous avions 'iuelque chose ;ucocur comJTle I' amour", 
(P. 16). This feeling of fraternity is characteristic of French rev~ 
olution in the nineteenth century, Brog::U1, The French, p. 93, speaks 
of lithe flO'tTering of the spirit. of fraternity" inH348: "For the first 
result of the ending of the drab, unenterprising !:laterialistic rule of 
Louis-PhHippe Has a restoration of faith,_ 1789 was come again; ••• " 

19Frederic st. Aubyn, liThe Socia.l Consciousness of Rimbaud", 
Yale }'rench Studies, II, no. 2 (19+9), 27. 



and violent, like the blacksmith, their eyes are turned to a future 

Hhicb has not materialized: "QUi ••• / ••• brisiez le joug qui pese / Sur 

l'~me et sur le front de toute l'humanite; / ••• Vaus dont les coeurs 

sautaient d'amour sous les haillons, /." This controlled sonnet is 

impeccably rhymed and savagely ironic. De Cassagnac has recalled the 

spirit of 1792 Hhich is p:rec?sely what will crush the Bonapartes and 

their sycophants '-I'hen this s pirH is revived in the people. 20 

"Rages de Cesars" (O.C., p. )1) and "L'Eclatante victoire 

de Sarrebruck" (0. C., p. y" ), were both composed after Rimbaud' s 

abortive trip to Paris, after the defeat and capture of Napoleon III at 

Sedan and after the declaration of the Republic. These events had em-

boldened him in nis public declarations and brought him from the golden 

haze of romantic legend face to face Nith contemporary events. He noH 
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cites and satirizes contemporary events and figures directly, influenced 

no longer by literature but by pamphlets, nevIS, cartoons and other ephemera. 

The conventional sonnet form is still used to condense his derision, to 

hold his rage in check • 

. Bothpo8mB '\fiol~ntly a-tt-a~k the Effi13erer, IDoek-ing- lli-s efiea1.7 

successes f rejoicing in his defeat Nhich clears the Nay for social change: 

"La Liberte revitt" Hhile he identifies the villains, Ollivier and 

20As Rose, in Kamenka, Paris COl'1mun~, p. 18, says: "In the 
months afteJ;' Sedan, CT3.mbettE'.' s desperate resistance camps.ign by calling 
on Frenchmen to remeri;ber Valmy and the n:ilitary miracles accomplished by 
the Ji'irst Republic in 1792, closely identified republicanislTl and 
patriotism •• 0 but in the process it inevitably helped to create a revolu
tionary as well as a republican consciousness," Rimbaud's sonnet a 
fel'l' months earlier al:ceady illustrates this f2.ct. 
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and especially Napoleon III, the plural title of the first poem indi-

cates that the Emperor is a symbol of oppression as are the royal 

residences of the Tuileries and Saint-Cloud. 

Rimbaud has moved rapidly from a myopic condemnation of 

Charleville's society as cause of his frustrations to an understanding 

that the degeneration of tlolis societ.y is caused by opPx'Gssion and indoc-

trination by Church and state, that the blight on society originates in 

Paris and can only be cured there. In his poetry he has progressed 

from an evoc3.tion of historical and legendary events and figures Hhich 

ShOH his solidarity Hith the oppressed,and from lip-service paid to the 

regime, to a veiled attack on the same regime by establishing historical 

parallels, then to a direct attack on conte!llporary events and figures, 

Rimbawi had still not experienced life in Paris. His inability 

to communicate ivith his fe110H citizens or establishment figures, contrasted 

with meaningful communication via certain books and newspapers from Paris, 

led him to believe that only in Paris could he be understood and accepted 

and gain his rightful place among the poets in the vanguard of action, 

Thus social, literary and. personal needs intertvlined to propel him to Parls, 
+ 

+ + 

As our chronology shaHs, Rimbaud's active involvement in events 

of the Paris Commune and the exact dates of his Parisian poems evoking 

this period are the subject of much speculation and. dissension among 

critics and biographers, The only certain'ties are that Rimbaud Has in 

Paris in February and early l'larch 1871, that he wrote a letter to 

Demeny in April about his experiences there, that he composed five long 



poems Hith Paris as theme, three of which were written before" the final 

bloody defeat of the Commune, and two soon afte~1ards.21 It seems 
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certain that l"egardless of the extent of his active participation in the 

Commune and the. -resistance to the Prussians, his full symps,thy, as re-

flected in his poetry, Has Hith the Commune and the Parisian resistemce e 

Since ilL t Orgie parisienne ou Paris se repeuple", (9. C., pp. 47-49), 

is an occasional poem, it is difficult to understand the significance 

of the architecture noted, the society indicated, the wounds Paris 

received, the future of Paris envisaged by the poet, unless this poem 

is placed in the context of the disturbed events of its time, Host 

crHics interpret this poem as a conclemnation of the Versa,illais and 

the c01'fardly bourgeois Hha Helcomed the return to order after the crushing 

of the COfi:'mune~2 Starkie and Ruff, more convincingly, see this poem 

as Riulbaud' s reaction to Paris after his trip there in February / March 

21"Chant de guerre parisien" 'das enclosed in a letter to Demeny 
of Nay 15th, 1871. "Arrants de Paris" and "11ort de Paris", one and tHO 
hundred hexameters respectively. are mentioned in the sane letter, 
(o.-c~ ,- p.- Z52t and are lost 1dtnout trace."~fQrgie parfsleni18" "78.S

sent to Verlaine in September 1871. ilLes Hains de Jeanne-Harie" is 
undated but seems to be inspired by events during and at the end of the 
Commune. Verlaine knevl it and mentions its loss in 1884 in "Les Poetes 
ruaudits", O.C., I, 487. It has since been found. 

22Bernard, Oeuvres, :Po 400, n. 1; Brogan, The French 9 p. 157; 
Gascar, La COf.1.mune, -P:-4STHackett, "Splendides Villes", P. 47 ;' Huchon, 
Rimbaud,---p:--80~;--;fibert, La Ville,:p. 58; Verlaine, ilLes Poetes 
maudits", O.C., I, 486. - -
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1871, after the Armistice but before the declaration of the Commune.2J 

It is inspired by a sense of betrayal at the peace treaty, by his moral 

disgust with the bourgeois society re-established in Paris who accepted 

this peace and resumed their old life, by his violent presentiment of 

the coming revolution which vTould cleanse Paris of these parasites. 

Communard ideas had been published in the press and attempts at insurr-

ection had obviously been current for some time in Paris. 

In this poem Rimbaud takes an overview of soclety and sites in 

Paris rlhile addressing an apostrophe to the cowardly, pleasure-seeking 

24 
bourgeois in a sardonic tone which soon mounts to a fury. For the first 

eight quatrains of this externally conventional poem (apart from the 

frequent enjambement and a few liberties at the caesuras) the poet is 

the tmpersonal voice of wrath. Then " Le Poete It ts introduced when Paris 

is personified as a fallen and ravaged woman. The wider reason for 

his furious invective at the sight of their appetites~ pleasures and 

2Jstarkie, Bj.2}baug., pp. 94--95: It ••• a description of the riff-raff 
that Rimbaud saw streaming into Paris when the siege by the Germans was 
ra1s@Qv-.-." RU££, Ri-m.llautt, -p-. §8y sa~s{- "I..epeup-l@- a -l-es@ntimel'lt- ~gu~a~s 
avoir ete trahi dans 10. guerre il l'est encore dans cette paix dictee en 
partie rar la crainte d' un bouleversement social." He cites Edmond de 
Goncourt f s account of this period: " Un curieux clefile, que cel ui de tous 
les gens, hommes et femmes, revenant du Pont de Neuilly. Tout le monde 
est barde de sacs, de necessaires, de poches, qu'on voit gonflees de 
quelque chose qui se mange, •• " He adds, p. 59:" tU tout suggere que le 
poeme a son origine dans le se jour d' hi ver a. Paris. Loin d' evoquer une 
defaite de 10. Revolution, 11 en fait sonner 10. menace ••• " He cites also 
Delahaye's account of Rimbaud's disgusted remark on his return in Harch: 
" On ne pense qu'a manger. Faris n'est plus qu'un estomac." However, 
Chambon, " Rimbaud versaillais?", p. 559, quotes an article from a London 
nevlSpapar after the Commune giving similar impreSSions of the falling back 
of the generdl population into the old round of pleasure. 

24 Ruchon, Rimbaud, p. 80, notes that: " , •• pau a peu, sous Ie 
coup de son exaltation, il oublie 10. realite dont il est partie et nous 
jette en pleine apocalypse~1t 
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deformities becomes clear. Paris represents his ide~ls, his hopes for 

the resurrection of man. She Nas Nounded by, then purged of the barbaric 

Prussians, only to be besmirched and bled by these parasites. "Le Po~te" 

reappears irregularly throughout the poem. Ahearn rightly sees the role 

of this symbolic poet: 

".Rimbaud blames the evils of Paris on the repressive SOCiety Hhich 
the Commune aimed to overthrow and asserts that his role as poet is 
to assume and express the suffering and continuing Hill to revolt 
of the exploited urban masses ••• 25 

Paris is localized and the theme is made topical by references 

to real places and events: "les palais morts" being the abandoned tlinis-

t:ries boarded up against "la rougeur des bombes" or burned by the. fires 

caused by this shelling. "Les boulevards qu' un soir combH!J:'ent les 

Barbares", is a recollection of the triumphal march by the Prussians dorm 

the Champs-Elysees, perhaps Hitnessed by Rimbaud. Adam sees the phrase, 

"Le cri des maisons d'or vous reclame ••• " as a reference to"La Naison 

Doree," a fashionable restaurant. 26 These topical references occur early 

in the poem. Paris Hi th her blue sIdes, her arteries purged of traces 

of the barbEl-ria..m3 by" th.e sun, is seen as a kind of NeH Jerusalem. 

It is a sardonic il;,age. Instead of becoming a Paradise on her 

liberation, Paris has bc.!en reoccupied by the rnora.l1y corrupt who exhibit 

their gross appetites. They are attacked in a frenzy of invective, using 

repetition, imperatives, in a 11hirl of epithets emphasizing their degen-

25Ahea:rn, "Imagination", p. 524, 

26 
RiD-baud, G.C., p. 893, n. 9. 



eration, as were "Les Assis"?? The physical tortures which await them 

are evoked exultantly with visceral accuracy.28 Paris, also a person, 
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a prostitute, on the contrary, will shake off this vermin and rise again. 

She is capable .of lO\F9 in the wid.est and most human sense. Her role is 

to groioT into the Future, to inaugurate the advent of new man. 29 Although 

she is like a running ulcer at this moment, foul in contrast to Rimbaud's 

ideal of beauty -- nature, she is still splendid, the epithet Rimbaud 

always applies ito attractive, morally good cities, as in "Soleil et chair". 

Her sufferings have redeemed her~ When she sounds the trumpet call for 

action, the poet will attack her enemies. She is still the site of 

revolution, the hope for the Future, for the liberation of mankind from 

this dj.sgusti~ society. 30 

Bernard feels that the last quatrain is out of place,3l It is 

an apocalypticu irrrernal vision of the moral vices of the old social life 

which have invaded Paris: " ••• les orgies I Pleurent leur ancien ~le aux 

anciens lupanars; / Nt les gaz en delire, aux murailles rougies, I Flambent 

27For example: "Syphilitiques, fous, rois~ pantins, ventriloques .•• " 
- - -

Z8nEt "luand vous serez bas, geignant sur vas entrailles, I Les 
flancs morts, reclament votre argent, eperdus e • 0" 

2911 0 cite douloureuse, () cite quasi marte, I La t~te et les deux 
seins jetes vers l' Avenir I Ouvra.nt sur ta ¢.leur ses milliards de partes ••• " 
II Corps remagnetise. II .u 

30Quo:tque ce soit affreux de te revoir couverte I Ainsi; quoiquOon n'ai·t 
fait jamais d"une cite I Ulcere plus puant a la Nature verle, I Le Poete 

te di t: ¥ Splendide est ta Beaute! t / l' Ord.ge te S8.Cl'a sup~me poesie; I 
L' immense remnement des forces te secou:ct; I Ton oeuvre bout, la mort 
gronde, Cite choisie!" 

31Berr~rdt Oeuvres, pu 40l~ It 1s true that the 
stituted from memory py verlaine, and may be incomplete, 
or touched up by him~ 

poem was recon
inaccurate, 
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sinistrement vers les azurs blafards:" The cries and groans, the 

delirious light, the flames, represent the Biblical hell of medieval 

pictures. The colours, reversed in order from the beginning of the poem, 

again have a symbolic value. The evil red, licking tOHards the washed 

out azure, must be eliminated b;y "Le Poete", loTho must restore the azure 

of the initial impression of Paris. It is perhaps more in its place than 

Bernard supposes. 

As has been suggested by most critics, the poem is strongly 

derivative ... Leconte de Lisle's "Sa.c:r:e de Paris", Hugo's "Joyeuse Vie" 

and "Les Ch~ timents", some of Ba.udelai:re' s poems have been cited as 

influences. Hany of the moral qualities and architectural features of 

Paris mentioned by Rimbaud Here commonplace in French revolutionary poetry 

after 1830. 32 This acculliulation of so many accepted myths and symbols 

for Paris in one poem adds deep emotional reverberations to the poem 

and allows the poet, mentally at least, to merge fraternally with the 

masses who hold these beliefs and who Hill purge Paris. This poem is 

full of sound, of cries, groans and shrieks of suffering and rage. 

Atidl-cive imagery Is tised- also to express the tU1natufa1, dis10catea. 

movement of this society he abhors: "Ecoutez sauter aux nuits ardentes/ 1es idiots 

~leux.n These unpleasant wailings and rattlings imply a moral judgment~ 

32citron, Paris, notes that the boulevards symbolize two aspects 
of the Empire, crime and frivolous pleasure. "C'est Ie Paris qui de pense 
et Sf amuse au prix de la souffrance du peuple", (II, 278). "Lupana,rs" 
was a common epithet in Baudela.ire I s time to symbolize the tmm as a 
whole, (II, 347). The idea of Paris as a ~odern Babylon was current as 
early as 1829, (I, 216)0 Paris was endowed Hith the qualities of the 
phoenix after 1830, (I, 239). Her supernatural 9t:rength and endurance is 
allied to her personification after 1830, (I, 244). As French thought 
remained Biblical and Greco-Roman, there are numerous comparisons of 
D..,.,..~~ +-... h~ly o"~~~-m"+hl.·-~l ,,-\t~"" ... ~~pe~~~" .. .J._ J-~'--l~'m lIT ",,\ .1.o...L.J..t;) VV {IV J ..... l,..tO" .. -:l.J..~ v v 1 vo. \..oAo 4..a...~~' CQ V.J..a.-L..1..:t "'"U .. tjJ.U~a. 't:HI, \ J., ..L.L£..). 



As Tibert says: 

••• la violence de l'imprecation depasse de beaucoup la dimension du 
pamphlet. Les grandes figures mythiques liees a la ville, la mere, 
la prostituee, transfigurent la capitale, melange de salntete et 
d'abjection frenetiquee 33 

Rimbaud's violent attack on this society, the sensuous,forceful 

imagery, compel the reader's participation in this poem. As Delahaye 

remarks, his cry for the violent overthrOYl of the society he detests ls 

part of the atmosphere of the age. 34 The appropriateness of this lang-

uage is best described by Sansot when, speaking of the style of revolution-

ary poetry, he says: 

~1ais la violence du ton a une autre valeur symbolique ••• 11 faut 
que la parole, par sa violence manifeste, soit digne de la violence 
latente de ceux qui furent opprimes silencieusement ••• Son rol~ 
comme celui de la violence physique, est bien de purifier ••• J5 

The whole poem is an ecstatic vision of m.n's fut.ure progress through 

violent revolution in Paris, hallowed site of revolution, and of pun-

ishment of this corrupt, torturing society. According to Delahaye, 

on his return to Charleville, Rimbaud greeted the declaration of the 

Commune Hith shouts to the local bourgeois of "L'Ordre ••• est vaincu!,,36 

The image in the last quatrain of a defeated return to former degeneration 

by Paris, was about to be obliterated by the actual uprising of the Commune. 

33Tibert, La Ville, p. 58. 
y~ 

Delahaye, Rimbaud, p. 163, ItRendons~nous compte que Rimbaud 
vit a une epoque ou ~ encore les legendes revolutionnaires et ou 
l'on croit a la seule efficacite d'une action rapide et violente," 

105. 
35Sansot, Poetique de la.ville, PariSI Klincksieck, 1971, p. 

36Delahaye, Souvenirs, p. 103e 
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As Gerald Schaeffer, commenting on the Lettres du Voyant, 

remarks: 

On l'a trop souvant neglige, 1a lettre II s'ouvre avec un poeme,"Chant de 
guerre parisien" [ ••• ] Psaume ou chant pieux, l' expression sarcas-
tique, etablit un lien entre trois textes que Rimbaud juge dignes 
d'accompagner -- en echo? en contrepoint? -- ses propos theoriques)7 

"Chant de guerre parisien" (O.C., PPo 39...40), is not only another attack 

on a certain section of French society, a celebre,tion of a violent 

social struggle in Paris, but an example of his new method of com-

posing poetry It en avant de l' action" • 

Rimbaud gives his usual overview. He identifies with the people 

in their mise:cable hovels. He lampoons the Versaillais allied vii th the 

"Ruraux" who bombard the courageous Communards from t.he green suburban 

properties of the rich bourgeois. The sit~Ltion is localized by stressing 

the joyful season and namlng the month and the pla,ces bombarded. However, 

his confusion of the roles of these suburbs in the struggle indicates his 

lack of real knowledge of these places. Similarly, while satirizing the 

hated, cowardly leaders of the Versailla1s, his comments are well-worn 

jokes, -i'-ree1.y c~rculated lfl newspapers and cartoons of t-he - tinie. 3-8 

37Rlmbaud, Lettres du Voyant, edt Gerald Schaeffer, Geneve: 
Droz et Paris: Hinard, 1975, p. 149 (hereafter: Rimbaud, ~ttre~). 

38 . 
Adam in Rimbaud, O.C. g p. 881 and p, 882, n. 1, points out 

these facts. The Versaillais were firing from Meudon onto Bagneux. The 
political figures mentioned Here those most hated by the COffimunards and 
Republicans. Their caricatures vlere on sale at newspaper kiosks. His 
reference to Favre&s public crocodile tears Has as Hell~worn a joke as 
viaS that of Napoleon Ill's lack-lustre gaze in "Rages de Cesars." The pun 
on Thiers and Picard: "Thiers et Picard sont des Eros", is frivolous 
rather than biting wit. 
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vlhat is important is that this poem is a thin, topical comment, 

making a display of the trivial, vulgar or carefree aspects of this 

struggle. Rimbaud's view of revolutionary Paris has thus changed con-

siderably since he rTrote "Le Forgeronlt
• It might seem that Rimbaud is 

reflecting the mood of the Commune, "a festival of the people",39 that 

the frivolous tone of much of this poem, the consecration by naming of 

new sites of revolutionary activity, create an occasional poem of 

ephemeral interest. It is conceived in simple contrasts of Versaillais / 

Communa .. rds, moral weakness / courage, set against a symbolic skyscape 

of lurid red and yellow skies, flowering in an antithesis of spring, 

wUh bursting bombs, Rimbaud composes a revolutionary poem by retaining 

regular quatrains, composing poetically acceptable octosyllabic lines 

with regular hemistiches, using many "rimes riches". Its violence and 

novelty stem from these shallow or regular qualities. It is an attempt 

to destroy old poetic forms, old social rules, from within the conventional 

structure,40 just as the Communards were fighting from within the conven-

tional structure of society. His comment in the margin of the poem: 

"Quelles rimes!, 5: quelles rimes!", pOints out sarcastically the un-

conventional 1>fOrdS rhymed so impeccably. As Schaeffer says: " ••• tout 

terme bas et choquant s'insere dans 1a Y1eille.!.?~ .pour la fai.:t:e craquer 

plus snremente',41 

39Rose , in Kamenka, Paris CO:1,nune, p_ 27, notes: It. e • the Commune 
was a great festival (\f the people ••• The uprising of 18 Harch may be seen 
as a great festival of destructurisa tion. I~ 

40"Le Coeur de pitre" no douht has a similar aim. 

4lRi.mbaud ' s comment is not m.entioned in other editions of his works. 
Schaeffer, working from the manuscript, includes it in Rimbaud, Lyttres, p. 
1.34. Scha.effer in Rimbaud, Lettl"es, pp. 152··153. 
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Rimbaud indicates his solidarity with the struggling masses in 

Paris, not by giving a richly detailed picture or deeply analYS9d ac-

count of their struggle, but by corrupting a seemingly slight, conventional 

poem by a kind of guerrilla \'larfare, and is thus lien avant de l'action". 

The intention and tone of this poem are precisely those of the Commune. 

It is a "psaume d'actua.lite", the beginning of Rimbaud's struggle to 

create a new world through poetry. 

In "Les Hains de Jeanne-Harie" (O.C., pp. 49-51), the final 

image of her chained hands, soon to lose their tan, symbol of healthy, 

natural activity in the sun, itself a symbol of revolution, soon to 

be tortured and bled, indicates that this poem relates t.o the repr1.sals 

after the defeat of the Commune, Ruff notes the solemn, respectful 

• n •• 42 1:.one 01: 1:.ne poem. 

Several critics have noted its relation to the Parnassian theme 

of praise of women's hands. It is a rejection of this effete theme, an 

opting for natural, strong, useful, loving hands opposed to the white and 

carmine useless hands of conformist ladies. A moral judgment as well 

as a literary judgment is involved.43 

42Ruff , Rimbaud, p. 79: ULes vers ont la m~me vigeur nerveuse, 
les m~rnes singularit~s-de vocabulaire, la meme tension que les autres, 
mais ils se dlstinguent. par la gravi te du ton, exempt de bouff'Onnerie, ce 
qui laisse supposer qu'ils ont ete ecrits apres la defaite." 

4JHichel Decaudin, "Rimbaud et la Commune: Essai de mise au point", 
Travaux d~i.stiql;!,e et litj;.erature, (janvier~ 1968),p. 138, asks: 
"Ntassiste-t-on paso •• a 1aderision du theme parnassian des mains de la 
felXlme aimee dans une vibrante et puissante antiphrase. II There is an 
analogy with the theme of "Ce qu'on dit au po~te a propos de fleurs" 
which rejects Parnassian flo'l'1ers in favour of useful and new flowers, 
(Hereaft.er, Decaudin, "Rimbaud et la Commune".) 

i 
,( 
il 
] 
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The entire spirit and hope of the revolution is condensed in 

the quatrain which refers directly to Paris: "Elles ont pAli, merveilleuses,/ 

Au grand soleil d'amour charge,/ Sur Ie bronze des mitrailleuses / A tra ... 

vers Paris insurge!" Jeanne-Narie is not an ordinary woman, tending 

babies, selling oranges, nor an extraordinary woman trafficking in 

diamonds, nor a decorative bourgeois uoman or "cocotte". She symbol~ 

izes all the qualities hoped for and seen in the Paris of "L' Orgie 

parisienne": love, supernatural strength, active striving for progress 

for her fellow oppressed, purity, dazzling beauty, a capacity to brutally 

destroy the parasites who feed on and subjugate her. She receives the 

same fate as the "p(Hroleuses't , as the women ,mo fought on the barricades 

and who formed a female batallion in Hay. 

Jeanne~Narie is the symbol of Communard Pa.ris, of the Republic, 

protrayed as a statuesque, draped, bare-breasted figure, mythic, a Cybele 

incarna te, in numerous cartoons and patntlngs after 18)0. 4q, This con-

ception has merged with the new outlook on woman's role and destiny which 

flm'Tered in the Commune, an4 the actual, active, strong role of many 

women in the Commune. Jeanne-Marie encompasses all these symbols and. 

memories of the people. 

44 
For example, "The Executioner", a eEl,rtoon by Pilot.ell, ShOHS 

Thiers assisted by Favre, ar,1putating Alsace-Lorraine, the arm of a. desnair
ing France, l"ho is exactly this type of WO!!'.3n. Her only hope is in the 
rising sun, labelled the social republic, ,)n 'The CO::imunards of Paris, 
edt steHart Echfards, London: Thames cmd Hudson, 197), P. I9'1bereafter: 
Edwards, The Communards of Fari.s P' A carloon by Daum:\.er shows a slmilar, 
gigantic, beautlful fenale figure, of the Republic this time w entering 
a room from which Thiers and his ninisters floo at the start of the Commune, 
,The ContMunaI'Cl.s of Ps.ris, p. 10. Delacroix'.$ fa;nous "Liberty Lea.ding 

the People" is the perfect examp::i.e of this figure of which Jeanne-Narie 
seems to be a reflection, 
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The poem is a respectful, beautifully poetic statement, with 

neli, vital imagery merging with old symbols, a hymn to the possibilities 

for Paris and mankind, destroyed by the defeat of the Commune. 

At some point during the Commune, Rimbaud composed a "Constitution 

Communiste".45 Delahaye remarks that Rimbaud 

••• voulait, avant de se decider pour la sensation pure, avant d'aller 
aux exclusives recherches du "moill , donner-rl'idee, c'est-a.-dire, a 
Ja poetique et a la sociologie, une satisfaction qu'll jugeait leur 
devoir. Et il ecrivit son projet de constitution •• oBient~t ••• c'est 
par desespoir qu'il veut stensevelir dans l'exclusive contemplation 
de sa vie mentale; retlechissant Ie monde exterieur tout en restant 
farouchement isole. 4 

Perhaps "Le Coeur de pitre" (O.C., pp. 46-47), enclosed in the letter 

of May 13th to Izambard, reflects external reality while illustrating 

Rimbaud's aggressive loneliness .at this point. While many critics see 

this poem as the exteriorization of some disgusting, persopzl experience 

in Paris, they differ widely in their description of this experience. 47 

At the time it was composed, the end of the Commune with its bloodbath 

was in the future. Rimbaud himself, announcing his new outlook on the 

role of the poet and the na.t:ure of true poetry, remarked: "ta ne veut 

pas rien dire." (O.C., p. 249) •. Later, Ylhen he sent this poem to Demeny 

he said: Ii~ •• ctest une antithese aux douces vignettes perenelles 

ob batifolent les cupidons, ob s'essorent les coeurs panaches de flammes, 

45Delahaye~ Himbaud, p. 38. 

46Delahaye; Rimbaud, PPo 126 and 129. 

47Bernard, Oeuvres, pp. 398-99, summarizes most of thQse legends 
and options. Chambon, "Rimbaud versaillais?U, pp. 557-558, quotes Choury 
to prove that all these interpretations based on his supposed experiences 
in the barracks at Ba.by1ons or the Ch~teau d 'Eau could not have happened. 
They Here however possible under the Versaillais system of organization 
of troops. He concludes: "ee coeur qui battait pour la Commu118 et 1a. 
Revolution pro1etarienne lui a fite vole par les Versalllais. It 
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fleurs vertes, oiseaux moul11es, promontoires de Leucade, etc ••• ", 

(O.C., p. 255). The poem is a technically COl~ect triolet, used iron-

ically here, considering the content of the poem. 

As Bernard says, what is important is It ••• l'ecoeurement manifeste 

. par Arthur, et qui n'est pas seulement physique, mais surtout moral ••• ,,48 

Using military or naval references, invented words, images of physical 

pain, disgust and corruption, Rimbaud reflects his own unwHling corruption, 

his desperate search for escape and purification. This poem is also an 

aggressive act. The· state of his heart here is not that different from 

that in "Oraison du soir", that of the glrl in ilLes Premi~res Communions", 

or that presumed in "L'Orgie parisiennell
• He is more desperate here and 

more defeated or hostiles Rolland de Reneville I s contention that the poem 

reflects his state of mind in Charleville at this time is valid.49 However, 

Rimbaud's state of mind in Charleville is inevitably affected by events 

in Paris at this pOint. 

"That is equally important, as Starkie notes,50 is that this 

4~ernard, ~Oeuvre~, p. 399. 

49 Reneville in Rimbaud, O.C". ed, Rene., po 649, claims that it line 
refl~te peut-@tre que l'exasperatiori-et la revolte du poete a l'egard des 
bourgeois ardennais, dont il provoquait les quolibets et les propos mal
seants par son attitude et l'etala,ge de ses convictions revolutionnaires. 
Comment le poete consorvera-t-il 1a force d'agir, lorsque ses ennemis lui 
auront vole son coeur? Telle est, semble-t-il,ltinterrogation qUi traverse 
Ie po~me, et en commande la genese et les developpements. tt 

50Starkie, Rimbaud, PPo 8C-8l: 1I 0ne realizes immediately that a world 
of experience separates "Coeur supplicie" from all his earlier work ••• 
It is only after this experience that we find in him a disgust of life, 
an inability to a~cept it as it. is, coupled Hi th a desire to escape from 
reality -- either into the past of his childhood,when he had been innocent 
and pure; or into the beyond where there h~S neither vice nor sin; or else 
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high-point of his personal disgust and despair marks a drastic turning 

point in Rimbaud's involvement Hith society and in his poetic ambitions. 

His lett-er to Demeny in June, 1871, asking him to burn the poetry given 

to him the previous fall, marks the beginning of Rimbaud's neH lifes 

The failure of the Commune cannot be held totally responsible 

for this metamorphosis, As Decaudin says3 

• e epar 1e nombre des poemes comme par leur caractere, la Commune 
ne semble pas etre au coeur de 1'inspiratlon de Rimbaud pendant Ie 
printemps de 1871. Elle a certes contribue pour une part nullement 
negligible a nourrir sa fureur aggressive, sa re.volte se reconnait 
en toute revolte, mais s1 elle p3.sse par la Com;nune, elle ne sly 
enferme pase51 

His letter in April reflects quite different preoccupations from 

political ones. 52 Even his violently political "L'Orgie parisienne" has 

strong literary sources of inspiration and develops new poetic vocab~ 

ulary and imagery. The Future he anticipates has little relationship 

Hith the practical gcals of the Commune, which he certainly understood, 

if Delahaye's memory is sound. 53 He transcends these aims to create 

glorious visions of a neH Jerusalem, peopled with god-like men and women 

living fraternally and freely. The Church, the State arid the corrupt 

into a world of his ovm creating, where there was nothing but beauty. 
He Has fully conscious\,himself, of the great change that had taken 
pla.ce in him, and that his earlier poems Vlere false, based as they Here 
on derivative experience.1I 

5lD~caud'in, "Rimbaud et la Commune", p. 138. 

52To Demeny, ~,Pp. 2/.j.6-7, he mentions the books he had seen in 
Paris in February, admittedly, mostly political literature. Regretting 
the lack of serious literature and theatre, he mocks it all in the phrase: 
It __ Les chases du jour etaient La Not dtO:t"dre et les fantaisies, admirables, 
de Valles et d.e Vermersch au Cri du P~. -Telle emit la litterature, -
... Et que la litt.~h'8.ture beIge nous emporie sous son aisselJe." 

5JDe1ahaye, Rimbaud, p. 129. 



society upholding them Hill have been sHept array in a holocaust by 

"Le Poete" and the People. 

The failure of the Commune did not turn him 3Hay from Paris. 

Before its failure. he wrote to Izambard: 

J e serai un trcwailleurs c' est l' idee qui me retient, quand les 
coleres folles me poussent vers la bataille de Paris, -- otl tant 
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de travailleurs meurent pourtant encore tandis que je vous ecris: ••• Je 
veux etre poete, at je travaille a me rendre v~nt.eeet je me suis 
reconnu poete e (O.C., pp. 248-2490) --

Poetry has superseded the active, political participation b"y this point. 

Although his letter to Demeny, (O.C., pp. 24'9-2.54), is tinged Hith 

Communard ideas, displaying a remarkable knowledge of modern Paris:l.an 

poets and the historical development of poetry, Rimbaud insists on his 

efforts to become a true poet, a "voyant". 9+ As the theatre of poetic 

activity is Paris, he is determined to go there. The poet, ba.sed in Paris, 

will be a kind of social leader, or reformer, because of his neH poetry 

and his insights. Rimba.ud seems to hay,; learned from his Communard 

experiences that this is the Hay in which he is most fitted to lead, 

'I'hus_, in August, his poem to I3anvl11e, IOCe~u'on dit au ~oote 

~ propos de fleurs" is not only an illustration of his new method and 

54-For examples "Done Ie poete est vraiment voleur de feu. 11 est 
charge de l'humanite, des animaux meme;eoo ll "ouLe poete definerait 1a 
quantlte d'inconnu s'eve111ant en son temps dans l'~me universelle; 
il donnerait plus -- que la formule de sa pansee, que la notation de sa 
EE:.!£he a~)rogres: Enormit-e devenant norme, absorbeepar tous, 11 semTt 
vraiment ~ ~lUltiplicateur de J2E0f£.res~" "L'Art eternal aurait ses fonctions, 
comme les poetes sont citoyens. La Poe.sie ne rythrnera plus l'action; elle 
sera en avant. II "Ces poetes seront! Quand sera brise l' infini servage de 
ra-femme, ••• elle se:r."'a poete, elle aussi!" "En attendant demandons 
aux .EQ.etes, uu nouvea.u, -- idees et formes," 
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vision~ but also an attempt to establish himself in Paris. His letter 

to Demeny in August, 55 his letters and poems to Verlaine, his composition 

of "Le Bateau ivre ll ,56 Here all intended to place him in the company of 

the poets, in Paris. By September he was in Paris, his IIBateau ivrelt 

had the success he had hoped, he had relative material stability, he was 

ready to compose his great l'lOrk, to lead humanity "en avant de l'actionll
, 

to forge a nel4' path for himself. 

+ 

Yves Bonnefoy gives perhaps the most lucid biographical explanation 

for the meagre amount of poetry which Rimbaud actually composed during 

this year in Paris: 

Car Ie voiei Ita Paris" maintenant~ et i1 11e faut pas oublier 
tout ce que ces mots peuvent ap-porter de malentendu. Le Paris 
que voulait Rimbaud est celui de Baudelaire at de la. Commune: la 
Cite Sainte ou poesie et revolte ant revele leur identite. Hais Ie 
Pari'S qu'il rejoin-t n'est guere ce haut lteu de la poesie oJ?,iect,ive. 
II ressemble bien plus a celui qu'il croyait aimer en 1870, avec 
Izamba,rd, quand de plus violentes exigences n'avaient pas encore de~ 
truit en lui le na1f respect des litterateurs. Un monde, d'ailleurs 
etroit -- mais Rimbaud h'en sortira guere -~ de poetes mediocres 
at sattsfai ts,buhemes, cultivantlaJJeaute e~t 1 !-ArtoRimbaud dut 
Ie hair d' un seul coup, ne se sents,TIt pas un It artiste" • Et s' 11 
a vite pa,ru chercher l'attltude, afficher la rusterie p ce fut aussi 

55 ..... Je veux travailler libre; mais a Paris, que j'aime. Tenez: 
je suis un pleton, rien de plus; j'arrive dans 1a ville immense sans 
aucune ressource rnaterielle:.ocJe suis a Paris: il me faut une economie 
positive~" (O.C.-, po 259)8 

56Etiemble, Le I1lthe de R.imbaud, II, Structure du my the ,Paris: 
Gallimard, 1952, pe 7'1, while admitting that ,gLe Bateau ivre" is the 
symbol of tile poete deregle", of "l'homme seul sur l'ocean des ~ges", 
maintains that: I~ A iguillonne par son des ir d I €)tre imprime, Rimbaud 
aura-it chotsi le symbole qui faisait fureur, dans les milieux et les 
ree ueils parnassiens. II 



pour juger et pour injurier 1e faux desordre et l'illusoire 
revolte. La mediocrite "esthetique" est l'impurete la plus 
grave. Rimbaud lui u?posa une affirmation ethique le lon~ 
i ' , 5 ' 0 mmense dereglernent. 

After this initial disapPointment, the poems Rimbaud-did 

produce are .composed according to his new method, not only being 
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"accessible a.. tous les sens", but written vIi th increasingly radical de-

partures in use of language and poetic techniques, produced under the , 

effect of this derangement of all the senses by the life he chose to live. 

The town poems which remain from this period are few and seem connected 

somewhat tenuously to his feelings about urban society or Pa.ris, There 

is no question of his examining the to\ffi as an entity. 

Taken chronologically, "Qu'est-ce pour nous, mon coeur ••• " 

(b.c., p. 71), was probably composed soon after his arrival in Paris, 58 

since it is still regular, apart from enjambements and certain liberties 

with the caesura,s, as were the three poems from the Commune. After an 

initial dispirited question indicating that he is indifferent to the idea 

of revenge, the 1-1hole poem is,in fact,a long cry for vengeance, for 

elemental destruction, beginning ~'Ii th the social sources of repression, 

"Industriels, princes, senat ..... and expanding, as the paroxysm of rage 

and despair runs its course, to encompass uhole continents, the 1-1hole 

57yyes Bonnefoy, ni~~ud ~~~, PariS: Aux Editions 
du Seuil, 1961, pe 61 (hereafter: Bonnefoy, Rl~bau,~.) 

58Adam in Rimbaud, O.C., p. 926 n. 2 and Bernard, Q<.myu>.li' p. 442, 
both agree, interpreting the poem as a recollection of the Commune. Adam 
states: "Cette piece exprime les desirs impuissants de vengeance des 
Communards ecrases, et leurs reves."-
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world and all the creatures in it. The same contrast between the 

oppressors and those Rimbaud doubtingly now considers his brothers, is 

established as in "Chant de guerra :p3.risien". The unleashed natural forces 

take over the role of "Le Poete" and the people in "L'Orgie parisienne". 

The poet nOfT watches helplessly or ecstatically, in the grip of his viSion, 

until he himself is threatened physically by the disintegrating earthe 

Then, as is frequent in these visionary poems, the inferno of "tout emfer 

renversani/ Tout ordre ll
, dissipates, Upon his dazed return to earth, the 

poet says enigmatically, "Ce n'est rien! j'y suis: j'y suis toujours o " 

CrHics have seen in this poem references and images relating it 

to events of the Commune, for example, the "mille meurtres" of Bloody 1·[eek. 

This may be so, yet, all revolutions are characterized by blood, fire, 

shrieks of rage, reversal of order. Rimbaud's addition of erupting vol

canoes, tidal waves, earthquakes, the effacing of whole cursed races and 

lands is a mythic, apocalyptic vision which far surpasses the worst 

excesses of the Commune. Even if memories of the defeat of the Commune 

are at the root of this poem, even if such colossal, viSionary exaggeration 

is needed to express its wickedness, it exceeds a vision of the fate of 

Paris to such an extent tho.. tit cannot be discussed in terms of the tOI'1n 

beyond the na!ve statement that Paris has augmented Rimbaud's 

apparent desil~s for a clean sweep of SOCiety. 

The Album Zuti'L~ was never intended as a volume of serious 

poetry, being a collection of W01U games, puns, parodies, skits, composed 

by the members of this circle. However, Rimbaud's entries are interesting 

for his view of Paris and his interaction with the Parisian poets. 



Following the example of the other contributors, Rimbaud's 

poems are wain1y parodies of certain poets of the day~59 In the case 

of Coppee and Belmontet particularly, Rimbaud is savagely malicious. 
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In fact, the parody of Belmontet, (O.C., p. 215), an old target, attacks 

all the Parnassians through this poet, and is derisive enough to have 

drawn a reprimand. 60 In the "Lettre du Voyant" to Demeny, Rimbaud 

blames Hugo's fl;1,11ure to become a "voyant" on his use of "Trop de Belmontet 

et de Lamennais, de Jehovahs et de colonnes, viei11es enormites 

crevees", (O.C., p. 253). Is. this his present opinion of the Parnassians? 

Does this discovery that his idols had feet of clay, could not become true 

poets, explain his savage new to purge the whole world in "Qu'est-ce pour 

nous, mon coeur ••• "? As Hatarasso and Pet.itfils say: "Rif.1baud est Ie rieur 

a froid.,,61 

In the same letter to Demeny, Coppee is classed as one of Illes 

talents" (O.C., p. 254). The explanation of these often obscene, always 

ridiculous parodies in the Album no doubt lies in Rimbaud's emulation 

59His chief victim is Frangois Coppee with eight poems. Louis 
Ratlsbonne, Armand Sylvestre, Louis-Xavier de Ricard, Leon Dierx, Verlaine, 
Belmontet are parodied once each. In the case of Sylvestre, Dierx and 
\Terlaine, one feels that he does not despise these poets. 

601vlatarasso et Pet! tfils, II Rimbaud, Verlaine I Germain Nouveau et 
L'Album Zutique" , l1ercure de Franee v CCCXLII (mai 1961), pp. 19~20f explain: 

I'Belmontet •• tun_farouche bonapartiste et un classique enrage. &. Rimbaud an 
qualifiant ce mediocre personnage d t "architype Parnasslen", a VQu1u se 
moquer de ses compagnons si attaches a la forme qu'on les appelait les 
II neo- classiques.'9 L'allusion ne passa pas inapergu8; sous son texte une 
main anonyme a t::tCl.ce ce mot qui en dit long: 'Assez'.n (Hereafter: Matar
asso at Peti tfils, "I,' Album Zutique".) 

61Hatarasso et PetUfils, "L' Album Zutique", p. 16. 



of Verlaine who was a dedicated writer of "coppees" before he met 

Rimbaud. 62 
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Parodying Promenades at Interieurs, Rimbaud has sketched· Paris 

street scenes and social situations. In "Etat de siege?" (O.C., p" 212), 

Rimbaud mocks the commonplace in modern Parisian life: "Le pauvre pos-

tillon, sous Ie da!s de fer blanc"; the prosaic qualities of the 

"poetic touches": "La lune se bercer parmi la verte ouate"; the pity 

for the physical discomforts of the workerl "Et de son aine en flamme 

ecarte 1a sacochen
• He adds gratuitously the political satire of the title 

but is obliged to create the atmosphere, the common, realistic details 

himself. Despite the ridiculous details chosen, Rimbaud's verbal gifts 

and observant eye create a type.of confidential familiar poetry equal 

or superior to that of 00pp8e. Per"i'ectly a,Nare of the details of modern 

Paris, Rimbaud could have exploited them, as did many of the poets of this 

period, including Lautreanont, l'Jho wrote about the omnibus. "Les Soirs 

d' ete. 0 ." (0. C., p. 214), is an excellent parody of these everyday 

elements of Paris, depite the buffoonery. As Bernard says, comparing 

Rimbaud's efforts to those of Cros: "Rimbaud a plus de mal a eteindre son 

originalite propre. n63 

62In a letter to Leon Valade, July 14th, 1871, O.C., I, 956-57, 
Verlaine parodJ.es Promenades et Interieurs: "Bien souvent dedaigneux d.es 
plaisirs de mon age;-r-J I evoque le bontletIT des femmes de menage. / Ayant 
change de sexe en esprH. bien salivent, / Un cabas a man bres et mon nez 
digne au vent, / J'ai debattu 1es prix avec les Tevendeuses ••• " 

63 . 
Bernard, Oeuvres'f p. 5'+2. Pascal Pia, .i1buIil zutuLque, ParisI 

Jean-Ja.cques Pa.uverr;Cerc1e du Livre Precieux, 19621 p. 108, is harsher, 
seeing instead of an improved style a lack of ability to parody. He says of 

IfEtat de Si~ge?l1: "Ce dlzain de Rimbaud, signe Frangois Coppee, ne· rap -
pelle guere les vers du poete qu' il pretend pasticher," He repeats this 
criticisiil, p. 144. 
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The other entries in the Album have limited possibilities 

as continuing theraes. "Conneries I!", "Paris" (O.C., p. 211), is a 

word game listing prominent figures and sights in Paris. 64 Rimbaud was 

obviously poking sly fun with these juxtapositions, yet simultaneously 

indicating the prosaic, commercial aspects of Paris, Hhich are therefore 

also derided. 

The remainder of Rimbaud's contributions are political satires 

ridiculing Napoleon III and his family. "Ressouvenir" (O.C., p. 217) 

another "coppee", evokes the lavish festi vi ties in Paris on the birth of 

the Prince Imperial. He has caught Coppee's tone but added a sharper note 

of social criticism, given the contrast betv1een the lavish decorations: 
, 

" •• 80U des N d lor et de neige/ Aux grilles du p3.1ais, aux gra.dins du manege,/ 

Eclatent,tricolorement enrubannes. 1t and the shabbiness of the crowd: "Dans 

Ie rernous public des grands chapeaux fanes,/ Des ChB.uds gilets a fleurs, 

des vieilles redingotes~ / Et des chants d'ouvrlers anciens dans les 

gargotes", \-lhile the Emperor \'lalks. miraculously and unpi tyingly over the 

mass of shawls with the holy Spanish Honan. 

Obviously, mockery of the deposed Emperor was still a favourite 

theme at this time in this circle. Napoleon III was one of Verlains's 

"b~tes noires", since in September 1872, they composed another "coppeen 

in London for Regamey's album, "L'Enfant qui ramassa les balles~ .. " 

64:rhey are mostly advertisers, Hoven around a mass-murderer and 
his victim, Augier (the bourgeois social dramatist), Veuillot (the Ca,tholic 
author of Les Odeurs de Par:'Ls), and also Nendes, Andre Gill and Eugene 
Hanuel; theJ.aSt hro,members of the circle. 
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(QJ1., p. 217). It is difficult to determine if Rirnbaud still retained 

his interest in political activities or \iaS merely pandering to Verlaine' s 

interest at this point. 

Rimbaud seems to have integrated socially with this group, to have 

adopted their amusements, to have been influenced by Verlaine's preferences. 

His excellence in these bitingly accu~te parodies of Coppee, despite 

Pia's opinion, combined with a total absence of evocations of Parisian 

society and scenes in his poetry of the period, indicate perhaps a serious 

rejection and mockery, not only of Coppee but of Parisian society, poets 

and Sights. A tender verse on Rimbaud in Paris by Cabaner,rrith the 

refrain, "Enfant, que fais-tu sur la terre? /-J'attenq.s, j'attends, 

j'att.ends: ••• ,,~5 perhaps reflects best Rimbaud's patience and determin-

ation.l'l'hile working at his ne1>l method of poetry through cultiv-ation of 

his o"m mind. This new approach reached fruition the follmTing summer 

in the lers Nouve~~. 

As mentioned earlier, it is extremely difficult to categorize 

these P9~ms as evocations either of Charleville or Paris. They appear 

to be landscapes of hls mind, analogies for his personal feelings and 

thoughts, whether experienced in Charleville or in Paris. Yet they 

present remarkable parallels l'lith what He knoN' of events in his life at 

this time. Several of these poems deserve attention here. "Bonne pensee 

du matin", as a possible evocation of Paris, "Jeune menage", "Honte" and 

65cited by Adam in Rimbaud, OgC., pp. 1053-1054. 
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It 0 saisons, t> chateaux u .', as possible evocations of his private, emotional 

relationship with Verlaine, the only U vrai poete" in Paris, and his lover 

by this time. It would seem also that "Chanson de la plus haute tour" 

demonstrates Rimbaud's resigned patience, yet anguish, in exile in 

Charleville, yearning for Paris, 

" Chanson de la plus haute tour" (O.C, pp. 77-78) is the second of 

" A «' a group of four poems entitled Fetes de la 1B.tience. Adam, while stating 

that It Rien n'autorise a panser particulierement a verlaine,,,66 agrees 

with Bernard's impression that" Rimbaud fait ici un retour sur lui-meme, 

••• sur l'echec de son experience parisienne, sur sa p~tience douloureuse 

et sa solitude." She finds an echo of one of Verlaine's poems in It Est-ce 

qu'on prie, lit Vierge Mariet lt67 

The fact that Rimbaud chose to sing, in a poem which has ~~ny of 

the formal attributes of a folk song, of the universal themes of folk song: 

lost love, banishment, abandonment, loneliness, idle youth, a wasted life, 

renunciation of a place or person loved, faithful waiting, obscure needs, 

does not exclude the possibility that these themes correspond to his o~m 

position at the moment. It is a lament. The situation of "je", the Singer, 

is so similar to Rimbaud's mm, a"s ~ve know it at this time, that despite 

Adam's opinion, it seems like a transparent allegory of his waiting in 

Charleville, yearning for PariS, but only as the abode ofa lover. He is 

looT-;:tng for a message, for rescue, as he waits in his lonely look-out tower 

or prison, as in a medieval tale. 

" Bonne pensee du ma tin" (2..&., p. 76) has been hailed by several 

66Adam , in Rimbaud, O.C., p. 934. 

67Bernard, Oeuvres, p. 436, n.l. and p. 437. 
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critics as an evocation of dawn in paris,68 as a poetic pendant to his 

" Lettre de Jumphe" to Delahaye. 69 Adam contradicts this view, s@eing it 

as an evocation of the"Ardennes countryside.70 In" Alchimie du verbe" 

( O.C., pp. 106-107), this poem follows "Larme" and the phrase, "J' ecrivais 

des silences,des nuits, je notais l'inexprimable. Je fixais des vertiges." 

It is an example of one of his follies, written at a time when he was besotted 

by ""La vieillerle poetique", when "1 'hallucination simple" 1'TaS a no:rmal 

state. The poem is indeed a good example of hallucinated vision trans-

forming commonplace sights and the use of themes of old, simple folk 

literature. Given the natural settings, even if they are hallucinated 

visions, one could surmise that they present a view of the countryside, 

One could further surmise from the poem's serene tone that this nature 

imagery and these references to .themes of folk tales reflect a certainty of 

future joy, a more hopeful attitude than in the previous poem, 

The first stanza could evoke either dal-Tn in the country or in Paris. 

~lhat is sure is that the speaker is looking towards a mythic land of happiness 

and exotic delights in the 1'Test where honest workers are already "pre-paring 

a beautiful ceiling for a room in a town. They are subjects of a Babylonian 

king, perhaps Nebuchadnezzar, thB great city builder. It is tempting, 

though perhaps foolhardy, to see beneath these mythic and random loca,liz-

ations and activities, the activities of Verlaine and Forain in PariS, 

which is to the west of the Ardennes, preparing a room for RiJllbaud, "\1here 

he would laugh again under the false skies, the ceilings, contrasted with 

6~ernard,Oeuvres , p. 4Y+, for example, says: II Ce poeme ••• parait 
avoir Eite ecrit a Faris, ... " She relates it to the letter to Delahaye. 

69 Rimbaud, O.C., p. 266:" Le mois pa.sse ••• 11 y avait des arbres 
enormes SOllS ma fenetYe~troite. A trois heures du P1atin, la bougie pa,lit: 
tous les oiseaux crient a la fois dans les arbres: c'es~ fini ••• Il me fallait 
regarder les arbres, le ciel, saisis par cette heure indicible ••• " 

70Adam, in Rimbaud, O.C., p. 931. 
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the natural skies and dawn in the Ardennes,. They are subjects of the 

Emperor who directed Haussman to reconstruct Paris on a grandiose scale e 

Venus, goddess of love, is therefore invoked and begged to leave 

fulfilled lovers, to succour these workers so that they will remain peaceful 

and strong until their midday bathe in the sea. This last line is unexpected, 

One expects instead the completion of the work, so that unfulfilled lovers 

may be happy again under the painted ceilings. 

Yves Denis has suggested a convincing gloss for this line. He sees 

it as a play on the words II la mer/l'amer,,71 If it is indeed a private joke, 

then it is very disconcerting for the interpreta.tion of Rimbaud's poetry, 

as Denis feels. 72 It mea.ns that this delicately suggestive poem contains 

at the end a joke, a private message to Rimbaud's drinking friends in PariS, 

expressing his desire to be with them again in the cafes. It also means 

tha t the message of the last line f1 ts with our interpretation of the text o 

The images of darTn, of mythical, strong workers, of goddesses of 

love, which appeal to the collective unconscious, are, as suspected, analogies 

with Rimb~ud's own position in relation to Verlaine and Paris. The poem is 

a code in_a ~ew r.anner. Rimbaud, in the Ardennes, aware of the plans afoot 

for his return to Paris, anxious for the resumption of their old relationship 

71yves Denis, " Le bain dans la mer a midi", Les 'I'enros modernes, 
-----""---, . .;.;.:;..=~ 

(Hay 1969), p. 2068 (herf)after: Denis,"Le bain ll
). He backs his statement by 

citing a letter from Forcdn to Verlaine:" Ou est le temps ou nous t,' a ttenclions, 
Rimbaud et mOi, dans un petit cafe de 1a Tue Drouot, en fumant des pipes 
de terre, que nous humections avec nombreux bitter-cuTagaos, ••• " 

72Denis,"Le bain", pp. 2068~69, says:" Quoi qu'il en soit, la 
revelation de ce calembour risque de decevoir, s'ils l'acceptent, pas mal 
d'admirateurs du "Voyant", ••• St pourtant les calembours, les anagrammes, 
les contrepeteries et aut:res jeux de :nots~ c' est aussi Rimbaud, le camardde 
des hommes de lettres et des artistes bohemes, facJtieux et. gouailleurs, 
devant lesquels le jeune paysan des ArdennE!S ne voulai t pas paraitre en 
reste d'esprit ( fut-il du plus mauvais gout) ••• " 
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and activities, finds delicate analogies in nature and folk symbolism for 

his universal situation of the banished but favoured lover, and creates 

as well a delicate song which appeals to the poetic imagination. 73 

It nOI'l' seems possible to acknowledge the autobiographical content, 

the message of mourning of " Chanson de la plus haute tour", which is also 

set in a suggestive and evocative fo~k-songform, universal in its themes. 

Verlaine's designation of these songs as prayers, makes sense now~ Similarly, 

"Honte" can legitimately be read as an evocation of the trouble Rimbaud 

caused in the Verlaine household and of his own rain and guilt ... Jeune 

menage" has also been interpreted as autobiographical, and \-lith reason. 

However, some critics see It le malin rat" as Rimbaud, others, as Nathilde. 

Adam sums up its emotional and biographical content: 

... il semble que ~eune Menage, Gcrit Ie 27 jUin 1872, c:.ue1ques jours avant 
Ie grand depart, evoque les journees de tension extreme que Rimbaucl vit 
alors: un -m@nage, des esprits malfaisants, un malin rat qui interviendra 
dans la vie du menage, un feu follet qui eclatera soudain ••• l'atmosphere 
de reve est telle que toute explication precise serait vaine. 74 

It is really no surprise nm-l to find that the hauntingly evocative 

" 0 saisons, 0 cM.teaux ... "(p.C., pp. 88-89) has a strong sexual under-

current and is cmnpletely concerned with Rimbaud's relations with Verlaine. 

As Adam sums it up: 

II s'explique par l'explosion de joie sensuelle qui se produisit quand 
Rimbaud vecut de nouveau avec Verlaine ••• 11 a cherche la definition du 
bonheur. Et volci qu'il Ie trouve, maintenant que Verlaine lui propose 
son desire Il s'abandonne corps et ame. 11 renonce a lutter. 75 

The small amount of poetry produced by Rimbaud's stay in Paris from 

73Denis, " Le bain", p. 2068, acknovrledges' its poetic appeal: 
" La Her! f1idi! ••• J'aurais ete bien ffialchanceux de ne pouvoir rien tirer de 
ces deux merveilleux vocables, carrefours de tant de voies de l'imagination 
poetique." 

74Adam, in Rimbaud, O.C., p. 936. 

75Adam , in Rimbaud, O.C., p. 947. 
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September 1871 seems very personal, concentrating not on the city in any 

of "its geographical aspects, not on social conflict, not even on questions of 

poetry, although Rimbaud had obviously abandoned the Parnassian aesthetic. 

Instead it reflects Rimbaud' s personal relationships with a small group of 

poets and artists and finally with one poet, Verlaine. Despair, perhaps 

caused by his perception of the real qualities of Paris, the collapse of 

another of his illusions, is first displayed in the destructive and delirious 

" Qu' est-ce pour nous, mon coeur ••• ", a visiona,ry wish-fulfillment which 

falls back into reality at the end. Rimbaud's recollection or evocation of 

Parisian sights and society is restricted to private parodies. They 

represent a style of poet.ry he scorns, but also, a ltlay of being accepted 

into this group, a protective colouringe His OltITl aspirations are reflected 

in the Vers N~~~ vThere he experiments with varied rhythms, simple, 

universal themes 'l-lhich appeal strongly to the poetic imagination. By this 

point in his poetic cal~er, Paris is no longer a town for him but simply 

the place from l'l'hich he has been exiled by his lover, whom he yearns to 

rejoin, The individuality of this place is of such small importance that 

for later recollections of his relationship Hith Verlaine, his ne'l-1 sun, 

when the site changes to London or Brussels, it is equally imprecise in the 

poetry. 

+ 

+ + 

Nany of Rimbaud IS retrospecti va vier1s of large industrial towns 

are undifferentiated by details. They symbolize any modern Babylon. The 

river, the croy1ded streets, the human misery, the lllud, the glaring red 

light, the grey skies, are common to both Lond.on and Paris. However, these 

urban features will be discussed in the last chapter on cOf:lposlte towns, since 

rrany critics claim to recognize a transposition of London in the l~luminations. 
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It should be borne in mind, at that point, that many of these features 

claimed as London characteristics could equally 1-1ell be transpositions 

of the Parisian landscape and climate of the 1870s. 

What remains in Rimbaud's prose poems of Paris as localized site 

of social evil, as revolutionary site, as site of his personal joys, sorrows 

and literary inspirations? Firstly, an evocation in " Adieu" (O.Co, p. 116) 

of the alienation, physical and mental suffering, lack of human charity, 

experienced by the poet in some large city. The cltmate of this city is 

that of hell. It is as i.mmense as he described Paris to Demeny in August 

1871, flaming, muddy, all epithets ~arrying moral judg~ents on the corruption 

of this personlfied vampire queen. It is a necropolis of dead hopes, e;notions, 

minds and of diseased bodies. Bonnefoy relates this evocation to Rimbaud's 

76 
experiences in PariS in February/Harch 1871. Adam sees it as an evocation 

of London. 77 \'lhat really matters is that Rimbaud suffered in both these 

great cities and has co;ne to vie,'l them as death-dealing, morally disgusting, 

hostile. It is true that if this poem states his practical plans for the 

future, then Paris is the city evoked here, since despite his memory of 

its mis9Ty,- his ship, a-ccustomed to the fogs of the western Horld, did 

anchor there in the winter of 1873/74. 

In IllulIlina tions Paris is named tWice. In" Vies III" (Q.g~, p. 129), 

Rimbaud states," Dans un vieux passage a Paris .on m'a enseigne les sciences 

classiques." Adam and Bernard both relate this reference to the passage 

Choiseul, Lemerre's address, gathering place of the Parnassian poets,78 

-------------------------
76 Bonnefoy, Rimbaud, p. 260. 

77Adarn in Rimbaud, O.C.!." p. 971. 

"'8 ( Adam in Rimbaud, .Q.&.~, p. 98?, n. 2 and Bernard g Oeuvres, p. 
491, n. 10. 
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the exact location is immaterial and contravenes the poet's intention of 

giving free range to the imagination. The image of an old, unidentified 

passageway in an old section of Paris as source of his vast knol>Tledge, 

opens up the poem more than specific designation. Host of the places cited 

in this catalogue of lives can be seen to follow the peregrinations of 

Rimbaud's life, from the attic at Roche to the passage Choiseul to the 

Orient of his new prose poems and poetic method. 

In In Villes II It (O.C" pp. 137-138), part of a city is compared 

to one of the most notable features of Paris for tourists after the l860s, 

the brilliance and elegance of the new, wide streets created by Haussman. 

Rimbaud says:" Le faubourg, aussi elegant gu'nne belle rue de Paris, est 

favorise d'un air de lumH~re." Since the title of the poem is plural, 

since comparison with other real. places occurs in this poem, and since the 

nar:rator asserts, II Pou.r I! etranger de notre temps la reconnaissance est 

impossible," it is evident that this poem is not about either Paris or 

London, These identified architectural features are used as yardsticks. 

Representing the most modern, brilliant, elegant or gigantic wonders known 

in the west, the comparison of the unknown places serves to indic?te how 

far Rimbaud's creations surpass them. It is evident that the ef£ect of 

architecture- similar to but even more dazzling than these kn01'ln raarvels, 

assembled in one spot in this poem, would be overpoweringly impressive 

to the contemporary tourist, 

De Gntaf asserts that this particular poem is an evocation or 

poetic transposition of the Paris exhibition of 1878.79 The massing on 

one site of the most marvellous, fantastic constructions, is, of course, 

79De Graaf, II Une Cla", pe 268!". ~ c au lieu de devoir reconsti tuer 
l'amalgali1e de toutes sortes de villes, Rimbaud peut l'avoir trouve tout 
fai t au Champ de Nars." 
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exactly the purpose of such an exhibition, just as Rimbaud's poem is such 

an exhibition. Even if De Graaf is right, and some of his documentation 

presents convincing parallels to the imagery of " Villes II", this poem 

still does not represent Paris but another artificial world, unnaturally and 

temporarily elevated in Paris. 80 Since most critics relate this poem to 

London, these sources will be discussed more thoroughly in the last chapter. 

+ 

+ + 

Rimbaud's Paris then, seen through his poetry, is at first the 

mecca for realization of his poetic ambitions, the site of glorious revol-

utionary acti vi ty, the source of hope for a nerT social order Vlhich will be 

the antithesis of that of Charleville. It is also recognized as the seat 

of political, social and religious oppression, and is therefore the localized 

site of evil which has caused the degeneration of man in soclety. During 

the war and the Commune, it is attacked as a hell of sickness and depravity, 

inhabited by a cowardly society, but is also deemed capable of riSing again, 

of being purged by the new rromen and true poets, and by the people. It is 

theref'ore the chosen site for transcendence of the people. SpecifiC 

mon~~ents, specific people are named as symbols or sources of liberation or 

oppression. Later, Paris becomes less a town than a nondescript place for 

the \'1Orking out of Rimbaud' s OVID place among the poets, for his personal 

relationship with Verlaine. In the end, happiness beco~es concentrated 

on this one figure. Parls evaporates -co becom.e merely the point on the 

globe where Verlaine is. 

In the prose poems, apart from two fleeting references, Paris is 

80Chp de Hazade, article in La Revue .i!-es deux :aondes, ler mai 1878, 
cited by De Graaf,"Une Cle", p. 269:" ••• ces quartiers me.tamorphoses sont 
une cite nouvelle, le caravansera.il des nations industrieuses ••• Paris, pour 
quelques mois, va appartenir a tout le monde excepte aux Parisiens." 
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unrecognizable. The 1(1eas of harmony, brotherhood, social reform led by 

the poet, are revived and fIoHer in the Illuminations when the poet 1-ras 

probably no longer in Paris, but these ideas withered a'\oTay while he was 

there in 1871-72. While these ideas certainly gained impetus and definition 

from Rimbaud's recognition of the role of Paris in the fate of French society, 

this theme has surpassed this localized realm in the Illuminations to become 

a universal problem no longer attached to the role of any particular tmm 

in men's lives. This enlargement to global proportions of the problem and 

the solution of society's ills was already evident in It Qu'est-ce pour nous, 

mon coeur.e~". Norr liberated from regular poetic form and a regular vierr 

of the world by his visionary practices, Rimbaud is often creating another 

world. This other world will be discussed in the last chapter. Whenever 

the theme of the t.own as site of social evil or social reform occurs in 

later chapters, it should be remembered that this ·was originally a Charleville 

theme, rapidly identified with the real site of action,Paris, before it 

assumed these wider proportions. 

Gascar has said perceptively of Rimbaud: 

La natur~, Ie peuple, ce sont les deux seuls milieux ou l'adolescent 
a Ie sentiment d'etre accepte, les deux seuls elements dans lesquels 
il puisse se fondre ••• Au seih de la famille, de la societe bourgeoise, 
il est en proces e 

Pour Rimbau~ qui a passe une partie de son enfance a la campagne, 
la nature promet plus so.rement la liberation et la rehabilitation que 
ce peuple, dont, a cause de son etroite education (le petit-bourgeois, 
il ignore tout. 81 

It Has to nature, to restore himself to himself, to escape this society 

'-Thich had, in the final analysis, stifled him, that Rimbaud :ran rrith 

Verlaine in July 1872. 

81 Gascar, La Commune, p. 41. 
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BELGIAN 'I'OvlNS 

Vivre ~ deux ~~S d'une 
tune vlsion du monde'. 
premiers 'au-dela' qui 

frontH~re peut proionder.1.ent influeneer 
La Belgique est pour Rir,1baud un des 

se sont offerts a son imagination ••• 1 

In this way Jacques Plessen sums up the effect of Belgium's proximity 

on Rimbaud' s perception of his 'l'70rld. H01'leVer, it Nas not only to Rimbaud' s 

imagination that Belgium offered itself. Delahaye's reminiscence::;, ref~, 

erences in some of the early Charleville poetry, indicate that in his 

early adolescence Rimbaud cften crossed the border into Belgium. In 

fact, until his departure for the east, Rimbaud often vi&1ted the Belglan 

tmms o Indeed some of the more draInatic or iraportant incidents in his 

life, judging by the stress laid on them by h:l.& biographers, took place 

in Brussels. 

Surprisingly, despite his fa!:liliarity 1o1ith certa.in Belglan tmms, 

Rimbaud composed poetry concerning these towns on only bl'O occasions~ 

during or shortly after his second escapa"de in Oct.ober, 18'70, and a.fter 

his flight from Paris with Verlaine in July and August 18'12. Although 

somB of the I11u~ations" contain imagery which certain critics equat.e 

with Rimbaud I s experiences in BelglUl1, th~se iJit-3.gest If they are 

129 
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transpositions of Belgian experiences, relate" to these t.ro high-points 

in his emotional life e 

In the folloHing analyses of these two groups of poems, we liill 

discuss what the Belgian tONns represent for Rimbaud in the poetry 

produced on these occasions, and how the tone of these poems differs from 

that of those contemporaneous Hith them, composed in Paris or Charleville. 

+ 

+ 

De1ahaye recounts that he and Riillbaud often crossed the border 

i.n the course of their walks together. 2 They would buy tobacco at the 

first Belgian village, open the packages and thus avoid customs duty on 

their return. "Les Douaniers" (O.C., pe 38), reflects these expeditions 

across a frontier with no natuml or linguistic boundaries. "A 1a musique" 

(O.C., pp. 21-22), refers to the same activity by the Carolopolitains 

"_- vous savez, c'est de la contrebande; ~- n. In the same poem, Rimbaud's 

sketch of the bourgeois Hith his "bedai?e flamande.", smoking the contra-

band tobacco in an expensive pipe, hints at his awareness of a different 

physical type, addicted to physica.l comforts, over there. In ilLes Douaniers". 

the lines: "lls signalent aux lois modernes les faunesses. / Ils empoignent 

les Fausts et les Diavolos. /'Pas de <;a, 1es anciens! Deposez les ballots! '"1 

despite their heavy sarcasm, and Vihatever the real thrust of this poem, 

indicate tha.t Rimbaud's conception of Belgium at this point was of a 

2Delahaye, Souvenirs, pp. 150~52. 
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fantasy land in some respects, proffering creature comforts and suitable 

for illegal or exciting deeds. It was also a refuge, offering the 

outdocr, vlandering life he craved, a contrast to the restrictive atmos-

phere of Charleville. 

In "Les Douaniers", Rimbaud mentions " ••• les Soldats des Traites / 

Qui tailladent l' azur front iere a grands coups d' h~che. " Judging by 

Claudel's poetic line describing Rimbaud's environment:II ••• e t toujours a 
l'horizon la ligne legendaire des forets, •• ",3 this qualification of the 

frontier seems accurate enough In its impression. Yet, judging by Rimbaud's 

use of the colour blue in previous poems, "azur" here seems to have a 

symbolic value, suggestlng unlimited physical freedom or a promise of 

infinite possibilities for the fulfillment of aSPirations.4 In all 

probability, "Les Douaniers" HaS composed after his first escapade in Belgium. 

Did the other side of this blue frontier. reflecteo_ "in the Belgian son~ 

nets~fulfill the desires evident in the earlier Charleville poems and so 

3Claudel, "Preface", p. 9. 
Lb 
"For example, in "Les Etrennes des orphelinn" (O.C., p. 6), Rim-

baud contrasts a happy, fulfilled vlorld to the cold misery of the orphans 
with the evocation: "Par la fen~tre on voit la-bas un beau ciei!. bleu; / 
La tlature s'eveille et de rayons s'enivre ••• ". In "Sensation" (o.e' f 

p.6), it is the blue evening 11hieh attracts Rlmbaudtogo out into nature 
to seek relief from his pain. In "Solei1 et Chair" (o.e., p. 7),the 
colour blue is allied Hith universal h'3.rmony and love: "La terre ber9ant 
l'homme, et tout l'Ocean bleu / 3t tous les animaux aim-'3.ient, airaaient 
en Dieu!" Later, expressing man's search for knOldedge and transcendence 
he asks, "Pourquoi l'a.zur muet et l'esp<".lce insondable? •• Si lion raontait 
toujours, que verrait-on la~haut?" (O.C., p~ 9). In "Les Reparties de 
Nina" (Q .. !£!.I p. 24), they l1ill go to find their happiness "Aux frais rayons/ 
Du bon matin bleu ••• II The orchards are "Les bons vergers a~ l' herbe bleue •• 0 It 

(O.C., p. 26). In ;n.any of these illustrations blue is thus allied" Hith 
goodness, beauty, aspirations for Hider boundaries. In "Le Nal", (o.e.~ 
p. 30), good and evil are symbolized by colour: "Tandis que les c:ra:ch'ats 
rouges de la mitraB1e / Sifflent tout Ie jour par l'infini du cie1 bleu;"/I 
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suggest his symbolic use of this colour epithet in "Les Douaniers"? 

Seven sonnets are enclosed in the second Cahler Demeny: "Reve 

pour 1 'hiver", "Le Dormeur du val", "Au Cabaret-Vert", "La Maline", 

"L'Eclatante victoire de Sarrebruck", "Le Buffet" and "Ma Boheme". 

This separate grouping does not necessarily im}lly that they Here all 

composed during or inspired by this trip to Belgium, although all but the 

last are dated October. Beyond the fact that they are all regular sonnets 

by nineteenth century standards, do they really have themes in common 

or a special tone, not evident in other sonnets of this period, 

ftR~ve pour l' hi ver' (0. C. p pp. 31-32) , dated "En "fagon, le 

7 octobre [18 J70. n, 5 is not a town poem but sets the mood for the Belgi3.n 

poems~ The narrator confides his daydream,tenderly and a little naively, 

directly to "Elle", It is projected for the winter, mentioned as 

"la saison du comfort" in "Adieu" (O.C., p. 116). It stresses throughout 

the insulated comfort of this dream carric.ge Hith its soft cushions and 

soft fabric. Triggered by his real situation in a railway carriage, the 

poem also reflects his own temporary isolation from the 'I'lorld, and thus 

represents a double wish~fulfl.lllfient. The colours blue ana. pink6 are those 

5Since Ri!n.baud probably left Charleville on October 2nd, he had 
already enjoyed flve days of freedom, Hhich had affected his mood before 
he chose to compose this poem. 

6For example: in "Les Etrennes des orphelins" (0. C., p. 5) , 
"lIs se croient endormis danG un paradis rose ••• 1t and II~ du lit 
rna.ternal, sous un beau rayon rose, / La, sur le grand tapiS, resplendit 
quelque chose ••• ", (O.C., p. 6). In "801eil et chair", ".e.le sang rose 
des arbres verts / Dans les veines de Pan mettaient un univers~" (O.C., p.7) 
JlJan may be created by nature, ""s.vivante creature, / Pour ainterdans la 
rose, et crottrt~ dans les bles,? •• " (O.C., p. 9). In "IJes Reparties de 
Nina", the poet is II ••• Ivre du sang / Q.uI coule, bleu, sous ta peau 
bla.nche / Aux tons roses:". 
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used in other poems of this period to symbolize anticipation of happiness. 

other requirements for fulfillment at this time are included: a compliant 

girl, light, easy communication, physical contact. Unlike the situation 

in "Les Reparties de Nina" and "Les Effaras", the young are on the inside 

in this bright, cosy Horlo., separd.ted from the dark, hostile, deformed 

outside world by the l'lindOlf. Again, colour symbolism is used for this 

opposition: "Ces monstruogites hargneuses, popula.ce / De demons noirs 

et de loups noirs." Also unlike "Les Reparties de Nina" or "Les Effaras", 

there is no rebuf'f or falling back into harsh reality here, prob3.b1y be-

cause his temporary reality is satisfying in itself. The mood is tender, 

serene, even teaSing, showing a rare, expansive side of Rimbaud. 

Bernard notes that this poem is derivative, therefore, It ••• cette 

'Elle' peut tres bien E3tre une figure imaginaire, un pu.r pretexte litte

raire."? Is Rimbaud so steeped in Parnassian poetry, or so anxious to in-

tegrate himself into the lit.erary vlOrld of PariSI that even during this 

es~apade to Belgium, indulging in expression of his personal daydreams, 

these Parnassian themes infiltrate or dictate his selection of analogies 

to his own moods a11d secret desir-es? It would seem so. I-s this true for 

the other sonnets? 

"Le Dormeur du val" (o.e., p. 32), is not a town poem, nor ne-

cessarily a Belgian poem, except perhaps because of its place of composi-

?Bernard, Oeuvres, p. 379, mentions its resemblance to Balwille' s 
"A Une Nuse fo1le", which also refers to winter, cushions, soft material 
and the insulat.ing windowpane, in a poe:n concerning lovers, 
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tion. Like the previous sonnets it is derivative. 8 Rimbaud's reverence 

for nature, his hatred for war and its unnatural destruction of human 

life have led him to select from Romantic and Parnassian works themes 

and images which express his own convictions. His personal stamp is evi-

dent here in the Quasi-photographic detail, use of colour, light effects, 

yerbs denoting physical movement,to symbolize the basic opposltion of 

vibrant, joyful nature to unnatural death. 

'l'he only Belgian tmm evoked by Rimbaud in this group of sonnets 

is Charleroi. It is mentioned specifically In "Au Cabaret~Vert" (O.C., 

pp. 32-33), "La 11aline" (O.C., p. 33), and in "L'Eclatante victoire de 

Sarrebruck" (O.C., p. 34), Nhere f in a sarcastic subtitle, "Gravure beIge 

brillamment coloriee, se vend a Charleroi, 35 centimes", Rimbaud underlines, 

by his use of crude primary colours and the mention of the price, the 

cheapness of the nOfT defeated Emperor's highly touted victory. 

It appears that Rimbaud's trip to Belgium did have a practical purpose: 

to find work as a journalist, At Charleroi he had clumsily approached 

Monsieur Des Essarts for work and had been refused. 9 Verlaine's poetic 

8Adam in Rimbaud, O.C,_, p. 869, agre.es uith Claude Duchet that 
Rimbaud could not have Hitnessed such a scene, He cites convincingly some 
of its sources as a "J?8-ssage from Lelia and another frol'lllDolorosa rna ter'lpub
lishecl in Le Parnasse by Dierx. He quotes: "11 g1t, les bras en croix, dans 
1 'herbe enseveli, /com:ne un blesse perda.nt tout son sang ••• It However as 
Adam remarks, neither one refers to a soldier killed in Har. Quinet remin~ 
isced about finding the body of a soldier Hhen he was young, and Hugo's 
"Souvenir de la nul t du qua tre" has the line: 1tL' enfant avai t re<;u deux 
balles dans la tete." 

9Natarasso, La. Vie, po 50, states: "Parvenu a Charleroi, il se fit 
annoncer chez Ie per~ autrB ami d~ college, le senateur Des Essarts, 
directeur du Journal de Charleroi, et, d.' emblee, lui demanda une nlace de 
redacteur an chef ••• 1' ayant entendu Qualifier de 'v •. :mdus', de 'pourri:;;" et 
de 'charognes' tous les hommes politiques, 11 l'econdulslt gentiment." 
De Graaf, Rilllb~2i, p. 34; tells a similar sto;l~Y. 
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impressions of Charleroi the following year sketch its noisiness, its 

glaring industrial squalor, its sinister atmosphere. 10 None of Rimbaud's 

personal disappointments nor such jarringly unpleasant impressions mar 

his euphoric happiness reflected in the two Charleroi sonnets. 

Despite their probable sources of inspiration in a real restau

rant, as well as in Parnassian literature,ll Rimbaud has created here a new 

note in poetry by his euphoric yet vibrantly perceptive condensation of the 

sensations experienced in the commonplace Flemish restaurant. "La I'·ialine" 

seems to be a variant of "Au Cabaret-Vertlt, inspired les5 by literature 

and more by his own little adventure. 

Both poems are narrated directly to the reader in an anecdota~ 

confiding tone and are quite precisely lo('.alized. "Au Cabaret-Vert" e\~en 

tells the point he had reached in his trip: "Depuis huH jours, j'avais 

dechire mes bottines / Aux cailloux des chemins. J'entrais a Charleroi. / 

--A u Qa9.9:.L~Ie..T-t.: ••• u, and the time of day, It cinq heures du soir." The 

10Verlaine, O.C., I, 264-65, "Charleroi": "Plutet des bouges / 
q.ue des maisons e / Quels horizons / De forges rouges! / ••• /. ParfuI1ls sin
ist:res! / Qu'est-ce que c'eBt? / Quoi bruiscait/ Comme des sistres? I 
Sites brutaux! / Oh! votre haleine, / Sueur humaine, / Cris des metaux! / 
D3.ns l'herbe noire / Les Kobolds vonte / Le vent profond / Pleure, on veut 
croire. I" 

IlDe Graaf, Rimbaud, p. 35, notes that: "M. Goffin a pousse ses 
recherches ••• jusque dans un etablissement qui act.uellement s' appalle 'La 
Haison verte' r ayant ete jadis une 'auber(!;e de rouliers avec 10., fagade 
verte et les meubles peints en vert. '" Bernard, Oeuvres, p& 381, cites: 
Banville's "Ballade pour la servante de cabaret": "Le cabaret flamboyant 
de Hontrouge / Ou la. sen"ante a des yeux libertins!" and the line from the 
same poem, "un doux baiser, pris et donne sans bruit," as possible sources 
for "Au Cabaret~Verttl. Adam, in Rimhaud, O.C., p. 871J quotes from the 
Parnassian Jules Forni's "Na Chope": itA travers le soleil, je rogaroe la 
bi~re ;t' ecume immaculee a1'1'i va sur le bard ••• " as a parallel to the last 
11.11e6 of "Au. Cabaret-Vert". 
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Maline" is dated ItCharleroi" and the meal is described only as "BeIge". 
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Both poems describe in sensuous detail the simple physical pleasures offered 

by these restaurants and serving girls and convey in sensuous detail the 

poet's rare feeling of being comfortab~e inside his skin, of being physically 

at ease and mentally stimulated at the same time. 

In "Au Cabaret-Vert" the precise details of the temperature of 

the ham, its rosy pink and white colour, its coloured plate, its garlic 

flavouring, the expansive gesture of stretching his legs under the table, 

the naive character of the tapestry, the laughter of the provocative, 

Rubenesque girl, combine graphically and yet also symbolically to convey 

the atmosphere. The colours mentioned are literally true, but because 

of the pleasure Rimbaud takes in' naming them, they seem to symbolize his 

happiness. Similarly, the immense mug of beer glowing in the late after

noon sunlight, derivative or not as an image, symbolizes his own brimming 

happiness. 

The language of the poem, by its sensuous recollection of food, 

drink; commonplace furnishings, by its use of non-poetic HordS; like "tetons" 

and "gousse d'ail" is far removed from Parnassian vocabulary. The aside, 

" --Celle-la, ce n'est pas un baiser qUi l'epeure!--", apart from the use 

of a local form of "appeure", is a colloquial, good-humoured snatch of 

conversation of the type doubtless indulged in by the carters who frequented 

this establishment. The cosiness of the atmosphere is enhanced by the 

familia,rity and the local flavour of the language. One feels that Rimbaud, 

having escaped over the frontier from the restrictive atmosphere of 

Charlevil1e and after the fiasco of the escape to Paris is restored 
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t6 himself here. His restoration is symbolized, appropriately enough, 

by the atmosphere of a restaurant. 

In "La Haline" all the senses are similarly stimulated by his 

selection of objects to mention. The society of the tovm is again reduced 

to one serving girl just as his experiences in all the Belgian towns he 

p9,ssed through telescope to the interior of two rather ordinary, very 

similar restaurants. While the restaurant and the girl differ in exact 

detail, in both cases they are comforting, vrelcoming, sensuously apl)ealing, 

and in the case of the girl, actively encouraging. "La Naline", like Nina, 

is like a fruit to be consumed J with her cheek "un velours de peche rose 

et blanc", the same colours as the ham in the previous sonnet. There is 

no irony nor brutality, the poet presents an indulgent, amused and even 

enchanted view of the girl. 

The language of this sonnet, like that of "Au Cabaret-Vert", is 

sprinkled with colloquialisms and local expressions. There is a similar 

but more naive aside: "--Puis, comme 9a, -- bien sur, pour avoir un batser, 

matching' the more child-like aspect of this girl, The words "maline", 

Umalinement", represent the current local pronunciation. "Une froid" 

and It pour m' aiser" 'l'lere common expressions in Belgian French according to 

Bruneau. 12 Adam notes that the French in the Ardennes made fun of the ex

cessive use of "donc" by the Belgians. 13 This colloquial or local lang-

12B u II L Pt· 11 9 runea, e a 01.8 , p.. • 

13AdG.m in Rimbaud,Sh9.!.. p. 871. 

" 
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uage a.dds an intimate homely flavour to the poems. 

"Le Buffet" (O.C., pp. )4-35) could be a close-up of a dresser 

seen in Belgium, perhaps in one of these restaurants. Hm.rever, massive 

cupboards full of surprises and old family treasures seem to be one of 

Rimbaud's personal symbols of anticipated pleasures and of a protected 

feeling in a loving familYe 14 1~hile in no sense a tmm poem, "1e Buffet" 

represents the essence of Rimbaud's conception of the Belgian "au-dela" 

and its towns -- the sense of finally being accepted on the inside, of being 

in a stable world. 

starkie sums up these Belgian sonnets: 

In spite of hunger and hardship, these two vmeks of liberty, of 
untrammelled l'landertng seemed to have been the happiest that Rimbaucl 
had ever spent ••• There is no bitterness or coarseness to be found in 
the poems 1-Ihich res:.!lted from them; thel"e is only the expression of 
celestial happiness, of joy in freedom} aid of delight in me2"eliving. 15 

She specifi~lly mentions "Iia Boheme" (2!.9..!., p. 35). 11hile again not a 

town poem, it encompasses Rimbaucl's main preoccupations while traversing 

these Belgian tmmsj a preoccupation Hith poettc themes, even a tendency 

to vielo( his own experiences, to select from them for poetic expression, from 

the modern French poetry in l'1'hich he l-laS steeped; a. great deslr-e for tender 

affection, physical contact and comfoI~ from a woman; a strong need for 

freedom from restraint combined l-lith a. need for physical activity; for 

-----------------~---------------------~------,---------

14In ilLes Etrennes des o:t'phelins~', (2.. C., p. 5 ), a. similar cup"
board is described in a scene recalling the joys of fa'l1ily life" full of 
gloHing coloursf It. ~. on revait bien des i'ois / Aux mysteres dormant ent:):'8 
ses f'lancs de bois, / Et I' on croyalt oulr, au fond de la ser.cure f 
Beante, un bruit 1 o:i.r..taIn, vague et joyeux murnture ••• f 

15starkie, ~, p. 66. 
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exploring even further across the blue horizon, in a natural or simple 

settinge16 Thus all his thwarted desires expressed to Izambard in 

August 'fere fulfilled: 

• •• j' esperais des b,3.lns de solei1, des promena.des infin1es, du repost 
des voyages, des aventuT0S f des bohemiermeries enfin: j'esperals 
surtout des journaux, des livres ••• Peuris se moque de nous joliment: 
(o.e., p. 238)e 

He has been compensated for the narrOlmess of Charleville and the rejectlon 

by PariSe 

It is true that this poem is subtitled u(Fantaisie) ~I Hhich causes 

Adam to relate it more gene:eally to Rimbaud 1 s love of walking in the 

I" Ardennes, ( and to insist that there is more fantasy then reality in this 

sonnet 0 It is ceL~ainly fantasy, as are all these sonnets, in the sense 

that R1.rflbaud has only selected and burnishecl those impressions Hhich 

matched his innermost desires o It lHould be foolish to deny the literary 

aspirations of Rimbaud in composing these poems. Similarly, the literary 

sources are undeniable. HOHever, Rililbaud's noting of sensuous detail, his 

use of colour to symbolize his states of mind, his fresh use of language, 

make these evocations of Belgian tOlffiS fully his own ex.Fe:t-iences~ despite 

his linking of these experiences with snatches of contemporary poetry and 

his external conformism by his use of the sonnet form. 

------------~---.-----------------------------------~--------------

l6His absorption H.lth poetry is resumed in:" J'allais sous Ie cLel, 
Nuse~ et j'etais ton feal;". His dream of romantic love is gently mocked 
in:" Oh! la! la.: que d'amours splendides j'ai rev,§8s!" His love of 
freedom and natural, physical pleasures is condensed in:" Ces bons soirs 
de septembre all je sentais des gouttes/ De rosee a man front, comme un 
vin de vigueur;/o •• un pied pres de ;aon coeur:" 

17Adam, Rlmbaud, O.C., p. 873. 
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Charleroi, the epitome of his Belgian tOi'1nS, is uL8S Effa~s;; 

reversed. The poet, in a delicately coloured, warm, light,cosy interior 

is encouraged, cossetted, able to communicate, to relax his body and 

expand his senses, to accept and enjoy the good, simple physical pleasures 

of life. There is no yearning for transcend·ence, merely pure delight 

in natural, physical sensations. In this world, while the decors 

core no doubt accurate, literal descriptions in many cases, the commonplace 

objects take on a heightened lustre, as in old Flemish painting, because 

of the poet's intense pleasure. They are insulated from the outside Norld, 

suspended in time in a private Norld of perfect happiness,as was the poet 

in reality. These framed moments are fresh p • vital, a little na!ve. 

As far as urban geogrcl..phy is concerned, the;t;e is still no interest 

in architecture, topography or geology. As travellil~ insulates him from 

society and its pressures, he evinces no interest in either social pro

blems or societyo The narrator addresses the reader directly and inti

mately recounts his private, Ilhysical impressions of interiors, his 

daydreams. The language, often colloquial, local or down-to=earth, gives 

local colour and the restorative, tranquil flavour of the experience. 

There is 8. sense of sustained. joy running through all these son

nets, found even in "Le Dormeur du val"p in its statement of the supreme 

joy of life Hhich renders the death of the soldier so reprehensible. All 

but the sources of his joy have been excluded from these sonnets. 

Therefore, Belgium becomes o,r is seen as the land beyond the blue fron

tier Hhere one is granted physical comfort, freedom, adventure. The 

towns restore the poet's inner stability and are thus an antidote or 

antHhesis to Charleville and Paris. They are mgic towns akin 
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to fantasy towns, but based on selective perception of reality, so that 

"La, tout n'est qu'ordre et beaute, 
Luxe, calme et volupte. II 

+ 

+ + 

On July 6th, 1872, Rimbaud left Paris iiith Verlaine, in a flight 

uhich led them by a circuitous route to Brussels. Critics disagree 

about their collusion in ndvance in this escapade and the reasons for 

Rimbaud's abandonment of Paris,18 It would seem that Paris had proved 

to be a disappointment as a centre for new poetry , it had lost its role 

as revolutionary centre, and as Rimbaud's "Lettre de Jumphe" indica.ted, 

its stifling of his physical if not nental resources made him yearn 

.for "les riviE~res ardenna1ses et belges, les cavernes," (O,Co_, pe 265)8 

Hemories of Belgium as a land of infinite pOSSibilities, physical com= 

fort, tranquil beauty, may have drawn him there. The Belgian towns 

l8Ruff, Rimbaud, p. 145, quotes Rimbaud's statement to Verlaine: 
"J'en ai assez de Paris, de toi et de tout. Je pars en Belgique." He 
stJ3,tesl "Le point. inportant pour lUi, c'est de :gartJr, avec QU S0.n$ 
Verlains&" Other critlcs have different interpretations, Bonnefoy, 
]Umbaud, p. 87, remarks: If ••• il est vrai, si DOUS crayons Ie re'cit que 
nous a laisse son compagnon, ce voyage commence comme une fugue et par 
des farces de collegians. C'est pourtant, ,je n'an doute pas, une grave 
decision que Rlm1)aud a prise, et un noble projet, aussi important que 
celui du Voyant naguere, qui vit desormais dans son coeuru" 

The fact remains that Rimbaud did urge Ver:1'3, ine to accompany him 
and that Verlaine did follow him, ~lhether or not, Gc.scar, La Commune, p. 
90, is right that: "Rimbaud semble n'agir que par calcul, dans cette 
affaire: il a besoin d'un compagnon de voyage qui ait l'air d'un Monsieur 
eOGet qui regIe les f:r:ais. Car, pour Ri:nbaud, il importe avant tou.t, de 
voyager. Le voyage libere •• ,vous permet de vivre hors de toute societe 
0" cgotlt des horizons et des peuples inconnus? Sa.ns doute. 1'1ais d I abord, 
volante d I abs l3nce; •• , II 
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had offered room to dream, Hithout the falling back into harsh 

reality typified by one of the feH joys discovered in Paris, absinth. 19 

Verlaine's "Paysages belges" trace their movements from. town to 

town in Belgium Hith Brussels serving as base. His letters from London 

give an impression of an opulent, animated Brussels,an exciting, varied 

life during their staYe20 Rimbaud I S impressions of Belgian tmms, ex-

perienced in the company of Verlaine, are contained in no more than three 

poems from the Vers Nouveaux. All the three are subject to the usual 

disputes among his critics about dating and sources. 

"Bruxel1es" (O.C., pp~ 82-83), is dated July and localized on 

the Boulevard du Regent. Critic~l comBent about this poem amounts to an 

admission that Rimbaudls impressions are disconcerting in their heterogenelty.21 

19Rimbaud, O.Cor p. 265, "C'est le plus delicat et Ie plus 
tremblant des habits, ~lue 1 I ivresse par la, vertu de cette sauge de 
glaciers, l' absomphe. Hais pour, a pres, se ccmcher dans la merde! II 
ttQu'est-ce pour nous, mon coeur. 0'" exemplifies his exhausted, bewildered 
fall into reality. 

20Verlaine, O.C., r, 994-995. "A Lepelletier, octobre, 187211: 
" ••• je decTare Bfuxe1.les une tres charmante graride -vD.le (l~OO. 000 ' 
habitants) plus belle et plus riche en beaucoup d'endroits que 
PariS, regorgeant de splendides cafes, restaurants, the~tres et b~ls et 
aut-res lieux./I 

Verlaine, O.C., I, 984. otA B1emont 1 22 7bre '72", " •• oj'ai 
des notes excessivenent curieuses sur 1a Belgique, y ayant vecu un 
pau de tautes les vies pendant trois mois 8, peu pres ..... 

2lLacost.e, Foesies, Pc> 46, speaking of "Jeune NI~nagell, "Le 10up 
crialt ... " and "B:ruxelles": "II faut bien conveni.r que ces 'poemen' n'ont 
pas pu IHre composes que dans un etat tres voisin du deli:r'ium tremens ••• " 
Houston, The D~sig,t!, p. 103:" 'Bruxelles ' is a rambling association of ex
otic imges vThich has no great poetic merit, but it is amusing in its out
rageous use of accepted false lines. It Bernard, Oeuv:t"es, p. 440, n" 19 
itA vrai dire, nous avons plute,t la une su:i..te d'irr;pre"Ssions at de coq-a-l'ane 
qu'un poeme vraiment pense, Rlmbaud est t.out ale" joie de decouvrir 
1a 'liberte libra' avec Verlaine." \~hitaker, Qiructure, p. 60 g 
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Of all the Vel's Nouveaux, "Bruxellesll is the freest, both stylistically 

and in its use of freely associated impressions. The poem contains 

no discernible memories evident in other poems of the same period, nor 

references to specific situations in his personal life with Verlaine. 

Adam, speaking of all the Vel'S Nouveaux, notes this free thought 

association and Hithholding of the translation: 

Le resultat, qu'il a clairement voulu, c'est une impression 
d'ecoulement.s fluides, de miroitements insaisissables. o • 

"Rimbaud poussai t tras lOin, et plus loin que Verlaine j l' audace 
d'une poesie qui renon9ait aux structures nettes de l'intelligence e 
Les libres associations auxquelles 11 s'abandonnait ne nous etaient 
pas expliquee~ Elles posent aujourd I hUi, pour le lecteur eXigeant, 
des questions dont la reponse n'apparait pas toujours ••• Rien, nous 
Ie sentons, n'est gratuit dans cette poesie tissee .d'impressions 
spontanees. Hais le po~te ne se croit p,?LS tenu de justifier les 
libres associations auxquelles 11 s' a,bandonne .22 

As our chronology indicates, some critics think it was vrritten in July 

1872, when he succeeded in escaping from Paris, with Verlaine, to a land 

which promised an atmosphere conducive to the composition of poetry.23 

believing, ldth Adam, that nothing is gratuitous, attempts to find a 
thread benoa:ch the scattered ima.ges, and catches one of its moods, joyful 
expS:1ct9.tion:· II Une cascade. d'images de la demeure appak'ente~s entre el1es 
jaillit tout d'un coup dans "Bruxelles"; ce sont toujours les m~li1es pre
occupations chez Rimbaud, centree's aut our de la demeure ~ la I cage de la 
petite veuve', le kiosque ou une folIe affection retient une personne inc on
nue, les 'calmes maisons; anciennes p,'3.ssj,ons' ser;)blent at.tend:re, comme la 
Maison des jeunes maries, un 2Bnouveau, une ouverture; elles invitent presque· 
Ie trouble et l'eveil par leur assoupissement paresseux." 

22Adam in Rimbaud, .Q.J'~, p. XXXI. 

23Verlaine, commenting in 1895 on Rimbaud's poetic development said: 
"Tel est Ie livre qui vient de paraitre chez Vanier, le plus complet possible 
au point de vue des vers traditionnels, ajouterai-je, car Rimbaud fit ensuit.e, 
c'est-a-dire tout de suite apr~s sa fuite libre, non sa reconduite (cette 
fois-ci) de Paris, sa. fui te en quelq·ue sorte triomphale, de Paris, des vers 
libres superbes, encore clairs, puis telles tr~s belles proses qu I il fallait." 
"Arthur Rimbaud: Chronique", O.C., IIr 1296, "Bruxelles" is surely one 
of these superb free verse poems a 
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This was a land of infinite horizons, a natural simple environment, 

offering love, physical pleasures and the fu.lfillment of hls desires. 

others place it after the sentencing of Verlaine and after Rimbaud's 

release from hospital into a stunningly beautiful and serene vlOrld. 

The poem conveys a mood of surprised joy, yet physical lassitude and 

displays a certain trance-like Vision. Both mood and vision are con-

ceivable in either situatton. Since it is undoubtedly a tOHn poem, it 

is necessary to examine these impressions in some detall, to become 

Adam's demanding reader, in order to determine Rimbaud's view of Brussels, 

regardless of the date of composition. 

The entire poem gives the impression of the n~rrator as passive 

instrurnent24 as he sits on the Boulevard du Regent, from where he could 

see the Palais Royal, the Palais ducal, the Palais des Academies, the 

pa.rk. He registers the scenes before his eyes as well as the various 

sense impressions Hhich impinge on his consciousness in an apparently 

random fashion. As Plessen points out, the lihole poem is a 

theatrical performance25 a.s the boulevard becomes a stage setting. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------~--
24 This attitude matches his statement to Demeny, O.C., p. 250; 

" ••• j'assiste a l'eclosion de ma pensee: je la regarde, je-l'-ecoute: 
je lance un coup d'archet: la symphonie fait son remuement dans les 
profondeurs, on vient d'un bond sur la sdme." 

25plessen, PromenadH, pp. 219-220, says: "Nous pouvons isoler 
un premier groupe o~me la volante du poete de se tenir a 
l'ecart ddl spectacle observe, qu'll ne fait alors qutadnirer du dehors ••• 
premier en date ••• "BruxelleG'! e eNotons s:.tmplement que pour un poete plein 
d'imagination un boulevard peu anlme peut et:.ce la scene au vont se jouer 
'tout dra.me et toute cornedie'. II Bernard 1 Oeuvres, p. 441, n. 9, also 
remarks: "Rimbaud Voit dans ce boulevard si..tei1CI"eux 1e lieu de reunion 
des scenes qu I iJ. imagine deja peut-E'Hre s I il songe a ecrire des poemes 
sur Tas. I villes' • Cette fin est toutefois extremement obscure." 



The poem is therefore in many lfays an exercise. 26 Under the new impetus 

given to his senses by his flight to Brussels, Rimbaud attempts to 

theatricalize reality. Chambers says, echoing Plessen and Adam, 

Si le the@.tre reussit a abolir l'op?osition de la nature et de la 
culture, c'est que depuis longtemps 1a vision rimbaldienne dramatise 
la vie des hommes en 8~me teillps ou'elle theatra~ise 1a nature. Ainsi 
dans "Bruxelles". 0.27 -

It seems that one should drift with Rimbaud's i~ages to enjoy the 

spectacle, rather than attempt to read into them hidden allusions to his 

private life in Brussels and thus risk missing his perceptual impression 

of this tmm.28 

The initial impression ;Ls one of vibrant purplish-red colour 

stretching out as far as a fabulous, classical edifice. The mention of 

Jupiter-enlarges the scene far beyond the real Brussols, to renderi t myth-

ical, grandiose, dazzling, remote in time. Perhaps the sight of these 

real neo-classicr"l palaees and the p:Lrk, inspired their identification 

with Jupiter, god of the'earth and the sky, whose site in Rome was the 

Capitol, also situated on a hill, as Here these palaces and the park in 

26Rimbaud, in "Alchimie du Verbe", O.C., :pp. 106 and 110, speaking 
of his former composition and life s8.tdl liCe fut d'abord. une etude." and 
"Je devin5 un opera fabuleux,fI Both statements seem to apply to this 
poem, w-hich illustra.tes this accounts 

27Ross Chambersl IVRimbaud et Ie regard. createur", Sa~i e Ricerche 
de Letteratura. Frances~ X (1969), p. 223. 

28Jacques Borel, noting the attempt at objectivity by Verlalne ·in 
"Ariettes oublieeslt c.nd "Paysages Belgesn , notes that it is still 1)ossi,ble' 
to "saisir des allusions a l'evenementll , hoY/ever, ilCVast ls. :precise:ner:t ra.mener 
cette poesie ~ ce dont elle se detourne, expression d'un fait divers, 
aveu sentimental, effusion lyr:i.que; lui faire dire ce qu Belle se refuse a. 
dire ••• ; bref, aller a contre-courant d' un art de sensa t ion et d.' impression 
ou, l' evenement aboli, les a.pp:L:t:'ences du. mond~. denouees, c'est, non point la 
realite qui devient im3.ginaire, mais l'imaginai:re qUi appard,it seul comme 
realit.e. 1I Verlaine, QJh., If 223-224, '''Notice'' p3.r Jacques Borel. These 
remarks apply equally to this poem" 
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Brussels. "To:1." possibly relates to Jupiter, mingling his intensely 

blue skies with the colours of the flowers o The qualification of "presque 

de Sahara", disconcertingly enlarges the horizon further, on an exotic, 

remote,yet geographically real plane,and Sahara blue could refer to the 

cloudless blue skies over the desert. Brusse.ls encompasses all these places 

and thus becomes a shifting Horld. 

The second stanza examines the vegetation and animal llfe which 

is merged Hith the architecture of this town, Hhich is a curious and 

disorientating mixture of local pla.nts , (like the roses) exotic plants 

(like the 11ana8) and unreal plants (like the "gapin du soleil")o It 

is probable that flocks of birds Houlcl inhabit the fA."Lrks, but ha,:rdly 

the widow finch,29 an exotic Afri~"Ln bird frequently kept in aviaries for 

itB plumage; hence the cage, suggested by the tHining of the prolifer~ating 

vegetation. The words "jeux enelos" are very ambiguous suggesting prlvate 

games but also theatrical spotlights, supplied by the sun. As in the flrst 

quatrain, there is thus an enlarging of local horizons, but also, meta-

morphosis of these birds, by the dual meaning of "troupes", into actors. 

The exclamation Ito iaia, iaio! •• o" echoes onomatopoeically the joyous 

birdsong, but is also a borrm'ling of a cry of triumph from Aristophanes,30 

author of The 13irds... Thus the boulevard becomes a stage for this chorus 

29As Adam in Rimbaud, Q&., PPG 937~938, says, certain critics have 
related this Hidmr in a cage, this l':adHOl'lan, to Vcrlaine, ev.en the IIfenetre 
du duc" to the headquarters of the Brussels police. Fonsaro, !fLe~ Echos", 
p. 265, resumes all these theories Hith Hhich he agrees. 

1180. 
30Aristophanes, ~~, 11. 1299 and ~~, 110 

The Biro.s was a theatrical fantasy. 



dressed as birds, or these birds seem to be a chorus of actors. They 

echo the mood of the poet or narrator, as well as the atmosphere of the 

town, which is joyful and triumphant. 

The dash returns the narrator to the scenes before his eyes: 

"calmes maisons" which tnstantly suggest their former dramas, "anciennes 

passions!", The scenes and actors in some of· these passions al."e then 

evoked rather elliptically. "kiosque de la FolIe par affection", could 

be a summer-house glimpsed in the park and related to Juana 10, loco" 

whose husband, Philippe Ie Beau held his court in Brussels, just as much 

as it could be Ophelia, suggested by Adam. 31 The view through the roses 

oLtha balconies which adorned many of these houses, suggests Juliet, 

Shakespeare's heroine presumably)2 

The next quatrain is interesting in that the narrator, after the 

dash, following the p3.ttern i.n this poem, seems to come out of his reverie 

and embroider on the previous free association without explaining it. 

Thus, "La Juliette" is repeated, then the machinery of this staging is 

allowed to show, "913. rappel Ie l'Henriette". The method of lila pensee 

accrochant 10, pensee et tirant" is bared, "L'Henriette" remains a mystery 

however. It does :!:'hyme rrith Juliette, suggested presumably by the 

3lAdam, in Rimbaud, 2,&, p. 938 t n. 2. 

32Romeo and Juliet Has in the repertory of the Thea:tre de 10, 
Nonnaie, 11al.'cel Va.nha:mii1e', Bruxelles: de bourg ruTs.l !3. cite monrttale. 
Anvers, Bruxelles: r1ercurius~8, p. 3571h"ereafter: V2nhamme, -
Bruxe.l~). 
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balconies. Also, there liere several Henriettes in French and Belgian 

history as '\>1911 as in literature,)) The fact that only a comma sepa.rates 

this name from the mention of the railHay station does not necessarily 

indicate, as several critics suppose, that it is the name of a raihTay 

station. In the whole poem, punctuation is used for dramatic or 

rhythmic purposes .rather than to maintain clarity in syntax. It is true 

that La Gare du I--1idi in Brussels Has si tua ted in fields Hi th a sp-~cious 

flowery square in front of it, Hhile La Gare du Nord Has situated on the 

hill near the botanical gardens and this boulevard.3l-1, The poetry and 

promise of this station is more important than its exact name or identi-

fication. It is "charmante", perhaps because it leads to enchanting 

horizons, perhaps because it is in the heart of a mountain amid fruit~ 

ful nature, where a thousand blUe devils dance in the air~ This last 

pm~se ls infinitely suggestive and inexplicable. The blue shapes and 

dancing movement, by analogy Hith earlier Belgian poems, together HUh 

their merging into natural scenery, suggest this station's i?ffering of 

fulfillment and happiness. 

Another visually suggestive, harmonic, but incomprehensible 

)3nernard, Oeuvres, p. 441, n. 6, mentions Gengoux' s claim~ 
that the source of these lines Has liLa Voie lactce" from Banville's 
Cariatides p Hhere Hollere ls :r:'epresented by Henriette from the Femmes 
savantes-;-Shakespeare by Juliette. She dismisses this source slnce she 
believes that I.} I Henriette" is a railHay staticm. However, des})i te the 
fact that it may be a coincidence that both poets, needing theatrical 
allusions p choose these rhyming names, given RitnbaudYs previous uses of 
Banville as a source, it seems likely that Gengoux has found the correct 
Hisp of memory and literary inspiration, 

3'+Vanhamme, Bruxelles 9 pp. 288=290, describes these stations 
in some detail. 



quatrain follol'lS, The green bench is a stage property of the boulevard. 

The "paradis d' orage" meant a sheltered harbour from a storm in seven

teenth century French, and Hith this meaning, is an analogy for Rimbaud's 

own feelings about BrusselQ~ However, "Ie paradislt is also a gallery 

in a theatre \-lhere a \fhite Irishwoman singing with the guitar would be 

more appropriate. The babbling children and twittering caged birds heard 

in the Guyanese dining room are inexplicable, despite Duflandre's expla

nation that a girls' school Has situated on this boulevard)5 These 

further references to nationality again Hiden the horizons of this 

scene, making it still more exotic~ Since the adjectives themselves 

have pleasing sounds as assonances, and mingle vlith the evocation of the 

sounds of human voices, birds and 8. musical instrument, this is suf

ficient explan9.tion for their presence here. 

The eye falling on the anonymous Duke; s Hind01f leads to re

ferences to snail pOison or perhaps a :plant. Slnce snails are not 

poisonous, perhaps Rimbaud recalls a SIOH poison used or suffered by 

some Duke. This reference leads to the bOX-Hood "ici-bas", a spatial 

reference, which Signals the spectator's return to his actual physical 

situation on the boulevard, after his free mental l1andering. 

The boulevard is greeted ecstatically in a simple child-like 

phrase, this happiness being allied Hi th sD.ence as in "La Haline" G 

Only in this last stanza does the poet concentrate on the initial setting. 

In a reverent apostrophe to the Boulevard. du Regent, he acknowledges that 

35I'1enti.oned by Adam in Rirabaud, 2.:Sh" p. 938, n. 6. 
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now that his mental creation of his u opera fabuleux" has ceased~ this 

silent boulevard was the scene of all possible drama and comedy, 

gathered from all parts to be concentrated here by the poet. It is there-

fore admirable and capable of giving happiness in its dHn right. As in 

the first Belgian sonnets, there is no disillusionment in this return 

to realityp merely a happy stupor. 

The poem is localized specifically in the stage setting. This 

boulevard is seen and heard intermittently by the narrator. He uses its 

real architecture, clirra.te, veget.ation, birdlife, perhaps the rare passer-

by, as pOints of departure for fabulous metamorphoses and H·ide~ra.nging 

associations in time and space. These elements are all congregated here 

for the sensuous enjoyment of the passive audience or director of this 

entertainment. The language of the poem in its sensuous detail, use of 

colours, Hords with anbiguous meanings, use of local vocabulary like 

"fesses" (flexible stems), is designed to enchant and disorientate t.he 

reader, above all to convey an impression of joy in life in a 1'l'orld 

offering endless possibilities. Such is Brussels - a town where nature 

and man's creations have merged to create a harmonioUS wo!ld, where men 

anlmals and flm-Ters sing their joy under the sun and blue sky. 

Adam feels that "Est-elle almee? •• 11 (o.e., p. 83) is another 

impression of Brussels, and t.hat since it bears so many slmilarities to 

"Bruxelles" they are obviously contemporary, written in 1872.36 

----------------------------~-------------------------------------------

36Adam in Ri:nbaud, O. C., po 937:" e • ~ il convient de :t:a pprocher 
"Bruxelles" et "Est~e11e almTe?tt qui est, nous 1e verrons, la description 
d~une grande ville, Bruxelles evidemment, et qui contient merne nne phrase 
Ii tterale::1ent f.'er;lblable a celle-ci dans IIBruxelles": 'e I est trap beau! 
trap!' Or l'autogra:phe de "Est-elle almee?" porte une date, et c'est 
'juillet 1872" "" 
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It is true that there are similarities in these trlO poems , although this 

one is not a direct continuation or a part of "Bruxelles", since this time 

Rimbcwd is experimenting Hith the hendecasyllabic line, loosely 

assonanced. 

Adam's summa.ry of the poem is restricted to the first quatrain. 

He explains the second quatrain with Delahaye's statement that Rimbaud 

comes to himself and feels obliged to explain hiG imaginative flight. 

This was a common occurrence in "Bruxelles" after the dash, although, as 

here, the gloss led to more free association rather than a clarification. 

Adam explains! 

Une almee est une danseuse de l' 1nde. L' expression peut para,itre 
obscure, mais les deux vers qu'elle introduit l'expliquent. "Elle", 
c' est la gra,nde vllie que Rimbaud a SOllS les yeux. Nous sammes en 
pleine nult. Au lever du jour, la grande ville s'evanoulra-t-elle 
comme les mouvements des danseuses orientales, des danseuses-fleurs?37 

Is Brussels actually seen at nlght in the first quatrain? It 

would appear that the narrator is observing :Ehe t01-Tn from a height and 

seeing a panoramic vielO(. He is detached yet enchanted by its metamorphoses o 

It is this physical distance, :ta.ther than mental drifting, which allovlS 

him to visualize its shape and pulsating movement as an exotic dancer, 

an enormous, dazzling floHer. He wonders if the evening, ("les pre:nieres 

heures bleuesil surely by analogy with "les soirs bleus d' e.te." is the 

evening), will cause '~he t01m to wither and die, as do floYTers. Al ter-

natively, 1-[hen it. is Uluminated, will it consume itself like a firework? 

At the moment i-l:, is a dazzling vista, "splendide" being Rimbaud's epithet. 

37Adam in Rlmbaud, 0.<1., pp. 938-939y n. 1. 
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for towns which attract him. 

The second quatrain is cryptic. "G'est necessaire" certainly 

leads to theatrical or fairy tale il1"l3gery of lighted festivals at night 

with throngs of costumed figures, all set on the high seas. Perhaps 

this stAnza conveys the dual na~ure of this enormously prosperous, vital 

city. By day or night it is a festival, bringing enchanting enter-

tainment. 

Mounin, speaking of the development of modern poetry says: 

.OQDe Poe a Breton -- 1a pOGsie s'est donne des regles qUi contenaient 
en elles-memes une possibllite d'echec inapergue: en condamnant Ie 
discursif, Ie didactique, Ie narratif et Ie descriptif, pour ne 
dire croyait-elle que Ie vecu individuel Ie plus authentigue ••• on 
eliminait de plus en plus les references a la situation.) 

His remark applies to these tl-TO impressions of Brussels. Brussels is the 

backdrop for Rimbaud's joy, for sensuous pleasure, ultimately for his 

oNn "ope,l"8. fabuleux", produced by his vitl,tl drive for metamorphosis 

and nider horizons. He selects analogies for his state of mind from the 

stimulating Sights or sounds which lead to free, imaginative and essentially 

private associations. The poem is therefore hermetic. HOHever, by 

experiencing the poem as entertainment, the reader also senses the joy, 

the soaring sensuous excitement of this city. Despite the radical change 

in mocle of expression between these tHO poems, and his earlier Belgian 

sonnets, nO"l~ repudiated by his letter of June, 1871, to Demeny, the 

Belgian to'tms are still seen as sources of repose, sens-uou,s pleasure, 

opening of new vistan and freedom from the restrictions of society. They 

------------."==.-,~-----------

38Georges Jviounin, Commun~, Paris: Gallimard, 1969, 
p. 269~ 
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are still characteristically bathed in blue light, sunny sources of 

fulfillment. 
, 

"0 sa1sons, e cM.teaux •• ," (O.C., PPe 88-89), has been identified 

by several critics with Rimbaud' s Belgian experiences. While it is no'c 

a town poem, it does indicate Rimbaud's soaring joy, located specifically 

in his abandonment to Verlaine' s physical love. As Adam said, the meCtn

ing could not be clearer. 39 Its radiant joy, its expansive, simple 

acceptance of physical delight equated with complete happiness, indi-

cates that this poem might have been composed in Belgium, although 

the Ardennais or Vlalloon expression tIle coq gaulois" does not neces-

sarily confirm this as true. 

In "Alchimie du verbe" (O.Co_, p. Ill), Hhere this poem appears 

in a modified form, Rimbaud recounts: IILe Bonheur! Sa dent, douce a 
la mo~~t, m' avertissai t au chant du coq, - •• g - dans les plus sombres 

villes." The Belgian towns Vlere in reality often gloomy, industrialized 

conglomerations. Rimbaud's supreme joy is rooted in the presence of 

Verlaine Hhich transforms these tmms, so that the analogies selected 

frGm thBm express his awn happiness in 'lor-laine. The town is a back ... 

drop or treasure house of stimUli and analogies. 

As in the first set of Belgian sonnets, thel~ is no des~re for 

metaphysical trdnscendence, no interest in' society at large nor in 

social causes~ Rimbaud's former, rather puritanical justification of his 

sexual desires by the linking of the need for free sexual expression Hith 

the need for social and political and religious liberation ha.s disappeared, 

39 Adam in Rimbaud, 9. c 2.' . p. 9+7 e 
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as has all aggressivity and hidden obscenity. This poem is truly 

erotic for its own sake and not for purposes of social criticism, The 

poet accepts the necessity of true commitment even as :far as foreseeing 

possible future pain. Love and sexual expression are now seen as a 

personal, private :experience for personal ha.ppiness, 

+ ... 
Critics have identified references to the Belgian tOlV'l1S and 

experiences in two of the Illuminations. In "Vies III" (9n'C" p. 129), 

the phrase: "A que1que f~te de nuit dans une cite du Nord, j!ai rencontre 

toutes 1es femmes des anciens peintres.", appears in a catalogue of 

places where the narrator has acquired his knowledge of the Hor1d, This 

statement is seen by d iEa,ubonne as a recollection of the fair-ground at 

Saint-Gilles, visited by VerJ.aine and Rimbaud in 1872.40 Adam relates 

this phrase to the Flemish paintings seen possibly in museums in Antwerp.lH 

However, the most credible view is postulated by Bernard "I-1ho feels that 

despite their underlay of biographical experience, all these pla.ces 

are symboiic.42 This phrase Eymbolizes nis understanding, perhaps gained 

in Brussels, of the meaning of physical pleasu1.'e. In the context of this 

40Fran90ise d'Eaubonne, Y~2:Laine et Rimbaud, Faris: Albin Niche1 9 

1960, p. 124: ", •• Le champ de foire s'appelle Saint-Gilles ••• Tandis que 
devant les visages feminins qui dansent entre les estaminets, Teniers, 
Rembrandt et Breughels descendus de leur f'adre, Rinbaud enregistre: 'A une 
fete, dans une cite du Nord, jtai rencontre les femmes de tous 1es anciens 
peintres. 1t (Hereafter, d';:;aubonne, ~~hn~ et Riffl;b~-!£..) 

41Rimbaud, O.C., p. 987, n. 2; "On peut iJTI.8.giner que Rimba.ud 
veut dire simplement que dans cette ville gutil ne nomme pas -~ serait-ce 
Anvers? -- 11 a vu au musee des portrdits des feTames de quelques anciens 
peintres." 

42Berna.rd; geuv~s, po. L~91, n. 9: "Hais les details dti. texts 
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poem, the poet deliberately leaves this phrase open to varied inter-

pretations, the whole catalogue suggesting the acquisition of universal 

and someHha.t esoteric knowledge anYHhere in the world. Identification 

of this place and these women is contradictory to the poetUs aim of 

generalizing personal experiences. 

Adam very convincingly remarks that "Phrases" (0. C '.' 1313. 131-32), 

appears to be composed of hlO sep'arate poems.43 Several critics 

recognize the second poem, l-[ith its phrases separated by asterisks, as 

the re-creation of' memories of the Belgian tOl-TUS. Chadwick and Bernard 

see the !i.rst section as an evocation of a Belgian or Ardennais landscape 

seen in a rainy July. Chadwick says: 

11 est impossible de croire que cette description impressionniste 
d tune scene cha.mpetre typiquement f1amande date de juil1et 1874, 
car a ce moment~la Rimbaud se trouvait a Londres ••• En jutllet 1872, 
au contraire, il vagabondai t it tra. vers la C8;n1.Pfl4:JTIe de lao :Wrance du' 
nord et de Belgique en compagnte de Verlaine. 

The localization in the French or Flemish Ardennes is possible. As. 

Bernard notes, the retting of flax Has an Ardennais activity,45 although 

Rimbaud may be using a techI)ical term to indicate that the floHers are 

blighted by the cold dX'izzle. The fact that Rimbaud Has in Belgium in 

1872 does not automatically date this poem from this time. In fact, the 

analogies of a dismal, blighted landscape, with its overcast sky, the 

sont beaucoup plus fa-!!taisistes que dans Ie texte precede.nt, et peut-etre 
symboliques, bien que pouvant rappeler certaines donnees biographiques oo ." 

43Adam in Rimba,ud, O.C., p. 989. 

44 
ChadioTick, Etudes sur RiJ1lbaud, pc 112. 

45Bernard, Oeuvres, p. 1.j.97 , n. 6. 



taste of ashes in the air, the cynical question of why it is not already 

Christmas, all reflect the lonely mood of the poet. Similarly, these 

elements tend to indicate that if this is 'a. reCGllection of Belgium, then 

this is a much later poem, when the sunny idyll HUh Verlaine had been 

destroyed. It is a new vision of Belgium, echoing the misery of 

"Ouvriers" and "Dimanche", both reminiscent of London. 

The phras~, "Pendant que les fonds publics s'ecoulent en fetes 

de fraternite, il sonne une cloche de feu rose dans les nuages", is a 

beautiful isolated image, not localized. Several critics see it as an 

evol1.ation of the IIFete nationals" in Belgium, either on Ju:t.y 14th or 

21st, in 1872.46 

This impression of public festivity, by its recollection of joy 

and its colour symbolism, recalls the joyous Belgian towns of' earlier 

poems. Enclosed with these other phrases l'lhich evoke a dismal , solitary, 

blighted existence under a dismal northern skyscape, it would appear, 

that this phrase also evokes a Belgium l'.'hich has changed its nature as 

46Guiraud, ilL 'Evolution'~ ppe 209-210, sa.ys: "Cette cloche de 
feu rose dans les nuages, ces fonds publics s'ecou~nt en fetes de fTItt
emite, c'est un feu d'artifice de 14 juillet qUi rapproche d.es "fleurs 
rouies", de "la bruine des ·canaux par les champs" designe une ville du 
nord de la Fra.nce. 

Or Ie 14 jUille:i' 1872 Ie couple venait de quitter Paris et gagnait 
la Belgique a pied; il se trouvait .ce jour-J..a tres vraisemblerrtent a Arras 
au a Charleville. 11 pourlnit s'agir aussi du 21 jUillet, fete nationals 
belge, a Bruxelles. 

Le 14 juillet 1873, Rimbaud est a Bruxelles blesse, et. d I aHleurs 
la rupture est consommee; Ie 14 juillet 1874 i1 est a Londres avec Germain 
Nouveau. Juillet 1372 est done la seule date qu'on peut fixer pour ce 
texte, et cela en confor-mite avec Itevolution stylistique." Chad'Ylick, 
Etudes sur Rimbaud, po 112, agrees. Both Adam, Rimbaud, O.C., pps 189-
"i95:"" and Bern.8.1.'Cl, Oeuvres, pp. 496-497, agree Hi th the locs.liza tien 
and season without specifying a date. 
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the post's state of mind and emotional situation have changed. He is 

now lonely, alienated, bitter, apathetic, detached from the public joy, 

Despite the critics' dismissal of July 1873 as a possible date of compo-

sition, it liQuId appear to be a likely date for these recollections~ 

if they reflect biography. The poet is once more on the outside. 

+ 

... 
The Belgian towns are then different in essence from both 

Paris and Charleville It As Plessen observes: 

, •• en allant a Paris Ie jeune poete est ~ la recherche du centre de 
la vie (et la vraie vie c'est la 11tterature telle qu'on la pra~ 
tique a Paris), tandis que, s'H se dirige vers la Belgique, il 
espere echa pper a l' encerclement Houffe.nt de la patrie frangaise. 47 

Charleville Has alienating, he could not find communion nor communication 

there, While nature, dreams of an "a illeurs" over the horizon or in a 

mythic, golden age, blue and sunny in both cases, Here some compen

sation,4ff he soon concluded that the true cause of his o~m unhappiness, 

lay in oppression by Church and state, Hhose seat of operation was Paris. 

Anarchic revolution through physical violence and through poetry Has ne= 

cessary. He l'1'aS drawn to the centre for both activities. 

As Plessen says: 

La Commune est la plus evidente manifestation de ces fissures qui 
menagaient Ie viell ediflce social. Nais la science, elle aussi, ava.it 
ouvert des br~ches beantes dans la traditionnelle vision du monde~. e 

Ie poete sera incapa.ble de croire a: la belle ordonnance d.u monde 

47P1essen, Promenade, p. 283, n. ~c 

48See "Sole11 et chair" and the viSions of "Les Poetes de 
II 

sept ans. 



et de l'espace telle que la concevait encore le XVre siecle avant 
les grandes decouvertes astronomiques et physiques.49 
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Thus, like all men of his age, Rimbaud is a man who has lost his centre. 

He is a frontiersman. 

It was after the disappointments of Paris as centre, in 1870, 

and 1872, that Rimbaud sought the Belgian t01'1nS. There he selected and 

created his 01'1n stable, sunny, cosy l1or1d, by excluding all but the 

sources of joy, by placing himself on the inside and refusing tOo look 

out at society, by theatricalizingboth-nature and the town to create his 

ol1n insulated, ideal world~ Belgium is in many ways a day-dream, despite 

the reality of his presence there and the allusions to re8,1 Sights, It 

is certainly a compensatory refuge from the harsh realities of Paris and 

Charleville, a rejection of both these t01ms. As a man in search of his 

centre, Rimbaud Cl~ates it or finds it on a physical level in the 

Belgian towns. Poems like "Bruxelles" indicate Rimbaud's increasing 

preoccupation with his inner world, a search for a centre, or an ideal 

tOl'1n, in his Dim mind. The later prose poems continue this process 

of interlorization. 

49plessen, ~~~~, p. 283. 
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THE CmiPOSITE TOHNS OF THE PROSE POEHS 

In Un Hang~, the mind is compared to a palimpsest whose 

successive layers of impressions are never effaced, with the difference 

that each layer of experience or each sentiment registered in the human 

mind is the product of an individual consciousness. Hmorever disparate 

these impressions TilaY appear, if they V1ere revealed simultaneously, the 

pattern of their arra.ngement would form a harmonious whole. De Quincey 

me11tions possible causes of simul taneous revival of all these' la.yers of 

impressions, some of which have been suggested 8.S causes of Rimbaud IS 

i:nspiratlon in the l}lum~tions:_ 

'Oui, lecteur, innombrables sont les po~mes de jole ou de chagrin qui 
se sont graves successive~ent sur le palimpseste de votre cerveau, ••• 
leurs couches incessantes se sont accuraulees et se s~nt, chacune 
a son tour, recouvertes d' oubll. f·lais a l' heure de la mort, ou bien 
dans la flevre, ou par"les recherches de l'opium, tous ces po~mes 
pGuvent reprendre de 10. vie et de la force. Ils ne sont pas morts, 
ils dorraent.'l 

This extended metaphor aptly describes the form and composition 

of Rimbaud's mind as it is revealed in the Illuminattons'and to a certain 

exte11t in Une Saison en enfer. 2 These prose poems appear to be palimpsest 

lCharles Bauielaire, Q.n :':an~eur d' 0Ei~, VIII, "1e Palimpseste" p 

Oeuvres Com~C':ltes, Faris: Gallimard, 19.54, p. .5419 (hereafter, 2.&). 

2It. is not su.ggested that this revelation of the passibilities of 
the mind In Baudelaire's translation of De Quincey and in Les Paradis 
artificie~ is the direct inspiration for Rimbaud's experiments in compo
si tion of nell poetry. He certainly kne1-T this Hork anci admired. Baudela.ire 
as lI'le premier voyant, roi des poetes, un vra,i Dieu.'v (O.Cet p. 253~) -. -

159 
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pages of Rimbaud' s impressions of his existence with all their layers sim-

ultaneously made visible. They form complex yet coherent patterns under 

the impetus of some creative dvive or liberating force. 3 As a product 

of Rimbaud's mind, each poem has its cnm internal coherence. Ultimately, 

what is perhaps revealed in these poems is a complex mind and existence. 

In the Illuminations, Rimbaud's obsession 1'1ith memories. or visions 

of urban landscapes and experiences reaches its climax, Of these fort.y-two 

poems, seven-are completely preoccupied with urban imagery.4 Hanyothers 

contain images of urban architecture, memories or evocations of towns either 

experiencedpeTsonally or in reading, and earlier states of mind or att'itudes 

occasioned by actual tOi1nS. 5 All these poems are important for our study 

of the town in Rimbaud I s work. Their genera.l forMat and the critic3,l 

problems they present must be discussed here befor-e we proceed to ana.lyse 

3In several of these poems, statements of the actual experience 
of revival of these layers of consciousness, or a resume of his sources, 
method and hopes for his work are given. In "Veillees II", (~f p. 139), 
he speaks of "--R~ve intense et rapide de groupes sentimentaux avec des 
~t,J:'es -de -tGUS leseam-oteres pa-rmi- toutes les@.pF@x·€mG~s", HhiGh seems to 
sum up the scope of the vision a~d state of mind required for this creation. 
In "Vies IV", (O.C., p. 148),the speaker exhorts an unknown creater: IIMais 
tu te mettras aCe travail: toutes les possibi1ites harmoniques et archi= 
tecturales s'emouvront aut~ur de ton si~ge. Des ~tres ps.rfaits, imprevus, 
s' offriront a. tes expe.riences. Dans tes environs affluera reveusement 1a 
curiosite d'anciennes foules et de luxes oisiIs. Ta memo ire et tes sens ne 
seront que la nourriture de ton impulsion crea.trice. Quand au monde, quand 
tu sortiras~ que sera-t-il devenu? En tout cas, rien des ap)?8-rences actuelles." 

I, 
--r"Ouvriers" I "Les Ponts", "Villell

, "Villes, Ce sont les villes ••• ", 
(hereafterJ "Villes I"), "Villes, L' acropole officielle oo .", (hereafter~ 
''''Villes II'" "Netropoli tain" and "Promontoire". 

511Apres le deluge", "Enfance", "Parade", "Being Beauteous", "Vies", 
"Dep3Tt", ,iA une raison", "Phrases", "Ornieres", "Vagabonds", "Veil1ees", 
"Aube", "Fleurs", "Fete d' hiver", "Fairy I", "JeunE:sse", "Scenes", "Soir 
historique", IIBottom", "Devotion", and "Democratle". 
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their individual aspects. 

Hackett, comparing them to earlier to~-rn poems, remarks that 

It ••• the treatment is more general, as is indicated by the titles themselves, 

., • Instead of the localised t?bleau~ of the early poems, He have vast 

kaleidoscopic visions. 1I6 contrary to his early poetry, his more general 

treatment and the amalgamation of disparate imagery in these poems prevents 

t.hem from being neatly labelled Hith the name of a tOHn, or placed within 

a framevlOrk of biographical detail. They are composite poems and composite 

to'tTnS, and moreover, as Rimbaud cried in "Nuit de I' enfer", "Decide.ment, 

nous sommes hoI's du monde." 

The palimpsest does not yield up its images as simply as they were 

originally recorded. As they lo.tch on to other apparently unrelated im-

pressions, this superposition produces new v~tterns and relationships, 1n-

evitably distorting t.he original matter. These obsessive and composite 

urban mataphors, liberated from the mind "hich ha.s. recorded them,are Rimbiud's 

creations of nel-[ to'tTns. 

Dissension among Rimbaud's critics also reaches its climax with 

the Illumina1:,i6n~, and to a lesser extent Hith Une Sai80n en enfer. Attempting 

to classify these somewhat chaotic and disorientating syntheses, in which 

memories of the real landscape of the Horld seem to metamorphose into ori

ginal, othenrorldly visions, they focus on two aspects of the problem: the 

dating of these poems, and the disentangling of the real from the visionary 

aspects of these poems. 

As our chronology indicates, Hhen R.imbaud probably began the 

Il~~!1tion~, and certainly Une 53.i80n en enfer, he had visited London, 

~ackettf "Splendides villes", p. 48. 
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which is recognized by critics as the primary urban source in these poems, 

It is possible that by the time he han completed them, he had travelled as 

far as Java, and that this accounts for his oriental la.ndscapes.7 \lIhile it 

is in the Illumina.tions that Ri:nbaud's verbal geographic horizons Niden to 

name tmms and especially countries from allover the Horld, he had never 

visited Damascus, Carthage, Brooklyn, Japan, Byzantium or Africa, any ·more 

than he ha.d seen the sea Hhen he composed "1e Bateau ivre" or examined the 

exotic flora mentioned in liCe qu'on dit au po~te a propos de fleurs". These 

tovms and countries are evoked Hith equal conviction and effect as the sup-

posed "real sources". 

'-[hile irrefutable recognition of certain tmms in the poetry vlOuld 

help to ascerta,in the date of composition of the poem in relation to 

Rimbaud's travels, there is no evidence in the poems as to Hhether these 

details are memories or immediate transcriptions of experience. Even this 

much evidence of source is therefore of Hmi ted help in exact. dating. 

In the Illuminations, the same group of urban features has been 

identified by different critics as corresponding closely to seve~l very 

different tOHl1S. 8 It 1'lOuld seem that an air of versi:nilitude is the most 

7Adam, "1'Enigme", p& 226, calls the Illumin:'l,tions, " •• • le livre des 
souvenirs de Rimbaud Ie voyageur ••• ", and relates "DemOClt3. tie" to Java. 

8"promontoire" I (0. C., pp. 148-9), evokes Scarborou!Sh, according to 
De Graaf, "Scarborough ", ~ 91-3, and UnderHood, "R. et l'Ang,",p:p. 31-2, who 
also sees a commrison to the neH London embankments, Alice Halicka, Hier: 
Souvenirs, Pari~: Edit'ions du Pavois, 1946, pp. 187-8, sees in the same poem, 
". :-:une description de NeH-York prophetique, surprenante de verite. Chaque 
phrase corres pond a une reali te." She proceeds to analyse the poem and rna tch 
each detail Hi th a He"T York land.mark. In a general Hay, they do match. Roland 
Mortier, "Deux ~veries deva-nt Ie promontoire: Hugo et Rimbaud", Bulletin 
de l' AC8.demie RJ?lal~ de Bruxel,l.e,!!, Lt8 (1970), pp. 123-135, finds a literary 
source in Hugo's obsession vrith promontories as ga tel-Jays to the infinite. 
(Hereafter: ~lortier, "Deux reveries".) 
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one can expect as indication of source or memory. Rimbaud's sources are 

not used for a, guide-bookish description, but rather they are deliberately 

unidentified and presented as unlmmm or fantastic places 1 and combined 1'ti th 

other strange or fictitious elements to create nerT vistas for the imagination, 

The identification of these sources does not explain the impact of these 

poems. The inte:cl\1ingling of "realll lfi th II imaginary" is the essence of this 

poetry, as is the disorientation in time and space effect--ed by this delib-

erate non-localization. 

The final answers to these questions of dates and sources are not 

in sight. Fortunately, the essential questions posed by this study can all 

be ansl·mred independently of our knoHledge of exact dates of composition or 

exact sources, How is the tOvTn presented by Rirabaud in each poem? vThat 

are the areas of urban geography which interest him? i-Ihat analogy a.oes this 

urban imagery have Hi th the contents of Rimbaud' s mind.'? Hhat does the tmrn 

represent for Rimbaud in ea,ch poem? Hhat is the role of urban imagery in 

the poem and perhaps in his concept of his poetry? 

A parable from Baudelaire's transla.tion of De Q.uinceysuggests the 

necessary approach to the tOlVllS in Rimbaud I s prose poems: 

Un homme de genie, melancolique, misanthrope, et vaulant se venger 
de l'injustice de son sieele, jette un jour au feu tautes Ses oeuvres 
encore n~nuscrites. Et comme on lui reprochait cet effroyable holocauste 
fait a la haine, qui, d'ailleurs, etait Ie sacrifice de toutes ses propres 
espcirances, iJ·repondit: 'Qu'importe? ce qui atait important, c'etait 
que des choses fUGsent £ree:::E,; elles ont ete creees, d.onc elles sont.,9 

Similarly, since Rimbaud' s tOlm poems and il1'.ages have been created, they 

9Baudelaire, 2... C., p. 9+ 1. 
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exist. However ephemeral the vision, inspiration or interest ~~y have been 

for Rimbaud, at the moment when he recorded his images, they Nere of 

vital importance to him. This poetic legacy interests us as a permanent 

source of suggestion and poetic vision. 

Since these are composite t,o"YlTIS which are remembered or created 

in these prose poems, classifica.tion of the tONn poems presents some 

difficulty and shifts according to the aspect of the town selected as 

classifier. The Jc;own poems can be considered from the viel1point of all the 

categories of urban geography selected earlier. Similarly, as in the early 

poems, these tmm poems are also used for purposes of theatricalization 

of reality, for social commentary, for escape and therapy, for comment on 

nature and the natural, as an analogy to personal emotions or as a demon-

stration of his poetic discoveries. In these later poems, given the variety 

yet anonymity of the tOim features of each poem, there is the added area 

of discussion of Rimbaud's attit'ude to a certain type of tmm rather than 

to a particular tmmo 

It Nas decicled that each of the poems completely preoccupied with 

urban imagery, (ItOuvriers", "Les Ponts", "Ville" , "Villes I", "Villes II", 

"Hetropolitain" and "promontoire"),lO YTould be analysed as an entity, despite 

the inevitable overlapping of comment Hithin these poems, The overlaps 

lOpy, Illuminations, p. 
chronologiques n'auront de chance 
non sur I' ensemble arbitraire des 
ceaux etudies en lUi-meme." The 
all its aspects in this poetrYe 

XVI, asserts: " ••• les necessaires recherches 
d'etre fecondes que 8i elles portent 
Illu;:lina tions, mais sur chacun des mor-
same star;;;;;ent applies to the town in 



Hill be taken to ind1.cate obsessive preoccupation Hith this aspect 

of the tOi'111S in this poetry. '1'his study of these seven poems I-lill con-

stitute the next section of this chapter. 

Since so ma.ny other poems in the Illumina~ have some reference 

to some aspect of the tmm listed above, in the section folloHing these 

seven analyses, the rest of the prose poems, as well as the verse poems 

previously described, Hill be aligned under the headings of urban 

geogra phy and role of the tOliffi in the poems, and the findings from these 

ana.lyses of the seven tmm poems summarized under these headings. 'rhis 

l'lill give a thorough and statistically complete view of the urban themes 

and imagery of these composite poems. 

The concluding section of this chapter will be largely speculat.ive, 

attempting to offer answers as to how and why Himbaud might have produced 

or arrived at, these astohishing vieHs of towns in some of these prose poems~ 

+ 

Since Rimbaud gave no indication of their order, the seven town 

p0(9ffiswHl·be f'ollowed through ill this section accoNfng to the order in 

which they appear in the 2~uvres c~t~, w·hieh is in fa.ct that bf Feneon, 

from the first editionoll 

-----_ .. _--
111~ac:oste, IlluIIlins.tions, Painted Pla.tes, po 139, quotes from a letter 

fTofil Fcneoll of Apr{l193'~~ua raison, que Ie ra.ng des 
feuillets a. moi livres ayaH varie au gre des Ola"f1ipulations qu'lls avait 
subies, pourquoi me serais-je fait scrupule d'arranger a mon gout ce 
jeu de cai'tes hasardeux?" This statement underlines the discontinuous 
nature of these prose poems.. . 
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Adam feels that critics have read far too much into "Ouvriers", 

(~C., p. 133), by placing it in a particular country, in a particular 

year, and by relating it to some episode in Rimbaud's life, while that 

which should attract our attention is the presence of 8. poem in the 

Illuminations which appears to have no symbolic meaning or deep message. 12 

It is true that from the point of view of vocabulary and syntax, it is one 

of the most accessible of the ~inati~n~. . Contrary to Adam's assessment~ 

it preEents a social situation widespread in nineteenth century industrial 

t01m~. This depiction of a particul,~r instance lwuld seem to broach a 

mora.l or soclal issue. 13 The plural title, without an article, already 

---.--~-------------------------------

l2Adam, in Rimbaud, O.C., p. 9910 Hany critics have attempted 
to date and localize this poem:--Chadwick, ~es ,sur lU.mba21,9;" PPe 110-
Ill, dates it 1873 -when Rimbaud was in Lond.on in Ft:bruary and quotes The 
Times to prove that there Has unusual flooding of the Thames in January 
18737 St~rI<ie, Rimbaud t pp. 314-315, agrees with the localization but 
dates it 18?l./- wh8l1Rimbaud and Nouveau ap:P-:1rently worked for a time in a 
cardbo3.rc1.-box fact..n'Ye She speculates that Rimbaud set up house with a 
girl after Nouveau's departure e Fowlie, Rimba.ud r p. 188, finds it: 
"A fairly realistic picture which Rimbaud Imel-T intiln:'?.tely of the north, 
of the Ardennes and Belgium." 

Certain de~ls do suggest London.: its sprawling mass as it con
tinua-l-ly -deV0u.:ro.a itsCG1Hrkeyside bec-aHsB ef Hsboomi:ng industry, pnpue.. 
lat.ion and row housing and the incredible rags Horn by the poor, Which 
continually struck foreign visitors. For example: Dore and Jerrold, London: 
~rima e, London: Grant and Cae, 1872, pp. 35-36, (hereafter; Do~ 
London, sI<etched and remarked: "An English croHd is almost the ugliest in 
the-wDrld; because the poorer classes are but the copyists in costume of 
the rich ••• the poverty of the ''fearerS has a startling abject air. It 
is, as I heard a stranger reill.ark, 'misery advertised' "5 

13The Yfhole poem seems to have a simila-r message to that of Emile 
in his farel'fell to Paris: "Adieu, done, Paris» ville oele bra, ville de 
bruit, de funlee et de boue ••• Adieu Paris: nous cherchons l'amour~ Ie 
bonheur, If innocence; nous ne serons jamais assez loin de toi./I Jean
Jacques Rousseau, Flmile, Faris: Garnier, 1964, IV, p. LI44 e 
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generalizes the couple to represent them as typical young Norkers in an 

industrial metropolis. OUr inability to place the details of the land-

scape and climate in a definite c'ontext adds to this impression of a 

gene:mlized situation. \{ords like lila ville II , lila banlieue", despite their 

defini te articles, and the fa.ct'that they are conCJ::e"te nouns, are generel, 

and vague, a.nd in no v18.y evoke a particular landscape. 

The urban geography is presented from the vantage point of a 

Horking boy Halking in the outskirts of a large industrialtel-ln with his 

female companion. Since he describes her pathetic second-hand finery and 

her actions, she becomes part of the landsca.pe, "une chere image", as well 

as representing the Horking poor of the t01'1n o The unseasona.ble ~outh 

Hind, the overcast sky, the recen,t floods are mentioned, as are memories 

of other climates lmmm or dreamed about. The localization is sufficient 

to indicate a northern, industrial tmm on a river, polluted rIith smoke 

and noise, vlhich steadily devours and blights its countryside and its 

citizens, who cannot escape it. As such, it resembles Verlaine's London, 

but also his Charleroi. 14 Its inhabitants are drawn to the town for op-

portunities for Hork, but become eXiled. and deprived there. It is the ne-

gating qua.lities of this tOHn which force the boy's decision to escape to 

an unloc.alized "elseVlhere", in di:rect opposi tion 9Y climate and atmosphere 

to this towne 

--------------~--------------------------------------.---------------

14Verlaine, OoC., I, "Sonnet boiteux", 510: "Londres fume et crie o 

o quelle ville de la Bible!" In a letter to Le:pelletier, 24th September, 
1872, O.C., I, 988, he comI!lents: "Clest tres bien cette incroyable ville, 
noir0 "C"OOiffie les corb(::laux et bruyante cor.me les ce.nards, ••• ir.;mense, bien 
qu'au fond elle ne soit qU'un ramassis de petites villes cancanieres, 
rivales, laides et plates, a •• 

1t Cha.rleroi was quoted in connection l-l'ith 
the Belgian towns, p. 135. 
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.The basic opposition is set up through a series of tensions in 

the seemingly simple narrative. iolhile "La ville, avec sa fumee et ses 

bruits de metiers •• ,II is not mentioned until the last paragraph, it is 

the esse!1tial psychological subject of the poem$ It is a modern 11oloch. 

'fhe south Hind creates the tensions as it reveals the diseased countryside, 

the poverty of the Horkers and the dissatisfaction of the boy by.s·tirring 

his memories, It also reveals his isolation and alienation since it does 

not affect the vroman in the same way. Although the narrator often speaks 

as II nous", implying communion with his companion, they cannot communicate. 

He guesses her feeling: "Cela ne devait pas fatiguer ma femme au m~me point 

que moi. u Unlike the girl, he finds no source of hope or int.erest in the 

sight of the new life in the puddle. Instead, he remembers his past, his 

fruitless search for skills and strength in the tmms, his summer despairs 

and esc8.pe from his childhood home. The town has not fulfilled his hopes 

and nee.cls nor ever wille The opposition he invokes is not to this child-

hood home further south, but to u ••• l'autre monde, l'habitation benie 

par Ie ciel et les ombrages! 11 It is a place Hhose sky blesses, a pla.ce 

which protects and co~forts. It is not geographically specific, nor even 

real, but nonetheless condemns this tOlm e 

"Je" speaks directly to the reader. A mood of sad lassitude is 

produced for most of the poeme This mood is conveyed by the deliberately 

prosaic Hard order and the succes6ion of flat direct. statements. The use 

of lIet" to produce t\olO parallel phxases also enhances this effect of 

weariness, or monotony.l) The parallel six syllable groups are like 

15For example: "Un bonnet ~ t'ubans,/ et un foulard de soie"; 
"des jardins ravages / et des pres desseches". which is also assonanced. 



alexandrines, a rhythm which is so conventional that the echo of it. in 

a prose poem gives a sense of confinement and dullness 4 The brief comment 

"C'etait bien plus triste qu'un deuil", despite the com:pa.rison,ls a statement 

of fact, with its penetrating sadness enhanced by the preponderance of 

monosyllables. It falls like a stone. The vocabulary also lays heavy 

stress on nouns and adjectives Vlhich emphasize collectively the 

desolation and debilitating effects of this atmosphel~.16 The device of 

the first person narrator gives an intimate, immediate tone, so that one 

witnesses the forming of the dec~siDn to escape this tmm. 

The decisive tone of the end of the poem lead.s from the two an= 

imated invocations: "0 cette chaude matinee de fevrier', and "0 I'autre 

monde ••• ", which resemble primit.ive prayers by their verbless naming of 

the sources of inspiration. This animation contrasts with the deadened 

tone used to describe the term t s realm. Also, the change of tense, from a 

JX?st evoca.tion to immediate future adds vitality. It is a carefully 

structured poem, 

As Adam says, it is "Une scene tres Simple, emcuvante et pro

fondement humaine.,,17 Bernard's remark that "Le realisme de ce texte est, 

en tout cas, curieux, et tranche sur 1 'allure habituelle des Illumim.tions n18 

is justified, However, the realistic detail is not used to recorda personal 

incident or to tell a story. "Je est un autre" here as much as in the more 

16For example: "indigents absurds", It jeune misb::e", II triste", "deuil", 
II couvert", II vilcdns odeurs", "jardins ra vages", "pres desseches", If fumee" , 
"brui ts", II f.lisera:bles incidents", "desespoirs d! Eite", "horrible", It ~Hoign8 
de mOi", "avare IEYs", "des orphelins fiances". 

17Rimbaud, O.C, p. 991. 

18 Bernard, Oeuvres, p. 498, ne 1. 
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fantastic poems. A profound consciousness of the misery of the poor in 

an industrial tmm Has necessary to compose this poem" It is the same 

consciousness and pity 1-Thich speaks in "Delires I", "Vierge folIe", (9.,&, 

po 103): 

Parfois il parle,en une fa90n de patois attendri, de la mort qui fait 
repentir, des malheureux qui existent certainel'lent, des travaux pe
nibles, des departs qui dechirent les coeurs. Dans les bouges au nous 
nous enivrions, 11 pleurait en considerant ceux qui nous entouraient, 
betail de la nlisere ••• 

The couple is an example of this IIbetail de la mis~rell, of these "malheureux", 

and the causes of their condition are the "travaux peniblesll imposed by 

this industrial tmm. The poem echoes sentiments held by Rimbaud since 

the time of IISoleil et chairll, that. modern civilization and its towns 

are sterile or d.ebilitating, an unsuitable grovrth medium for mankind. 

Whether the impetus for this present statement "l'laS given by spe-

elfie incidents and experiences in London, which is very pOSSible, or 

by a distillation of observations in many industrial towns in Europe, 

·the poem is a moral indictment and an expression of pity for the poor 

and the young, deprived of their rightful happiness and opportunities 

for growth in this desert vrhich is the modern industrial tmm. Such 

tOHns are rejected in favour of another vlOrld, an oasis of clear sky 

and shade, not man~made but a suitable abode for man. 

- "Les Ponts" (OIC" PPti 133-134), Has copied on the same sheet 

8.S "Ouvriers". Any thematic connection is doubtful, beyond a tmm 

location, and possibly an evocation of London, if-ma.ny critics are correct. 19 

19For example, Bernard, Oeuv~, p. 498, states: "Le terms de 
cana.l evoque Londres~ ••• et aussi la dimension de ces ponts tellement 
~ et leger~, ••• s' est-il inspire d' une ancienne gravure?" ChadWick, 
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Ver1aine and Nouveau, French visitors vrith Rimbaud to London, on their 

arrival both commented on the bridges, and dull, natural lighting, Dare 

made eng~~vings not only of the Thames bridges but of the numerous foot-

bridges spanning the canyon-like streets and the docks, another possible 

visual source if London is at the base of this vision.20 Since most old 

cities owe their origins to the~r accessibility by river or sea, many 

terms visited by Rimbaud would have had numerous bridges sp3.rming vlatert-lays. 

The influence of a painting cannot be ruled out. The HOrdS "cj.els" 

and !Idessin" appear early, the arrangement of the scene in many ways re-

sembles an artist's blocking out of masses and lines on canvas. Every-

thing is unified by the look of the narrator, Nhich implies that every-

thing is there all at once, as in a pictu:ce. Rimbaud' s desire to give 

the effect of a picture is a more probable axpla,nation. Even if it 

]!iuc1~~ur RiE~' p. 141, affirms: tlL"eau large _~mme un b:r,:;tE! de meE 
est eVidemrnent la Tamise." Delahaye, Les Illuminations at Una Saison 
an enfer de Ririlbaud, Paris: Messein , 1927, p. 92, finds :rese"mblances 
to an=OICi picture and thinks London is the source because of the light 
effects in the poem. Underl'lOOd g in his article, "R"et l' Ang.", p. 25, sees 
several London elements in this poem and also suggests t'hat the scene 
was rns]5ired by an· illuminated manuscript seen in -tFie Brl tfsh -Hu.seuin-. He 
mentions the guards noted by Verlaine, a.c., I, 1002, as the source of 
the "veste rouge" and ,n instrume nts de iUUSlq.ue li

• 

20Verlaine, ~Cq I, 9799 A Lepelletier, le 20 septembre, 1872: 
"Pants veritablement babyloniens, avec des centaines de piles en fonte, 
grosses et hautes comme feu 1a Colonne ••• ll fait depuis 80n arrive un temps 
superbeoQ.,irnagine un 801eil couchant vu a. travers un crepe gris •• 0 II Jean 
Richepinr ItGoN. et R. II

, p. 128, quotes a letter from Uouveau of IvIarch 26th 
1874: "Londres, a 1 v arrivee , f.\'a produit. une impression d'etouffement 
physique et mOl~l; lumi~re dieclipse, odeur de f.\USC et de charbon dans les 
rues ••• nlen fi!:isseYlt IE.s, les ponts, et combien plus hauts de p3.I'apets 
qu1aux bords fJ.euris de la Seine; ••• " See also Dore, London.!. ppu 10, 
13, 24, 32, and 131 respectively. 
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is a trdnsposition of a real scene, it is staged, exaggerated to 

produce this impression of proliferating geometry. If it is imaginary, 

there is still no doubt that Rimbaud selected man-made urban forms as 

an analogy to the contents of his mind, or as the place he sought. 

This urban scene is minutely described by an impersonal observer. 

He seems to have his vantage point in the centre of one of the bridges, 

to be looking dmofTI the Hide wateY1-Tay so that the banks, Heaghed down by 

the massive domed buildings, a.re on the edge of his vision. The sky is 

mentioned first, and in mineral terms, Then the eye moves to this strange 

tangle of bridge-like structures, and like that of a surveyor, carefully 

judges their forra, angles of intersection, perspective and direction of 

movement. He strains to identify certain objects in the distance, care

fully noting the ambiguities of their appearance and suggesting possible 

identifications. li'igureE: are glimpsed, sounds heard, colours and lights 

mentioned, The eye moves dOiillwa:rd. to the Hater whose colours are noted, 

Abruptly the eye is dazzled by a white beam from the sky which seems to 

annihilate the Nhole scene •. The impression is thus given that perhaps 

this complex scene Has an optical illUSion, something quite different 

from this urban landscape carefully described for its topognphy, archi

tecture, climate, society, sounds, colour and movement, 

The real problems for the reader occur i-1hen attempting to vis

ualize this scene, to orientate himself Hith the aid of the reasoned 

details addressed to him by the narrator. It is a crOi,rded scene and 

the Hho1e effec.t is dizzying, as is a view from a high bridge. Hhile 

the conviction remains throughout that the scene and each detail has 

special signif:tcance, one is left wondering what has been presented, how 
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one has been manipulated or g~ided in this ·poem, where everything 

moves and the mind tries unsuccessfully to take in everything at once. 

Perhaps Hine; explains best the total impact of the poem and 

arrives at a satisfactory explanation of the poet's purpose in presenting 

this scene: 

The term comecHe is metaphoric, suggesting that, VIhile the vision 
shares the magic of spectacle, neither the external v[orld transformed 
by the Poet's gaze nor the Poet's own impressions have any more 
enduring reality than the fatasT~goria of theatrical decor, In that 
sense the term points to the sepa.:ration bet~reen text and. external 
reference, as a result it indicates that the text is a self-sufficient 
semantic system e This suggests the lndependance of the verbal se
quence from 'realit,y', and although this separation is viev.led ironic
ally, it is clearly the triuml)h of art: the HO:rd has disengaged itself 
from literal meaning and thereby aQquired poetic value.I.The poem 
is its own subject, a performance in Hhich the Poet disylays his 
verbal skill. Behind the guise of self ~denigra,ting irony, the 
reader is invited to admire the Poet's mastery.21 

The tOi'in, therefore, is a gratuitous spectacle, giving materia.l for verba,l 

aerobatics Hhich compel the reader to follow the dizzying motio.n, to 

Il€ru:;;e the harmonious pat.terns of its geometric structures, to perceive 

with as many senses as possible Hhat are essentially beautiful, joyful 

images, to be finally tran~ported into or stimulated by this world which 

Is simply t.here, l::.hen simply vanishes. Richard. makes a simIlar comment, 

although he feels t.hat Rimbaud is also imparting a profoundly human 

vision of structures c
22 

21Nathaniel Hing~ "Rimbaud's 'Les Ponts', 'Parade', 'Sdmes',: 
The Foern as Performance", The French RevieHp XLVI, no. 3 (February, 1973), 
p. 5lL~, (hereafter: Hing, "l'oen as Ferf'orrl1.ance"). 

22J ._p • Richard, Foesie et Profondeur, ParisI Edit10ns du Seuil~ 
1955, PP. 244-45, says: "Cetta comedie, c'est-a-dire ce Teel ronge 
d I irrealite, cette architecture depourvlte de conviction lnaterielle et 
tout au fond d' elle-meme denuee de serieux ••• Rirabaud lui-merne les trai te 
paradoxalement a la fois comme des fantasmagories et comme des spectacles; 
il.souligne Ie fait <j.u'elles sont issues de lui et que sans lui elles 
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The fact remains that for the duration of the poem, one accepts 

the scene descyibed as materially present, Each ~mpression is either 

in sha.rp focus, or it is implied that fuzziness of impression is caused by 

physical distance from the observer. Since verbal skill and creation, 

or manipulation of our percept~ons by verbal means,are at issue, this 

presentation of urban imagery is worth closer scrutiny. 

The form of the poem, typographically one dense paragraph~ 

conti~ibutes to the impression of a crovrded scene, a condensed series of 

rapid and unstable visual and auditory impressions. There is too much 

in too little space for the mind to take it in all at once. The 

syntax is clear enough. The sentences give an impression of hastily 

recorded detail. One has to move rapidly through them to folloH the 

rapid movement of the narl~tor's eyes, as each element ef the sentence 

supplies a nel'l, often disconcerting detail. A t the same time, there are 

long sentences, as decorated with details as the bridges themselves, and 

one has to follow them Hithout pause to the end. For the most part, the 

verbs are verbs of motion. By following the direction of the movement 

1na.iCa-cea., bne {laS -the- same impressToil as froll) a train, Sllen is the ra-

pidity of presentation of detail in space, that the scenery is moving, 

the observer iwrrobile • Great differences in heights and depths are noted, 

the architectural and natural features are extraoroinary in Size, length 

n'existeraient pasp mais c'est seulement afin de les projeter hors de lui 
sur un ecran de verre ou de l"B,pier, et de les transfor:ner en objets spec~ 
taculaires. En fa.ux objets, pa..r consequent," " ••• Il jette en tout cas 
au milieu du gouffre l'horizontalite. d'un reseau tres humain. Et cette 
humanite s'affirme aussi dans leur minceur, leur longueur, leur fragilite p 

dans cs caractere toujours menace qui est Ie leur, et qui apparait s1 bien 
a travers Les Ponts •• see sont des harmonies fixees et des lieux de passage: 
les seuls possibies arcs~en-c1el du paysage humain." ( hereafter: Richard., 

Poesie at .EE?!o!1deUr ). 
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or form, producing a sense of "fOnder as v1el1 as of constantly changing 

focus. Irregular flashes of colour or light or reflections from shiny 

surfaces strike our eyes. The cu1minati0n of the poem is the ray of 

light "Thich dazzles us and makes us lose our rather fragile bearings 

completely. The music evoked makes (fDe strain to perceive or join the 

communal festivity_ 

In this poem, while the structures and other features described 

are all separately recognizable as possible elements of towns and could 

be found in real tOvms visited by Rimbaud, their treatment here creates 

a totally neH town because of our altered perceptions, guided by the poet. 

It is a more beautiful, complex tmm than those He know. It conveys a 

sense of soaring joy and importance. It is "accessible a tous les sens", 

and whatever its origins, it belongs in the world of poetry rather than 

in nineteenth cent~ry Europe. It is created and erdsed for our pleasure 

a,nd that of the narrator, ami is thus a "P'3-ysage possible", an example 

of "1e lieu et 10, formule" or the pa.limpsest of the mind, a "painted plate". 

Ponts'~ in the same ha.nd. In many Hays, this poem is a pendant to 

"Ouvriersll
• It evoJms the atmosphere and social organization inside the 

industrial torrn. Even Adam seems to agree with the other critics that 

this poem contains elements of Rirnbaud's experiences in and impressions 

of London. 23 It is true that many of the details in this poem can be 

23Adam in Rimba.ud, O.C. 9 p. 992, says that this poem: " ••• donne 
l'tmpression que Ritlbcwd a, cette fois, dans l' esprit une ville reelle~ 
qu'ill'a m~me sous les yeux ... ". Bernard, Oeuvres, p~ 500, states: 
" ••• S1 lIon fait 1e part de la tlansposition:-Il ne para1t pas douteux 
que Rimbaud traduit ici des impressions londoniennes." UnderHaod, IVReflet.s 
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related to the London of the 1870s. Adam objects to this -precise local-

ization: that there were many churches ("monuments de superstition ") 

in London; that the generalizations about the morals, education and cus-

toms of the population are patently false when applied to London. Neither 

one is really valid. If this is a transposition of impressions of 

London, as seems likely, this circumlocution does not necessarily indicate 

churches. Rimba.ud, a poverty-stricken tourist, scarcely speaking English, 

mingling \-Tith the poorest classes, could ;"el1 have gained this impression of 

the uniformity and simplicity of the masses, The fact the Rimbaud compares 

these millions of people to those of "le continent", the English term for 

cross~Channel Europe, indicates on the contrary,a London source. Similarly 

the \'Tord "cottage lt
, used to give a slight, stylistic jolt by it foreign-

ness, also provides a hint as to the localization. 

anglais clans l'oeuvre de Rimbaud", Revue de la litterature comparee, 34 (1960), 
(hereafter: Unden-lOod, "Reflets"), pp.. 9+8 and 543 finds numerous indications 
of London as source, starting rlith the litotes, an anglicism borrowed from 
St. Paul because of llimb3.ud.' s frequentation of Protestant churches. He 
pOints out that" metropole" was a very uncommon ~~'O:rD in France in the 1870s, 
but metropolis Has very commonly applied to London. 

Th~ EDglish. lC1Ck~of g~od tastB._ and formal plann-ing:vIas <1- GGffimGtI {)b~ 
servation by French visitors, Verlaine, O.C., I, 993, wrote in October, 1872: 
"Regent. Street, Ie beau quartier, -~heu, h8uT-- La Chaussee d I Antin du temps 
de Louis Philippe;&tal~es de province, p~ssants mis comme des sauvages endi
manches, peu de voitures, !B.S d~'§SlUip~g~,uQlll1: En resume, sauf son im
mensite et sa -tres-iffiposante activite commerciale, presque effrayante mE!!me 
pour tout autre qu 9 un Parisien, Londres est un immense Carpentras ••• 11 He en
closed a sketch showing the lack of S8(1.1-1ence of house numbers in a street. His 
sensitive description of the London-poo~captures the hopelessness, resig
nation, wraith-like appeardnce and potential for violence suggested in 
Rimbaudis poem: " ••• tout est pe.tit, mince, emacle, surtout les pauvres 
avec leur teint ~lot, leurs traits t.ires_, leurs longues mains de squelettes, 
leur barbiche rare, leurs tristes cheveux blondasses, frisottes naturel
lement p3.r la floraison des choses faibles, telles que les po~mes de terre 
enervees dans les caves, que les fleurs de serre, que tous les etiolements. 
Rien ne pourra di.re la douceur infbtme, reSignee jusqu' ali assassina t, de cas 
tr~s peu intert'~ssants mais tres beaux, 'tres distingues' miserables." 
O,~, I, 1012. 
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Nevertheless, "it is perhaps rash to ~ssert that this is Rimbaud's 

own impression of London, related directly to the reader, the equivalent 

of Verlaine's l.mpressions in letters to Lepelletier a.nd Blemont. It has 

the same relationship to reality as "Ouvriers", the poet speaking through 

the mouth of a tourist as a social commentator and therefore judge. He 

describes a town vrhich is not specifically identified, and thus it becomes 

a generali~ation or distillation of industrial and foreign metropolises. 

The singular title implies not only that this is a singl~ t01fn, but also 

perhaps that this is the epitome of a certain type of tovm. 

All the geographic det~ils in this poem are there to illustrate 

his sooial commentary. The citizen Hho speaks is a temporary resident, 

'oJ'i th vJider vieHS on the outside Horld than j.ts permanent inhaoi tants. He 

is isolated behind the 1>:indo1oJ' of his cottage. Not being one of them, 

he can report detachedly Hhat he observes, although the detachment does 

not preclude a moral judgment. The tovrn is a world of its own in an en

closed environment. It is thought to be modern, since it is a neHly con

structed tOim Hi th no interest in or thought for ordered planning or trad

itional aesthetic taste in its architecture or decor. In fact, anything 

tra.ditional or harmonious in design ha.s been deliberately a.voided. To 

that extent f it is a typical nineteenth century industrial town. Its 

cHizens, like its little houses, are standardized, simple,lacking stim

ulus. They have nothing to learn from each other and. therefore have no 

need to communicate. Since there are no monuments to any superstitious 

beliefs, life is materialistic vri th no higher aspirations. The poet, like 

the inhabitants, is not too unhappy, that is, apathetic or detached, 

becau.se everything 1.s uniform* There are no choices to be made and everyone 



is as isolated as he is. himself in his cottage. There is no love or 

community feeling he're. Thus far, these comments have been delivered 

in an ironic, amused or bemused tone, setting up a certain degree of 

mystification,since the culture is so alien and unidentified. 
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The moral condemnation of this social organizatHm is introduced 

"ri th the mention of the climate. This" epaisse et eternelle fumee de 

charbon", is ironically described as "notre ombre des bois, notre nuit 

d'ete". This is the same opposition to a comfortingp comfortable (and here 

fairy-tale land by the oblique reference to A Midsummer Night's Dream) 

as in "Ouvriers". The final mention of the muddy streets has a similar 

negative emotional charge. The city is condemned. Out of the thick pall 

of coal smoke emerge spectres, optical illusions, perhaps. They represent 

the characteristics of this city Hhich secretes the POiSbhOUS and debilit

ating air, or a tr8.nsformation of these bland citizens into types, as much 

a.s the soci.ological survey of the first part of the poem found them to 

be a type, They are in either case products of this pestilential place Q 

The oity is shmm to be a dark, unhealthy place, peopled with 

tJ'ne§ !Tho l}aye been d~RrivS!ci _of_ tb~i:r ind1viiilJalit;'i to becJ)me_ degenerate, 

miserable, impoverished and apathetic puppets, incapable of communion, 

communication or aspirations. Death is their deliverance and the city 

is death-dealing to the body and soul. It is a desert ,'I'i thout natural 

light or vegetation, a universe of isolation Hhich causes loss of self 

and mute, .animal-like resignation to its hell. 

This bitter condemnation is carefully structured to portray this 

vision of modern industrial cit.ies. It is a dense poem, in one paragraph, 

l'lith tightly-packed images or details, giving the impreSSion of a teeming 

enclosed universe o It begins deceptively in a lightly ironic, factual 
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tone, with a long meandering sentence which imitates the meandering 

spravrl of the city. The details of this poem are recounted in an ironic 

fashion and not identified, Further myscification is added by the circum

locution. The falsely inforlnr'3.tive "ici" is followed by other sociological 

commentary in the same generalizing, factual statements and emotionally 

detached tone. Then p Hi thout l-Iarning, we find ourselves engulfed in the 

long final sentence. It seems to recapitulate the content of the earlier 

remarks but this time, to evoke not what is seen and deduced rationally, 

but what is felt in the face of this realityo It is an inner, moral vision. 

The movement of this sentence coils and eddies like the fog and. is as dis

concexting in its syntax as the spectres it exudes. They are spotlighted 

against this dark s''l'irling background and listed, given an ironic nobility 

and larger than life stature by. thepersoniflcation, their re:lationship 

with mythic figures and their highlighting against this background. In con

trast to the immediacy of the first comments, one feels that the viel'[ has 

been distanced and at the same time given heightened significance. This 

sentence conveys what the previous details really represent in terms of 

this society and social order. This pestilential air and these figures 

represent the city. 

This sprawling, l:lodern ci'by is felt to be a de:sola te f dehumanized 

place, wherein one is helpless and l-lhich has blott.ed. out the rest of the 

vrorld. The poem represents the ''forst aspects of nineteenth century in

dustrial towns on trIO lcvelsl the first part appea.ls to our reason, the 

second to our perceptions e It is probably based on generalized experiences 

of London G These cities are condemned as they have condeil1!1ed their 

inhabitants. 
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"llilles I" CQ.Jh, pp. 135-136), in contra.st to "Ville", a.ppears 

to present a. vieH of "l'autre monden or "notre nuit d'(He". In this sense 

the poem represents an escape from the industria.l towns, and since it is 

also urban in imagery, perha, ps a view of ¥Tha.t modern cities Hould be like 

if their tnhabitants retained their desire for transcendence. 

As Bouilla.ne de Lacoste remarks, it has " ••• toute l'incoherente 

fantaisie de r~ve.1t24 Of course, elements in the poem have been identified 

by some critics as transpositions of city architecture knor.-Tn by Rimbaud/5 

Nevertheless, these memories or impressions are so private or transformed, 

that accu:rnte, or even possible identification is not easy, The key to an 

understanding of this incredible collage of towns lies in the last sentence. 

As Adam remarks: lIeetie region" obviously lies in the mind. The poem is a 

24La,coste, La Probll!:l~' p. 219. Adam in Rimbaud, 0 .C., po 994, 
sees the Hhole poem-a.s "1a. confusion des r~ves de Rimbaud.lt~ 

25ChadHick, .8tudes sur R:i.mba.ud, p. 125, finds a transposition 
of commonplace elements =of toyms: ir.'-:ayant imagine, a 130 place d'une 
ville avec ses hauts b~timents, des chaines de montagnes, tout est meta
morphose ensuite selon ce themes Les voitures deviennent ldes chalets 
de_Lrristal aLdfL bois ~1 etweJH1' una fenetre eleYne, elles resseJl'.hl-e-nt-2. 
des jouets mecaniques se mQLlVant 'sur des rails et des poulies invisibles~; 
les rands-points entoures de statues et de reverberes se tra,nsmuent en 
t vieux era. t~res ceints de colosses et de palmiers de CRt v:re'; 1es rues 
se transforment en gorges et ce sont sans doute de simples receveurs d'omnibus 
ou de tram·ray qui, dans ce paysage de reve, rappellent 1e. heros de Roncevaux." 

Adam in Rimbaud, O.C., p. 993, sees impressions of a funicular 
. ~ ..... ~ 

railvray and the Alps in this po ern. 
Andre Dhotel, b2:.....~~1..... p. .54=85, says perceptively that 

"1,es poemes ou Ri;;]ba.ud a decri t ces etablissements se presentent comme 
des conptes rcndus dtune observation reflechie, dont 1e but essentiel 
seraH, de temoigner que les villes pourvues de toute les inventions hUffi3.ines 
peuvent etre edifi8es avec assez d' art. pour que la nature les dornine." He 
suggests parallels Hi th tmms :in the Heuse Val1eyaround Revin j known to 
Rimbaud. 

Undenwod, "R. et lIang.", p. 27, equates thR name ~1a.b with fairy, 
a, slang Hard. for prostitute in English, and feels this meaning applief) here. 



mental map Hhich has been explored, lost and is mourned, Therefore, 

for the reader, it 1s one of Rimbaud's most fantastic or visionary 

tmm poems. 
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In this poem, again the densely packed images are contal-ned in 

one pal~gpaph. The nal~tor acts as recorder and observer of this scene 

until the penultimate sentence, vrhen he comments more directly as "Je". 

The final sentence ts detached, to emphasize the loss of vision, the return 

to reality or individual selfe The plural title could indicate that we 

. are presented with a view of several tmms superposed or a distillation 

of visions of towns. The paragraph is composed of short, declarative 

sentences. Unlike "Les Pants", here each sentence recounts one impression 

or scene Hi th no hesitancy of identification of detail. The sense of im

mediacy and sharpness of impression is strong, reinforced by the constant 

use of definite articles, possessive adjectives and proper nouns to indicate 

these fantastic features or figures. The Hhole is unified by the look 

and the perceptions of the IIlarrator, 1'lho is liberal I'Tith spatial indications. 

These hovrover, do not help the reader to reconstruct a coherent plan of the 

I'Thole, since each element. is un~lated.to other elements in the complex 

scene, Hhich is never completely described. These t01'll1S seem to be in the 

process of constant expansion as the poet constantly points out neH areas 

to view ~ rrhe reader, therefore, remains in a sensorially deprived state 

sIB-tially as he strives to maIle a coherent mental plan. The perceptions 

and imagination are induced to leap rapidly from one point to another and 

each sentence contains as many iJlE.ge producing 1'10rdS as pOSSible, so . that 

the ~1ind gives up the attempt to keep the images sepa.rate and accepts t.he 

1'111ole scene IBssively Hithout rationalization. Everything is as stated 
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and happens all at once. 26 Each image and the whole scene seem end01'led 

with extraordinary significance, yet no explanation is given even at 

the end, beyond the anguished regret expressed for a glory 1-1hich is gone. 

The opening fanfare classifies the im;),gery: liCe sont des villes." 

The region is d.escribed in geographic terms, both natural and urban. 

The iwages have certain characteristics which contribute to the effect of 

hal1uC)118,tion or disorientation of the reader Hhich make him admire in 

aHe. There are numerous nouns and verbs indica.ting great heights and depths. 

The movement of the narrator's eye obliges the reader to experience these 

vertical patterns and view these objects, They are gro,ndiose geographic 

structures(> The objects or figures noted on these structures are them-

selves gl-andiose in size, or mythical, otherworldly figures. Objects 

1-1hich exist only in the singular are multiplied and imposs1.hle beings 

are creB,ted. The vegetation is animate. They are an extraordinary people, 

flora and fauna living among the grandiose geological structures they 

deserve. All these people, animals and plants are in Vigorous, joyful 

movement and are mUsically sonorOUS e The whole scene is an animated symphony 

in many Hays. Bright lights, shining metallic surfaces, colours-and 

26Elizabeth Sewell, The Structure of Poetry, London: Routledge 
and Kegan Paul, 1951, PPe 129 Cl .. nd IJJ states: "suppose the im3.ge-bringing 
lW:rclS to be concentrated in the closest possible succession -- then the 
rai'l1d might give up the attempt to keep the images sep3-rate. 'Les hallucin";' 
ations sont innombrables', could be taken in more senses than one ••• where 
everything has become one, succession vanishes." "'fhe sense of similarity 
and succession has been suppressed, but with it has been suppressed the sense 
of incongruity and incoherence. Once the poet has occasioned this state of 
m.ind in the reader, the latter is no longer in a position to reject any 
chance association of ideas as irrelevant and incoherent, and therefore 
will accept a.ny idea as relevan·t; and join it into the systen; so chance 
has become necessity." (Hereafter, Serrell, The structure of poet~.) 
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precious stones shimmer and move, as doer:;; the water or SnOl'l and the materials 

of the clothing. 

The whole is a scene of great harmony, joy and liberty. The ecstasy 

is communal, the experiences multiple. Dia.ne protects the stags, the ideas 

of the people are rung out. In- many Hays it is the ideal Horld of "Soleil 

ot chair" or even "Le Forgeron", the world "Apres le deluge" Hith real 

men taJdng over instead of the materialistic bourgeois. ~1an has reached 

his zenith in harmony with nature o It is a NeH Jerusalem, Rimbaud's Orient 

perhaps, presented in the style of a phantasmagoria, carefully structured 

to r~intain the disorienting yet focussed effect. 

'rhe end of this poem has the same bewildering yet less abrupt 

effect as that of ilLes Pants". As the poet returns to self, as he Handers 

in a bewildered fashion in a boulevard in Baghdad, he is losing his grasp 

on the "fabuleux fant5mes des monts". Judging by his despair at their loss, 

the impossibility of return seems as certain as their re.alit.y for "him. These 

towns were simply there. Their presence imparts joy, their loss grief. 

They represent both tIle lieu et la formule," 

"Villes II" (2.!.Q.. ,pp.137-138) is like a close-up version of 

"Villes I", in that this time, instead of taking a panora.mic view, the 

narrator, speaking as "Je" throughout, traverses the town. He affects to 

be measuri.ng, surveying, interpreting with the eye of a bewildered and al'18-

struck tourist. Although many of the architectural and topographical 

features are common to both towns: the colossal heights and depths, the 

grandiose buildings and rr.ultiple styles of architecture, the footbridges, 

the use of colours, the attention to lighting effects, the stretch of lfater 

and the snow, the larger than life figures, these to}ms have quite a 

different atmosphere from those of "Villes I". 'l'hey are sil.ent, cold, 
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dull, intimidating or anxiety-building, and static as the narrator traverses 

them. The ove:ra11 impression is of a frightening labyrinth from .rhich the 

tourist cannot escape as he cannot understand its organizationc These tOlins 

seem to be modern possibilities for the futuro, since "Pour Itetranger de 

notre temps 1a. reconnaissance et impossible." Here the future looks bleake 

The n~ss of detail in the poem has encouraged many critics to 

point to transpositions of reality more authoritatively than for I'Villes II!. 

Bernard. sums up most of these opinions saying: "cette vision • .,doit d'assez 

nombreux det8,ils aux souvenirs de Londres." 27 The Crystal Palace and the 

Royal Albert Hall have been suggested ·as sources for this dome, while the 

site of either the London exhibition of 1872, reported by Halla,me, or the 

Paris exhibition of 1878, suggested by De Greaf, have been presented as par-

alle1s fbr this mass of colossal, varied architecture, or modern Honders, 

some still under construction, collected on one site to overalfe the contempo~ 

r:3,ry tou rist. The phenomenal construct ion acti vi ty in London and its imposing 

buildings have been cited oftenc
28 Adam agrees that there is a real base 

27Bernard., Oeuvr-es I p. 5cY+ e 

2-iJUn::rer'l.fooa, "R,etl' A-ng~rt, .pp. ·25~ 28, and T'RefIef,srt, -pp~ 543, 529, 
identifies the parallels Hith the Crystal Palace, the Royal Albert Hall, the 
horse guards~ the Whiteha,ll Hinistries, the rash of neH construction 
constantly ina.ugurated by Queen Victoria, Piccadilly Circus, the Burlington 
Arcade, the '1'hames, the private squares closed to traffic in London and 
the fox-hunting "County set" in the home counties. 

Petitfils, "L'Architecture rimbaldienne", Les Nouvelles litt~ra.ires, 
2086 (24 aol'1t 1967), p. 10, relates the PO€f.1 to the 1872 exhibition i~ 
KenSington ?3.Ti~, reported by i1allarme, Oeuvres Co~pletes, Paris: Callillard, 
10/1-5, pUc 680-86. Ihny features of the hro records do correspond: the 
colossal Babylonian archi tecture~ the d'..lll light, the 'trhi te sand on the 
ground, the celd drinks sold, the picture galleries, the gardens. 

De Greaf, "Une Cle" f p. 270, disc1,l5sed in relation to PariS, 
quotes an impression of the Paris exhibition by Edmondo de Amicis in 
1879, to de mo:nstra. te the parallels behreen details of this }Joem and 
that exhibition. They are as close as those suggested by Underwood and. 
others. 
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for this illk1.ginative conglomeration, but identifies it as Stockholm. 29 

Jean Richer finds a literary source in Paris futur, vrhere Ga,utier proposes 

the enlargement of the Seine and the construction of domed buildings on 

the hills of Paris. 30 

In this dense poem, only the agglomeration and colossal scale of 

these architectural features surprise the reader. They resemble buildings 

l'1e know and that Rimbaud knew, as he indicates by draHing comparisons with 

Hampton Court and Paris streets, They have been transformed by Ri.mbaud's 

multiplying, magnifying imagination, his desire to surpass by sheer size, 

variety and number the endeavours of all kn01m city builders ~ In this sense, 

. almost all the sources quoted are possibilities. The comparison with an 

exhibition is apt. 

Houston says of the t01m poems: 

••• a reading of them in close succession leaves one vrith a feeling of 
mechanicalness ••• the veTb often disappears and the preponderance of nouns 
is ponclerous ••• Striking phrases here and there redeem these poems--
rlhich further suffer from sameness of iraagery-~but it is impossible to 
count them among Rimbaud's finest achievements.3l 

He is right about the ponderous and mechanical effect in this poem, Factual 

m-a{,-eillen'b- f--t)lhnfs- 0n-fa-cttt8.-1- st-a'bement--aeseri'fiingtf'ass4:ve aTchi-te~t-urecl-

structures. There are fel'1 verbs of motion. These Heighty buildings are 

planted there and loom over the observer. The movement of these sentences 

produces many parallel statements which give an impression of monotony. 

29Adam, Rimbaud,O.C., p. 996, finds similarities to real features 
of Stockhol;a in the area around the Ridderholmskanalen: the closed stretch 
of water, the lampstandards,the royal chapel, the.circus vrith arcades. 

30Jean Richer,"Gautier en filigrene dans ttuelques Illuminations", 
Euro~, mai··juin 1973, p. 73. 

31 Houston, The Design, p. 258. 
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The use of many abstract nouns adds to this mechanical, joyless effect 

since they are not image producing and Heigh dOHn the sentences. 

These poems cause one to Honder if in fact the treatment is not 

so impressionistic that a failed urban civilization would be portrayed 

deliberd. tely in mechanical phrases and dull images. Ahearn says: 

••• Poems like "Les Ponts" and "Villes II", ••• may be seen as steps on 
the Hay to the visionary, may also be viewed by us in another light, 
as ultitnately esthetic in empha,sis, and perhaps even themselves signs 
of the failure of the visionary enterprise. 32 

"Villes II" does convey a sense of failure because of the detailed 

construction of an ordered yet incomprehensible universe which has no 

place for contemporary man, VIho remains unfulfilled among these ultra-

modern Honders. If "Villes lit is a successful visionary experience, a 

discovery of the ideal tovrn, then "Villes II" is a vie1f of a modern urban 

civilization at its most grandiose,- covering an abyss of nothingness, 

unsuited for man's habitation. The Orient of "Villes I" is a symbol of 

Rimbaud's dissatisfaction VIith the "reality" of "Ville" and "Villes II", 

rather than another geographic fact. 

By evoking the mysterious society of these towns in this poem 

Rimbaud illustrateshrsnegatl:ve reactions to -these -towns. -T-he -!l8B})l:e 

who have created them are the sinister and faceless "on". They are 

authoritarian :figures, forbidding like the "subalternes", all-pm-rerful 

and cold like the "Nabuchodonosor norwegien", hidden like the police, 

rich and povrerful like the nabobs. The democratic element, an abstract 

term, is composed of a :feH hundred souls. One presumes that the rest o:f 

the population is disen:frd.nchized and tyrannized. "On" has prevented the 

:free circulation of cabdrivers in many parts of the town, tamed natul~ 

32Ahearl1~ tllmagination",s p. 5+3. 
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and enclosed the sea within quays. These inhabitants have no communal 

feeling. The streets are practically deserted, the whole tOrm is sHent. 

The luxuries proffered are conuaercial: the polar drinks, instead of producing 

a sense of wonder are characterized by their inexplicable range of prices 

in strange currency. Even the diamond coach is not transporting or dazzling 

since it is motionless and the nabobs trudge towards it. The "gentilshomllles 

sauvages" seem to be another superior~ cold. type. They pursue their 
I 

"chronicles" incomprehensibly in the artificial light they have created. 

It is a kafkaesque torm. 

The puniness and baffled incomprehension of the narrator throughout 

this poem are contrasted Hith the maSSive, towering structures and figures, and 

the enormous distances he covers, to produce the lei t-moti v lihich indicates 

his rejeetion of this tOrm: it is all too much to understand, to measure, 

to traverse, as he reiterates constantly. 'rhis town alienates, disconcerts, 

crushet>. Hode:m civilization, or the civilization of tomorrow, have 

constructed this artificial, loveless tovm in their OHn i!1age, have omitted 

man's essential needs and demonstrated his present inadequacy, 

IIjvletropolitain" (~~, pp. 143-144) is not Hholly a tOlm poem. 

HOHever, it has been related to impressions of London by most critics because 

of Hs title (the Hord metropolitan Has a common epithet in London in 

the 18708 and extremely rare in France) because of certain details of tOlms and 

suburbs suggested in the first four sections, and of the specific use of 

Metropolitan to designate an underground raihmy system running in London 

at this time, 'rhere 1-1as no raihlay system-of that name in Paris at that time 

and no underground railHay. In the first three sections the poet presents 

a vieH in cross-section of a town and its suburbs seen from a train and 

thus r:1eta::lOrphosed. l'his is the opinion of several critiCS, and seems an 
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acceptable method of viewing this poem,33 

The poem is arranged typographically and thematically into five 

sections, roughly equal in length and parallel in construction, terminating 

l'rith a dash, followed by a noun which seems to entitle the preceding impres~ 

SiOllo By its form, the poem imitates the passage of a train through 1and-

sca1'€s and tmmscapes, its halt'at a station, then its departure for neH vistas. 

As Spencer says: "One's first im.pressions upon reading Rimbaudts 

text -- •• ,,-- is one of movement, succession and overall instabilityoY+ This 

is also true of "Les Pants" and "Villes r n
, which have nothing to do Hith 

metamorphosis of objects because they are viewed at speed. In all three 

poems, the impression of moving spectacle is a<>:hieved by the perusing of 

enorm.ous heights and depths, darkness and bright light, bright colours and 

reflections and rapid tranSition, from one area of visual interest to 

anothGl', usuc.lly guided by verbs of motion. Sometimes; maSSing of details 

in juxtaposition, without a verb, gives the sane impression of rushing 

speed, since lack of a verb increases the speed of a sentence. The 

----~---------------------------------------------------------------

3JDelahaye, ~ina~, p. 90, summarizes the poem: If. eoun 
petit voyage, une 'course' faite un jour a travers la cite ••• Par 10. portiere 
du-wa-gon- suppcrse,- 1:e poete -regardecB'luid-e:f-±le-da-ns sa- t~te.'! -BtCl.-rkie,· 
Rimbaud, Pe 320, sees, "a vie,'T 0f what ca.n be seen as the train passes 
through the cityv and the traveller looks out at scenes -- at different 
levels -- someti~es the houses and streets are above him and so~etimes he 
overlooks dreary J.i t tIe backgardens and old bald-headed men Harking a.t their 
vegetables; somet i.mes dreary rONS of suburban houses all the setme." Her view' 
pa.ra.l1els Dore's "Over London by Rail", London, po 120, in many details. 
Michael Spencer's article, "A Fresh Look at Ri::loa'..ld's 'f:letropolitain'tI, . 
Modern La!:l.~_B2Xi~2il 63, no, 4 (oct. 1968), pp. 849-53, gives a detailed 
account of routes a.nd sights from the I1etropolita.n T'ctihray in the 1870s, 
establishing that it, Has built on the cut-and-cover princi pIe, thus Ada.f.1' s 
objection, Rimbaud, 2.!..lh, po 1003, is invalid. He ~luotes an impressi.,)n of 
a ride. by a reporter for the !:21"!,1ouhlusi~ed H~sin;: in 1893, ~'lhen the 
line had ha.rdly changed fro;n the 1870s. The general inpression is one of 
colour, noise, opti~~l illusion, speed, and changing heights and depths: 
" •• ethe Baker Street junction ••• On the left through' the main tunnel lies the 
station, a medley of crimson and gold; on the right the daylight creeps in 
.,.a harmony of l)lue and silvere • v before Praed street, •• the line -passtng 
thr6ugh a sort of valley formed by high h,)uses on either side. If All this could 
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difference here is that this poem does not give the impression that all 

these details are crystallized around one site. One cannot look back to 

the same place as one could return to the sky in "Les Ponts" or glance 

repeatedly at the heights for more detail in "Villes I". One is rushed on 

relentlessly as each neH paragraph introduces a new set of details unrelated 

topographically to the preceding ones, The intuition of the critics who 

feel that this is a. landscape metamorphosed by the experience of speed 

which alters the perceptions of the vieHer is very convincing, As Pichois 

says,".,. la vitesse doue 1e paysage de la mobi1ite dont est affecte 

Ie voyageur •• .35 

The narrator's perceptions become ours in that the random thoughts 

and images are presented directly without the intervention of "je". He 

appears to look through the lfindol'T so that no frame is visible, registering 

as acoura te1y as possible the scene as it flashes by_, appealing to as 

many senses as possible. 

The journey starts in "la ville", The town is presented as geog-

l'aphicall:)r enormous~ stretching from some indigo strait to the seas of 
-

OSSian, over o:r:ange and pink s-ands under a. wine"-coloured sky~ l)ur normal 

conceptions of the town have been reversed already. ItsHeb of sparkling 

boulevards tilts upward at a strange angle. Their poor inha.bitants Hho 

live on fruit are possibly a personal memory. It is not a bitter 

SOCiological comment despite the laconic "Rien de riche". This town is 

a fairy-tale world of vast coloured expanses and glittering lines. There 

explC\.in the de;}se imagery, bright colours, smoky atmosuhere in Darts and 
_clair-obs~ effect-co in this poem ( hereafter: Spence;, "Hetropolitain ). 

34Spencer, "l<1etrofoli tEl-in", p. 851. 

35C1aude Pichois, Littera,ture et Progres: Vitesse et vision du 
!:!£Ild5}.t -Neuchatel: Editions de la Baconni~re, 1973, p. III. 
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are parallels in London for these memories and impression5. 36 

Thus In the first p<1.ragraph He have the bridging of vast expanses, the 

surging UPivard into daylight, a memory or impression, a terse comment and 

then a halt. These impressions,related in a complex statement beginning wlth 

the adverbial phrases presenting these unknown se~s and sand,make us read ra-

pidly for the resolution of the syntactical sense. The subject of the sentenc8 p 

the "Boulevards", is placed relatively lp_te, after which we can pause or slow, 

and this is precisely Hhen the mind of the poet seems to Hander into a memory 

and the train seems to slow, "Rien de riche -~ la ville", is not only a 

terse definition, but because of its monosyllables and alliterated r's, 

gives the impression of a jerky, grating halt. 

The second section is lila bataille", It gives a nightmarish im~ 

pression of crowded streets and threatening skies in industrial cities, or 

of underground tunnels, if Spencer's suggestion is valid)? It is 

possibly a comhination of both, since these industrial streets Here deep, 

dark9 imprisoning places, judging by Dore's engravings, In either case, 

3()lh}ge1-"WQQQ.,_'~R ___ e~ J.t1l,ng~u+;p~ 3l, _expla.ins this -i-mprBs-s:i.on-ist:ie 
colouri.ng as the result of a stor~y sky over London G In "Reflets", p. 544, nl) 
4, he explalns the crystal boulevards by the fact that the London streets had 
been recently rracadamized and tha.t this Has a PlOdern Honder, Adam's theory, 
Rimba.ud, O.C&~ p, 1003, no 1, that this is an evocation of the straits of 
Singapore"iilli:I the North Sea seen on the return from Java is invalid Since this 
is one of the poems copied. by Nouveau~according to La.coste, Illu!linations, 
Pa.inted Pl8. tes I p. 107. _ Verlaine i~rote to Lepelletier, o. C-. p 1--;- i012 f , 

"Ici on a pour deux sous (one penny) trois orenges, et des poires (exquises) ... 11 

In "Laeti et Errabundi", O.C., II, 78, he recalls: "La misere aussi faise.it 
Tage / Par des fois dans ra:-phalansteret / On ripostait par Ie courage, / 
La joie et les pOPlliies de terre ell 

37Spenoer, "Hetropolitain", p. 850, thinks that the list of rumps, hats, 
ships, wheels is an imprc'ssion of the driver perched on his engine. Verlaine's 
deseri ption of London traffic, Q.,Jh" I, 979, letlds weight.. to the theory that 
this is a street scene: ".nl'inoule circulat.ion de voitures, cabs, omnibus ••• 
tramways, chemins de fer incessants sur les ponts de fonte splen::lides de 
gra.ndeur lom.:'de f pasSEl.nts incroyableP.lent brutaux, criards ••• " 
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it is a place to rush through and flee from. It is desolate, stifling, 

frightening if not life-threatening. Host of the nouns and adjectives 

in this dark, mineral landscape suggest these 'lualities while the verbs 

suggest the threatening, chaSing movement, The HOro oroer is organized so 

that a rapid reading is required, and a lurching movement is given to the 

sentence by the intercollations. They constantly throvl us off the track 

of the subject of this verb, "fuient" vrhich is needed to allow the 

sentence to resolve itself syntacticallyo i{hen this subject. is finally 

reached, it is a series of staccato monosyllables, assonanced alternately. 

The train jerks to a halt. The battle of city life has been demonstrated 

as much by the exhausting buffeting and chase of the movement of this 

sentence as by the images of pollution, bleakness and threatening shapes. 

The next section, lila camp3.gne", is presumably the suburbs. The 

command, "LEwe la tete li
, is interesting as a comment on the interpretation of . 

the second section since one does duck one's head in 8, tunnel. It seems 

to be a nocturnal view of lighted objects ih the countryside, transformed 

by speed again. The clair-obscur effects give a heightened significance 

-to the· objects glimpsed. 

The next section, tIle ciel", is a kind of daydream. It is a 

halluclnation or optical distortion caused by the preceding optical illusions 

and strange perspectives. The town is no longer important. The poet is 

transposing the clouds into fairylands or magic hlaps since so many countries 

or nationalities are mentioned e Othenrise, he has been tra.nsported inside 

his own mind by the dizzying Visual impressions received so far. The horizon 

has widened beyond the town seen from a t~~in to private memories or visions, 

possibly arrived at by looking at the clouds and the poet's free assoclations. 

The town has a dual role in this poem: to give two contrasting 
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impressions of its streets and their atmosphere; to produce hallucinations 

in the narra.torv an It impression kal~idoscopique de formes en perpetuelle 
38 

evolution,," In this Hay, private preoccupations can be merged with glorious 

and :far··ranging vistas of moving, brightly coloured other worlds, appealing 

to all the senses, linking nature, faraway places.and mythic figures into 

a dizzying synthesis, The ending seems to be composed of such personal 

memories it is inexplicable, yet nevertheless communi~ates a sense of joy. 

"?-.comontoire" (O.C., ppo 148-149) again is not an evocation of 

a tOi-Tn in the strict sense of the word, despite De Graaf and Underwood's 

recog~ition of Scarborough as its source and despite its mention of town 

names, HOYiever, it is so preoccupied Yiith architectuT'a.l structures that 

it will be ana.lysed in this section. 

Th:1.s time, the vantage point of the impersonal narrator is from a 

brig facing a promontory. This prol1ontory is seen from davrn to evening. Its 

meta.morphoses are perl)aps caused by light changes, but even more, by the 

agglomerating, magnifying imagination of the narrator Yiho is on watch. 

One has the impression that as he stares'fixedly, the elements in this 

scene dissolve and. merge to present constantly neH vistas for the vi8lia1 

imagination. 

The dizzying effect is produced partly by the form of the poem, 

"'Thioh is· again a single paragraph of densely packed, ima.ge producing words 

"Tlth multiple associations and connotations. It is also composed of only 

two sentences. l'he first sentence sets the scene and the tendency of 

this scene to expc1.nd and metamorphose. The second is an incredibly extended 

38 , , Suzanne Bernard, Le Paeine en "2.=!:,ose de Baudelai.re jusqu'a nos 
jou;r~, Paris: Nizet, 1959, (hereafter: Bernard, IJe POE!ll1e en prose) ,-p: 182. 
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list of these metamorphoses or neyT sights or features of this villa and 

its outbuildings on this proi1!Ontory. Each subsection of this colossal 

sentence is divided by semicolons, which by their function link as much 

as divide, so that one has the impression that there are no limits to the 

growth or possibilities of this scene, rrhich seeJ11S to present an infinite 

multiplicity of sensations~ 

Localization is specific at the beginning but the scene immediately 

assumes global proportions as well as shifting eras from mythic or historic 

times to the most modern, so that "fanums" and "theories" mingle with 

modern hotels and railways. Topographically this landmass is protean 

although it is alvTays high, immense, permitting wide perspectives and vertical 

vim'ls. It contains various geological marvels. The architectural features 

of this villa and its outbuildings are similarly unstable: "fanums", modern 

coastal fortifications, German poplars surrounding YIashhouses, circular 

fagades of hotels, Hhich are named and do correspond to those of Scarborough, 

although their architecture also partakes of the most colossal constructions 

of ASia, Ita.ly, America, and is thus imiaediately ey..aggerated.39 

full of mythological, festive figures, travellers and nobles who partake of 

the most modern luxuries in these hotels. They are groups of grdndiose and 

somewhat remote figures. The ma.ny festivities evoked suggest communal joy. 

Nature is extraordinarily beautiful and luxuriant and harmonizes' 

with the architecture, topogrdphy and society. Everybody and everything 

is in constant movement. 

39SimilarlY this Carthage and Venice perhaps owe their origins to 
a T'lemory of Verlaine's impressions of London and its embankments;O.C. p 

I, 978 and 99'+: HPetites maisons noirollsses, au grands bahuts 'gothiques l 

et 'venitiens''';"Pousse l'autre jour jusqu'a HoolHich~-les docks sent 
inouls Carthage, Tyr et tout reuni, quoi!" 
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, Bernard's statement about Rimbaud'a powers of synthesis apply 

particularly here: 

C' est Ie monde ••• que Rimbaud ramene a. soi et resserre dans ces poemes 
par un p'lissant effort de synthese [ ••• 1 C' est une sorte de cristallisation 
qui attire autour du noyau initial un certain nombre d'elements. 40 

The ini tia.l view of the promont'ory, which is quite probably that of Scar-

borough, encompasses a hallucinated vision of Hhole continents, peoples, 

architectures, geological features, modern technical marvels, exotic and 

animate flot.,rers and trees, from allover the world and out of it. The Hhole 

scene is presented in dynamic motion by the use of verbs of motion and 

by the astonishingly open sentence, capable of absorbing all neH elements e 

Each nevI image or ob ject is juxta posed l'ri th those preceding it, Hhile 

""ithin each subsection of this sentence, the details are frequently 

juxtaposed rather than linked or contrasted, As Mortier notices, Hhen 

the sent.ence does wind dmm finally, it is to a "... residu de toutes les 

civilisationsuniformisees dorenavant dans un 'modern style' a l'usage 

des nantis. ,,41 

The role of the town here, ""hich assumes propor-lions equally as 

important as that in "Villes I", .is to merge harmoniously ""ith natural 

elements, to expand and dazzle by its multiple possibilities, to act as the 

pole of this radiant crystallization, then to shrink again to Hhat it 

probably was in the first place, a vieH of the c1.vilized luxuries of modern 

+ 

+ + 

40 Bernaro, Le Poeme ~_pros~, pp. 189 and. 191. 

41 
Hortier, " Deux reveries", p. 135. 
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The preceding a.nalyses show that the only common element in 

these poems is that they are prose poems preoccupied \-lith urban topics, 

I~ this section of the chapter an attempt will be made to sUbdivide them 

according to the aspects of urban geogra"phy which were of interest to 

Rimbaud in these poems, then to classify them according to Rimbaud's main 

purpose in composing the poem, or the main role of the to\'l'n in the poem. 

Within each of these SUbsections on an aspect of urban geography, other 

poems from the Illuminations, Une Sa,1son en enfer as well as earlier 

verse poems previously discussed 'I'lill be mentioned briefly as to their 

relation to the aspect under discussion. 

Bernard's comments on the general implications of writing prose 

poetry are interesting, Although she is talking about Baudelaire, her 

remarks apply to later prose poets, and certainly to Rimbaud. She says: 

Oe desir de variate de contrastes s'oppose au principe d'unite de t.on 
pose par l'ancienne aesthetique; on peut d'ailleurs se demander jusqu'a 
quel point ce gout ••• de tons et de genres extremer:lent varies ne 
cor:cespond p:is a un morcellement de la personnalite, a une pluralHe tout 
a fait opposee au sentiment classique de l'unite de l'individue 42 

It is precisely this deSire for multiplicity of experience, for fragmentation 
-

of the personality, for the possibility of using language, without restrictions 

imposed by old aesthetics, to create new effects or deal 'I'Tith new material, 

that is so evident in the seven poems discussed. It is one of Rimbaud's 

baSic tenets, seen in his statements about the need for the poet to explore" 

his own mind, to derange and cultivate it in order to experience the Hidest 

possible variety of ways of living and perceiving, in order to reach "1'inconnu". 

His so-called "Lettres du Voyant" read as though Rimbaud has accidentally 

discovered the p:ilimpsest of the mind and was determined to cultivate these 

42Bernard, ~Eo.eme en pro~, p. 110. 
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possibilities for the purpose of creating poetry. He did not appear to 

consider that the "la-bas" he reached might be an amalgam of his own 

memories and ideas. The "inconnu" was to be recorded in a neH language 

which would.allow the reader to experience these new perceptions as completely 

as had the poet. 

All the Illuminations can be regarded as the. application of 

these inSights and perhaps their triumph, To that extent they are a 

demonstration of Rimbaud's theories on poetry. Since these poems were 

composed at different stages in his poetic programme, it is evident why 

a multiplicity of attitudes or interests vrill be found in the poems, Itlhile 

it is not possible to arrange them chronologically, they can be arranged 

according to his attitude t.owards the tmm or to aspects of the town which 

interested Rimba.ud vThen composing poetryu 

The multiplicity of experience and tone is partly achieved by 

the poet's choice of o'bserver or narrator. His VANTAGE POINT in these 

poems helps to subdivide them. It seems that when the poet speaks as "Je", 

vrhether "JE est un autre" in the sense that he speaks through the mouth 

Gf- some~ne elsa, or "Je" 1\J;lPQar§ to be t_he poet! this identified narrator 

is part of the scene or action which is thus limited by this indiVidual's 

comprehension and actions. For this reason there is less multiplicity of 

sensation in these poems, They seem to be reasoned observations, sociological 

comments or analogies to the inadequacy or debility of contemporary man in 

the to\'lns. These towns are solidly planted and the observer moves through 

them. The town, if not tdentifiable as a particular town, is an agglom

era.tion of large, nineteenth century tOHns or types of tOHns known to us, 

When the poet pauses to look at the tmm, it threatens to engulf him in 

some way. The role of "Je ii in these poef,ls y/Ould seem to be to limit the 

scope of the vie,':, and to indicate a place which does not present a suita.ble 
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element for man to live in. The role of the town is to show its delet'erious 

effects on this "Je".43 

In poems where the situation is impersonally presented, the observer 

has a fixed position, selected to give an unusual angle of vision or OJ pano-

ramic vievr. The recorder is often the reader, since he receives these im-

pressions as directly as the narrator. Houever, as the narrator has selected 

them, he is in that sense the stage director and can stimulate and play 

upon his audience's perceptions. The scene is dynamic, in contr2_st to the 

ostensibly passive viel'ler here, presenting more fantastic features and Wider 

vie"fS compaTE'.!d to the first se:d.es of poems. It also presents no overt soc-

iological or moral comment, although the po'em does generate joy. Hence, these 

poems represent a world sui table for man's he,bi ta tion. 44 

43In "Quvriers", "Ville" and "Villes II", t.he poet explores the 
static tOlffl he CO!1demns. It crawls on the surfa.ce pursuing him, envelops him 
in its fog or smoke or tONers over him. In "VUles I", Hhen the poet returns 
to self or reality, ".Ie" appe8.rs. VThen "Je" is implied in "Hetropolitain" wit,h 
the command, the return to private memories beginsj/ in contrast to the atteJTlpt 
at impersonal noting of perceptions in its first hro sections. "Apres Ie 
deluge", "Je" calls up a neN flood to destroy the panoramic 2"nd historical 
viel-! of expanding comnercial tOlofl1S. It is a rejection and social comment. 
In "Enfance V", as the poet contemplates the t01ofl1, it sp:t'eads like a plague. 
HEl 1.'Elj~ct~ i. t JnJa'lou~ of' co~rnt~ yisiorls.. In ItVa£ab_ond~" t the Qgml'lent_ 
appears to be autobiographical. "Jelt recounts the miseries of life in some 
city Hith his com-panion, en route to "le lieu et la for1llule" o It has links 
YIith the dreams of the "Vlerge folle". In "Democratie", the "centres" a.re 
generalizations of any ba.rra.cks tovm. They are condemned for their exploi
tation of humanity~ In the verse poems, "Je" is used Similarly to limit 
the area of interest and to condemn the scene. 

44Nany other poems in the Illuninatinfls :;>resent simila.r features. 
Sometimes it is not tGVJns which brin6 joy but I:lytbic, benevolent figures or 
thea,tric8.1izSld laridscapeq. AINays, t.he scene is dynamiC, the mood happy, the 
position of the anonymous viewer fixed. In "Being Beauteous" a figure 
manifests itself to be adored. The position is "devant uno neige". In 
"Ornieres" a t.heatri0:'l.l procession gallops through "ce coin de r;-arc". In 
"Veillees 11","113. mUI'2.ille en face du veilleur" presents a scene of multiple 
experiences and geometric pa.tterns in active metamorphosis. In "F'leurs" 9 

IID'un gradin cPor" an ambiguous, structured landscape appeals to all the 
senses • Absence of "Je" in the verse poetry peTiTti ts a Wider view. 
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Precise LOCALIZATIOl~ 5 in these poems is greatly stressed by 

the narrator yet continually frustrated. The identity of the tOim is 

not made clear, whether the tOim poem is a social comment on a t01m which 

bears strong resemble.nee to nineteenth century industrial conglomerations 

knOifTI by Rimbaud, Clr is afantastlc vision of some "la-bas" in direct con-

trast to these first tmms. This must be a deliberate omission. The 

fact that critics feel that they Cem recognize certain to"/ms in these 

poems is because in either group of poems the role of nemory ;j..s great-g 

No one can create in a void. In both cases the tmms are generalized by 

the titles alone Hhich imply that the poem represents a category or sample 

or epitome ~ certain types of tOlfTI or socie-ty. Pluralization is one 

device used to suggest this, Another is the use of a singular noun as 

ti tIe, usually ',Ii thout an article. This applies to alLlost all the poems in 

the Illuminations, regardless of their topic, as a glance at the table of 

contents shm'IS, They state a general thene and are capable of embracing 

everything vrithin one category. 

In the body of the poem non-specific feat~res of tOifTIS are mentioned: 

i'la ville", "la banlieue", Il1e faubourg", ., le haut quartier'f, "les boulevards", 

"un bras de mer". Objects of \-Thich only one sample exists in the world are 

pluralized, Etnas, des Libans, for example. Comparison is made Hith some real 

place Hhich indicates tho,:' this is not the place evoked here. For example, 

parts of "Villes II" are cornpared to Prrris streets and HaJapton CO:lrt. Hhile 

specific types of imagery are associated Hith tOvms rejected as debilitating 

---------------------
4%ocalization here implies s:;:xttial relationships of objects vii thin 

the poem, identification of the tmm by name or specific features of that 
particular tmm, foreign or local 'Horus used to looo..lize, localization 
in time and orienta tion of the re",.der Hi thin the poem. 
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and a different set of images or qualities are associated ylith the "ideal" 

tmms which bring communal joy, these images or qualities are not intended to 

identify a p3.rticular tmbn, simply a type of town. The tOlorns are described 

su£ficiently to permit them to be recognized as suitable or unsuitable for 

man's habitation and happiness. This is evident in all the tmm references 

in these prose poems.46 

46ToylflS Hhich attracted the traveller in his search are characterized 
by a light, bright atmosphere, an imposing appearance and vigorous move
ment, They encourage freedom and one has the impression that everything in 
them has heightened significance. In "Hauvais Sang" t.he poet exclaims: 
" Que les villes s t allument dans Ie soir." In •• Vie-rge Trolle", the speaker 
confesses that sometimes he believes in the povrers of his ini'ernal comranl.on, 
in the possibility of their leading a magical life together. The town is 
seen as the site of this life orelse the transformation Hill occur in a town: 
..... lui me rendra forte, nous voyagerons, nous chasserons dans les deserts, 
nous dormirons sur les paves des villes inconnues, sans soins, sans peines ••• 
Ie monde, en restant Ie meme, me'laissera ames desirs." In "Adieu" ," nons 
entrerons aux splendides villes" is non-specific but again imbues the towns 
with dazzling, hypnotic lights and implies that they are the Jillaces where 
life will be changed for the better. This is true of the vision of the 
ideal Paris in the "Commune" poems. In \fVies I", an exile in his own land 
evokes a place fIhere he gained his insights:" 0 les enormes avenues du 
pays saint, les terrasses du temple." The dawn in "Aube", something 
marvellous yearned for, is chased through non-specific but imposing urban 
scenes:" A la grand'ville elle fuyait parmi les cloahers et les domes, et 
courant comme un mendiant sur les quais de marbre, je la chassais." "Fleurs" 
p~~~ent9 dg&z,ling(3,I'chi t~ctllrd.l struQt~~s _whlQh Cl.r~ t!'alli3posed_ t~ th~ P9:i.nt 
that they could be theatrical decor and audiences, structures of flowers or 
alchemical changes. ' 

Rejected tOims are characterized by fornlessness, mud, smoke, dim 
light, and are just as non~spec:i.fico In "lvlauva:i.s Sang" the speaker recalls: 
II Dans les villes la boue m'apparaissait soudainement rouge et noire, ••• 
je voyais une mer de flammes et de fumee au ciel; et,a gauche, et a droite, 
toutes les richesses flambant comme un milliard. de tonnerres." "1e port de 
la misere" is vaguely located with similar characterization. In "Apres le 
deluge" the town devours the dazzling, pure, natural features with its dirt 
and commercialism. It is identified by its" etals, estaminets," and the 
"Spl endide-Hotel", a name adopted by many luxurious establishments, In 
"Enfance V" the spreading houses and filthy atmosphere characterize the 
"Ville monstrueuse, nuit sans fin!" In "Depart", it is the ceaseless and 
unpleasant noise which characterizes, t.he rejected towns. In "Soir historique", 
the escape is from "nos horreurs economiques", abstract, non-localizing terms. 
The dim light, artificial light and sprawl of rejected to'l'fTIS is already 
evident in the verse poems. Natural bright lights are reserved for nature 
or the welcoming Belgian towns, 
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The extent to which the reader or the narrator is allovled to find his 

bearings within the town varies according to the category of town presented, 

whether it is socially and physically distressing or uplifting. In the 

former group, it is implied that the reader sees and experiences every-

thing recounted by "Je". However, the lay-out of this type of town is 

unimportant. In nOuvriers" and "Ville" the tOrm is immense, sprawling, flat, 

and straggles into the countryside. Spatial directions given are sufficient, 

since it is the mood generated by the atmosphere of this tOrm which matters. 

In "Promontoire", "Villes I", "Les Ponts" and "Villes 11", the 

spatial directions given are incomplete so that the jigsaw cannot be finished, 

and the reader remains in a disoriented position. The impression is given 

that while each object presented has special significance, the scene is 

capable of infinite growth and this special significance will be under-

stood nhen all the details have been supplied, They are never supplied. In 

"Villes II" it becomes clear while reading the poem that we will be continually 

frustrated it! attempting to make sense of this maze-like town. The dis~ 

orientation produced and conpnented on by the narrator is the sign of its 

inabiiity to provide man with fulfillment~ In the other three, while 

ultimately they all collapse disappointingly, the scene continues to expand 

and present new detail until the last minute. The loss of these tOVInS', is 

regretted. One believed in the possibilities for infinite expansion of these 

mo,rvellous and joyful scenes. The spatial disorientation of these poems 

contributed to this belief and fostered our desire for more dazzling details. 

Thus in the first set of poems, localization is unnecessary. In 

the second, deliberate disorientation by naming parts of a scene causes either 

acceptance or rejection of this town depending on whether the reader feels 

that eventual co:npletion of the pattern will be possible or not. This "rule" 
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holds true for the other poems in the Il1uw.lnations~ 47 

As far as temporal orientation or localization is concerned, the 

only remarkable point to note is the preponderance of poems written in 

the present tense.in the Illuminations. A sense of immediacy and urgency 

is thus created, a conviction that everything is there all at once or that 

condi tions are ah13,Ys so in a particular tONne In "Ouvriers" the past 

tense is used initially to evoke the memory which provokes the decision. This 

decision is made In the present and since it looks to the future is expressed 

in the future tense. The opposite pattern occurs in ttYi11es I". As the 

vision fades the poet recounts its loss in the past tense,then, asking Nhen 

or hmf he can return to this region, he reverts to the present tense to 

indicate its continuing existence. This is all very normal usage. The 

sense of timelessness imparted by the present tenses is striking, classifying 

these poems as non-narrative in the strict sense of the lfOrd since there can 

be no attempt at storytelling without a time sequence. Instead, we are 

presented w:i.th a proliferating r.lUltiplicity of sensations-~now. It is a 

simultaneity which points to cubism. 

Another form of localization is the use of Jllace names and other 

proper names. i'lhile this is extremely common in the Illuminations, as we have 

seen, they are peculiarly non-localizing, even d.:i.sorientating. In "Yilles II" 

for example, while the comparison is made with real places, the subject of 

the comparison is not described. Pluralization of .H:tna, Yenus, Hab, Roland 

47Fa:c example, in "Apres Ie daluge" the tOHn spraNls. The limits of 
its expansion are the Alps and the Pole. Th1.s blot on the face of the earth 
is rejected. The spreading tONn in "Enfance Y" is similarly rejected. "OrnH~res'~ 
gives falsely informative, precise localizations, Hhich are torn asunder by 
this marvellOUS parade before we are arlented. "Nystlque" is an even better 
example of hOH falsely informative 10calizat1.on in space ca.n nonetheless 
produce a feeling of satisfaction vIi th the scene while the poeJ:l is in progress. 
While the scene is carefully divided usj.ng words like, "a gauche, a. droite l 

en haut. du tableau", it is still l.mpossihle to place the .. pre.s" or "la pente 
du talus" accurately in the pict.ure. Hords like "ligne" and "courbe" are 
used 1n·8, figu.rative sense Hhich disconcerts since the literal meaning is 
also CIT\:; in the context:. but not the follo\{ing abstract nouns. We are whirled 
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ha.s a disconcerting effect. They are already grandiose structures and 

larger than life figures. This improbable multiplication of unique and 

marvellous objects is particularly stimulating to the imagination since these 

are not metaphoric statements but presentations of facts. Juxtaposition of 

different places as though they, were interchangeable upsets a,ll our notions 

of space and geogra phyo For e:>m.mple, the phrase," des "Royal" et des If Grand" 

de Scarbro' ou de Brooklyn, If implies that civilization is n01'[ uniform 

throughout the world and interchangeable, but also interchanges these places 

and displaces them on our mental map to collect them on one site or to blur 

their individuality as vfe sari ito This technique also opens the horizons 

of the poem enormously. Sometimes, the town or country is already 

metamorphosed before it is mentioned, It then becomes part of a new meta~ 

morphosiS or is used meta.phorically. Thus, attaching the epithets, "louche", 

"norwegien" and "de revt:."" to "une Venise", "un Nebuch:odonosor" and" des 

Alleghanys at des Libans", 1'1hich suggests that pluralization of these places 

and people is possible, implies that these are not the originals to which 

t.he scene, which is left deliberately vague, is compared o There is con-

siderable blurring of identification and greatly enhanced suggestiveness 

produced by these techniques. In every case the narrator wishes to produce 

an impression of infinite expansion of possibilitie~, a place which is 

stupendous in its multiple possibilities and grandeur. These examples also 

illustrate Rimbaud's increasing desire to reach for and possess the infinite, 

or to create it. Such devices are very common in' the joyful evocations 

of places suitab18 for man's habitation, since, ultimately, they are satisfylng 

and dazzled to the end. In "Barbare" the ultimate in non-localization is 
reached with the arctic floifers which are presented then il'1~nedia tely 
cancelled,"(elles n'existent pas)", but they nonetheless leave one Hith the 
desire to find out more about the scene~ 
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images giving a sense of enormous possibilities and power. In "Ville" 

the Erinnyes are evoked when the inner vision takes overs In "Duvriers" 

such names are absent. In "Villes II" this dream geography is used to 

crush the observer since he is incapable of comprehending what he is faced Witho 

In the Illumipations p names of countries, huge geological structures and 

mythi~~l or literary heroes or heroines are evoked rather than the local 

landmarks, names of real people and European towns of the earlier poems. 

The horizons have spread until Rimbaud's geography is limitless, In very 

few cases in the prose poems are these names employed for purposes of· 

localization or identification. 

Similarly, Hhile everything exists in the present, not only have 

geog~~phical areas and geological features been telescoped improbably onto 

one site, or transported on our mental map, but historical or literary 

periods have been compressed into this point in present time so that 

Rolands, Nabs, Venuses co-exist, the seas of Ossian are side by side yIi th 

modern boulevards and greengrocers, the road to Damascus damning Hith 

languour, contrary to Biblical tradition, is succeeded by aristocracies 

Ylhich are Rhenish, Japanes"e and South American Indian. All the above-

mentioned tendencies are found in the uplifting, visionary poems or sections 
1.t8 

of poems in the 111uminatio~. 

Rimbaud's use of colloquialisms and local Hords.had been largely 

abandoned by the time he began the prose poems, although "flache" appears 

in "0uvrlers" .. In the bulk of the Illuminations Rimbaud's fairly frequent 

----~-=----------------------------------------------------------4.8 
"Enfance lit has a Hexican and Flemish idol; beaches there have 

Greek, Slav and Celtic names. The little brother is in India. InllEnfance V" 
cosmic forces are vizualized rather than dream geography. In "Parade" this 
mysterious group are superior to Fakirs and CherubinI They can transform 
themselves into:" Chinois, Hottentots, bohemiens, niais, hyeN8s, Holochs, ••• " 
the list could obviously be expanded for ever. In five short lines in 
IIFete d'hiver" orchards and alleys near the l<1eander, nymphs from Horace, 
Si.berian dances, Chinese girls p9.inted'by Boucher are evoked. "SoiT 
histO);'ique" contains visions of syntheses of whole countries and continents. 
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use of English '\<lords anQ anglicisms has been seized on by some critics as 

an attempt by R Imbaud to situate his poems, as an indication of their 

London source therefore as well as place of compositiono While it is true 

that Rimbaud did not know English before his visit there, which helps for 

dating these poems, these English words are not used to localize his poems 

nor even to supply local colour. 

As l'le have seen, Underwood has mentioned "'cottage" and the litotes 

"Un citoyen pas trop mecontent" in"Ville", Habs in "Vi11es I" and the use 

of the words Itmetropole" and It metropolitain", as proofs of their source 

of inspiration. He lists the other English words and anglicisms in these 

prose poems. 49 

"Being Beauteous" for whose title Hackett seems to have found the 

correct source,5
0 

is a good example of Rimbaud's use of English in these 

texts. Longfellow's poem has nothing to do with Rimbaud's beyond supplying 

these a:.cresting HOrdS for the French reader. They are interpreted correctly 

at the beginning of Rimbaud's text. The influence of English poetry is 

not an issue. These words are used as a stylistic shock device to place 

the reader in an unstable position since he-cannot understand them nor 

even attempt to pronounce them correctly. They also supply an exotic touch 

by their foreignness and as such open the horizons of the poem, echoing 

the othen.or1diness of the expanding figure in the poem. English NOrdS 

in other poems have little to do with 10calizatlon since they mostly occur 

in poems which are not even about towns. Apart from their ability to 

49underHoodr "R. et lIAng.", pp. 27-28,mentions the titles "Fairy 
and "Bottom", {lrai1H3.Ys, clubs modernes, pier, steerage, Embankments, 1e 
turf, desperadoes, spunk"and the anglicisms"Comte., inquestionab1e, comforts~' 
There are also \\ cot tage, Royal and Grand ll 

4' 

50HacTcett, Autour de Rimbaud 9 pp. 81-82, presents convincing 
evidence that "'Footsteps of Angels" by Longi'elloH supplied this title. 
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disorient the reader a French word would have served equally well. In the 

earlier poems the use of neologisms, non-poetic or local 1>10r<;lS served a 

similar purpose. "Bottom" is the only exception since his characteristics 

in A....t!i9-s~~r Night I S Dream are also echoed in this poem" This adds an 

extra layer of meaning for the initiated rather than indica,tes a geographic 

source. 
. . 51 

Lack of comprehension ahmys makes Hords more memorable, and 

this is a stylistic device. 

A desire for euphony may be at the base of some of his mames. 

Perhaps the best example is in "Nocturne vulgaire" where the sense seems 

to be subordinated to the sounds and the line is very suggestive:" •• ova:-

t-on siffler pour Itordge, et les Sodomes--et les Solymes,---et les betes 

f ' t 1 ' ,,52 It i itt } eroces e es armees p .0.8 S an ncan a ory p lrase D 

The TOPOGRAPHY of these towns again is not used to localize them. 

On the contrary, it is an effective measure of their sui~ability for man's 

habitationo Hhen the town is flat, as in "Ouvriers" and nVille" or the 

second section of "Netropolitain", when natural features like rivers, trees, 

are either absent or tamed by man, then the J~own is rejected. In "Villes II" 

the terrain is as a!ll(l,zillgly a~ciCLent_ed as in the joyfulp99_ms,. but the St;la 

is confined, the natural vegetation is trimmed and the land to the west is 

cultivated. It is an unsuitable towne In "Les Ponts"l "Ville I", tlpromontoire" 

arid the first section of "IvIetropolitain" ther~ are enormous differences 

in the heights and depths built on. In the third section of "Hetropolitain" 

also, after the terrified chase through the flat desert of streets one raises 

------.--~--------=-~--------~--------------------------,------

5lSeHell, 1'h~~f_r?et=£X, p. 95 quotes Valery: " Our 
memory repeats to us the speech we have not understood. In 110etry the !!lind 
is active, having to make its OHn system." This use of English is a further 
example of poetic speech being a deviation from normal speech patterns. 

5
2una,ma.s damnant de langueur" in "Hetropolitain" is another eXEl,mple 

of this infrequent use of strongly assonanced words, alliteration or internal 
rhyme to produce musicality. 
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one's head to view bridges then looks dOvTn to the beds of rivers. Water 

is prese-nt in vast exp3.nses in these poems. Other natural and active 

geological features abound in "Villes I" and "Promontoire", the most ecstatic 

of these tot-lnS e In "Villes 1m only the mountainous terrain exists, the 

volcanoes, avalanches, craters, vrhole mountain ranges are absent, The 

difference in terrain and the presence or absence of majestic or awe~ 

inspiring geological features are the dividing lines for judging these towns~ 53 

CLIl1ATIC CONDITIONS effect the same division in Rimbaud's view of 

types of towns. In "Ouvriers" the sky is overcast and the temperature 

oppressive. The town is smoky and blights the countryside. In "Ville" the 

thick, smoky atmosphere blots out everything. In "Villes Il"the light ts 

dull and artificial, the ground is snowcovered, the town is cold. "Les 

Ponts" also has a grey sky but it sparkles o In "Villes 1"- and "Promontoirelt 

and the first section of "Hetropolitalnlt the sky is open and colourful. 

Light and reflections arc very important aspects of these satisfying towns. 

They were used in the earlier poetry! as satisfying antitheses to the town. 'J+ 

The ARCHITECTURAL FEA TUP.ES of the tOHns parallel the topography. 

They_ are inextricably linked in fQrm wHo the flat,clebtlii;.attng a,rea enclosed 

by the polluting air and Im'iering skies, or wHh the soaring and plunging 

~----------------------------.-----------------------------------------

5J1n "Enfance V" the town is a flat spreading evil 1'ihile the poetJ. s 
eye s"i'lee-psfrom the core of t~e earth through all the strata to the outer 
cosmos in a. vertical line. The countryside in "Phrases" is flat and desolate. 
In "Fleurs" the movement of the eye is vertical as it foll01'iS the lines of 
the architectu~. "Scenes" is c01!structed on many levels. "~'lystique" has 
mountain ranges, slopes, with the sea- stacked on the highest level as in 
"APl--.eS Ie deluge". In the verse poems the towns are flat and lack vegetation 
a,nd grdndiose geological features. 

54 
In "Enfance V" the town is likened to "nuit sans fin". The brightly 

coloured lights and reflections of the cosmos and the bowels of the earth 
are contrasted Ylith tts fog. In "Nauvais Sang" the red lights and black 
mud of the tmms is a vision of hell. In "Vies I", the holy land is 
remembered as dazzling:" Je me souviens des heures d'argent et de soleil 
vers les fleuves, •• " This contrasts Hith IV •• ~une campagne aigre au 
cle1 s 01:;> re ," in If - -Vies II ". 
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tenain and brightly lit, expo.ndlng spaces of the joyful poems. In the 

first set the architectural features are practically non-existent. The 

dark mass and the lmprisonment of its victims are~all that matters. In 

"Ville" the cotta.ges are also prisons, isolating the citizenry from each 

other. It is a disordered, shapeless universe, In the others, the buildings 

and other man-made fea.tures rise up and intersect in complex, harmonious 

patterns. They form a netHork of interconnections Vlhich allow the citizens 

to communicate with each other. These architectural features blend 

harmoniously Hith each other and with the grandiose natural features of the 

terrcJ.in. Colossal structures decorated with architectural detail, they 

themselves often decorate other objects with their reflections, being built 

of shiny minerals: copper, glass, steel or marble. In the most ecstatic of 

the poems theyemit sonorous music. They are often in the process of dynamic 

growth or move by feats of engineering, like the chalets. They are always 

high and composite in form. Their most common forms are domed buildings, spires, 

towering, immensely long staircases, high footbridges, long bridges spanning 

watenrays, elaborate larnpstandards, huge statues of heroes, New forms of 

archi tecture are hinted at as barbario conceptions or unimaginable .forms, but nc 

concrete details are given. The canals- suspended behind the chalets are 

an advanced feat of engineering. As for these chalets, as Adam suggested, 

funicular railHays existed in SVTitzerland. They are evidently an attempt 

by the poet to create the most modern buildings possible. 55 

55In the verse poetry, when architectural features are mentioned 
they are usually named or identified. They symbolize the oppression of the 
citizenry, for example~ the Louvre and. Bastille, or they reflect the 
narrovmess of the minels of this citizenry as " Place de la gare" in Charleville. 
Hention of build ings is quite rare in the early poetry. 
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Curiously, the architecture of the towns in the prose poems, to 

be harmonious, which is a requirement in man's ideal abode, ~ust have 

a certain order about it, and thus has incorporated the best features of 

traditional architecture. In the poems where modernity is mentioned, 

"Ville" and "Villes II", these modern architectural features are not in 

harmony with nature at its freest and suffer from a lack of coherent or 

comprehensible plan. Commercial centres blight the town in spite of their 

other beauties, This was evident even in "Roman" and "Oraison du soir" , 

In order to be a suitable abode for man, the architecture must 

be dynamic in some way, an effect often achieved by teetering these high 

structures on the edge of some abyss, on a slope or by a watervray. \~hen 

set against a background of mountains, in interesting lighting, among 

active geological phenomena and free, vibrant natural forms, the 

architecture presents the epitome of man's creation of his environment. 

These characteristics and their opposites for the condemned towns hold 

true throughout the Illuminations,56 

The SOCIETY which inhabits these tovms must be divided into two 

ba-siccat-egor-ies- te match the tHO t)(~.sic ty.pes of t01m, presented in the 

Illuminations in their most complete forms. The towns which are morally 

condemned are inhabited by apathetic, degenerate, materialistic or 

authoritarian figures. This is already evident in the early verse poems. 

These people a.re usually silent. The streets are practically deserted. 

The figures are sepe.rated from each other. There is no love, joy or 

---------------------------------,------------.---------------------------
56F'or example, in "Vies I", the holy la.nd has enormous avenues 

and terraced temples. "Aube" has palaces, belfries p domes, marble quays. 
"Fleurs" has emerald domes, marble terraces~ and mahogany pillars& The 
condemned places have little architecture but often close their victims 
in rooms as in "Vagabonds" and "Bottom", ,"[here the narrator is changed 
It en gros oiseau gris bleu sfessorant vers le~ moulures du plafond at 
t.rainant l' aile dans les ontbres de 10. soiree';. 
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connnunica:tion there. The people 'l'lho have erected the buildings and planned the 

to~m are the anonymous and sinister, "on". Sometimes the use of the passive 

voice has a similar effect of suggesting hostile or indifferent social 

organization:" La morale et la, langue-sont redui tes ••• ", "tout gOllt connu 

a ete elude ••• ",( "Ville", O.C., .po 134). On the contrary, the ecstatic 

towns are inhabited by vigorous groups composed of larger than life, joyful 

figures. These groups dance, sing, play musical instruments, join in 

communal festivities Q Physical contact, communion and love axe evident 

among them. They have ideas Hhich are rung out from belfries, Uhile the 

condemned towns are empty, the joyful tOvms are thronged with peoplee 

Their tOrms offer them multiplicity of sensation and opportunity for free 

activity and they are as varied as their towns, being dazzling figures from 

all ages, mythic or literary figures, giants, new creations of demi-gods, 

colour£ully and ceremoniously or theatrically costumed. They are in direct 

contra.st to the uniform and isolated types ot: "Ville", 

The town is only satisfactory or uplifting when NATURE in all its 

forms is as free and exuberant, as multiple in form and astonishing in 

some aspect as the- architecture, geologi-eal f-eat.ures and tOPQg);'@.~hy- of 

the ideal towns. In the latter the flora and fauna are vigorous, colourful. 

Plants are animate and enormous and present new forms, elegant animals 

bound freely in the landscape. vlater flows copiously and freely. Nature 

is in harmony with nan and other aspects of the town. The same division 

between multiple, vigorous natural forms a-nd ra.vaged nature is used to 

categorize the tOlms throughout the Illuminations. 57 

57In "Fleurs" the vegetation is evoked in dazzling, mineral terms, It 
ends on an ecstatic note with throngs of roses surrounding a god. Copper 
palm trees glitter in "Villes I" and enormous flovTers moo in the high 
p3.stures, "Apres 1e deluge" presents a direct contlCLst between animate, 
luxuriant natural for~s and precious stones which hide when the opposed, 
cOlllmerc,ial bourgeois begin building. The glory of the holy land is remembered 
by "la--main de la campagne sur Plon epaule ••• " in "Vies I ". 
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Type and method of CIRCULATION AND l'lOVEHENT are an important factor 

in classifying these tmffis. Any impediment to free circulation is 

condemned and condemns the town. Walking is not exuberant enough an 

activity to produce happiness. In "Ouvriers" the couple HalIes. In "VillesII" 

the nabobs walk towards the:1..r motionless carriage. In many other poems 

verbs of motion indicate the communal joy of the people. The carriages, 

architecture, flora and fauna, 'tlater and other geological features must 

all move vigorously in ideal tmms. 58 

The POLITICAL ORGANIZATION of these tovms links vri th their social 

organization, so that basically communal ecstasy, parades, a vigorous 

citizenry containing multiple types of people, denote a harmonious political 

sitm.tion. Any hint of oppression, restriction or exploitation denotes 

a tOHn to be condemned. 

The GEOLOGY of these towns has been touched on in the preceding 

sections. Grandiose geological features in action are an essential part of 

the id~al tOHnscape. Precious stones and glossy mineral and metal surfaces are 

an important feature because of their colours and the light reflections 

they provide _in the prose poem.'3 o Their presence indicates the harmony o£ 

the animal, vegetable and mineral kingdom in this place. 

The LANGUAGE of the towns in the narrower sense mentioned in the 

introduction, the sounds produced by the tOHns, are an important element for 

their classificat.ion as places suitable or not for man. Ideal torms are 

pleasantly sonorOU$~ Condemned to'tms are silent or raucous and their 

inhabi tants do not communicate lvi th each other, 

--------------------------~--------------------------------------------

58parades and festivities, thronging to a glorious site or benevolent 
figure, decorated carriages Hheeling along,are an important feature of 
the ecstatic poems, as are dancing and vigorous physical activit.y. The 
vigorous physical movement Has a. requirement for happiness in the earliest 
poetrYe 
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Having discu.ssed the areas of urban geography in the Illuminations 

and Rimbaud' s use. of images rela,ting to one or other of these categories 

YThich convey hj:s feelings about the to'l'm, we can now ask what is the 

purpose or function of the t01ms in these poems? What is Rimbaud' s 

attitude to the town now? 

Obviously the tmms evoked in the prose poetry divide into hlO 

basic groups from a SOCIAL VIEHPOINT. They are all judged and categorized 

according to their ability to fulfill the needs and aspirations of man as 

he could be if he could attain his maximum potential. In either case, 

man is nOH seen as a_.city-dueller. Comrauni ty living is essential for his 

ha ppiness and transcendence. The ideal arrangement is symbiotic: .the cities 

are raised by man for his enjoyraent" he decora:t,es and glorifies them by 

his presence and activities. They provide the .multiple elements which 

allow him to achieve his full potential. 

One set of term poems provides this atmosphere, the . other provides 

an alienating, sterile atmosphere l'fhich brutalizes man. Since Rimbaud 

admitted that he Has searching for" le lieu et 180 formule", the ecstatic 

visiens Gf tGwns can be taken to represent them. The others are· tbeir opposite 

and since they seem to represent his view of the present si tU8,tion of man 

in the nineteenth century towns of industrial Europe, they could be called 

his occident. The former are the yardstick rrith which to measure the latter. 

All these poems, for the same reason, are ANALOGH~S OIi' EIIOTIONS. 

The opposition in Rimbaud's emotions is as basic as that in the division 

of the t.owns. Any vision of a town which brings joy, peace,a feeling of 

community, communion and liberty is'a lJign of Rimbaud's happiness. It 

represents lila liberte dans 1e salut" he confessed he needed in "}.1auvais 

Sang" (O~C., p. 99). Any view l~hich re"presents scenes of isolation, desolation, - . 

deprivation causes his unhappiness and is to be condemned and evaded. 
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The ecstatic poems and v1sions are in many Hays a REFUGE OR 

ANTIDOTE to the misery of life in condemned towns as the invocation in 

"Ouvr1ers" and "Ville" indicates. It is not only to ideal tmms that 

Rimba~descapes. The majority of the poems in the Illuminations display 

59 the same transporting features as these ideal tmm poems. These poems 

have only tenuous links Hith urban features or SOCiety. Since they present 

transporting visions they surpass man's materialistic preoccupa.tions in 

towns such as those in "Ville", "Ouvriers" and "Enfance V" and are another 

form of therapy, an antidote or commentary on the poverty of vision and 

imagination of contemporary urban man. They present the possibilities 

open to him if he could only escape the stultifying conditions in which 

he lives. 

THEATRE, theatric-E.I vocabulary, imagery and presentation are 

conmo!) f t i t'~ II' . t· 60 . ea UTes 11 ne . uml.na J.ons. Severa.l critics have found 

61 
thea.trical sources for some of these poems. This theatricality consists of: 

------_.-------------------------------------------------------------------
59 "Fleurs", "Being Beauteous", "Mystique", "Soir historique lt in 

part, "Ornieres", "Barbare'" and" Genie" pc'lrticularly. 

60"Les Ponts", "Fleurs" ,U~'ete d I hiver" f "Scenes", "Ornieres", 
"Parade", "Enfance II", "Bottom" are -particularly reminiscent of theatre in 
some form. Plessen, Promenade, p. 218, notes the increasing appearance of 
"poesie-spectacle" in Rimbaud's later texts. 

61 4 Fran§oise d'Eaubonne, Verlalne et Rimbaud, p. 1 7, sees "Paro.de" 
as an evocatlon of London music-hall. Bernard, Oeuvres, p. 487,disagrees 
since she feels that such identification of source does not explaJ.n the text. 
HOI-1ever, this mixture of luxury and pO\t"BrtY1 this brutality, this rapid 
transformation of role and the presentation of this r.arade as an exploitation 
of the emotions of the audience does.corres:pond in mood and detail to 
descriptions of London music-hall turns and Penny Gaffs by Dore, London, 
pp. 116 and 167-68. Bernard, Oeuvres, pp. 510-11 and d 'Eaubonne, ~ Ver1Ed.ne et 
Rimbaud, p. 136, both see "F'leuX:S""as a transpOSition of theatre inmtura-1-
terms ed' E:aubonne identifies the playas La D-3.me aux Camelias, but Undenrood 
" ~imbaud et les lettres Anglo-Saxonnes", R8vue de la litV~p3-tu~ co~~ 
1961, p. 449, refutes this. ~le have seen that Delahaye relates Ornieres 
to an American circus. Underiwod, "Reflets", pp. 540-1 finds a sOi:irC'efor 
"L'aquarium ardent" in "Bottom" in the ilJ.umination of the aCluariums at the 
Crystal Pa,lace ,Hhich gives it a London source and Has, in 1872, a display 
which partook of theatre II 
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the introduction of costumed or mythical figures or crowd scenes; characters 

vrho metamorphose or assume several roles; rising architectural structures, 

like flats, Hhich disappear from sight to be replaced by different viG'l'l's, 

described sonetimes in theatrical vocabulary; fairy-tale decors, as in opera, 

and choral or orchestral rausic is :'\entioned; lighting effects used like spot-

lights or house lights; some poems are divided into scenes, for example, 

"Fleurs"; frequent references to a scene as It une comedie" or "un drame". 

There are several oblique rE"ferences to characters from drc:uaas or to plays; 

BOttO::l, Hab, Cherubin, "oiseaux-cow~diens", Nhich may refer to 

the chorus of Aristophanes' The Birds, and A ;'Udsu~ler Night's Drea,;n. 

The title' of several poems suggests that a theatrical performance is being 

announced. 

Hingf s comments on "Parade" and ItSdmes" can be generalized to :;:;how 

that whenever any of these techniques are used they are poetic devices to 

captivate, stirmlate or n:ystify the reader, as does theatre, to ma:ce the 

imagery and movement of the poem have the same effect as theatre on an audience. 62 

Thus theatricalization of his material is one of Rimbaud's basic :nethods 

62vling ,"Poern as Perfo'rmance", pp. 516-17, says:" ••• the description 
in .. Parade" evokes a display of "magic" analogous in Rany ''lays to the 
values Rimbaud attributed to poetry in other texts and in the so-called 
voyant letters: •• lit is the verb tra!'1sformer which indicates );lore signiflc3.ntly 
on a level of ~reater generality the similarity between the poetic process 
and the actions of the fi:~ures described in the poem, •• The P0et' s code is 
exclusively lin,rr,uistic, the figures in "PE.rade" create gesLlre, costu:ne, 
music, even magic and galvanic p01'lers ••• the diegetic universe of the poem 
will create the ~ that language is no longer simply the linguistic 
code but a far richer system of sip;ns, including (inpossibly) gesture and 
the transform'3,tion of na tter: 'Un verbe poetique accessible a taus les sens' " 

He says of "Scenes"; " Llages of each type [ theatre and tOl-Tn J c;.re 
so combined that the reader is unable to est2.blish associl'l.tive linics among 
the groups. The series is discontinuous •• ,The precision of geometric detail 
is in the end disorientating ••• the poe~ is a succession of descriptive 
vari.ations sue,-gested by the word scenes". "Poe;n as Performance", pp. 520-21. 
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for stimulating or disorientating his reader, whether it is used with town 

imagery, as in "Scenes" or not. Its use is confined to the ecstatic or 

Visionary poems. Perhaps it vias suggested here by fre'l.uentation of the 

London theatres although private theatre for escape or therapy was evident 

already in ItBruxelles". 

Theatre is a form of escape from the deprivations imposed by 

unfulfilling towns, It is in the spectacle poems, \I Villes lit, "Les Ponts", 

"Promontoirelt and p3.rts of "l'ietropolitain" that the "je" is submerged. 

This escape from self, or diffusion of self in the multiplicity of experience 

or sensation offered by this spectacle, this escape to ideal regions or 

fantastic visions, urban or not, truly theatrical or not, is analogous to 

to the escape to nature seen in the early poetry. Now the ideal refuge 

for man, the thera.peutic place, is seen not as natural landscape but as 

an ideal urban centre o Rlmbaud nON dem·3..nds more than the pastoral idylls 

of the early poems or the Simple, comforting inns of the Belgian -t.mms. 

He needs complex structures, communal joy, more refined and luxur1.ous 

entertainments and comforts,63 a more colourful and grandiose nature 

and soeiety, whiGh have f moreDver, mer&-ed. 

The question of SOURCES for these poems or the role of memory is 

only relevant to the extent that London and other t01ms have been so 

frequently cited by critics as inspiration for these prose poemsQ Rimbaud 

obviously used the material at hand, consciously or unconsciously, for 

the basic deta1.1s of his imagery, however much he may have considered 

himself to be "un inventeur bien autrement merita.nt <tue tous ceux qui m'ont 

63Plessen, ProTIenade, p. 201, notes that 
"( Rimbaud prete une a ttenlion speciale au luxe, 
on -dtrai t qu' il veut se depouiller de so. vieille 

in the Illuminations : 
--~- ,.-au confort, a l'elegance. 

'rustrerie!)". 
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precede; un musicien meme , qui ai trouve... la clef de 1 ',amour ," (Q.. c. ,Pa' 128). 

Hackett's comments on Rimbaud's pigeons help us to keep in 

perspective the role of London or any other toym in these poems. 6L~ Hovrever, 

many of the p3.rallels dral-m by critics bet1>leen the architecture of certain 

real towns and details in Rimbaud's poems are convincing enough to indic-

ate that ~~ndom memory or detail supplied by this town were incorporated 

by Rimbaud into his creation of towns. Details from several sources are 

incorporated into one poem. In every case Rimbaud generalizes to represent 

not London, or Stockholm or Stuttgart but a compelling view of the misery 

of present day industrial landscapes and their prevention of man's trans-

cendence. Conversely he uses his memories of the same places as therapy 

for this misery by creating spectacles of ideal tOYInS or to actually 

record landscapes he had found "la-bas". '1berefore, aspects of London, 

for example, are used both to condemn and exalt. The palimpsest of the 

mj.nd gave up either type of image required according t,o the general category 

a,nd tone of town created, analogous to the poet's state of mind at the 

moment of compositiono 

All these_ prose poems are a colossal display _of InJi~AUD' S POETICS, 

of verbal acrobatics, carefully calculated to give very precise effects. 

Coleridge's statement, "In the truly great poets ••• there is a reason 

assignable, not only for every "lord, but for the position of every HOrd, ,,65 

is applicable to Rimbaud's prose poetry, despite the accusations of 

6L~Hackettl Autour de Rimbaud, p. 95, mocks the nationalities aSSigned 
to the "pigeons ecarlates" in "Vies 1" by various critiCS, Adam making them 
Javanese, Undenfood British, and Lacoste, Columbian. He claims that they 
found Hhat they wanted to find. 

65Samuel Taylor Coleridge, B io~rc\. phia IJit e:raria , edited with his 
Aesthetical :essays by J. Shawcross, London: Geoffrey Cumberlege, O.U.P., 
190--r,- I, 4. 
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incoherence made by many critics. \~hile it has not been possibleYTithin 

the confines of this thesis to demonstrate this opinion at length, it is 

hoped that references made throughout this chapter to choice of vocabulary, 

rhythm, structuring of the material, Hill be sufficient to bear out this 

jUdgment. The rough drafts of Une Saison en enfer suggest that a similar 

structuring and polishing of the Illuminations was effected. In many ways 

the YThole of Rimbaud's prose poetry is a demonstration of the use of 

language to reify his emotions, ideal or dream Horlds, multiple experiences 

in the Horld and social concepts. In the beginning the need to find a 

new language did have social reform through poetry as its impetus. 

The topic of the tovm in the Illumina.tions is always a social 

issue. Rimbaud IS condemnation of some of the to~ms he evokes is not at all 

surprising. Despite differences ·in detail of atmosphere they have the 

same dissatisfying attributes as the majority of the towns evoked by Rimbaud 

thus far in his poetry. They are miserable places. 

vlhat is of compelling interest is that Rimbaud, as a further 

development of the Belgian towns, has created whole urban environments which 

produce joyful emotions, They are examples of positive social com~ent§Lry, They 

offer an ideal refuge or environment since they have managed to combine 

nature and man-made structures in commun3.1 harmony, Since these poems must 

represent "le lieu et 1a formule" and an analogy to the poet's own total 

happiness, they would be perfect poems, presenting not only the culmination of 

the poet's own search for l~ersonal fulfillment in the towns and through poetry, 

but the key to the happiness of all mankind, if they could transmit these 

experiences in their totality to the reader. 

In the concluding section of this chapter, we will discuss hoYT Rimbaud 

might. have found this ideal place, Hhy he might have sought it so determinedly, 

and how he vTOuld appear to be attempting to lead manld.nd there through these 

poems e 
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Starkie points the Hay to an interpretation of these extraordinary 

tOl-rns when she claims that R:i.mbaud and Verlaine visited the Chinese opium 

dens in the East End of London, She then links some of this poetry to the 

visions of architecture seen by De Quincey under the influence of, this ~rug~6 

She quotes a JB.ssage from Un Han,g:eu~ d' opium to illustrate her point: 

D'etonnantes et rnonstrueuses architectures se dressaient dans son 
cerveau, semblables a ces constructions mouvantes que l'oeil du pogte 
aper90it dans les nuages colore8 par Ie soleil couchant. Hais bientot 
aces reves de terrasses, de tours, de remparts, montant a des hauteurs 
inconnues et s'enfon9o.nt dans d'immenses profondeurs, succederent des 
lacs et de vastes etendues d'eau. L'eo.u devint l'element obsedant. 67 

It is true that enormous architectural structures in motion, blazing skies, 

great heights and depths, seas, canals, waterfalls occur in many of Rimbaud's, 

~liE§:tions. Baudelaire notes the same obsession with water under the 

influence of hashish and wonders if all drugs might not produce similar 

images in the mind. 68 In Le Fd~me du haschisch he generalizes th~ effects of 

66Starkie, Rimbaud t p. 258~ 
Py, ~i--Onsl' pp. XXIII-X,'(IVagreesJ " 11 ne slagLt pas 

d' expliquer les ]llumina t.~ p3.,r l' action de substances hallucinogenes ••• 
De 1.' aveu meme de hichaux, elles sont plus revelatrices que creatrices ... 
La verite est plutot que la drogue a amplifie, exalte en Rimbaud des dis
positions personnelles ••• et surtout qu'elle lui a permis de mettre au point 
un incomparable instrument d'expression poe.tique dont i1 a joue apres coup, 
ayant reussi ••• a garder le contrale de ses facultes et a rester ••• a 10. 
hauteur de sa folle." 

Lebeau, liLa Ville", pp. 353-63, holds similar opinions on the effect 
of drugs,or the influence of reading Baudelaire's descriptions of their 
effects,on the tmm poems in the Illuminations. ·He also feels that" Reve 
parisien" is an influence, despite the rigid exclusion of Nature in Baudelaire's 
poem, and that the inclusion of figures in Rimbaucl' s poems is the basic 
difference betHeen his creations and those of Baudelaire and De Quincey, 
De Quincey is probably not a direct source. It is more likely that his 
account of the possibilities of the mind encouraged Rlmbaud to revea.l 
and read his mm palimpsest. 

67 Baudelaire, D.C., p. 518. 

68Baudelaire, O.C., p. 518," Ne dirait-on pas que ••• le cerveau 
humain, so\J.s l'empire d'un excitant, s'eprend plus volontiers de certains 
images?" 
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this experience with the proviso that hashish always reflects the contents 

of the mind of the individual taking ito 69 Fretet classifies Rimbaud 

clinically, finding the contents of the poems similar to "tous les delires 

70 
aigus confusionnels." He does not go as far as Py, who feels that Rtmbaud 

forged a marvellous poetic instrument out of his delusional experiences. 

He feels, along with many critics, that this incoherence is a sign of 

Rimbaud's confusion: "Son plus grand meriteest de ne rien changer au 

stenogra,lnTre de voyant, de ne rien arranger.,,7l 

Perhaps Temkine gives the best explanation of this need for mind·-

expanding drugs: " •• ,le monde est fini, et c'est d'infini que Ie poete a . 

80if,,,72 Rimbaud himself had stated the need to reach "l'inconnu" as early 

as the IILettres du VoyantH
• He had explored many real tOrms and found.them 

wanting. "0uvriers", "Ville", "Villes II'\ are an indication of the appal-

ling sterility of the most modern urban centres. lOA une raison" proclaims 

man's need for the infinite:" 'Change nos lots, crible les fleaux, a commencer 

par le temps '0. Eleve n'importe ou la substance de nos fortunes et de nos 

voeux. 'II (0. c ., p. 130) • Rj,mbaud felt that rTidening horizons to take in 

rThole countries, the cosmos, to merge the most grandiose natural phenomena 

and man in an al1~embracing pa1Cl.dise vIere 1190eSsary. Alienated by the real 

towns and the route society rTas taking, Rimbaud appears ~~ have found that 

the ideal rrorld \·ras nonetheless urban, and in the antipodes of the mind. 

69Baudelaire v ~~ p. 445. 

70Fretet, ~11.6.!1atio'p_ po~.ll.~, Paris: Janin, 19'-~6, p, 196, 
(Hereafter: Fretet, YA1ienati<2.n poetigy,:: .• ) 

71Fretet, ~enation Eoetiqu,£" p. 202. 

72Raymond Temkine, "De Baudelaire a Michaux", Europ'~, (avril-mai, 
19q7), p. 240. 
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He has recreated these worlds for us in this poetry_ 

Aldous Huxley, Hith a lucid account of his o'tm controlled experi-

ments with mescaline and an essay on the clinical and perceptual effects of 

mind-altering drugs, puts all the intuitions of the critics just quoted into 

perspective. In doing so, he suggests the reason for the attracfion of' these 

poems for so many people and the aim of Rimbaud is creating them. 

In the "Lettres du Voyant" Rimbaud cHd not mention drugs as a method 

of producing "1e dereglement de tous les senslt, Derangement can occur acci~ 

dentally or be induced by hunger, fever, alcohol, tea, coffee, many other 

chemical substances, sensory deprivation such as blindfolding,. incarceration, 

by flagellation, prolonged rhythmic chanting, anything vlhich is capable of 

depressing the normal filtering process of the brain to all;ow entry into con-

sciousness of biologically useless but aesthetically or spiritually vaiu.ab·le 

material. 73 Huxley, more scientifically and completely than Baudelaire, 

lists the common features of visions produced by any of these means: bright 

lights, intensification of all colours, moving geometric shapes, vast and 

complicated. buildings, constal'ltly crlanging landscapes, the presence of 

herolc flgures and fabulous animals, precious stones, and above all, a sense 

of the heightened significance of any object in the visions. 74 As seen, all 

these features are common in Rimbaud's ideal tOHns. 

sworch, 
Huxley, 

Huxley notes the similarities of these scenes to' the heavens or para-

7JAldous Huxley, The Doors of Perception and H~ven and ~~ Har~ond
Niddlesex: Penguin Book.s Ltd flP 1974, PPe 73, 77, 81, e2, thereafter, 
Perceetion. ) 

7~HuXley, Perceution, p. 82, " ••• the landscapes, the architectures, the 
clustering gems, thebrilltant and intricate patterns -- these, in their 
atmosphere of praetern2.tural light, praetern?tural colour, a.nd praeternatural 
significance a.re the stuff of Which the mind's antipodes are made." 
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dises of fairy-tales, folklore and religious texts, . Contra.ry to most 

other comments.tors on this subject, he feels that liThe rarT material for 

this creation is provided by the visual experiences of ordinary life", but 

these visions do not contain memories of the personal life of the "voyant": 

"the images are found 'out there I in the collective uncon,scious 9" 

"Blissful visions are generally associated with a sense of separation from 

the body, a feeling of de-individualization. 1I75 This statement links Nith 

Rimbaud's "JE est un autre ll
, The fact that visual soarces a.nd the role of 

me:nory are much less convincingly demonstrated in "Villes I", "Promontoire", 

"Fleurs", "Hystique", adds Height to this opinion.· Huxley's opinions link very 

directly with Jung's theory of the collective unconscious: 

I am assuming that the work of art we propose to an'3.1yse, as Hell as 
being symbolic, he.s its source not in the ~sonal unconsciousnes~ of 
the -poet, but in a sphere of unconscious mythology Hhose primordial 
ima.ges are the common heritage of Elankind. I hewe called. -;:,his sphere thE} 
.Q211ective unconsciou~ to distinguish it from the personal unconscious. 7b 

Rimbaud appears to have reached the ant.ipodes of his mind in "Villes I" e 

As seen, the poem contains most of the elements mentioned by Huxley as in-, 

tegral to the visionary eXperience, and in fact to the collective unconscious. 

It is extrao~.inary that Rimbaud succeeded in recording his perceptions 

Hith the same Bense of haste, immediacy and heightened significance as 

75Aldous Huxley, ~l!, pp. 81,7?, 116. Jung, "J?sychology 
and Literature", Ihe Snirit in ii§._llLArt 2.nd Llli~qature, tra.ns, R.F.C. Hall, 
Bol1ingen series XX, Xr:;w Yor:c: }'antheon Books, 19bb:-Thereafter, Jung, 
The SDirit), pp. 101-3 S8,YS: "Art is a kind of innate drive that seizes a 
FiurPo"an--being and r'1akes him its instrument •• , the ego.,. becoming nothing 
mOl'e than a helpless observer of events &" 

76Jung, liOn the Relation of a.nalytical psychology to poetry", in 
The SJ?i:sU,. p. 80 (hereafter, Jung, "Analytical Psychologylt)e 
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the vision was no doubt received. Hhy did he do this? Huxley seems to answer: 

The transporting power of many vlOrks of art is attributable to the 
fact that their creators have p:dnted scenes, persons, and objects 
which remind the beholder of Hhat, consciously or un7~nsciously, he 
knoHs about the other Horld at the back of the mind. . 

Jung states something very similar: 

This is the secret of great art, and its effect upon us. The creative 
process, as far as 1'1S are able to follow it, consists of the unconscious 
activation of an archetypal image, and in elaborating and shaping this 
image into the finished vrork, By giving it shape, the artist translates it in
to the language afthe present, a.nd so makes it possible for us to find our 
Hay back to th8 deepest springs of life ••• Therein lies the social sig
nificance of art: .... conjuring up the forms in Hhich the age is most lacking e

78 

Huxle~ then,has enumerated the constant elements of this antipodes of 

the mind, or collective unconsciOUS, or "H.-bas". Jung has explained the role 

of the unconscious activation of these archetypal images. Huxley goes further 

with his statement: "l-[hat is seen in reality leads to the antipodes. It 79 He 

then lists vision~inducing arts and items: precious stones, polished metals 

and. minerals, glass, flames, lights, IX'1rticularly clair-opsc_ur effects, gem~like 

pigments, illumination, effects of great distance or extreme propinquity to 

the subject, all lend enchantment. So do firel'lOrks,any form of pageantry 

and theatrical spectacle, magic-lantern effects and phantasmagoria, Hhich 

are essentially Visionary arts and vision-inducing devices. The isolation 

of an object endoHs it also with absoluteness. BO 

77Huxlev v , PerceLtion, p. 97. 

78Jung, "Analytica.l Psychology", The Spiri!:" p. 82. 

79Huxley, PerceptiQE, pp. 88-89. 

80Huxley, Perct::.Etio,,!l, pp. 123, 129, 130, 138. 'l'hese sta.tements 
about the transporting effects of certain plastic and performing art forms, 
no doubt explain the impreSSion given that the poem is 8, performa.nce in ma,ny 
instances, and also the intuition of Lacoste and Bernard particularly, that 
if Himbaud ha.d not actually been influenced by certain painter-s of his time, 
(possibly Turner and the early Impressionists), he parallels their efforts in 
his use of the'1 ton divise" or the great attention he pays to light effects and 
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Rimbaud has attempted to lead the reader back to' the antipodes of 

his own mind, to produce not only a record of his mm visions or ideal 

region, but to create vision-inducing reports of visions. He has deprived 

the reader partially of sensory perception by his dislocation of spatial 

and temporal relations. He has displayed in a form as close as possible to 

phantasmagoria or theatr~, or pageant, the rising architectures, the heroic 

or mythical figures and animg,ls, the distances and close-ups, the shiny 

minerals and colours, the reflections and the illuminations against the dark 

backgrounds, the suggestion of choral chanting, Hhich are all vision-inducing. 

l'he isolation of individual nouns in Rimbaud' s later poetry, because of the 

concision of his style, gives them vision~inducing pOHers. 

As HacLeish says of this poetry: 

The Illuminations are not visionary poems of the sort vIi th '-lhich liter
atur"e is elsewhere familiar ~- descri.p.tions of 'visions, recollections of 
visions, accounts of visions e They ~ the visions themselves [ ••• J 
Their end and aim is the end o,nd 8,lm of vision -- to see the unseeable: 
not the end and aim of literature -- to represent it C ••• J Are they 
spells to take us to the Horid beyond -- to bring Hhat lies beyond back? . 

No reader of the Illumina.ti-Jn~ can anm-ler that questton for any ·other. 81 

As l'le have seen, not all the Dlu:ninations Here intended to act as 

spells. HOHever, the poems Hhich contain joyful, dynamiC, proliferating 

imagery, many of ",hich have urban themes, since the rising architectures are 

fluidity of raovement in his poetry. Bernard nentions his impressionistic 
choices of colour and compares his attitude to Turner's with regard to per
ception of optical effects: "1'1y business is to draH what I see, not vlhat I 
know is there&" In fact Ri::J8aud's poems parallel the effects of certain 
p...'l.inters because he employs the sane vision ind.ucing ;aaterial in his poetry, 
and shares their need to -ufixer 130 nature d2tnS le IilOl",ent de la sensation". 
"R.P. at I", pp.- 258-59. Lacoste suggests -that it W3,S Rimbaud's nerl 
interest in pa.int.ing which II n' a pas feu coritribue a; lui faire :re)rrendre la 

plume pour composer les Illur.linations." IJ8 Probler.te, p. 252.-

81Archlba1d NacLeish, foetry _~nd Ex,perience, Cambridge : Riverside 
Press and Boston; Houghton Mifflin and Co.~ 1960, Pp. 167 and 171& 
(Hereafter: Nacleish, Poetry and ~~?eri~lce.) 
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so much a part of this other Horld of the mind, have been created by 

Rimbaud as the records of the region in his mind Hhich produces his greatest 

joy. They are also spells to induce these or similar visions in the 

reader. His claim to be an inventor 1-lho had discovered soraething like 

the key to love, applies to these poeras. ~'lhether they do in fact induce 

visions in all readers is, as HacLeish says, a matter of individual reaction, 

but this does seem to have been Rirflbaud' s intention. 

Since all the visionary and vision-inducing poems do not contain 

town imftgery or themes, the question arises whether the t01'1U is in fact an 

incidental feature in the landscape of the mind. Did Rimbaud choose to 

incorporate the tOHn in these poems? Do they constitute a sociological 

comment? Or is any such cOl1ment or impression that the tOl-m imagery h3.S 

special importance Hhich is read into these poems, another case of finding 

what one wants to find? It is true that Ri:rrbaud stated in the "Lettre du 

Voya.ntil (9.~~ p. 252), that: "[le poete] ... devra f"Ure sentir, palper, 

ecouter ses inventions; s1 ce qu'il rapporte de la~bas a forme, il donne 

forme; si c'est informe, il donne de l'informe ••• " This implies that what

ever is found in this unknown region must be reported as accurately as 

possible Hi thout any a tterapt at selection or editing of rna terial on, the 

part of the poet. rrherefore if urban architecture featured in this reginn, 

it would be reported. 

Yet these tOl-m poems do appear to represent Rimbaud I s ideal tmms, 

opposed to the condemned to;.rns of the non-visionary prose poems, as well 

as being a close equivalent to Huxley's antipodes and De Quil1cey's rising 

architectures. They did exist in Rimbaudts mind, he recorded them. However, 

the mind selects unconsciously what appeals to it. They were ca::.t up by 

the_palimpsest of Rimbaudis mind because psychologically and socially 
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he needed them. 

Jung's remark that the social significance of art lies in con,... 

juring up the forms in which the age is most lacking, points to Rimbaud's 

need to escape to and recreate this Orient as a direct gesture of rejection 

of the real towns and society of his age, and as an antidote to them. 

Rimbaud enjoyed,privately,visions.of man transcended amid beautiful land-

sea-pes and. townscapes, recording them in such a way as to present the vision -

as accurately anct completely as possible, to render this record of the 

visions as vision-inducing as possible. He may have felt able to help 

man to transcend himself by reaching these regions and by creating new 
f 

cities suitable for his habitation. 

In many ways, this escape to the urban landscapes at the back of 

the raind is the supl."8me form of alienation, a reject·ton of the lforld and 

of sod.aI concerns. Judging by Rinbaud' s account of the suffering involved 

in "voya.nce" or the derangement of the Bind, it can be seen as an extreme 

attempt at social reform of the blighted citizens of his urban age. As 

Jung remarks: 

••• the man who takes the backstre-ets and alleys because -he eannot 
endu~"8 the broad highHay, Hill be the first to discover the psychic 
elements th8~ are Haiting to play their part in the life of the 
collective. 

The poems in Hhich memories and impressions are .generalized to 

suggest forclbly the hell of Rilllbaud' s "Torld, act as a contrast to these 

visions of joy and by th~ir darkness endow the others with greater signi-

ficance or brilliance. Each type of tmm poem therefore comments on and 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
82Jung, "Analytical Psychology", p. 83. 
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acts as a foil for the other. The condemned tOrms are an analogy of 

Rimbaud's dissatisfaction and frustration, his inability to endure the 

broad highvla,y on vrhich nineteenth century man had massed. The urban 

visions are no longer analogies to a state of mind but the replicas of 

the outer limits of the mind itself, to lihich he had retreated. Since 

thl.s region can be reached by some men through the medium of Rimbaud' s 

visionary and vision-inducing poems, they may help man to transcend 

himself and create towns in his new image. They are "Les Pants" by which 

rnan crosses to the ideal region. They represent, as NacLeish says, 

"the farthest experience of man ••• "S3. They supply Hhe~t was most lacking 

in Rimbaud's ind.ustrialized amd materialistic age, visions of beautY9 

harmony and freedom in a communal and urban setting. They are examples 

not only of tile lieu et la formule", but also of lila liberte dans Ie salut" 

to 1'1hich every man aspires, 

83l-1aCLeish, ~ry and EXlZ.r~,:p. 171. 



CONCLUSION 

In the preceding chapters, the detailed analyses of each town or 

group of tOHn poems, while essential to emphasize the prime importance 

of this theme in Himbaud's Hork, have tended to fragment the overall vievr 

of his attitude to the tOHn. It Has claimed in the introduction that a 

compara.tive urban geography of Rimbaud's town poems would be established 

at the conclusion of this research. It is now possible to compare any 

town poem or group of such poems vrith any other, according to the areas of" 

urban geography which interested Rimbaud, to see the role of the tOlm in 

any particular poem, to apprecia.te Rimbaud's attitude .to the tOND or his use 

of urban imagery at any p3.rticular moment in his poetic career. A sHeeping 

panoramic view of the Plore general issues suggested by these analyses vrill 

put the poet's preoccupation with urban themes and imagery in its true 

perspective. 

The question of a typical r.imbaldian townscape arises, What is 

Rimbaud's overall conception of -the tovm and its place in his universe? 

The whole of Rimbaud's poetry can be seen as an existential and single

minded sE':areh for an ideal environment in which to realize his full pot

entiali ty. '1'be poetry continually presents evoca tiQns or glimpses of this 

blissful place or state of mind. Conversely, it presents a rejection of 

places and states of being found vra.nting in the course of this search. 

Rimbaud's tOvm themes and images are reflections and symbOlS of this 

major preoccupation. As a man of the late nineteenth century, concerned with 

th~ nature and quality of human existence, he was obliged to scrutinize 

the fundamental values of western civilization in his ti.me. These fundamental 

226 
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values, and his own, l'l'ere inextricably bound up with urban living. 

Hany of Rimbaud's poems, starting from his earliest exercises, shaH 

a common schema: a tOrm Hhose physical appearance is barely mentioned, whose 

climate or society restricts, debilitates or isolates, is contrasted Hith 

some ideal place which offers blissful fulfillment. The ideal place is 

point for point the antithesis of the rejected toYm. The predominant 

metaphor is light/darkness, The happy or miserable figure in the poem, of ten 

identified as a poet, is seen as the prophet Hho can lead humanity to the 

ideal place. Beca.use of his panoramic view of the situation, he has perceived 

the causes of man's degeneration in the rejected towns and sensed the way 

to an ideal place of rrhich he seems to have foreknowledge. 

Since harmonious, communal living was a strong priority for Rimbaud's 

happiness, his sea.rch had to be undertaken on behalf of his fellow man. 

Hence the role of "voleur de feu" he assigns the poet. The tOHn represents 

therefore not only the central site of man's corruption but also the 

necessary site for man!s transcendence. New tOHns must be explored or created 

constantly in order to discover the ideal communal centre, y1hich must exi.st 

or be capable of being created since its image exists in Rimbaud1s mind, 

and since his vrhole being craves it. 

Rimbaud' s oym experiences in the real tOHns of his age vrere extremely 

unsatisfying. A study of the antitheses to these rejected torrns produces 

as much information about these tOHf1S a.s do their urban images. These 

antitheses not only suggest the character of Rimbaud's ideal urban place, 

but are often other urban images, Early antitheses to the rejected tmms 

are i.dyllic, pastoral scenes, peopled Hi th compliant, rOr.lant.icized girls or 

benevolent, mythological figures, as in "Ver erat ••• " or "Les Reparties de 

Nina... Soon, the ant.idote to unsatisfying tOHns takes the form of private 
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visions of dazzling~ far-away landscapes, as seen in " Les Poetes de sept ans" 

or "Le Bateau Ivre", or the idealized towns over the blue frontier in 

Belgium Pllraculously reverse the harsh realities of existence in Charleville 

and Paris and are their antitheses. Later still, in the prose poems, whole 

poems about t01ms act as opposite.s to others, a slight shift in focus 

reversing the category of these tOrms, which have similar bases in reality, 

from rejected to ideal. 

The poet's dream of man achieving complete happiness, in harmony 

with all creation, living communally amid structures created by him as 

projections of his ideal image, is a contradiction in terms, Nevertheless, 

Rimbaud seems bent on reconciling his needs for a communal and structured 

centre with his equal need for total liberty and constant expansion of 

possibilities. J.-P. Richard also remarks on this fact: 

••• il tente d'edifier un monde sans en-dessous, un univers delivre de 
I' origine et de la nostalgie. 1'lais il reclaI:le aussi que cs monde soit 
harmonieux at fraternel. Divise entre son intention de liberte et son 
besoin d' a.rchi tecture, incapable de se i'abriquer les espa.ces nouveaux 
au ce futul."' Inonde pourralt eta,blir ses assises-- •.• --il ne peut que 
se taire et renoncer. ~ 

Rirnbaud's sources for urban images are in the torms he explored. In 

the early poetry about Charleville, Belgian towns or PariS, given the normal 

tendency of the poet to express not what he feels but , .. hat he sees in the 

face of reality, there is no doubt about their specific identification. These 

towns also represent places or states of existence which illay or may not be 

sui table fOT man's happiness. The question of man's transcendence hardl.y 

arises. Physical fulfilluent alone is sufficient to produce a state of euphoria. 

It is implied that the rejected to'ofnS could be transforf'led by physical or 

lRichard, Poesie et E!0fondeur, p. 11. 
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politica.l means, the oppressive or ap3.thetic society enlightened by the 

verbal demonstration by the poet of a better mode of life, The poet seems 
. . 

to be still yearning to belong in this society and his eventual integration 

still seems possible. This explains Rimbaud's adherence to th~ political 

ideals of the Comnune which echoed his own revolt and desire for social 

change. This also explains the relatively limited rdnge of town features 

condemned or celebrated and his adherence to conventional versific~tion 

or Parnassian attitudes. Later, Rimbaud's increasing misery and correspond-

ing multiplicity of desires, precipitated ~rhaps b¥ the collapse of the 

Commune and by his increasingly acute perception of the depth and range of 

degeneration and oppression in the world, obliged him to create his ovm 

complete urban vrorld or anti-Horld. Generalization a.nd amalgamation of his 

perceptions beeomes increasingly necessa,ry to condense the multiple qualities 

of his progressively more complex towns, those poles of his universe which 

resel!lbl e more and more mythic realms: a legendary Orient or Biblical Hell. 

As the real and physical with their demonstrated inadequacies seem 

to lose their value as sources of man's fulfillment, they diminish in import-

ance in Rimbaud's poetry. The structure of his universe is mOTe complex 

than the binary opposition of the miserable urban centres of nineteenth 

century Europe, (" la r~ali te rugueuse", "Le port de 18. misere" I Hell, or the 

other rejected c~ties), Hhich are diametrically opposed to the satisfying 

ci ties, (" l' azur frontiere", ilL' Orient", "1' inconnu" ). There is also the 

line which links them and vrhich is the poet's movements or aspirations in an 

external or internal llorld, that is, his real travels and experiences or his 

escape into d.r9am or his own mind, These last tvlO elements appear to be as 

polarized as the two categories of tOHns and to complement them. Moreover, 

they are both intel1ectual or spiritual activities as vlell as physical realities, 

just as .the contrasted places have both physical and mythical dimensions. 
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Rimbaud's movement from physical to mental, from real to mythical has 

the positive, active aim of converting the negative symbols into their 

opposit~s and this implies motion between the two poles by the poet. Both 

his physical and mental activities are destined to juxtapose the positive 

realms and the negative. This is done not only to provide a yardstick or 

criticism but to produce a final integration and an obliteration of the 

negative by the positive. Since both his poles appear to expand steadily as 

the poet defines their geography in more and mOTe detail, and since they seem 

to continually recede from each other as they thus present more and more 

fundamental differences, more desperate measures are constantly required to 

effect this integl~tion. 

It y~s only when Rimbaud reached the outer limits of his physical 

and mental exploration that he was able to effect the complete, joyful 

integration of man with natural elements and man-made structures. As Richard 

rema.rked, i.his cre3.ted place has no material base or space, It has no 

temporal base either. The ideal towns and societies which Rimbaud feverishly 

creates or records are evanescent. Nevertheless, since he did record them, 

they are a social and human document as much as are the evocations of the 

rejected towns of the "real" Horld, The promethean poet can be seen at this 

point as either the "voleur de feu" serving mankind or the" poete mauditn 

alienated from humanity: the urban visions as either a refuge or a conquest. 

These ideal realms do exist even if they elude the poet in the end. 

As Rimba.ut1. sa.id in the so-called "Lettre du Voyant" (O.C., p. 251): 

11 arrive a l'inconnu, et Quandt affo1e, 11 finirait par perdre l'intellig
ence de ses visions I i1 les a vues 1 Qu', i1 creve dans son bondissement 
pa.r les choses inou'1es et innommables: viendront d'autres horribles 
travailleurs; ils commenceront par les horizons au Itautre s'est affaisse! 

The poet havin~ brought these visions to mankind, mankind, or its poets, can 
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continue the work of materializing these visions. Thus, the vlhole of Rimbaud' s 

town poetry is a social criticism and attempt at social reform. Its 

movement parallels in this sense the progressive social aims of his tech-

nological age. 

However, as Guy Michaud perceives:" II s'est dress~ contre la 

civilisation occidentale moderne, mais il en a herite la precipitation et 

l'instabilite tourmentee.,,2 Spender, noting that the priorities of despairing 

and visionary authors were diametrically opposed to those of their age, says: 

The creative element is the individual vision of the writer who realizes 
in his l .... ork the decline of modern values while isolating his OrTn indiv
idual values from the context of society. He never forgets the modern 
context, in fact he is always stating it, but he does so only to create 
the more forcibly the visions of his OHn isolation. 3 

These statef'lents sum up in part Rimbaud' s case. ','lhile he is as forvlard-

looking and ambitious for man as many of his contemporaries, by creating his 

visions of an alternative world Rimbaud is producing just as forceful a 

counte::c-current while presenting a moral judgment on his age. His singularity 

is affirmed by his contrary ideals, but his isolation from his contemporaries 

becomes a positive factor s~nce it will lead to man's true fulfillment. 

The poet assumes the role of prophet and stage director. He is in 

the vanguard of action on account of his acute perceptions, hence his under-

standing of man's condition. The "Lettre du Voyant" (ShQ,".' pp. 249-54)' maices 

this clear o It is from Nay 1871 that Rimbaud breaks the bonds of conventional 

versifiea tion and syntax, bones his vocabulary to create " a language" cap3,b1e 

2Guy Hicbaud, Bessage po~Hiq~ du s~.olisme., Faris; Nizet, 19'-1'7, p. l2~. 

3Stephen Spender, The Creative Element: A Study of Vision, Des-pair 
~.<!....Q~hodo~y~l1long some t10dern ;,i::-:iters, London: Hamish Ha:.tilton, 1933, p. 11. 
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of leading man to perceive, not rationally but with all his senses, the 

hitherto unknovTn intuitions and experiences presented by the poet. 

Urban imagery nOI-[ emerges as an integral part of Rimbaud' s verbal 

expression or eXperimentation. If the poet's role is to make us see more 

4 
clearly, and if what we are to perceive is our human condition and possib-

ilities,Hhich are represented by images of urban living, then Rimbaud's 

creation of poetry represents the road to the discovery of the ideal tOlm or 

condition of man as we 11- as the presentation of this ideal place and state. 

Poetry is Rimbaud's method of showing us. experiences rather than referring 

to them. It becomes increasingly essential for him to use untried methods 

of reaching the reader and involving him in the utterance of the poem in 

order to present his concept of communal man in an ideal environment as 

forcibly as new technological develop~ents were convincing his contemporaries 

that man's future lay along scientific, materialistic lines. 

Ultimately, Rinbaud, heralding Artaud, creates a type of theatre 

total in that the poem, instead of being a ::linor element Hithin the overall 

existential experience, attempts to become the overall eXistential experience 

of the ideal state or tOHn, enclosing Hithin itself andra.dia ting the lights, 

the movement of all sorts, the sets, the costUMes, the sounds of the ideal 

world. As Rimbaud said, .. Je devins un opera fabuleux" ("Alchimie du verbe", 

g.e., p. 110), and, " Je vais devoiler tous les mysteres: mysteres religieux 

ou naturels, mort, naiss2.nce, avenir, passe, cosmogonie, neant. Je suis !:laitre 

en fantasmagories." ("1'iuit de l'enfer", o.e., p. 101). 

4Graham Dunstan i"·'lartin, Langua,g~! Truth and Poetry, Edinburgh: At the 
Unlverslty Press, 1975, p. 40, also sees this as the chief role of poetry: 
" If ••• poetry works first and foremost by evoking connotations in the readers' 
mind, by l::aking such connotations nore conscious than they normally are, and if 
some a.t least of these connotations are not verbal, and if some again are 
irreducible images of sensations, then this nay explain poetry's ability to 
mak.e us 'see' or 'feel' reality more clearly.1I 
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This desire to effect through poetry the total involvement of the 

aUdience in h1.s visions of euphoric urban communities explains the intuitions 

of some critics about the theatricalization of much of Rimbaud's later poetry. 

Granted, the degree to which he succeeds completely in involving his reader 

may be a matter of individual perception, but this desire does appea;r to 

have been the main aim of Rimbaud's metaphysical and verbal experimentation, 

I t is therefore inseparable froI:l his .social aims and from his preoccupation 

with tovm themes and imagery as sy:nbols of social oppression or transcendence. 

This commitment to poetry as the method of reaching happiness and 

leading man there not only explains Rimbaud's placing of physical involve-

ment in the struggle of the Com:nune beneath the need to compose poetry 

( the role of the poet in "Paris se repeuple" eJlphasizes this opinion) but 

also explains his rejection of Parnassian poetry and,in fact, of most 

poetry. Poetry had forgotten how to communicate since the tiI:le of the Greeks. 

Nevertheless, since Rimbaud did not publish his later poetry nor rrtake 

any real attempt to do so, one may wonder if it can be claimed that this 

communication Hith the reader Has of such importance to him. Jung has 

said of the true artist: 

Being essentially the instrument of his Hark •• tHe have no right to 
expect him to interpret it for us. He has done his utmost by giving it 
form and must leave the interpretation to others an~.to the future.5 

Thts statement also applies to other aspects of the artist's role. He have 

no right to expect the poet to take an interest in the propa.gation of his 

vfOrk. In these later poems, the poet's relationship with his fellaH man or 

reader is varied but all'rays an important aspect of the poem. The reader, 

5Jung, "Psychology and Literature", p. 104. 
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in the creation and explol~tion of these town spectacles, These records 

"lere preserved by chance. Rimbaud's attitude to these poems would appear 

to correspond to that. stated in the" Lettre du Voyant" (O.C., p.252): 

" ••• si ce qu'il apporte de la-bas a forme, il donne forme; si c'est 

informe il donne de l'informe. 1i Once he has done this his task is complete. 

The reader, becomes an "horrible travailleur" as much as the future poets 

"rho were assigned that role.' 

Hith regard to the question of Rimbaud's desire to communicate, the 

statement of ma.ny critics, reinforced by Ri;-;'lbaud' s rema.rk in his letter 

to Izambard~ 6 that his poetry ShOHS a steady progression from subjectivity 

to objectivit~dese~les our attention. Eigeldinger poses the real problem 

here: Hhether Rimbaud's metaphysical concerns in his search for his ideal 

conununi ty led to archetypal imagery remote from his personal concerns and 

memories, and thus to truly objective poetry, or was concerned in fact with 

his OHn needs and memories. Eigeldinger states: 

II substitue a la conception subjective du moi une conception objective 
de l'etre [ ••• ] II Je est. un autre" trouve son explication et son 
prolongement dans l'ineonscient collectif, tel gue 1'0. d9.fini 10. 
psychologie de CoG, Jung. Alors que l'inconscient personnel est 
constitue par les elements et les materiaux issues de l'existence 
individuelle, du passe intime du moi, et qu'il correspond a. un V8CU 
de chacun des etres, l'inconscient collectif recele les images de 10. 
vie universe11e, les representations et les structures heritees des 
temps originels de l'humanite 7 

It is true that the increasing generalization of his personal 

memories and visions in the later poetry, the multiplicity of the role of 

the poet, or his apparent absence, seem to indicate a Hider vieH, a desire 

6Ri;nbaud, O.C., p. 248, ", •• 
poesie subjective~ •• @" 

vous ne voyez en votre principe que 

7 Eigeldinger, ~E- Vovance avant Ri:'lbaud, Geneve; Droz et Paris: 
Ninard, 197], pp. 104-105. 
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to present rather than convince, a sub~erging of the poet's personality 

to that of mere recorder of the place. Hords denoting happiness and un

happiness, frequent in the early poetr~are gradually replaced by the direct 

induction of emotions by imagery appealing to the perceptions. The poetry 

becomes more objective in that sense, HOYTever, as He have seen, Rimbaud Has 

intensely involved emotionally in the visions of his later poetry. The 

contents and imagery of the visions link directly Hith his earlier analogies 

to his strong emotions: lights, colours,' luxuriant natural features, pleasant 

sounds, vigorous movements, raerging with i-Tha t offers love. The collective 

unconscious yield.s up archetyps.l illl8.gery, but these archetypes correspond 

to the deepest emotions of all men, and all men include the recorder of 

these images. The fact that the recording of these visions had an altruistic 

aim does not preclude Rimbaud's 'interest in his own personal fulfillment 

in this ideal u.rban society he created. In fact, a case could be made for 

the increasing subjectivity of Rir.1baud's poetry. As he retreated more and 

more inside his own mind,the internal landscapes he described, whether 

they contain personal fflemor:i.es or not, are reflections of what he needed 

'psychologically to compensate for the deprivations of his age, 

Poetxy is never truly objective or subjective since it must, as a 

communication, cause reverberations and recognitions in the mind of others. 

The metaphysical content of Rir.1baud's poetry, the search 'for and the 

recording of the ideal regions "la-bas", demonstrate his increasing ability 

to unlversalize, condense and cOffi(lmnicate perceptually man's deepest urge, 

to find perfect happiness, This links him to all men. Rimbaud's final 

urban images and the formulae he us'es to evoke them bear remarkable 

resemblances to the heavens of all religions and the goal of all spiritual 

que'sts: communion, communication, splendour, peace and love, " 1a liberte 

dans le salut". These images strike deeply into our unconscious, just as 
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they stirred Rimbaud deeply. Their archetYp3..l nature does not preclude 

his personal concerns nor exclude generalized scraps of personal memory 

or perception being contained in them. 

Our final question is thus suggested. Are Rimbaud's town poems 

merely of interest to literary or social hist.orians? Obviously they offer 

more than an account of the experiences of a F'rench, Catholic, recently 

urbanized boy during the European industrial revolution and a sample of 

the progress of French poetic style. Hhat is the secret of their continuing 

appeal? 

Andre Gide, in response to a similar query by Poesie in 1941, said: 

r-fais peu importe apres tout ce qu'il platt a tel ou tel de voir dans 
Rimbaud. Le propre d I un authentique genie po4,tique n I est-il pas de 
repondre a des questions tres diverses, de preter a ~aintes inter
pretations contradictoires, de favoriser a son sujet le :ne.sentente, 
d'offrir plus qu'il ne sem.bla.it dlabord, de sorte que jamais, avec lui, 
l'on ne puisse s'en tenir 1a? II y a ce qu'il a voulu dire, ce que 
l'on croit qu'il a voulu dire; mais Ie plus important sans doute reste 
ce qu'il a dit sans Ie vouloir et malgre lui • 
•• ~Rimbaud demeure un maitre prestigieux dans l'art d'ecrire, un 
inventeur de formes dont les imi ta tenrs sans nombre n' ont pu tarir 
la nouveaute. 8 

A third of a century later Gide's perceptive remarks still hold true. 

They hold true becaHse Rimbaud was a poet. His metaphysical, social, 

rhilosophici'll and personal concerns are presented as an art form. ~le are 

always peripherally aware of his poetic text. Rimbaud's abandonment of and 

deris:i.lm for old poetic forms led not to formlessness but: to a new art 

form 1n poetry and to great art, which is all-rays an inexhaustible source of 

inspiration, stimulus and neif vistas for the imagination, protean enough 

to be all things to all men in all ages. 

Hichael Polyani, discussing the effect of great painting, explains 

8Andre Gide, " Rimbaud", p. 177, in Feuillets d'automne, Paris: 
Nercure de F'rance, 1949. 
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why it is precisely because of the art form that great works are so compelling: 

••• works of art are generally formed by the integration of two 
incomp3.tible elemen'ts, one of these being an attempted communication, 
and the other, an artistic structure that contradicts the cO:'lJTlUnication. 
'The harmonious compound formed by these hw elements has qualities 
found neither in nature nor in human affairs, and hence it can com
municate no information about real facts, But it can dravr on our 
unorganized memories and embody them in its ovrn structure, evoking 
thereby deep emotions in us, The paSsions that the artist spent in 
creating his work thus generate their counterp:1rt in us \oTho follow him. 

This is hovr artistic structures, being essentially detached from 
nature and human affairs, can grip us more firmly than our own memories 
can do. 9 

As in all poetry, the factual content of Rimbaud's work is slight. 

vIe can find out far more facts about towns from any record of urban stat-

istics. HOHever, the cities are man's creations on earth and have an emot-

ional aUYcL divorced from statistics. Rimbaud created poetry which used 

the town as prime symbol of tHO' universal and absolute states: enstasy and 

misery. By undertaking,in the name of mankind, a quest f!!ir the ecstatic 

stat.e and city, by aligning the whole of creation and drawing it into these 

two states and corresponding types of city in order to illuminate and 

illustrate them, and especially, by pursuing this quest through a constant 

refinement of a language which could communicate in hitherto unknown fashions, 

Rimbaud crea.ted great works of art. 

His later poetry, rarticularly, a.ppeals to all our perceptions, 

involves us in its creation in the same way that medieVal paSSion plays, 

total theatre, structured and enhanced basic life experiences. It is open 

enough, suggestive enough, with enough layers of connotation to admit us 

all. The poem encloses us Hithin its frar.:eHork and seems to expand to 

9Hichael Polyani, II \~hat is a painting? ", The American Scholar, 
39 ( Autumn 1970), p. 669~ 
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global proportions. It strikes deeply into our unconscious with its 

universal symbols and archetypal images of happiness and misery. Rimbaud's 

poetic journey pg,rallels the steps of any individual on his OvIn road tovrards 

his ideal place, His human document orders, illuminates and becomes ours, 
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'roHNS IN RnmA UD' S POETRY 

This appendix simply lists the tmms named by Rimbaud in his 

poetry. They are arranged alphabetically, then within each section, in 

the order in which they appear in Adam's edition of Rimbaud, Oeuvres 

9..£nrpletes. Honuments and other sites peculiar to any town are listed 

l"i th that town, even if they appear in different poems, 'Jords designating 

tmms are also listed to indicate their frequency in the poetry. Parts 

of town architecture, for example "boulevards", are not included in 

this table however. Figures in square brackets indicate the number of 

times t.he l'iOrd or noun appears in an individual poem. 

+ 

+ + 

L'acropole: [2J, "Villes", p. 137. 

d' Ashby ? ~ "Devotionll, p. 153. 

Asnieres: "Chant de guerre parisienne", p. 40. 

Rabylone; [2J, "Ronne pens€e <iu matin", p. 76, ana. its repetitien in 
IIA1chimie du verbe", p •. 107. 

Bagdad: "Villes", p. 136. 

Bagneux: nChant de guerre parisienne", p. 40. 

Baigneux:"Charles d 'Orleans a Louis XI", p. 176, ("vins de Baigneux") 

la ba.nlieue: [2J, "Ouvriers", p. 133, and "Bottom", p. 151 • 

. des banlieues: "Villes", p. 136. 

Beaulne: "Charles d'Orleans a Louis XI", p. 177, (!Ivins de Beaulne"). 

Beth1eem: "Jeune menage", p. 81. 
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Beth-Sa1da: "Proses evangelictues", p. 163, ("10. piscine des cinq 
galeries", "bain populaire", "buanderie militaire", "la 
gal erie" , "une colonne", "les marches interieures" [2J, p. 163). 

un bourg: "Prologue II", p. 172. 

ce bourg: "Proses e.vangeliques", p. 163. 

les bourgs: "Villesu
, p. 136. 

Brooklyn: "Promontoire", p. 149. 

Bruxelles: "Bruxel1es", p. 82-83, (Boulevart du Regent, "1 'Henriette, ••• , 
station du chemin de fer", p. 82). 

Byzance: "Mauvais Sang", p. 54. 

Canal IIProses evangeliques", p. 163. 

Capharna~m: "Proses evangeliques", p. 163. 

Carthage: II Promontoire", p. 149. 

Charleroi: [3J, "Au Cabaret-Vert", p. 
tante victoire de Sarrebruck", p. 

32; "La Haline", p. 33; 
34, (le Cabaret-vert, p. 

"L'Ecla-
32). 

Char1evi11e: itA 1a iTIusique", p. 21 ("I)lace de la gare", "mesquines 
pelouses", "les bancs verts", "des gazons verts", "les marronniers 
verts", pp" 21--22) • 

Circeto .? : "Devotion", p. 153. 

'oi te:' ltv Orgie :pa.risiennell
,. p. 1+7, ( "la Cite sainteJl); "L' Homme juste", 

p. 54; IIAdleuu
, p. 117, C'.La cite enorme")~ "801eil et chair, 

r 

p. 7t ("les splendides Cites"); "Ciu'est-ce pour nous".", p. 71, 
("Cites"); "Vies 1II", pe 129, '("Une cite du Nord"); "VOrgie 
parisienne", pp. 47-48, ("Une cite", "0 cite" [2J, "cite" [6J, 
(15 mentions in all). 

Corinth~~ "Verba Apollonii. ~. n, p. 188. 
I 

Damas: "Metropoli tain", p. 144. 

le faubourg: ~31j' "Les Poetes de sept ans" f p. 44, [lJ; "Vil1es", po 
138, :..2, • . 

Des Faubourgs: "Les Premiers Communions", II, p. 62. 

Fleurus: "Mort.s de qua tre-vingt-douze ••• ", p. 20. 



Galilee: [2J, "Proses evangeliques", p. 162; nUn Coeur sous une 
soutane", p. 199. 

Gethsemeni: "Un Coeur sous une soutane", p •. 199, 
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1a grandQville: [2J, "Chant de guerre p:trisienne", po 40~ "Aube", P. 140. 

Habana: "Ce qu'on dit au poete ~ propos de fleurs", p. 58. 

Hampton Court: II Villes", p. 137. 

Inkerman·n: "Un Coeur sous une soutane", pc 200. 

Des Khenghavars: ilLes Hains de Jeanne-Harie", Pll 50. 

Londres: "Villes", p. 138; "Promontoire", p. 149, ("des Embankments"). 

Une M~tropole: "Vl.'11e", p. l olr • "Me'tropolital' nil p 143 141.1. c .,rY , i'l ,. - r 0 

Neudon: II Chant de guerre parisienne", p. 44. 

Nazareth : '~Tempus era t. 0 • ", p. 180. 

Paramaribo: liCe qu' on dit au poete a propos de fleurs", p~ 6n. 

Paris: "Le Forgeron", [4J, pp. 18-20; "L'Orgie Parisienne", [3J, pp. 
1}7-48; "Les Hains de Jeanne-I,1arie" p p. 51: "Vies III" 9 pe 129; 
"Villes", p. 138; "Prologue", p. 173; "Faris, Conneries II", 
p. 211; "Ressouvenir", p. 217; (13 mentions). "Le F2r~eronll, 
pp. 16-18, (1es Bastilles, ta Bastille, la Bastille, L2J), 
ppo 15-18, (Les Tuileries, Le Palais des Tuileries, "ces larges 
cours'~); "Rages de Cesars", P. 31, (UAux fleurs des Tuileries"); 
"Le Forgeron", p. 16, ("Ton Louvre"); "L'Orgie parisienne", p. 
47, ("les boulevards", "les quais"); "Charles d'Orleans a Louis 
XI", pp. 175-178, (Ch~te'letf Hontfaulcon [2J, L'Abreuvoir Popin, 
la taverne Pestel, la Fomme du Pin, Ie Plat-d'Etain, la Cour du 
Parlement [2J, "la fortaine :'!aubuay·.'; "Villes", p. 138, 
(la Sainte-Chapelle ?) I "Etat de siege?", p •. 212, (lila rive 
gauche" ,1' Odeon) e . 

Parisienne: "Chant de guerre parisienne", p. 39; "L I Orgie p-:1risienne", p. 47. 

port, de la misere: "Adieu", po 117. 

quarlier: "Les Poetes de sept ans", p. 44" ("rumeur du quartier"); "Les 
Pauvres a l' eglise", p. 46, ("des quartiers d1stingues"); 
ilLes Premiers Communions", Pit 629 ("des Riches Quartiers"); 
"Villes", p. 138, ("1e haut quartier", "quartiers", tIle 
quartier co:nmergant"); (6 mentions). 
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Reims: "Prologue II", p. 172, ("sa belle cathedmle", p. 172). 

Rome~ "Charles d 'Orleans a Louis XI", p. 175; "Ver erat ••• ", p. 179, 
("Roma."'); "Jugurtha", p. 184 ... 186, ("Roma", [11 J); "Verba Apollonii 
de Marco ctcerone", pp. 188-190 (nRoman and "romanus"); "Les 
Levres closes", [2J, p. 208; (29 mentions of Rome and the Romans); 
"Verba Apollonii", p. 188 and 190, (Forum); "Les T~evres closes", 
p. 208., (Ita la Sixtine"). 

Saint-Cloud: .4Rages de Cesars", p. 31. 

Samarie: "Hetropolltain", p. 144; "Proses evangeliClues", [3J, p. 162. 

Sarrebruck: "L'tEclatante victoire de Sarrebruck", p. 34. 

Scarbro': "Promontoire", p. 149. 

Sevres: It Chant de guerre parisienne", p. 44, 

des Sions: [see also SOlymeJ; ilLes Hains de Jeanne-Harie", P. 50; 
<J.Les Premiers Corununionslt, p. 62, ("Reine de Sion"). 

les Sodomes: "Nocturne vulgaire". p. 142, 

Sorrente, la mer de: liCe qulon dit au poete a propos de fleurs", p. 158. 

urbs: "Jugurthall
, [4J, pp. 184-186; "Verba Apollonii ••• ", [2J, pp. 188-90, 

Soj.ssons: "J~occupais un wagon ... ", p. 2090 

Solyme: "Nauvais Sang", p. <j}. 

les Solymes: ""Nocturne vulgaire", po lL~2, "L I Homme' juste ••• ", p. 84, 
("les Oliviers");"Vies I", p. 128, ("1es terrassesdu temple"); 
'-'Le Loup criait", p. 89, ("au Cedron", "aux autels de Sa.lomon") i 
"Proses evangeliques", P. 162, ("au temple"); "Tempus erat •• , .. , 
p. 1.871 (net templi ligna secaret"). 

suburbain: Ii J'eunesse I", p. 147 i "Omieres", p. 135, ('ipastorale suburbain") 

Treguier: "Ce quI on di t au poete a propos de fleurs", p. 60. 

Valmy: "Morts de Cluatre-vingt-douze ••• II , p. 20. 

Venise: IIPromontoire",:p. 149. 

1e village: IJI.es Reparties de Ninall
, p. 26; II Un Coeur sous une souta.ne" , 

p. 205, (tlun riche village"); "Les Premiers Comm.unions", p. 60, 
("de villagesu

); "Loin des oiseaux ••• ", pp. 72 and 106, ("des 
villageoises") • 
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'la ville: "Roman", Po 29; "Comedie de la soif", Po. 75; "Bonne pensee 
du matin", p. 76; "Alchimie du verbe", pe 107; "Est-elle 
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